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INTRODUCTION
S o m e years ago the first half of this Tihetan story covering the
years 1921-28 was published under the title of "The Mountain of
Silver Snow." This second half embracing tlle years from 1929 to
1936 records ventures more venturesome and dangers more dangerous than those reported in the first volume. T h e scenes of tlie first
adventures were in Batang and in the areas southward, n~ostlyin
Yunnan, Burma and tlie southeastern portion of tlie Tibetan Tableland. The incidents of this book center in Batang and i n tlle rcgions to the north and east upon the Tibetan Plateau with the
entrance through the Yangtze Gorges into Tibet.
To a greater extent than in "The Mountain of Silver Snow" tlle
tracing of the travelled routes throughout the Eastern Tibetan
Highlands are not the chronicle of a single journey between stated
points. Portions of the route here recorded were traced four timcs
such as the trip through the Yangtze Gorges. The trails bctwecn
Tacliienlu and Batang, and from Tacliienlu to Dzochen were traversed upon three occasions. Although each trip had events worthy
of record, for tlie sake of brevity and interest, the outstanding incidents of rrlultiple trips over the same route are combi.led into
one account. Numerals and asterisks upon the maps will show
the number of trips over any route. My companions upon tlicsc
journeys wcre not always thc same but these variations are indicated and are irrelevant since adventures and not personalitic~
are tllc theme of this volume.
Tlic author pent fifteen years when in Tibet, and many hours
~ i n c rstudying tlie Tihetan language and tlie different systems of
transliteration adoptcd hy seven different Tibetan authorities. AF)
this hook and its maps are for the use of hot11 sc1~olar.sand tlic
general public tlie author has attempted to romanize tlie place
names, as spelled 1)y his teaclier Gepan Atring who investigated
the proper Tibetan characters on the spot, with two objects in
view. First, to create a name which adheres to tlie Tibetan enunciation, is pronounceable and has the appearance of an Englisli
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word. Second, to hold closely enough to a scientific transliteration so that a Tibetan scholar with the aid of a Tibetan-English
dictionary, such as Das, can discover the original Tibetan characters. The author believes he has succeeded reasonably well ill
this almost insurmountable task although recovery of the Tibetan
characters in some cases may require a little searching.
In the transliteration, diacritical marks have been avoided as
they are easily lost in printing and are not understood by the
average reader. The chart (Appendix No. 4 ) , on the sound of
English letter*, llas been kept as simple and brief as possible.
Finally, although this volume may not fulfill the Tibetan standard of good writing of "To be free from the three faults of,-too
much, too little and mistakes" yet the author hopes that it may
give the reader the feeling expressed in another Tibetan proverb
that it ie "Arrow to the target and words to the meaning."

Chapter I

WESTWARD TO THE YANGTZE
A m o n g perpetual snow mountains in the highest recesses of Inner Tibet, legend places a long-haired wild ~ a of
k immense size.
From its opened mouth over a long protruding red tongue comes
a never-ending stream of water which Tibetans affirm is the source
of the Dri (Dre) Chu or Wild Yak River which is known to most
of the world as the Yangtze.
For its first four hundred miles the Dri Chu flows through the
almost uninhabited and bitterly cold Jyangthang (Chang-tang),
the elevated undulating plains of northern Tibet upon which
graze thousands of wild yak. In the second four hundred miles
the monotonous grassy Jyangthang is replaced by forested ravines
and cultivated valleye intermingled with grasslands; in these parts.
the wild yak yields to the product of its mating with domesticated
cattle-found in the various blends of tame yak which supplies the
nomad with a complete livelihood and the valley dwellers with
work and dairy stock.
For the remainder of its mountainous course the Yangtze, as
the Chineha Chiang or River of Golden Sand, continues to etep
downward by furious rapide in a great half-circle of eight hundred
milee before leaving the Tibetan Plateau to enter the heavily cultivated Chineee farms of the Red Basin. More gentle, but with
wild stretches in the Gorgee, the Yangtze, now known as the Great
or Long River, courses the flatter land of the water buffalo and
rice paddies for its final eixteen hundred miles to the ma.
To reach the Land of the Yangtze and the Yak from America
we take ehip at a Pacific port, having eet forth on our different
tripe from Vancouver, Seattle and Loe Angelee. However, we have
returned home through the ports of San Francieco and New York.
The departure of a ship is the beginning of a dynasty of time.
To the eeaeoned traveler it is a holiday and to the novice an epoch.
One leaves the familiar democracy of an intimate environment,
bidding farewell to America, and becomes the temporary eubject of
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an absolute monarch, the captain of the ship, who i n turn must be
guided by the shifty currents of wind and water.
On shore the prospective passenger only vaguely senses, that
the ship, wliicli is about to leave its easy slurping movenients
alongside the wharf to gallop with a steady, twisting rocking upon
unfettered seas, is to be his sole tie to a stable life. As tlie hour of
embarking approaches the seriousness of the voyage begins to
thrill and yet to appall. One tries incolierently to think of final
directions f o r relatives and friends whose uneasy chatter enhances
the confusion of sailors and dockmen niaking ready to cast off.
Tlie seeming chaos however is orderly. Each person has his
assigned task. The band plays joyful music but changes to such
sad tunes as "Farewell to Thee" when the time for departure
draws nigh. Tlie passengers grab the many-colored rolls of paper
from tlie deck steward and hurl them shoreward forming a rainI ~ o warcade of flimsy lines wliicll tlie farewellers on shore grasp
to kcep a final tie that does not bind. Late arrivals must now press
and push to reach the crouching gangplank. Dockmen are unliurricdly filling the last net with belated baggage and the crane
swings creakingly aboard where sailors dump the pieces outside
the hold as they fasten winches, cranes and tackle firmly in their
couches where storms will not be able to disturb.
As the time of departure draws near there begins a continuous
ringihg of bells. Ship officers rush to and fro in final inspections
while boatswains quietly speak forceful impetus to tardy workere.
Tugs appear alongside to push the giant away from its wharf.
Dock lal~orersrelease middlc ropes as the engines begin to tl~roh
and then stand-by to cast off the end hawsers. Ae the tugs inch
the ship away, tlie end liawser's are unfastened and pulled on deck.
The passengers wave frantically as the streamer arcade stretches
and breaks, to fall and become eodden discolored fragmente. The
giant ship gains headway under its own power and soon the tug8
withdraw leaving a hit of man-made world' steaming in solitary
,'
state toward a dietant port.
M y fiancee Kate Louise Habecker and I were married at mideemester on Feb. 2, 1921 while in mieeionary training school and
consequently postponed our formal honeymoon until we boarded
the old E m p r e a of Japan of 7000 tons on August 13th. To the
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landlubber bridegroom an ocean voyage seems to be the ideal
honeymoon until he encounters the seasick wave. Then romantic
moonlight strolls and spooning upon darkened decks vanish into
hurried staggers to the ship's railing and to drowsy dopey reclining upon a deck chair. Tlle endearing tones of passionate love
avowals which the bride has heard are replaced by incoherent
rnutteringS that the ship might sink or strike a rock or do something which will stop the everlasting dipping, rolling and squirruing n~otions. My wife fortunately enjoys our formal lloneymoon
but I struggle until we reach land.
About 1880 Jules Verne is reputed to have circled the globe in
eighty days. Aeroplanes take cighty hours but ships are still a
slow leisurely means of travel and the radio has not overcome
altogether the physical isolation of a ship at sea. Hence an ocean
trip involves days of thought and preparation on the part of Loth
passengers and the ship's personnel to insure comfort and happiness. Yet more nerve wracking than equipping a round the world
cruise are the preparations whicll my wife Louise and I have made
for our six-year tern1 in an isolated outpost near the Yangtze on
the Tibetan Plateau in the Land of the Yak. Lest we forget an
important item we take the catalogs of the huge mail-order houses
and check through them page by page until our stock is complete
for at least a two year residence without replenishment. Securing
supplies for the additional four years will require constant foresight as Batang our intended station is so renlote that letters take
3 to 6 months and magazines 6 to 12 months to arrive. Freiglll
packages reach the station in an average time of two years.
Life was still so primitive in the Orient in 1921 that etoves and
iron beds coulcl not be bought in Shanghai and Hongkong. The
farther inland one travcled the less one could buy. Purchasing
from the large mail order houses and shipping goods to the Tibetan Platcau tripled thc cost of equipment such as beds and stoves
and made sugar worth a dollar a pound and coal oil a dollar a
gallon when laid down in Batang. Fortunately the cheapness of
native foorls, which we use largely, such as yak beef at five cents
a pound and eggs less than a cent apiece with vegetables in proportion equalize living expenses so that one can live in semiforeign style a little more cheaply than in America.
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Out of sight of land one has time to note the denizens of the
sea. Constantly tailing us are gulls plucking refuse dumped over
the side, until sensing we are leading them across the ocean, they
disappear so quietly and suddenly that one ie not aware of their
departure. A hundred or more miles from shore the gap left by
the gulls is filled by gunies who appear everywhere and anytime.
Brownish with white bands around the base of the tail the gunies
are a small species of albatross, some of whose membere have
white bodies and heads, while others seen only in the southern
eeas have the longest wing spread for birds, reaching to 11 feet.
Three of the smaller speciee with wings three feet long and not
over nine inches wide float effortleesly over the wake of our ehip
to catch fish churned to the eurface by the propellere. Whales
occasionally spout and schools of porpoisee race the ship epringing clear of the water in long horizontal leaps. As one approaches
Japan sometimes the long slender, whitish bodies of flying fie11
hurl above the waves eupported by two large upper fins spread
out like wings. Some sail as far as 200 feet under their initial
momentum.
Life aboard ship eettlee down into a fixed routine of five meale
a day, the three regular ones aseieted by broth in mid-morning
and tea in mid-afternoon. In between meale the occupational
castee complete their ritee. The deck promenadere walk eo many
milee with ten timee around the deck equalling a mile; the bridge
enthusiaete bid four hearts in preference to watching the silver
eheen of moonlight on the ocean; the lovelorn eeek out an isolated
nook to spoon and eigh, treating everything elee ae caeual; the
eocialite bitter-endere create a drunken noise every night in spite
of ellip regulatione and the discomfort of others; the
convereationalist tiree you but never himeelf; the eilent myeterioue hide their identity with the air of an important pereonage
or a eeaeoned traveller; woret of a11 ie the activist who ie never
eatiefied unleee a concert, a lecture, a tournament or a dance ie
kept going by your cooperation lest one be unoccupied, have a
moment'e leieure, or ehow eigne of being loneeome.
Humor on board ship aeeumee two unvarying forms, (1) jeet~
centered around eeaeicknees and (2) tomfoolery to worry and deceive even the sophieticated. Seaeickneee afflicte about twenty-five
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percent upon an ordinary voyage with a little rough weather; but
if a storm should strike early before the majority have acquired
their sea-legs or a certain tolerance to the endless motion, ~ e r h a p s
ninety percent will suffer from a mild to a violent condition in
which they strive after tranquillity in keeping their meals down,
but find that they must exercise their meals up. The jests play
around such verbal thrusts as "What's the matter, got a weak
stomach?" with the answer "No, I'm throwing it as far as the rest
of them"; and the Frenchman travelling on an English ship. The
Frenchman had learned enough English to take i t literally. He
was aroused one night by his friend who occupied the berth above
him. His friend suddenly was nauseated and yelled "Look out
below"; and the Frenchman obediently stuck out his head in
time to receive a deluge.
Seasick jokes soon subside as the subject and its activities are
limited. Not so with the tomfoolish tongue which ever invents a
new rumour or a new "cock and bull" story to worry the unwary.
These rumours range from statements "that the boat is going to
turn back to America" or that "a plane will come out to meet the
boat in order to take off an important personage urgently needed
in government work," to the cry that "the indistinct loud speaker
has just announced a meeting of all passengers in the lounge."
Such statements always given with straight face and oily tongue
soon convince the novice that everyone is a liar and he wonders
why everyone should pick on him.
Some read books which they otherwise would never have
opened, and some play bridge or pinochle to which they would
not give spare time on land. The socially minded make casual
friendships with people they would not think of associating with
at home. The wanton engage in flirtations uninhibited by family
and friends' supervision which had kept them in a straighter path
in the hometown. Life aboard ship is a great leveler of society,
breaking down the barriers of race and nationality and softening
the antipathies of religious conviction.
Certain days stand out most distinctly. The two big parties
are the Captain's Dinner and the Hard Times Party. The Captain'~ Dinner or Dress-up Night brings out the most gorgeous
evening gowns on the ladies and formal dress or dark suits for
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tlie men. Special orcllestra music, singing by male quartet, gaudy
decorations, and dancing until the sleepy hours wind u p with a
final rnoonligllt walk upon tlie top deck. The Hard Times Party
is the favored evening in which all revert to the primitive, by
wearing poverty-stricken costume. Those who feel poorest wear
tlie least and are happy. Without design I won a prize once at
such a time. As usual I waited until just before dinner time to
think a l ~ o u tmy "Hard Times" suit. Under sudden inspiration
and a certain admiration of Gandhi I decided to imitate the Hindu
sage. Stripping to an athletic strap I grabbed a sheet from the bed
and, with the help of safety pins, a handkerchif tied around my
head and a pair of dark spectacles, transformed my thin bony
frame, sloping forehead and absent-minded gaze into a recognizable irnage of Gandlii.
Unknown to me the Hindu leader had a short time previously
made a voyage on our boat the President Lincoln. Consequently
upon stepping into tlie dining room the hubbub of the waiters
changed into clapping, while I sought my seat pulling a paper
goat tied to the encl of a string. After dinner in the
staged I~eforetlie judges, in which all Hard Dressers participate(],
I won the prize as heing tlie hardest up. Since Gandhi was a teetotaler tlie prize was in keeping with his habits and a bottle of
buttermilk was shared with my table companions.
Tlie present-day steamships strive to give passengers all the
facilities of their l ~ o m elife. A gymnasium is supplemented hy a
15 by 30 foot swimming pool and games, such as shuffleboard,
player1 on deck. A wellstocked library for the studious and an
inexliaustible bar for tho thirsty offer a contrast in mental and
physical relaxation. Chapel services on the recognized days offc-r
religious comfort. Lectures by some of the more distinguishe~I
paasengers, whore experience8 and life have been unusual, are
delivered to those interested. A daily newspaper of important news
is pul~lislledand distributed in time for the evening meal. Thcrc
are limited facilities for the sending and receiving of radio messages to any part of the world yet in spite of all comforts and
contacts one never quite overcomes the feeling of ebbing away
from the world. Our temporary isolation engenders a sense of
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l~elplessnessand insecurity for tlle ship is a world to itself and the
law of the sea is dominant.
National and religious holidays are kept with the proper spirit.
If the ship is to be at sea over Christmas, toys and food luxuries
are not forgotten by tlle sllip's supply officer. On Christmas Day
gay decorations with a Christmas tree and appropriate gifts for
every child, besides candy and fruit in which even the adults
share, are part of the festivities. Two of our most pleasant and
distinctively remembered Christmas Days were spent upon the
ocean, one in the Red Sea where our British hosts piped in the
flaming pudding as the final touch for Christmas Eve.
Unless the ship takes the direct northern route by the short
circle almost touching the Aleutians and consuming fourteen daya
to Yokohama, the first stop is a day in Honolulu which gives one
a taste of tropical Hawaii. Then to Japan with a day in Yokohama, through the inland sea for a day at Kobe and maybe a
stopover night at Nagasaki. From here i t is two more days t l ~ r o u ~ l i
the discolored waters of the Yellow Sea whose hue has been
created by the Yangtze. The ship enters the mouth of this tremendous stream whose upper ends drain the yak-lands of Tibet.
One docks at Shanghai after a two hour trip u p the Whangpu
river. Shanghai is the chief port of China and funnels Yanptze
river-trade inland, part of which finally reaches the grasslands of
Tibet where it is carried upon the backs of yak.
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Chapter I1

YARNS O F T H E YANGTZE GORGES
North of Shanghai the Yangtze River Dragon, with a mouth full
of islands, pushes tongues of cirocolate waters for two hundred
rniles into the clean Pacific. This silt-laden flood races with romance. The first thousand miles barely moves fast enough to be
called a current so that real enchantment begins at the Gorges
above bustling Ichang and ends two hundred and fifty miles wcstward at Chungking. Some farther upper reaches of the Yangtze
have still more rugged canyone within the borders of Tibet, but
their magnificence i e wasted on burly yaks and sheep-skinned
Tibetans.
Less than forty yeare ago up-river travellers eat in bamboo
chairs three feet above the water on launch-sized junks; now
square-sterned steamers eighty-five to one hundred and ninety feet
long pushed by double-powered engines hoist one over turbulent
swirls and cut easily around jutting rocks. Although these modem vessels give greater safety to life and goods, they permit no
leieurely inspection of bewitching temples and storied landmarks
as was possible when chanting coolies with measured tread spent
hours pulling one's junk over raging rapide.
Far up in the snow-covered mountains of Tibet the Yangtze
starts as a tiny rivulet; after tu~rlblingand winding fifteen hundred miles to Chungking the river has become a quarter of a mile
in width. Below Chungking this vast epread of waters is forcepumped into a chasm often a hundred to two hundred yards wide;
in low water season rushing and roaring over hidden rocks; in
high water boiling around right-angle turns with cyclonic force.
Four times, twice up and twice down, we have travelled on the
Yangtze acroee China. On our first trip, naturally the most vivid
in recollection, we take passage on the British ship Kingwo recently repaired after ecraping a rock on a downward voyage in the
Gorges. The Kingwo is built especially for the Yangtze service,
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measures 148 feet long, 28 fcet wide and has a draft of 6 feet 8
inches. She is a vessel of 284 tons with a speed of 14.5 knots.
We pull anchor a t Shanghai in the first tinges of dawn. Out of
tlie Wliangpu into the Yangtze we meander upstream against tlic
sluggish, silt-surfeited current, several times backing off from mud
banks wl~iclithreaten to suck us beneath the surface. I t is April
and the water is a t its lowest. T h e Yangtze shrinks from a width
of ten to fifty miles at its mouth to over a half mile wide at Hans
kow some six hundred miles inland. We pass Foocliow junks,
reputed to be the largest of their type, guided by a pair of eyes in
the bow and carrying cloth, kerosene and manufactured products
inland which they will exchange for woodoil, tea, and rice froni
the Cliangslia bowl, and famed ware from Kiukiang. The junks
need all of their ragged ribbed sails to push against the current.
We halt briefly a t Nanking and Wuhu; and at Kiukiang long
enough to buy a set of bowls with rice grains embedded in the
ware and to wish we could have time to visit Kuling a day's
journey u p the mountain for a stay i n China's most famous summcr resort. We swing around Orphan's Island crowned I)y a nlonastery and delay long enough a t Hankow to go shopping and to
pay our respects to the American Consul.
Embarking once more wc push toward Sliasi where much t u ~ l s
oil is loaded by downriver boats f o r export to America. On a
later trip in 1934 within this stretch occurred a remarkable denlonstration of 1)clief in a superstition. We were on the S.S. Ichanp
wl~iclil ~ a t lf o r n i e r l ~I ~ e c ncommanded by a Capt. Nichols, an EnP
l i s l ~ ~ i i aofn long esperier~ceupon the river. However, lie had incurred the hatrrd of his c l ~ wor at least a part of the mcn. He
dieapprarcd cnroutv to Sllnsi on July 13, 1930 prr~unlnl)ly1 ) ~
heing thrown ovcrl~oartl,n l t l ~ o u ~it l is
~ I,nrcly possible Ile fell
jumped off t l l r strainer. An i~~vestipation
failed to reveal tllc
exact came of his disnppearanrc as t l ~ cCllinese insistcd the river
dragon Iiad pullecl h i ~ ninto tlle water. The Chinese then predicted that a Inan would fall ovcrl~oardevery year from this Iloat
in July. As the forecast had been fulfilled by a mrin1)er of tllc
crew or a passenger vanishing every year i t was firnily at.te(l
sbmeone would go overboarrl from our ship between the first all('
15th of this nlonth. The 15111 arrived and e o strong waa my bclirf
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in the duplicity of the Chinese mind which would see that someone was pushed overboard to maintain the prophecy that I slept
inside the cabin rather than my usual place next to the railing
where one could be easily shoved off. True to the echedule a man
went overboard that night but whether he fell over or was pushed
off the crowded boat where doorways opened out to the waters
no railing, the river dragon will not tell. At least I slept
sout~dlywith locked door.
Travelling only by day and anchoring each night we arrive at
Icllang after nine days from Shanghai. Ichang lies just above the
first gorge and is featured by a pagoda which is, however, overshadowed in interest by a series of pyramid hills across the river.
Water below the zero level which is tlie mark for safe navigation delays us five days in Ichang. Then we push through a drifting fog past a series of conical and pyramidal peaks forming a
row of menacing lower teeth for the Tiger's Tooth Gorge. The
fog lifts under the rising sun as we enter the limestone cliffs of the
Huang-mao-lisia or Yellow Cat Gorge which merges into the Lampshine Gorge; tlie names were created by tlle shape and shine of
the crouching rocks. Not quite halfway through on the right bank
(right is facing the moutli of a stream) is a water-worn "Dragon's
Cave" wliicli is reputed to run inland for miles to an outlet;
definitcly sccn within its mouth is the limestone rock dragon
guarding his lair.
These gorgcs arc within tlie first sixteen miles above Ichang.
Just beyond is the Zigzag Rcacli, one broad stretch of granite
rocks ant1 r u l ~ l ~ lact low water as now, but at mid-level creating
the dangerous Otter Rapid. Hardy fishermen are using trained
otters and cormorants to catch fish in the swift waters. On the
right are chalky white precipices resenlbling the cliffs of Dovcr
and known as the Yellow Cow Cliffs. These cliffs intrigue the eye
hut the boatnien are much more concerned with the maze of
rapids, swirls and narrow cliannt-1s twisting between huge clumps
of 1)ouldc~raand r c ~ f s . On the rocky allore junks bottom u p are
ljei~lgrepaired wliilr piles of goods testify to the strcnptli of the
current and thc s l ~ a r ~ n e of
s s tllc reefs. Unwound bales of cotton
cloth drying on tlle hillsitlc cover acres with bands of white, black
and blue.
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As we enter the beginnings of the Zigzag Reaches up three
hundred feet from the water on the face of the left cliff are seen
the queer rock projections of the Ox-liver Horse-lung Gorge. While
we gaze a t these accurately-shaped liver and lung-outcroppings wc
almost miss the cartoon of a human face in white on the opposite
grey cliff. This figure is the Clown of the Yangtze. Meanwhile the
Chinese pilot is tensely watching the midstream where crouches
the dreaded Kongling, a black mass of rock thrusting a head
fifty feet high during low water. At its feet lie the Pearl Rocks
submerged and scattered but thick enough to make the channel
hazardous and crooked. One of the first steamers to try the rapids
slashed her bottom here on her maiden voyage in 1900 and sank
a short distance downstream.
Above this gorge is the first series of rapids that tests the driving power of our boat. These Hsintan o r New Rapids, althougll
formed by a landslide some three hundred years ago, are considered young; so short a space of time in China could not create
age when traditional history goes back five thousand years. Such
immense masses of rocks and earth were pushed into the Yangtze
that the river was dammed for a time; later breaking through in
great sluices with terrific currents. Even now three hundred men
are needed to pull the largest junks past the three rapids.
Our own ship throws out a steel cable (Photo No. 4) which
sixty men fasten around a huge rock; then with full steam ahead,
squeaking in every plank, her bow deep in water and seeming to
stand still for awful moments, the ship inch by inch winds herself
over the rapids which fall six feet within a hundred and fifty feet
of distance. Our anxiety dies when we reach the quieter water0
near the anchored rock. Up the slope are the temporary etraw
huta, readily movable as the water rises, which serve as squalid
homes for the Hsintan coolies.
For these last few years at the Hsintan and other dangerous
rapids there have been trim red lifeboats which save many a life
that formerly stayed in the clasp of the river dragon.
In working a junk over the Hsintan only the toughest bamboo
hawsers two to three inches in diameter are used. The inboard end
is bound firmly round the mast near the deck and the other end
hitched to lines slung from the shoulder and waist of half-naked
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men. With a toggle or button wound in a loose hitch around the
hawser the coolies bend on all fours and creeping to the cadence
of a beating drum, with almost invisible paces, inch the boat
through a gap in the reef. A faulty cable, a slippery hitch or
elowness of the steersman at the crucial moment and the boat
ends upon a jagged reef, or joins again the scores of junks moored
below the rapid where some have waited for days.
Past the three rapids into the Kueichou Reach, deriving its
name from the picturesque walled town on the left bank, our
boat entere the succession of minor rapids, racee and whirlpools
which, in the absence of fair winds, will delay junks for a day or
more until they reach Roller Point where bamboo cables eix
hundred yards long are needed. Huge rollers of wood have been
wedged into the rock so the cables can slide on them rather than
be frayed through on the toothed rock-edges. Even then there are
places where the rock is worn down in groovee several inchee deep
by centuries of cables.
As we approach the hamlet of Laokueichou our cabin boy who
knows some English tells us our firet yarn of the Yangtze Gorgee.
Pointing to a temple on the left bank oppoeite the city he speaks
haltingly.
"Mister, temple of Chuyuanfu, long time, seven hundred years
gone, Chinese Emperor not like him. He jump in water. Big fish
take him in mouth. Throw him on bank to eister. Sister fix body
into idol and build temple. Big fish still here, make three bad,
round and round pool called Chuyuaneanbao, mean three jewels
of Chunyuan. When river too high, swallow boat."
"Is that really true," I queried unwisely.
"True, not true, take boat down, not see boat anymore," he
retorted with a shrug of his shouldere.
In a short time the Yehtan Rapid looms before us; tame in
)OW water as now, but on our other trip u p when the water was
above the thirty-foot level, the rapid was fearful to see and harrowing to surmount. The boiling and rushing current is produced
by a great fanahaped bar of detritus piled u p by a mountain torrent on the north bank. This accumulated pile of rocks pena the
tributary into a channel that shoots the water into the Yangtze
4 t h such force that it tests the power of man and steam. Wild is
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the wail of the master whose boat breaks loose and is swept downstreani for when he pulls u p far below he must go to the bottom
of the line and await his turn over again.
The charm of t h e canyons compensates for the risks of the
river. Bands of grey limestone cliffs alternate with red sandstone
upendcd and curved i n every type of incline while along the
water's edge spits and shingles of sand and gravel pile up in the
center of concave curves. Arched bridges and tiled temples peeping out of steeply wooded ravines cause the mind to dream of
armored knights battling fire-spouting dragons in order to rescue
charming princesses.
One hour's run brings us to the Buffalo Mouth Reach where
another rapid, famous for great wllirlpools which toss the ship
almost out of control a t high level, is entered through blood-red
cliffs known as the Sliilimen or Stone Gates. Many a junk and
a few foreign boats have been swept upon the rocks so that some
red boats are stationed here to save the unfortunate. Such passages have caused engineers to recommend that all upper Yangtzc
ships have three rudders and double bottoms.
Another six miles and our boat climbs almost to a standstill in
mounting another rapid the Chingtsopiao which has a long and
tumultous approach that erases from our thoughts the quaint
Patung Pagoda and village, which is important because not many
of the towns visi1)le in the gorges are big enough to warrant a
pagocla.
A long strctc!i of comparatively smooth water brings us to the
longcst and I,y many considered to be the grandest gorge of all.
This is the Wushan Tahsia or Witches Mountain Great Gorge
with twenty-five to thirty miles of silent stately mountain elopes
in rainhow colors. On its eteep sides cling little stone houses
whose inhal>itants live b y dipping feh with small conical nets,
dipping with the current. T h e solid rock cliffs from low water to
high water level are pockmarked by countless pot-holes bored
like the holes of a cookstove upon the cliff-face; these were
formed by the numl~erlesss t a h of boatmen's prongs and 110ok~
as they puslied and pulled their junks at the different water-level8
during the last few thousand years. The eerie quietnese ie broken
by tlie gurgle of a whirlpool or tlie whistle of the junkmen as they
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invoke the aid of the God of Wind. More and more the weirdness
of endless ridges and valleys is broken by the sonorous blast of
steamer as she, with a long tail of black smoke fading behind her,
ploughs up waves that threaten to swamp junks, whose owners
frantically row to one side while cursing the ancestors of the foreign devils.
In the Wushan Gorge vertical cliffs riee u p a thousand feet and
more, with some of the peaks a mile high, their tips flirting
among wisps of clouds during bright eunshine and bathed in
gloom during the rainy weather. The gorge ie quiet and melancholy during the present low water; when the big freshets come
down, urged by melting snows in Tibet, the waters, a hundred feet
higher, transform the sullen river into a mighty demon. Silty
yellow waters rush in zigzag fashion, dashing from wall to wall,
sputtering and boiling around half-submerged rocks, breaking into
all kinds and shapes of backwashes and whirlpools which transform the gorge into a gyrating mass of turbulent water, so dangerous that calloused Chinese junkmen of long experience will not
enter, waiting until the river has somewhat subsided. Junks bound
upstream may spend a week passing this gorge which at low water
narrows to a hundred o r one hundred fifty yards wide in a long,
red eandstone defile.
One can disembark on the Hupeh-Szechwan boundary halfway
through the gorge at Paishih on the right bank and take a good
walk toward the western end of the Wushan, that is if one likee a
trail cut along the face of the cliff a few feet above eurging water.
Wonderful views are obtained, especially at Clear Water Cave
where, at a sharp bend, one can count the twelve Fantaetic Peake
piercing the sky like filed teeth (Photo No. 5). Just before the
bend on the left bank not far above the water i e Kongmingbai a
large circular indention of hard slate-like rock ehowing at least
eix layere of etone. The Chinese eteward had a ready explanation (Photo No. 6 ) .
"Teacher, hietory is written upon that rock and at the end of
each dynaety the etone peele off ready for a new record."
"I can eae cracke criee-croeeing all over the face and they look
like Chinese characters but one muet have a better imagination
than I have, to read them," was my sober reply.
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At Wushan the first walled town in Szechwan province, the
river broadens. Nevertheless i t is still one series of cascades fee
tured by Dismount Rapid created from detritus brought down by
a tributary; and 80 named because here is a cave where the paseing horsemen must dismount and bow down to the old Dragon
who resided here. Safely past this causeway of rapids, some dangerous at low water, others at mid-level, and a few at high water,
our boat is ready to enter the most spectacular gorge of all, the
four mile long Wind-box o r Fenghsianghsia.
Some 3,450 years ago Yuwang the God of the Yangtze sat on
Wushan Mountain, directing the course of the waters, when the
rocks of the stretch here called the False Gorge, resisted his power.
Then the wizard Wutse, in the form of an ape, aided him, cleaving
the hills further westward by a fearful blast of wind from his nostrils to form the Wind-box Gorge generally about a hundred and
fifty yards wide. Wutse also had a share in molding the Wuehan
Gorgc which was named after him.
The portals of the Wind-box are guarded by the Cat Rock
which lies at the extremity of a race created by the Long Snake
Reef (Photo No. 7 ) . A tremendous current is set up whose power
shudders our steamer; it has been the cause of wrecking many a
junk during low water in less than an hour; but when summer
freshets are at their height, sometimes a hundred and fifty feet
higher, terrible is the raging of the waters as they swirl madly
from one cliff to the other trying to squeeze through this over
one half mile high canyon which at one point is estimated to be
about eighty yards wide. Since the precipitioua cliff facee are a
thousand feet straight up, the river must take the passage cawed
for it by the wizard Wutse.
Terraced shelves of black rocks and giant foot-spurs, ominoue
enough at low water, produce dangerous passagcs at high level.
Wise travellers on junks will take the advise of their 1,aobane or
boat-captains ancl wait until the floods have suhsidcd I~eforeentev
ing the Wind-box, the most aweaome and historical of all. Half*
way through and high u p in fissures on the sheer left face are narrow wooden boxes which resemble Chinese blacksmith hell ow^.
They are reported to he either windboxes, or coffins which they
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also resemble, but why placed there only a Chinese could understand and they are unsatisfactory in their answers.
"Do you see that zigzag of square holes cut into the face of
the right cliff ?" asks our genial Scotch engineer, pointing hie finger
upward.
"A famous general of Hupeh called Mengliang was checked by
his enemies. He chipped out these holee, inserted wooden beame
and formed a stairway to scale the cliff and take his foee by surprise. A few hundred yards upstream are two iron poets projecting from a flat rock on the left bank. Here were hung iron chains
to prevent salt junks from passing into Hupeh in the reign of
Taohuang, Emperor of Shu in the Ching Dynasty. Those chaps
were as resourceful and adventurous ae we," continued the engineer who often regaled ue with bits of hietory as we chugged
slowly upstream.
Guarding the western entrance of the four and one half mile
long Wind-box Gorge is the Yenyushih or Goose-tail Rock (Photo
No. 8) which towers eixty feet above low water; when awash or
slightly submerged in eummer its jagged points are so dangerous
that craft wait at Kueifu when going downward until the water
riees or falls. The common saying is, "If the Yenyushih appears
as a horse the downward paesage should not be attempted; if like
an elephant the channel should not be forced upward." The
Goose-tail Rock reete on an immense tripod of rock beneath which
ie the famous dragon castle of Kueilongkong. Only the strongest
men can move this rock and make it swing so ae to open the gate
of the caetle.
Out of the Wind-box with its legends we pass the Stinking Salt
Streame (Photo No. 9) which are natural ealt eprings said to have
been discovered by a begger in the reign of Hsienfeng. Flowing
up from a great bed of ehingle the salt water is evaporated in
large iron pane. Salt is recovered by men from the nearby temporary village only when the water is not too high to cover the
flats. Close by is the Venice of the Yangtze, the city of Kueifu,
once the eeat of kings and till romantic with sing-song girls in
earnpane and many gondola-like boats that ply the nearby sideetreame.
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As we leave we look back to a dreamy hill on the left, once
the site of the ancient stronghold of the White Emperor's City
which flourished in the days of Liubai Emperor of the Shu in the
times of the Three Kingdonis. Here are antique temples and
stone tablets, at present marred by the semi-foreign palace of the
late Wu Pei Fu, a former warlord ruling China a few yeara ago,
who retired amidst this grandeur of nature as a solace from his
former glory.
Ever-changing colors keep our eyes from tiring. Here are blue
and silver-fissured limestone cliffs cut up and down like shoemaker's wax by threads; over there are barriers of sandstonerouged lips pierced by silver sprays where a cascading stream
cleaves a canyon to the Yangtze. Beyond Kueifu we enter a
double channel, the narrow inner one is not over 150 yards wide
with sandstone walls whose tops are on a level with our deck;
the outer about three times wider arches to the foothills which at
high water may bring disaster to a ship. We behold one sucll
example of misfortune, a fine large steamer beached on this upper
shelf some seven months ago (Photo No. 10). Rapidly falling
water left her there, unharmed but useless for yet another three
months, when high water will float her again. Here the Yangtze
constricted into perhaps its longest narrow channel is about one
hundred fifty yards wide but two to four hundred feet deep. So
narrow it has to be deep to carry the tremendous volume of water
that drains from a half million square miles of land above t h ~
gorgee.
Although there are four low-water rapids from Kueifu to
Yunyang (town of Clouded Sun) the most fascinating spectacle
was watching coolies coal ship with baskets carried aboard from
junks lashed alongside. Their sing-song cries, to lighten the load
while bearing two baskets on the end of a pole supported by one
shoulder, will cease as they hand a tally etick to the man at
door.
The one rapid of unusual attraction is the Tongyangtee formed
from rocks spread fan-shaped by a tributary stream. Above their
mouth for a considerable distance upstream many of these affluents are navigable but where they empty into the Yangtze they
are usually impassable rapids. Some fifty years ago the Chinese
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built dams to prevent the formation of detrital cones and to guide
the mouths of the tributaries so as to throw the waters in a downstredm direction. The most permanent results of such efforts are
characters on rocks reading, "By chiselling away, still the waves."
Opposite Yunyang is the most impressive temple seen along
the river, properly labelled with the high-sounding title of
"Temple of the Ethereal Bell of a Thousand Ages" (Photo No.
11). Here junkmen stop to burn incense, light candles and shoot
off firecrackers. Steamers do not permit us to enjoy close views of
such rites nor grant time to reminisce over a thousand other
scenes but rush us by with a casual glance. The temple is a favored picnic spot but to reach it requires the climbing of a hundred
steps to find that it was erected in honor of Changfei, a bold warrior of the Han Dynasty. When Changfei died his head was cut
off and placed in a tub of oil to preserve it. Ladies in trouble
over their love affairs visit the temple, toss a few coppers into the
oil and Changfei's head rises up to advise them. Tlie present
temple replaces the old one which was swept away when the
Yangtze rose 200 feet during the great flood of 1870.
Eight miles above Clouded Sun is the last bad low water
rsrpid, the Hsinlongtan or New Dragon Rapid. In 1896 a tremendous landslide of the left bank constricted the river channel from
eight hundred to two hundred yards wide, creating a race which
costs the lives of three men a day in February and March. The
total yearly loss of life on the river each year in all the gorges is
calculated to be around a thousand. Falling a foot in fifty feet at
the New Dragon Rapid, the Yangtze has such vicious eddies and
wliirlpools that boatmen are happy to pass it safely.
In this part whcre the sandstone benches of the high water
channel extends for forty miles the signals of the Chinese rnaritime custonis, prominent on high poles, show the traffic conditions
up and down. A red triangular kite with the longest apex pointing
upwards, indicates a steamer going up and with apex downward
thc reverse. Two kites denote two steamers and if a junk is present red balls are suspended.
Our ship ties up for the first night at Hsiauchang where a
tributary enters the Great River. If possible ves8els choose a quiet
bay in which to anchor for each night. Unlucky is the boat caught
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by darkness which must stop in swift waters that may swing her
on a rock. A wise skipper will anchor early in the afternoon
rather than risk a long stretch of dangerous water to the next
harbor.
Eight Cliff Gorge is the last part of the standstone plateau.
I t is a corridor llazardous at mid-level, when the thirty feet high
walls are submerged and it is difficult to find the main channel
which is about a hundred and fifty yards wide. In the distance
we see the anti-foreign town of Wanhsien (the Myriad City)
guarded by two nine-storied pagodas. Soon we anchor in midstream and at once a multitude of junks from the city fasten their
hooks into us.
The gesticulation and babble of the junkmen for prize passengers and baggage almost erase from our minds the annoyance of
the custom officers who want to snoop into our belongings. That
they have cause is evident in the many smuggled boxes of cigarettes, bottles of opium and four revolvers which were found. One
revolver is concealed in a large fish and we muse in pity upon the
probable fate of the mute owner as he is hustled by guards into a
sampan. H e will be lucky to keep his head while the tobacco
owners may get off with taxes and fines that will take more than
all of the enormous profits which would have been obtained if
they had been successful. We were vexed to find afterwards that
one of the drawers of our washstands had concealed cigarettes for
our cabin boy who knew from experience the exemptions from
search which foreigner's cabins receive.
Wanhsien is noted not only as the port for a large trade with
eastern Szechwan but also for its irregular and striking location.
Backed by ehrubbed hills with misty peaks the city rises high
above etone stairways which are flanked by the arched and tow.
ered gates of a high wall. The main part of the city is
above the highest flood. Buddhist temples with belled towers and
moon-arch bridges break the monotony of low tiled roofs green
with moss. Files of water carriers drip continuous streams upon
the slippery stone steps. Lining the river's edge are bamboo huts,
moving upward as the water rises but ever feeding and smoking
the countleee coolies from junke and steamers.
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Wanhsien builds junks out of the cypress wood found in the
hills and supplies tlle sailors with pretty girls so that i t is a boatman's paradise. I n misty twilight the multitude of flickering
ligllts, the gurgle of water swirling around tlle junks and the
musical tones of Chinese voices are to the romantic a realm of enchantment fit for Arabian Nights. Nor does the steady rat-a-tat-tat
of stone mason's chisels cutting limestone blocks and other daylight industry dispel tlle charms of the nights. If one can e hi lo sophize the poverty and squalor, a walk among the crowded lanes
with their smells of burning grease and sweetish opium smoke is
an unforgettable dream.
An hour above Wanhsien we pass the jutting reefs that form
the mid-level and high water level Tiger Rapid of which there is
no trace in winter. Three hours more (about twenty five miles)
brings us to tlle S h i l ~ ~ a o c hoari Precious Stone Castle, a limestone
column thrusting precipitiously upward for two hundred feet
(Photo No. 1 2 ) . It is crowned by a monastic Buddhist temple
reached by a pagoda of nine stories which clings to the riverside
face of the rock. A village crouches below it near the water's
edge. Situated on the left bank at a sharp bend this storied rock
presents itself as the medieval castle of the Gorges.
"What is the story of the rock?" I inquire of the chief engineer
who is always willing to vary the monotony of his duties with
yams of the Gorges.
"It's a tale like the killing of the goose that laid the golden
egg. Near the summit is a hole through which, many years ago,
there trickled down into a scooped out cavity enough rice for the
daily needs of tlle monks who lived in the temple. This kept up
for a number of years. Finally a lazy and greedy monk cllipped
the hole larger in order to secure two day's supply of food. Tlle
flow of rice abruptly ceased and never flowed down again," replied the chief engineer.
For the next thirty miles we have a maze of reefs and rapids
in low water bordered wit11 drying shingles out of wllicll gold is
bring washed by bare-waisted prospectors. All vanish wllcn the
river rims to present a broad expanse of smooth but swift water.
The canyon walls ellift to a series of pyramidal peaks divided by
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foamy creeks tumbling into the Yangtze. Soon we are at the Iron
Doorstep where the junks must cross to the other side by means of
tying one end of the tracking rope to the rock and the other end
to the mast just above the deck.
All hands man the sweeps.
Shouting in unison with the boat-captain's pounding of the drum
but oblivious to the captain's screaming racing commands, the
crew row furiously, sometimes stimulated with blows from the
wet mop by the boatswain, until the boat has made slack water.
At tlie riglit molllent the rope is cast from the rock anchor unless
there has been a miscue when the bamboo cable snaps with singing twang. Now and then the current carries a n unlucky boat
upon the protruding reefs below when fortunate is the captain
who can get his cargo ashore before the junk sinks.
An hour's steaming finds us at Tientseshan, the Mount of
Heaven near Fengtu. Here is a temple to the God of Hades who,
on her wedding day, abducted a maiden and made her his queen.
Her masked and clothed skeleton still sits enthroned beside her
Lord of the Dead. Travellers continue to climb the hill to the
temple to buy passports to heaven which are said to admit one
through the Holy Gate without question. Stamped by the local
Mandarin (Magistrate) and the Abbot, and with the seals of the
Great Bear's seven stars, it costs only a dollar, certainly a valuable document for the money and for most people.
On the way u p to the temple one can try his strength and skill
on the Heartless Stone, a round rock mounted on a ehort poet.
Heartless Stone must have metal in it as the stone is very heavy for
its size and, as the Chinese say, works against the will. Not many
can rotate Heartless Stone.
A few miles above the Mount of Heaven are the great reefs of
Buddha'e Face and the Goddess of Mercy. They are just another
group of rocks at low water but covered at thirty feet in summer,
to create a hazardous rapid full of ~ o w e r f u lwhirlpools which
cast steamers about like driftwood. The first steamboat to attempt
the gorge a t flood level rested forty days on the Buddha Face ~ e e f
where a maelstrom had tossed her.
Our next forty miles are uneventful but on another trip dur.
ing the flood stage we enjoyed the tremendous whirlpools whicll
always vary the monotony of climbing rapids. Arriving a t the
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fair-sized city of Fucliou where a large tributary from the soutli
pours into the gorge we are amazed to see boats with such crooked
sterns tliat the after-deck is almost perpendicular to the forecastle. Many reasons are given for this construction, the most
common argument being tliat this type best rides the rapids
around sharp bends among the cliffs. Probably the real reason is
tlie legendary superstition of an ancient master, whose boat, built
of green timbers wliicli had warped into this twisted shape, was
unusually lucky in riding the tortuous rapids of the Kongtan Ho.
The river has been Ilroadening witli less ~ e r i l o u sswirls b u t it
is here we see a junk
on a rock by its upper end; a small
boat is just leaving witli goods and trackers from the doomed vessel. Before we are out of sight it appears as if the unfortunate
boatrxlan is clinging to tllc tip of tlie bow as the rescuers row to
save him.
From Fucllou to Changsho taking two days by junk but only
four llours by our steamer we pierce again a region of romance.
Our Scotch engineer backed by the stimulus of his daily refreslinients is anxious to tell us the best y a m of the Yangtze.
"Cliangsllo, a warrior of renown and a nobleman, lived in
these parts a hundred years ago. IIe had a lovely daughter wlio
was souglit 1)y many lords in marriage. Her parents proud and
jealous wcrc 10th to lose her. In tlie course of tirxie tlie girl began
to pine and fade away. Her parents could not discover the cause
and niucll alarnlccl they sent for tlie wise old wonlcn but they
coultl not curc Ilcr. Finally by much questioning of the girl the
motlicr obtaiticd the conlcssion tliat a fairy named Moyu, in the
sllal'c of a marl, visited her at midnight. Cliangsho was very
angry hut failccl to find the fairy after prolonged searching. Tllc
motlwr contiriuccl to consult the oracles and at last rcceived information that llcr claughter's visitor was Yin Moyu who dwelt in
a prominent rock a t the mouth of a small sidestream which entcrcd thr Yanptze 1)elow the city. The father Changsho hired men
to hrcak np tllc rock, ancl when it was split in the center, a stream
of blood gusl~c(lout. By this means Yin Moyu was destroyed but
the tril)utary still bears his name. I can't say whether the maid
recovered or not, but this is her father's city of Changsho."
Abounding in sliingle I~anksand sand spits, the river widens
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in many places during the next forty miles sometimes reaching
four hundred yards or more. The gorge is transformed into gentle
slopes of cultivated land with fields of pink, red, white and purple
poppies. Only the low water rapid of Yelotse or Wild Mule Rapid
is a little nasty because of a high wind. In the last stretch the
slope roughens so gradually that we almost pass unnoticed the
Brass Gong and Moonlight Gorges through which rushes a strong
current that produces a booming sound during high water. Just
beyond at Taipingkan on an island near the left bank sit three
gold leafed Buddhas in niches at the top of a large rock. According to custom the central figure is the largest.
After a further eight miles around a great horseshoe bend
the junk traveller heaves a sigh of relief. Here is the Harbour
Master (Photo No. 13)-a huge Buddha encircled by a rampart
of incense sticks created by the worship of countless Laobans rejoicing over the safe delivery of thcir ships from the river dragon
of the gorges. Nearhy is a second smaller gilded figure the assistant Harbour Master who secures less attention but yet is not forgotten. The sighting of this great stone Buddha is also the signal
for the junk crew spokesman to remind their foreign guest, if they
are lucky to have one, that the last feast of pork is due. At the
passing of every major rapid he has been touched for a feed of
pork which seems to be a daily occurence, until the end of the
voyage, four to six weeks after leaving Ichang. After such a 10%
risky voyage the foreigner pours out his last gift, supplemented
by wine money, with thanksgiving.
On the left bank opposite the large Buddha is the Bridge of
Sighs, three moss-covered epane of stone, so called hecauee it wag
the last bridge crossed by students conling to Chungking for the
ancient literary examinationa.
Past the last Buddha on the right hank are large black rock8
Tantseshih and Fukueishih where dwell the mother and wife of
Yuwang the Father of the Yangtze. Introduced by these and smallg above. ug
e r rocks the commanding heiglita of C l ~ u n ~ k i nrise
crowning a hilly peninsula formed by the curving Yangtze and
its affluent the Kialing. Chungking seems to be a aeries of street
steps and tiled terraces. Amidst a creaking city of anchored junk9
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our steamer pushes itself against the wharf and we leave the
Yangtze behind us.
Yet we will always dream of those days through twilight gorges
and over foaming rapids; of swaying copper-colored trackers
chanting "Hay-lo" when stepping easily with smooth water, or
panting "Hi-way" when bent double, creeping along like turtles;
of a hundred men tugging at the end of a bamboo cable while at
the other end hangs a junk, half a mile away, backing under the
rush of angry water like a spider at the end of his gauzy thread.
We will ever hear the shanties of the trackers punctured by the
furious tapping of the captain's drum as he signals the pace and
the pull; suddenly the medley is drowned by the twanging snapping of the cable at tlze crest of the rapid which hurls the undermanned craft into staggering downstream. In this crisis we see
the cooks jump u p from the steaming rice-pot and every passenger on deck, including the opium-smoking soldiers commandeering a free ride, seize the long sweeps to row frantically, that
the scrcaming master at the rudder may regain control and bring
them all safe into a backwater rather than into the death-embrace
of the Yangtze Dragon.
In these upper Yangtze gorges for unrecorded centuries daring
youthful trackers have shivered in shadowy canyons, chanted to
the roar of raging rapids and whistling winds, and sweltered on
sun-baked rocks with quivcring tread, inexorably conquering the
angry water for a wage of ten cents a day. Above and around them
in silent grandeur templed valleys and terraced heights recall tales
of superstitious exploits, which thcy tell to one another while eating their siulple meal of rice and cabbage with a bit of pork.
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Chapter I11

RAMBLES THROUGH THE RED BASIN
W e s t w a r d toward Tibet from Chungking, one may go through
the Red Basin by land or around it by water. Overland it is a two
to three days journey in an overcrowded bus o r for the wealthier
an overloaded, decrepit automobile. In spite of protests by the one
who charters the bus the broken-down auto will carry extra guests
under the guise of assistant drivers or guards to protect against
bandits. Two of these extras will have precarious seate on the
scarred fenders. Luggage will be tied and draped around the outside until it resembles the moving vehicle of a transient worker.
Once we took this trip overland and in two days of about
twenty-eight hours driving covered the two hundred and eighty
miles between Chungking and Chengtu. The road is a continuous
process of dropping into deep mudholes and bumping over misplaced rocks. We swung around sharp curvee so fast we did not
have time to worry about precipices and we turned out so many
times to push our car out of sticky red clay depressions that we did
not tire of the cramped quartere i n the back eeat. In 1934 there
were three of us each holding either a chronometer or a heavy
camera upon our laps and Barbel our hunting dog in the back
seat, three drivers in the front eeat and two soldiere on the front
bumpers. Our luck was not good. The river at Neichiang was
high and we lost a day ferrying over the flood which was so swift
that another auto slid between the banks and the improperly
docked ferryboat into the river where it would stay until the
water dropped. We needed the week'e reet in Chengtu to recover ae
we prepared for a further three day'e bus ride toward Yaan
(Yachow)
Enroute from Chungking to Chengtu the bue and the auto
have not entirely aupereeded the ancient mode of using nine days
in a sedan chair or its poor relative the hwa-gan. The hwa-gan is
only a rope eeat, softened by bedding, elung between two light
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bamboo poles and carried by two to three men. The sedan chair
is an enclosed chair to protect the occupant from the weather.
Its two heavier bamboo poles are supported on the shoulders of
three to six men. The sedan chair mode demands nine nights in
bedbug inns aerated by opium smoke, but the leisurely scenic delights of everchanging landscape and the intimate insight into
Chinese home life are a worthwhile compensation.
"Three foreign devils are going to Yaan and I am the number
one boy. Mr. Dickinson has spoken to you about hiring men but
if you will grant me a little favor say about twenty cents per man
a day I will see that you get the contract in preference to another
shop who have also put in a bid. I will also see that your men
are properly tipped a t the end of the trip so you can pay them
less wages and thereby make a little profit in that way. The foreigners have put large sums of money into my hands," argued Lee
our boy as he sat in the office of the shop which hires coolies for
packing goods to other cities. The attempt to secure a portion of
the profits is good Chinese custom and it is difficult to thwart this
type of commission on the part of one's servants. Our cook Tsang
is also said to have supported Lee in his endeavors but I was never
able to find out how much, if any, our two men were able to
wrangle out of the contract. One thing is certain, any servants
utilized in the contract negotiations obtained some sort of fee for
their connections with the deal.
Irrespective of the aervant graft-commissions involved we hire
our coolies to Yaan through the kindness of Mr. F. Dickinson, at
whose home we were staying. Bus service is supposed to be
sible to Yaan but it is an intensification of our previous bus eufferings and most of the time is only available for one third of the
way. The river ferries are more numerous, bridges are frequently
washed out, the mud is deeper and the steep grades of the hills
treble the knocks of abused engines until they fail to knock once
more. Mud and flood struggle with us five weary days in making
the eighty miles from Chengtn to Yaan. We retrogress from b u ~
to ricksha to hwagan to walking and the last was the surest and
least annoying.
However, for real adventurous variety and reatful romance be.
tween Chungking and Yaan one must go by river skirting the Red
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Basin by using the Yangtze and its tributaries. By water from
Chungking one has the choice of either a turtle-gaited junk whicll
reaches Ipin (Suifu) in three weeks or of waiting two weeks for
an unscheduled steamer and then arriving at the end of the third
week in Ipin. By junk one wastes one's heart on possible bandits;
by steamer one worries about board bills and lost time with the
prospect of finally having to go by junk. One warlord suddenly
conlmandeers the first steamer to transport troops to fight another
warlord not far from the terminal of the steamer's route. Repair
and custom taxes delay the next steamer from Wednesday to
Thursday to Friday to Saturday until we hate to call on the agent
66
and are equally reluctant for him to call on us in the calming of
our mind" business. The ship wins by two days over the junk
which would have been the victor if rains had not created higher
water in the Yangtze.
We hire a cook at Chungking, Tsang Wun Ch'in who served
us faithfully for seven years. My wife Louise and two children
John Kenneth and Marian Louise with myself and the cook give
us five fares which enable us to rope off sufficient room for cots
and baggage which have to pass the fourth inspection since leaving Hankow. In passing inspections and arrangement of passage
we are aided by the indefatigable Gordon Jones whose family
made our stay in Chungking pleasant and successful upon four
different occasions enroute in and out of Tibet. Incidentally baggage inspection becomes a daily uncertainty at every stopping
place on the river. Soft talk, melted in a little hard cash and a
few cigarettes, put us through these trial8 until opening our trunke
becomes only a gesture and the presentation of our calling cards.
The ship's officers help their cause and ours by passing out cigarettes ae the soldiers etep on board.
Government officials with female escorts have engaged the
ellip's cabins to our delight as we prefer the purer air and the lack
4 insect8 found upon the deck. Tsang prepares our food in forsiy fashion and we eat alone. In spite of the savory odors from
the ship's food, the constant crowding of Chinese to secure a seat
at the limited tables, do not arouse our envy for the other passengers have time to eat but twice a day.
N o gorges above Chungking, such as exist below it, require
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our constant watch lest we miss some scene for liere there are only
low muddy banks, rolling hills or an occasional bluff. Terraced
farm land replaces cliffs and mountains; gurgling whirlpools substitute f o r leaping rapids. I n this stretch to Ipin the Yangtze is
wider, usually one fourth of a mile and broadening to one half a
mile. I t is so shallow in places during dry weather that steamers
must draw less than six feet lest they plough into a mud-bank,
and he as helpless, if not as endangered, as when snagging a
jagged rock in the gorges.
Our ship ties u p at night as our pilot needs daylight to follow
the evershifting channel. Because of bandit-soldiers roaming the
countryside we stop for the nights at the larger towns which often
causes a short run. On the fourth evening we anchor at Nanki, a
long walled town in the midst of a low marshy plain. Nanki has
large beautiful temples which present exquisitely carved gates
towering above the unbroken level of tiled shops and homes. The
other three nights give us only quaint, sleepy towns except bustling
Luchow, 135 miles above Cliungking.
Five days up the swirling yellow waters find us at Ipin, 201.
miles from Cliungking. About ten o'clock in the misty morning
our ship the Kiafoo enters the mouth of tlie Min river to turn
around and then dock at tlie wharf. We are happy and relieved.
Soldiers have crowded on for free rides at the various ports until
the deck is an open can of sardines, oily and greasy. Tlie incegsant chatter and slopping of people who talk and eat all day and
half the night has wrecked our nervous system. Then the Bun
shining hotter each day was slowly haking us under tlie canvascovered deck like pigs in blankets.
Amidst a well-rounded missionary establishnient of hospitalschool, church and resideneea, Dr. C. E. Tompkins, a veteran of
27 years in China, treats 15,000 patients a year. He is unable to
meet ue at the boat because he is saving the life of a Chinese
woman who protested the transfer of her eoldier husband to an.
other region, by taking opium. One and a half hours of artificial
respiration with stimulants reetores the woman although Dr. T O W .
kina despaired of saving her for a time. I watch the proems for
the technique may come in handy.
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We sojourn a day in Ipin at the Tompkins' who engage a small
river junk to transport ourselves and goods six days upriver to
Loshan (Kiating). We delay another day to travel with the Pao
Shang Tue o r Protective Merchants Association who dispatch their
junks in a group for protection. We share their security for the
sum of ten dollars which probably represents a sizable portion of
the sum paid by the merchants to the district ruler for soldiers.
In any event we would need a soldier escort of three to one hundred men per day, the number depending upon the road risk from
armed bands of freebooters. Tea money averages ten cents per
soldier a day which makes our present arrangement cheaper and
safer, as twenty soldiers a day is the average escort for a foreign
caravan.
Our junk cost 35 dollars of Szechwan currency or 15 dollars in
American money for the eighty-seven miles to Loshan, the trip to
be made in six days. This is higher than the Chinese pay but we
are rated as rich foreigners and must pay more to obtain the same
accommodations, which also consists of food, if we desire to eat
the rice and cabbage fare of captain and crew. I n the convoy are
thirteen other boats some larger but none emaller than ours. One
boat contains goods for the missionaries at Chengtu but we are
the only foreigners amidst a multitude of Chinese.
Our goods fill most of tlle hold below deck. The captain as
usual has promised that no other goods will be loaded upon the
boat but we know and he knows that this promise is to keep him
from overloading the boat, since we can cast out other goods when
the boat has reached the proper level. We find i t wise to ignore
the presence of sundry baggage, an occasional passenger or of
stnuggled contraband passing tllrough customs with the exempted
foreigner's goods. Besides the crew of eight men as trackers, the
laohan or captain, tlle cook, the bowsman and two soldiers, we
have a runner with the official pass from the Mayor of Ipin. This
runner is charged with tlle protection and any necessary aid
needed by us to our destination.
We watch the cook formally sprinkle the blood of the fresllly
killed cock over the bows of the junk while the men put aboard a
new baniboo ropc. It is a bright day in the middle of May wl~ell
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we cast off. Our crew of six men row across the Min to the left
bank and the trackers are put ashore to pull the boat on its tedious trip upstream. Our largest boat has twenty-five trackers but
additional men are hired for the dangerous rapids; at one time
we had thirteen men tracking. I n addition to the trackers each
boat has a steersman who is usually the captain and often the
owner of the craft. In the bow is the bowsman who on the smaller
craft as our own acts as cook in the intervals of peaceful waters
but in dangerous places he drops the cleaver and grabs the boathook to keep us off the rocks, to sound the depth of water in the
shallows o r pull us around a sharp cliff. On the larger junks a
third boatman assists the bowsman and does the cooking. The
bowsman wields a bamboo pole about fifteen feet long and shod
with an iron point and an iron hook. I n the course of centuric3
the iron poles of the river boatmen have made millions of holes
in the sandstone rocks lining the shore, pockmarking the cliffs in
rows in accordance with the level of the water. The bowsman and
cook will also handle the bowsweep-a
long spar 25 feet long
with two narrow, thick blades at its water-end. The bowsweep is
essential in properly heading the boat to the current in dangerOUR waters, especially in going downetream.
Each of the junks in our Pao Shang Tue, including our own,
has a small red flag with Chinese characters to aid in identification, not only among ourselves, but also to would-be bandits who
otherwise could not know we had paid the proper protection
money. This is my analysis of the protection by the mercllantn
a~sociationsas the junks, under the etrese of current and unavoidal~lcdelays of wind and men, soon become widely scattered.
ant1 stretch along the river for miles, and, interspersed with miscellaneous craft, will he unable to aid one another in the event of
a bandit attack. I easily recognize that our two sometimes un*
armed soldiers were largely front. They change with every magig.
trate who uses his discretion regarding arms as he might lose then1
to the bandits.
Our boat is about 35 feet long, about eight feet wide and draws
about 14 inches to two feet when fully loaded (Photo No. 14).
The hold is compoeed of eix or aeven bulkheads which are three
feet deep so at the bow we are about one foot above' the water. It
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is said to be made of a laurel evergreen called Lanmu, a fine ellow hardwood and caulked with a mixture of wood oil, lime and
chopped hemp. Its c-apacity is about 6 tons downstream and 3
tons upstream. The bottom is flat and the bow gradually slopes
to a high stern so that we resemble a Dutch wooden shoe tied to
a cord, when the trackers are pulling us upstream. Bamboo mats,
in circular form, roof over the 15 feet amidships making a covered
section seven feet wide and six feet high where we live in comfort; the crew eat and sleep in the twelve foot length of bow, ant1
in the stern whose last few feet are also roofed with bamboo
mats. The long woodcn handle of the rudder projects beyond the
stern cabin where it is manipulated by the captain
on a
bench high enough for him to see over both mat roofs. Here the
captain screams out his curses, pounds his drum, and in dangerous
spots dances u p and down like a maniac while we loll in blissful
laziness upon the foredeck.
We become accustonled to letting our life hang b y a thread for
our long braided bamboo cable not much over a fourth of an inch
in diamcter sometinlcs stretches more than a quarter of a mile
long and the trackers may be out of sight in a low spot or around
the slope of a hill. The biggest cables for the largest junks on
the Min River are about two inches in diameter and a half mile
long, and they support a craft eighty-five feet long carrying fifty
tons. A new rope is always purchased a t the beginning of a trip as
they are not available at many intermediate points. The latest
old rope is carried along as a spare. Most of the time the greater
part of the length lies curled upon the stern as a few hundred fect
usually suffice for ordinary water and depth. For the longer
kngths one of the trackers will support the cable in the middle
for small craft such as ours but a sampan is used for the larger
junks.
One end of the cnhle is attached to a round projecting beam
that crosses the width of the boat to the rear of the center line
and about fifteen fect from the stern. From here i t runs dingonally over our mast roof through a bamboo ring which slides u p
and down on a mast, as the height11 of the shore demands. In the
passing of rapids the cahle is brought down and tied to the mast
near its base. Someti~nesthe Min river at thia low water season is
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so shallow that our craft must be steered f a r from the bank as
the trackers wade through the water (Photo No. 15). Then the
long cable sinks into the water so that to the casual observer a
distant craft may seem to have no connection to the shore, for the
trackers, bent double, may be hidden by bushes and bluffs.
Slowly ( t h e average tracking speed is two miles an hour in
ordinary water and on some days ten miles is creditable), so slowly
that at times our onward movement cannot be detected with the
eye, our trackers crawl upstream to the measured cadence of
swinging chants. Each man has a breast and shoulder strap whose
two ends are attached to a toggle which is so curled once around
the cable that it is quickly attached and easily detached. The boss
tracker runs u p and down the cable to keep i t free from obstructions and at intervals taps t h e taut tugs to sense the pull of each
tracker. If his light bamboo whip detects slackness it comes down
lightly upon the back of the tracker.
T h e strain and pace are set by the captain from his perch by
voice and drum as he aids the crew with his rudder twisting it so
as to push against the changing current. Within sound of his
voice the captain lets loose a torrent of language most of wliicll
(fortunately) my command of Chinese is not able to decipher.
Beyond range of his shouts and amidst the noise of boiling rapids
tlie captain taps his commands upon a drum. "Stop" is a short
sharp beat; "slow" is indicated by a slow even rhythm; and "full
spced" is called for by constant rapid drumming. The bowsman
must also be alert, puslling or pulling with his pole in a swift cur.
rent close to shore or poling the bottom when the water is shallow
and fast.
T h c chanting of the trackers is musical with a sad and weary
note. As tlicy step lively along in laci id reaches "IIaylo" resounds
in unison to be snappily broken by tlie leader who sings out what
sounds like "I ay ay hay ay" to which the rest respond with a pro.
longed long a and then an oh. A pause and then the continuous
~x~lwlilion
of " l ~ a ~ l owill
" sounrl again. Sonlctinlcs t l ~ c ywill vary
this wit11 responding to the leader's cry hy an "ol~" with a aecon(1ary rcsponser shouting "oh how rising u p and down in tone. Tllen
all rcpeat "Oh la11 liway go, Oh la11 dao, Gao toh." To this tllc
Icader responds with "Oh ay" and the reat repeat the long cllant
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above. When the current is strong their tune changes to one of
slower rhythm alternating "i-way and hi-way" in different pitchel.
In the swiftest currents all trackers must get down on all "fours"
using the hands to grasp rocks and brush, then straining every
muscle they makc steady jerks in unison and emit a ~ o a n i n g
sound, and as the boat breaks into easier water again they shout
'bi-e" in unison as if relieved from strain. Another less frequent
call when walking slowly sounds like "ay-chow" alternated with
bL
ow-ee."
In the dangerous whirlpools and rapids the encouraging shouts
of the pilot-captain will change to frothy cursing and frenzied
pounding on the drum, and sometimes in his rage he will hance
up and down on his bench and pound his fist upon the roof of
the mat-shed, especially if the trackers slacken their straining tug
with the current at a critical point. Surmounting the Chukent'an
(Rapids) the junk immediately ahead smashes her rudder against
a rock. Instantly rendered unmanageable the boat swings broadside to the current and jerks its cable from the trackers who are
thrown in all directions but released by their easily detached toggles. The careening boat is carried swiftly downstream and plunges
into our cable jerking it from our trackers. The execrations of
our pilot now changes to fear and all of ue spring u p to wield the
oars in order to keep the boat from going on the rocks. I grab an
oar and even the lethargic Chinese soldiers pale and spring up to
aid the bowsman and myself in rowing. Our efforts do not have
much rhytllm but enable the pilot to control the boat with the
rudder, keeping us in deep water until we pass the projecting
rocks and pull to shore far below, at least a quarter of a mile
clownstream from the rapids. The boat with the broken rudder
Inanngca to I ~ r i nitsclf
~ to sllorc a mile I~clowthc rapids. Wllen our
craft toucl~esshorc the brave soldier escort and our servants hop
out and walk the next few miles but we stick to our junk and ride
tile rapid8 as our trackers with resigned countenances do their
work over again. Perhaps the sprinkling of rice by our bowsman
upon the boiling waters to insure a aafe passage enables us to surmount the raging rapids, at least it has a morale effect upon our
trackers and captain.
We walk some of the time and during one of these strolls along
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swift waters the cable of the boat ahead of ours breaks with a
singing, sickening twang which we have never forgotten. Our cap.
tain by skillful maneuvers shoots out into the middle of the Min
and misses the descending boat. We miss the thrill of riding on
our boat as she loses an hour of tracking but we still hear the
maniacal shoutings of the pilot and the warring drum beats as he
dances with rage u p and down on his plank throne. We enjoy the
antics of the pilot but pity the trackers who are paid by the trip.
The bamboo cables are life-lines to them.
The life and labors of the trackers is fearfully hard and monotonous. They receive two Chinese dollars (leas than one in American money) and their food for this trip, which going up and down
will take ten days. For ten to fourteen hours they must pull like
horses on the bobbing cable. When pulling upstream they eat
five times a day, a meal that usually consists of rice and cabbage
made palatable with oils and peppers. Occasionally they have
horse-beans, cucumbers or greens. Pork may come once a week
depending upon the generosity of the boat-renter. We give them
three pork feeds during the sir days, one for each of the major
rapids, and also extra tips at the end of the journey. Going downstream the pulling of the oars to keep the boat in the current requires lese strength so the trackers eat but three times a day. UPstream they get no rest from the everlasting tracking except when
they must pile quickly into the boat and row to the opposite shore
to avoid b l u t or to seek the least dangerous channel of a rapidTracking upstream they wear only a loin cloth or short pants but
when moving sedately downstream their white turbans, blue jeane
and naked brown chests are a colorful contrast as they chant while
rocking backward and forward on their oars.
Junkmen have their own deity. This patron saint is Chen
Chiang Wang Yeh or River-guarding King a deified pirate who
roamed over Tungting Lake south of Hankow in the twelfth tentury. He was born about 1127 and during a short life of some 35
years defied all forces sent against him boasting that he could only
be captured by air. He is reputed to have invented the paddle
wheel. Finally defeated by Gen Yo Fei he committed euicide by
jumping into Tungting Lake. When junkrnen die a letter ie ant*
by ti ritual of burning the missive with fire, to the Lord of the
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Dead who lives at the temple of Tientseshan at Fengtu which is
on the Yangtze above Wanllsien. I t is said that some courses of
rivers are 8 0 dangerous that providing a coffin is part of the contract in the hiring of trackers.
Between Ipin and Loshan the Min river courses through rolling
plains and low mountains of red sandstone with a few of granitic
formation. The river has cut through many of these hills to form
high bluffs reaching a height of five hundred feet above the water.
In the face of many red sandstone cliffs are square caves which
were improved by the ancient settlers of this region and used as
tombs. These caves are carved around their openings and on their
walls with figures of animals resembling bulls and with vehicles
like the chariots of Egypt. The openings may be narrow but some
extend back for a hundred feet broadening out into large rooms
connected by narrow passages. In the rooms along the walls are
niches cut out the size of a coffin in which the dead are placed.
Objects were undoubtedly deposited with the corpse but during
the many intervening centuries the graves have been robbed of
everything including the skeletons. T h e present day Chinese claim
they are Mantze graves but evidence indicates they were cawed by
eons of Han or Chinese who lived some two thousand years ago
but were later exterminated and knowledge of their culture forgotten. In addition to tlle Mantze tombs the cliffs are the setting
of carved Buddhas, especially on the third day out of Ipin, where
the left face of the precipices has a long row of gaudy Buddhas
whose red, yellow and white tinte offer a brilliant contrast to the
coarse-grained red sandstone.
At the cnd of the fourth day we tie u p at Chukentan pounding
our "stick in tlle mud anchor" in firmly and sparring the boat to
sllore (two long poles tied to boat and a stake on shore) against
the current. We walk the plank ashore and stroll through a bazaar built on poles above the river. A mile inland we take a gondola across a tiny lake which is only a willow-lined arm of the
Min river and drbark on the opposite side amidst a multitude of
~ a l derricks,
t
some of wliich must reach seventy-five feet in height.
Borings take several years and some of the wells are over two
thouland feet deep. We watch the boring of s well. The jumper
or long heavy drill is fastened to a bamboo rope attached to one
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arm of a lever; the weight of three men who step on the other
arm raises the instrument; the men leap off nimbly onto a nearby
narrow platform and the jumper plunges downward. A fourth
man twists the rope as the jumper is lifted and the unwinding
gives a rotary motion, as the jumper falls, and aids in boring
through the rock.
We also investigate the pumping of the brine to the surface,
Inside each derrick near the base is a wheel four feet in diameter
over which a flat bamboo cable, that is attached at one end to a
salt bamboo tube-bucket, leads into a nearby shed. We go inside
the shed and discover that the flat cable is winding around a huge
cyclinder about fifteen feet in diameter and twelve feet high. Two
stolid water buffalos prodded by the stick of a small urchin are
pulling the cylinder around on its axis and pulling up the salt
bucket. The bamboo cable is made of flat bamboo strip one and a
half inches wide and this particular one is twelve hundred feet
long, others are longer according to the depth of the well. When
the bucket reaches the top the buffalo are unhitched and permitted to rest while the cable descends checked by a bamboo
brake. The bucket is a bamboo cylinder tube about seventy-five
feet long and tliree inches in diameter capable of holding ten to
fifteen gallons of brine. When the tube arrives above the surfact:
a man opens a valve at the bottoni and the brine flows into a
trough from which bamboo tubes convey i t to large iron kettles
or vats. The brine is first reduced in the iron kettle8 by a fire of
coal and then the thicker solution is evaporated to salt in claylined iron caldrons about six feet in diameter. Gas comes from
some of the wells and this may be used in rendering the salt; bufll.
ing from clay-lined 1,amboo tubes tipped with iron.
Besides the numerous junks being towed u p the river or moving sedately downstream to the chanting of oarsmen we eee a
number of bamboo rafts loaded with large earthenware jara. Thefie
jars, holding fifty gallons each, are full of wine from Ipin and are
being tracked as far as Yaan and Chengtu. When we cast our eye3
shoreward there are lines of people on the trails some carrying
loads on their backs, others have balanced baskets on each end of
a shoulder pole and still others rocking aleeping ~ e o p l ein hwas
gans. Once a gorgeous red sedan chair moves toward a village car-
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rying a hidden bride; another time we gaze a t a huge black lacquered coffin of hemlock wood, whose one end is decorated with a
scorpion and the other end painted with five bats in a circle.
Life on the houseboat is placid b u t cramped. I n our middle
covered section, five feet of the length is used by our cook for
kitchen and his quarters. After we put our three cots and personal
luggage in the remaining space there is little room left, but still
more than we had on tlie steamer Kiafoo. We move out and sit
on the open bow which is crowded during the day in the eating
of five meals and at night as a sleeping place for the crew. At
night the bow is covered with mats supported by a hastily aesembled but firm bamboo framework which is quickly removed
in the morning and the mats elid over our mat roof. The stern is
the quarters for tlie captain and our two o r three Chinese eoldiers
who spend part of the day lying on their straw mats smoking
opium whose sickening fumes are usually carried downstream
from us.
For six days our motley crew clothed in scanty shorts, which
they discard when the water is deep, track u p the Min river.
Every two or three hours we tie up at the bank when tlie crew,
crowding the forecastle, sliovel in scoops of rice, flavored by sour
cabbage tidbits. Tlien off again we go while the bowsman washes
tile utensils and rinses a new batch of rice in the river. Soon the
rice is boiling and later steaming, on the iron tripod set over a
wood fire enclosed in a large earthen jar in the forward compartment, where tlie flooring has been removed for that purpose. We
8it sercnely in tlie placid strctclies; 11ut strain with tlie crew and
sllare tlie anxiety of the captain in rough waters. We are happy
to give an extra l a r g e ~ sin addition to tlic final pork feed to the
boatmen as we tie up in Lorlian tanncd and unrohl~ed.
While Louise ancl tlie cliildrcn Jolin K. and Marian L. rest and
prepare in Loslian for tlie next stapes, residing witli tlie L. A. LoveW ~ R of tlie Baptist blission, I niake a liurried trip to Chengtu.
We had plannrcl to buy sugar, soap and o t l ~ e rsupplies t l ~ e r r
wllicll could 1)c more clirnply and conveniently l,ouglit tlian citlirr
farther east or wrst. I 1)uy a ticket for tlie bus but find at tlie last
minute, after waiting two days, that he local war-lord has commandeered it for his soldiers. Not to be delayed I hire a ricksha at
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once and set out intending to change runners when my first man
tires. T o my amazement my runner, a young and strong man, insists on pulling me the first forty miles over a red clay road fairly
emooth but slightly slippery. After a night's lodging with tlie
China Inland Missionary family of G. Vinden I set out again. I
ride by ricksha for ten miles, ferry over a river and catch a bus
for Chengtu.
Staying on the West China Union University campus with the
Daniel Dyes I spend two hectic days buying goods and drinking
tea in varied visits with the missionaries. Chartering a small junk
to carry myself and goods down the Min river to Loshan I travel
hard f o r two days sleeping in my clothes on soft cypress boards
covered simply by a thin straw mat about one-half inch thick.
The mystery of a foggy night and the beauty of bamboo water
wheels, ranging from forty to seventy feet in diameter, turning,
through the force of the current, to dump troughs of water into
sluices for irrigation, are forever etched in my nlemory. The
creaking of these enormous water-wheels and the boiling gurgles
of whirlpools in the shallow river lightened my restless turnings to
find soft spots in the wooden deck.
On the 30th of May we take a last glance at the huge, 150
foot high sandstone Buddha of Loshan and start northwest to Y a ~ n
o r Yachow. The family are in sedan chairs and I walk, plannine
to hire local hwagans, but find it impossible to hire hwagans
quickly and keep u p with the chairs, so my feet support me moat
of tlie way. We follow the Ya river, crossing it by ferry seven
times in the three-day trip. I t is hot and tiring plodding tllrou~h
the dust alongside rice fields, or on the narrow rocky patlls lined
with bamboo whose lines are graceful but whosc ahadc is thin.
Robber bands operate constantly a t intervals between Loshan
and Yaan and the various towns are held occountal~lefor thc
safcty of tlie road. The town fatllers utilize this factor to their pm.
fit ant1 u n d o u l ~ t c t l lare
~ in lcague with the l~anditswllcrl it i~ Pas.
sible to do so with secrrcy anrl impunity. The evening of tLr
second day we lodge overnight at Lol~awl~creour yamen runner
from tlie officials of Loshan cooperated with the local lleadnl~nof
Loba to scare and fleece us. They recite a long tale of the robljt'rr
and how on the next day a large escort will IIC necrssary Wc
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agree to take escort and pay a suitable price but the local headmen
are not satisfied with a reasonable share of tea money which will
come to them by an escort of ten soldiers. I state my terms and
go to bed but they wrangle most of the night with my yamen runner and finally part in anger. My runner asks me if we shall wait
for a larger escort. I answer, "No, we will take a chance and see
what happens." We guess right and no robbers are seen.
Our third day's journey is over rougher country which has
changed from the rice plains of the first day to rolling reddish
hills. The river is swifter and its channel is often in narrow defiles
which now and then force us to mount a thousand feet over a
shoulder. We now understand why it takes rafts so long to make
the upward trip in high water when the swollen river rushes with
terrific speed forcing rafts to dock in harbors until the flood subsides. We are gradually mounting into the foothills of the Tibetan
Plateau and by the end of the day reach an elevation of two thousand feet above sea level. We enter Yaan with the feeling that
we are nearing the Land of Snow.

Figure 13
Harbour Master Buddha below Chungking

Chapter IV

THE TEA ROAD TO TIBET
T h e Tea Road to Tibet is one hundred and sixty miles of hot,
red, muddy trail in summer and chilly, red, dusty track in winter.
Stones, laid perhaps a tllousand years ago, form a great road (in
Chinese description) upon which shivering blue-clothed coolies
and bony, staggering ponies tread with caution. Once the stones
were packed firm and level with red earth, but now uprooted they
protrude like unnumerable ant-hills, and if the unwary foot slips
off, it plunges deep into a slimy sucking hole. The heavily laden
tea-carrier must not slide off a stone for fear of breaking a leg or
being crushed beneath a falling load.
Years ago it is reported that eight hundred coolies a day left
Yaan but in 1929 careful investigation showed less than two
hundred and fifty leaving the city each day. Stiffer competition
from India and Yunnan and unsettled political conditions on the
border must account for the reduction from the probably exaggerated previous number. In spite of this decline Yaan i e still the
foremost tea port of China and by its trails to Tachienlu (Kangting) the chief zea road terminal to Tibet.
Yaan is the tea collecting center for an area not less than a
hundred miles in diameter. The city lies at the bottom of a bowl
on a small triangular plain with the Chingchi stream on one side
and the Yungching river as a curved hypotenuse, while swiftly
rising hills form the third boundary. To the east the red hills arc
lower with gentle outlines placing Yaan at the base of a rising
plateau or at the border of the foot-hills which ascend to the
Tibetan plateau. The Yungching and Chingchi Rivers emerge from
mountain clefts and unite to form the Ya River which disappears
into a steep canyon. Thus Yaan is bottled up between high walls
and one is at its gates before it is seen. The population in the
1930'8 was estimated at thirty thousand. The Ya here is twelve
hundred feet wide in high water. The current is swift and the
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water deep so t h a t i t is crossed by ferry in summer and by a pons
toon bridge a t low water in winter. The city is supported not
only by the tea trade which originates here but also by the receiving and forwarding of salt, iron ore, coal and medicinal roots.
The medicines come from Tibet but the others are produced in
nearby Chinese regions.
The tea ~ l a n t which
s
grow upon the hillsides surrounding Yaan
for several day's distance are bushes with many shoots reaching to
ten feet in height. T h e leaves are dark green and thick, ovalshaped and with pointed tips. The bark is light grey and smooth.
The flowers about the size of a half dollar are whitc with large
yellob centers reminding one of small magnolia blossoms as the
petals are rather thick. T h e tea leaves are picked once a year in
April and May.
We visit a tea factory covering two acres of ground within the
city. Here two hundred men ferment the tea leaves in piles and
mix the leaves with twigs, some from other plants which give the
characteristic red o r yellow color of the different brands. After
firing and then steaming this mixture is baled into solid bricks
with sprinklings of rice water. A long wooden shute supports a
bamboo-woven caoe lined with paper into which the tea is compressed by an iron-shod ramrod. The process is similar to baling
hay in the United States. After a slight drying over a fire the tea
is ready for sale.
Each case contain8 four bricks separated by slips of paper.
The bricks average 1 0 x 7 ~ 4inches and weigh about five and one.
half English pounds. Each bale weiglis between 21 and 23 pounds
and one man ordinarily carries eight to thirteen bales piled one
above the other. There are said to he records of men haring
twenty-two 11ales hut I never saw over fifteen and that number
towers high above the coolie's head like a wall. The bales are
strapped to a framework placed upon a waist-high base. The
inner side of the frame curves like a man's back and must bc
properly balanced for once tipped over the bales must he unbound
and retied (Photo No. 16j
The tea load for the average coolie weighs from 210 to
pounds in addition to the wooden framework of several pounds
and the personal luggage consisting of food and an extra jacket
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for the cold or lligller altitudes. The coolie rents a heavy blanket
at night during winter as his clothing is light, only a air of cotton shorts with a cotton jacket. In his hand is a T-shaped iron
&od stick of the right length to shift the weight of his load at
the frequent resting places. These iron-~ointedsticks have left
millions of holes in the stones on this tea road to Til~et.The carrier bears his immense burden on a diet of corn meal made into
a dry cake an inch to an inch and a half in thickness and the
diameter of a dinner plate. The carrier tucks one or two of these
cakes amongst the thongs of his bales and ~ l o d six
s to ten miles a
day to the next inn for a night's rest, two warm meals and fresh
cakes for tomorrow's lunch.
The carriers are aid by the bale, receiving eight thousand
cash, about forty-five cents American for the one hundred and
fifty miles to Tachienlu. He requires fifteen to twenty days, depending upon his load and the weather, to Tachienlu, and four to
eight days to return, contingent upon the short hauls of iron or
coal near Yungching Hsien, or of zinc and lead from Chingchi
Hsien, for all or part of the way to Yaan. The low wages which
average about fifteen cents a day based on the usual time of one
month for a round trip restrict the diet of tea coolics to cornmeal,
the cheapest food on the border. Chair bearers fare better, receiving forty cents a day when on the road but periods of idleness
may sometimes last long enough to eat up their higher wage.
Tea is a main source of internal revenue making Yaan the seat
of the warlord instead of Tachienlu, the designated capital of
Sikang. Liu Wen Huei has controlled this province since about
1925 when he became the Warden of the Marches following the
ousting of Chen Hsia Ling. The Yaan tax of one ounce of 'silver
Per five halea nets the government over 250,000 Chinese dollars a
Year. This initial tax is supplemented by an export tax at every
major city enroutc. Whercas a bale of tea costa one Chinese dollar in Yaan, it becomeo $2.40 cents or six rupees in Tachienlu.
Four ])ricks to the hale at one and a half rupees in Tachienlu
heromes three rupee8 to the brick in Batang and six in Lhasa.
This is the price of the cheaper red tea but the yellow brand is
twenty-five percent higher.
coolie bearing ten bales can compete successfully against
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the small bony horses who are sometimes used between Yaan and
Tachienlu. The horse carries eight bales, four on a side, but in the
airless heights of Tibet the coolie yields to the yak who takes but
six bales. The yak however lives off the country's grass which is
free. In Tachienlu the bales are dismantled and twelve bricks
are sewn into a wet yak skin which dries into a hard tight covering that will protect the tea from the blows of handling and
weather indefinitely.
We hire sixty animals (small horses and mules of about six
hundred pounds weight) for our loads, six carriers for my wife
Louise, and four bearers for the double chair for our eon John
Kenneth five years old and our daughter Marian Louise two years
old. T h e children sit opposite each other with a narrow table
between them for holding toys. I am riding a staggeringgaited
horse from the caravan animals, changing each morning since
both the beast and I can only stand each other for one day. Horses
and men cost about the same, eighty cents Chinese for a horse
and one dollar for a man.
There is the usual disorder of departure with the caravan
men endlessly wrangling about the weight of the loads, and
chairmen balancing their bags containing opium and tobacco now,
on this aide of the chair and now on the other before they are
satisfied it will not wear their shoulders unduly. Foreign guests
are comparatively frequent in Yaan 8 0 hostesses bid us farewell
at the compound gates, and hosts at the city walls. We have been
hospitably entertained at our various stop-overs in this city by
t h r Fred Snlitlls, the R. L. Crooks, and Miss Carrie Shurtleff. All
]lave spent many years of Christian service in Yacbow under
auspices of the American Baptist Foreign Missionary SocietyI t is the tenth of June 1929 as we leave the city wall behind ua
to strike westward into the land of mountains. We climb UP a
steep stone stairway down which clatters carriers of huge iron pots
called Go and baskets of hard glassy coal, loads weighing one
hundred and fifty pounds brought from points forty miles to th'
west. At the top of the steps we turn for our last glimpse of tllr
Red Basin and then leave Yaan out of sight below and behind u9
to face upward and tread the dried blood-red sandstone and clay
of the tea road. Past fields of rice and corn and through graasY
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pastureland of scattered shrubs and trees of horsetail pines and
Cunningham firs, we bow beneath Pailou or memorial arches of
exquisitely carved red sta~~dstorle
erected to long-lived widows who
did not remarry. Beyond this tiny plateau we enter winding Valleys lined by fairly steep sandstone hills five hundred to fifteen
hundred feet high. In thc lowest parts are rice ad dies and the
higher slopes grow corn between areas of scrub, broken now and
then by clulnps of wavy, graceful banlloo. Such a vista followed
us through the first day alld until we crossed the first pass.
I was to make this same trip with slight variations of route for
three more times, once in November 1932, again in August 1934
and lastly in October 1935, two journeys in the monsoon and two
in the dry season. This account will combine all four trips although my companions were never the same and there was new
ground broken during the last journey. Chinese travelling is divided into regular stages ]jut the vicissitudes of men and climate did
not always enable us to make the regular stages yet I lodged often
enough in the same towns and the same inns to find myself recognized by familiar landlords. Failure to reach the regular stage-inn
invariably retarded the caravan until we reached the proper stopping place when we would fall into the established routine. The
regulation stages are more fixed when passes are to be surmounted
and where the population ie scant. Both of these factors operate
in mountainous country. Consequently four of the cities at the
bottoms of the two higll passes are prosperous from nourishing caravans which have been worn out by long ascents and descents.
Our first night we reat but 37 lee ( 3 lee to the mile on level
ground and 5 lee on steep ascents) distant a t Kuanyinpu whoee
new inn has not yet becon~cso populated by fleas and bedbugs
who must also live off the caravan trade. The end of the first
regular stage is at Rlalichang which is 67 lee from Yaan but is
rarely reached in the turmoil of an unavoidable late start. From
the beginning one might as well be reconciled to losing one day
but such a prospect upsets the American novice with his ideas of
milroad split-second efficiency. I soon resign myself and join the
Orient in the rut of "Go rihtze" or "getting through the day."
rain and deep mud do not hinder from reaching our
day's inn before dark but five years later we are delayed
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until starlight, hoisting caravan animals by the tail out of bellydeep bogs.
After twenty lee beyond Malichang on our second day we pass
through the clean thriving city of Yungching Hsien whose numerous forges remind us we are in the center of the iron and coalbearing sandstone. The blacksnliths cast iron into huge Go, the
iron kettles, seen in the open windows of all inns and used twenty
hours a day for frying pork, vegetables and corn cakes. Yungching is the seat of the county o r Hsien and arriving on market
day we can scarcely weave our way through the street vendors and
buyers who use the main street for their business transactions.
Everybody wants to see the golden-haired foreign devils and when
we eat dinner the landlord guards the doorway to keep the surplus
crowd out.
T h e narrow basin is broad enough here for the Yungching river
to twist around so I encounter the stream flowing in the opposite
direction than what I expect and only on another trip do I unravel its course and distinguish a tributary which joins it from
the southwest. The river has a wide gravelly bed about two hundred feet wide with a channel of one hundred and twenty feet in
width. I t is shallow and fordable in the wide places except after
rains. We cross it on a long iron suspension bridge.
Yungching IIsien H-as rclnembered later for an incident whicll
revealed to us the Chinese character, and also held us up one
morning for scveral hours. Creditors seized three animals of our
head muleteer pending settlement of n twenty dollar debt which
he liad incurred upon a previous trip. Our muleteer satisfied tile
claim in some manner but tried to disguise the incident by asserting that the animals had strayed while feeding upon the mountainside. I was never sure of the truth of any part of this incident f o r this debt impedilnent threw the stage schedule back into
the proper rhythm, since we had lost tlie customary time for the
first clay h y the usual late start.
Our third day is a steady muddy climb following tlie courRe
of the Yungcliing stream to where it is joined by the TahsianF
tributary from the aouthweat. On our third journey, some five lee
beyond Shuitzepu we paid out ten dollars to thirty people for the
repair of a landslidc wliicli liad swept away one hundred feet of
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road. The official readily consented to our request for the clearing of tlle road. The people ordinarily would be compelled to do it
for nothing sooner or later b u t we happened along a t the oPPortune time to give them a day's wages for a few hours work.
We continue slowly upward sliding in yellow mud, drenched by
rain and switched by the wet branchee of brush which had overgrown tlle road. The monsoon rains are in full strength and we
resign ourselves to a wet, sloppy road. Fog envelopes us as we
ascend, hiding the dark green foliage and grey bark of slender
evergreens. We trace the Tahsiang tributary of the Yungclling
river for fifty lee beyond Yungching Hsien to Hwangnipu or Yellow Mud ellop which lives u p to its name for the leaky roof wets
the clay earth of the partially dismantled wooden floor and we
continue to tramp in mud while breathing smoke instead of foggy
fresh air. Hwangnipu (elevation 3700 feet) is the last town below
the pass and is full of caravans. Above are only wretched oncroom shacks jammed with tea carriers and their helpers who have
been hired to carry part of the enormous burdens over this highest
paee.
On the morrow it rains all day as we ford the torrents of the
Yungching headwaters or walk foot-wide planks when the streams
are narrow and deep. We crawl anxiously around dangerous
crevasses where the earth is slowly sliding away. We ascend slippery stone stairways and rise during the day about fifty-six hundred feet in a distance of fifty lee (16 miles) to top the granitic
Tahsiang Ling (Great Minister's Range). Flurries of wet snow and
a bitter wind chills the children to tears and we hurry over the
Pas6 9400 feet high. I promise the family warmer weather which
we obtain by a rapid descent of fifteen lee, passing a tea shop
resting place, to reach the warmth of Chingchi Hsien.
The tea shops, especially those along the caravan trails, are a
Szechwan institution which deserves special remarks. A large
room whose front side of movable planks is entirely removed during the day, discloses a jumbled mass of square tables and chairs
(or benches in the poorer shops). For a petty cash coin the at'endant drops a few tea leaves in the handleless cup and pours in
hot water, covering the liquid with a lid fitting inside the rim of
the CUP. This cover keeps the tea hot and permits sipping with-
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out removal of the lid which holds back the now swollen tea
leaves. The attendant moves constantly among the guests refilling
the cups but not replenishing the tea leaves unless more money
is paid, or a ncw customer arrivcs. T h e coolie or merchant can
sit all day smoking his pipe, gossiping, and drinking tea from one
deposit of leaves, and eating his own transported lunch without
censure. Besides being the meeting place for men i n the transaction of business, like the American country grocery store, it is the
rendevous of loafers and ne'er-do-wells.
Chingchi Hsien is an imposingly placed city of five thousand
population. Crowning a plateau whose three sides have been cut
down by streams into high steep bluffs which have been reinforced L y walls fifteen feet Iligh, the city, perched upon the edges
of sucll precipitious faces, is easily approached only from the direction of Talisiang Ling Pass. On this side only the wall protects the
city. Tlie city wall encloses all of the fields upon the plateau and
attains a circunlference of two and one third miles. Chingchi
IIsicn has Ijccn a strategic outpost for centuries against wild tribes
from the south and west some of whom, as the Lolos across the
Tung river, are still independent of Chinese control. Chungchi
IIsien however lacks the luxuriant vegetation of Yungching Hsien.
At the Tahsiang Ling Pass we left the bamboo, the yellow roses,
tlle colu~nbines,the wild strawberries and a maze of other plants
to descend into a barren country of grass and scattered thorny
allrul,s. From now on we have only the summer monsoon to produce vegetation, for most of the year there is no rain.
In the morning we pull out of the inn which was to shelter me
two I I ~ O I . ( * tillirs; and, in a rlrizzle wllicll accompanied us all day,
we descend tlle steep southerly sandstone bluff. Crossing a swollen torrent we round a barren range of red sticky clay and eventually turn northwcet. Narrow b e a m , slippery with tracked lump8
of wet clay, serve as temporary bridges. When the path is not
sliding clay it i~ greasy round stones which are lesa
on
tlic frequent inclines than on the level stretchee. Our chairmen
fall and call the stones the sons of turtles. My horse elides and
stuml~lesso I keep my feet out of the stirrups.
Altcr turning nortl~wcst,short fifteen lee of Fuchuang, we trace
a small stream to its mouth-the
Liueha river, which i e now an
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immense flood flowing southeast to reach the Tung river, about a
day's journey distant. In the dry season the Liusha is barely fifty
feet wide and easily fordable but now its fills the lower part of
the valley and so broad and deep that for a short time we think
we have strayed into the valley of the Tung. All day for 55 lee
farther we detour washouts and avalanches wit11 only two horses
killed by falling off a cliff (at least they fell and we paid for two).
We arrive at Nitou shortly before dark but our bedding and
food are far behind. We eat a Chinese meal from the landlord's
kitchen and doze in our clothes on straw mats. The cry is raised
at midnight that our bedding has come but investigation proves
that it is in an inn, a quarter of a mile away at the other end of
the one long street which comprises three-fourths of Nitou. I set
out and by the use of persuasion, reinforced by cash, lure the
tired carrier to our inn. We bed down after midnight but I do not
disturb the others' sleep by the probability that we are doomed
to a day's rest in this weatherbeaten inn.
A day with a start of bad weather and a scattered caravan with
men and animals worn out invariably means a day of rest. Trying
to force them to live up to their contract or to go on treats exasperating delays and if one starts, something always happens, sucll
as straying animals, sick carriers, or eome of the chairmen cannot be located. If herculean efforts and extra rewards finally get
part of the caravan started, only a partial stage is made, and it
takes the second day to reach the end of the regular stage where
those, who rested a day, join you, and you feel that you have lost
face in addition to your temper. When a high pass, such as faced
UR, i~ the day's task, men and multeers will argue with you until
it is too late to start.
My past experience does not deceive me so when the head
muleteer comes to argue me into a day of rest, I listen patiently
for half an hour and then assent without a word only stating we
must leave the next day. The muleteer registers a look of astonishment at so easy a conquest, changing to admiration with my
last statement that the foreigner knows them well enough not to
a aettled question.
Our rest day is necesaary for another reason. The head muleteer has a deht to settle and spends the day securing an advance
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out of me so we can leave on the morrow. I chide him that it wae
a good thing we had hired him else he would never have been
able to settle all of theae debts and he should be very grateful that
we rich foreign devils came along at such an opportune time. The
day also has another bright spot when a former orphan of our
Batang Mission found the strain of hiding his opium smoking
from me too confining and announced his return to Yachow where
he had attached himself to me. To his disappointment I agree
with his decision and give him ample money to return. He ie
scabby with a skin disease and is debilitated, so I suspect venereal
afflic,tions which may be the reason he has been unable to do any
work. Old China hands find great difficulty in discouraging former
workers and friends from attaching themselves to the payroll.
Our caravan (although the men are tired and demoralized
from a day's rest) leaves at a reasonable hour and wends its way
wearily up another steep incline. We take along forty countrymen to repair the road as we proceed. Around a cliff a thousand
feet of trail has skidded into several houses and dammed a small
stream to form a little lake. A bridge beside the road has to be
made passable. Where mending is not possible men will stand by
on boards placed on the deep mud to grab the caravan animal0 by
the tail and head and literally hoist them to firmer
Where there is no mud the caravan is detoured up the mountain
through soggy fields. If necessary the load is detached and partered around the break. One horse falls forty feet over the cliff
in spite of our assistance but landing in mud he is scraped a d
detoured through a cornfield back to the road. My day as a labor
foreman brings the caravan to Shanchiohping, a contracted hamlet
nearer the top of the pass.
Today we should be in Tachienlu according to the regular stage
schedule but here we are in the muddy shadow of the second pans
called Feiyueh Ling. Our first task is the same as every day eince
we left Yachow, getting mud in our eyes and everywhere else until
we resemble a gang of sewer excavators. Five feet of oozy mod
has spread fanwise like molten lava, creating a huge scar on the
mountainside and coming to rest where once etood three houeefl
and a dozen acres of corn. In another house the mud has ewept
in like water to the depth of three feet and the family hafi de-
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camped in such a hurry that a little dog is left behind. He jumps
upon the high table as a raft and barks a t us foolishly, since
into the mess of his domain was the least of our thoughts,
we had enough mud outside to worry us. The caravan men balk
but we move through and lay planks taken out of the abandoned
house. We do not fail to notice, in spite of our troubles, that herc
as well as elsewhere that when the local clay deities (Tuti) have
disintegrated in their quaint little huts, a rudely caricatured
drawing has been placed in the niche as a temporary substitute.
After a long struggle with slime we ride over the pass and drop
down in a long winding trail to Hualingping which is rated as one
hundred and twenty lee from Nitou and supposed to be made in
one long stage.
Near Hualingping (see Map No. 2 ) one can leave the main
trail and turn up a ravine to the left where a gently ~ r a d e d~ a t l l
leads over a sloping divide into the main valley of the Yungching
river. Following down this stream amidst hemlocks through very
narrow blue limestone and wider red sandstone canyons one gradually comes into steep-sided, scrub-covered slopes where the
brambles hide the trail and bruise the traveler. However, in time
the valley widens, joins others and one enters a populous section
where along the tumbling, enlarging Yungching river can be seen
coal and iron mines whose product is exported to Yachow. The
road traces this river until it is too large to ford, then shifts from
bank to bank over iron-rod bridges which nestle amidst cultivated
fields. After what seems an interminable length one reaches the
junction of the Yungching with the Tahsiang Ling stream, up
which we had gone some seven days ago. The junction is a short
distance not over fifteen lee southwest of Yungching Hsien. Thia
short cut is an easier (but less used road) as well as shorter by
two days. However, not bcing fitted with regular stage inns for
large numbers of travelers it is used only by small parties and by
returning tca carriers who expect to pick up short porterage loads
of iron and coal. By the Chinese it is called a small road in contrast to the main route which is labcled the big road. Such distinction~do not ind'icate size or condition of road but rather
amount of usage.
The second pass of Feiyueh Ling of 9000 feet altitude brings us
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into the valley of the Tung river. We leave Hualingping without
any delay the next morning, outside of the usual mud prospect.
The town is perched upon a little plateau amidst walnut trees
some five hundred feet above the stream which we have followed
down from the pass of Fciyueh Ling. After a steep slippery drop
to the bed of this stream we take a more northerly course. As the
clouds shift after daily rains, which fall mostly during daylight
but sometimes at night, away in the west is revealed a glorious
panorama of snow peaks, undoubtedly those at 240" are the Boh
Gongkar Peaks southwest of Tachlienlu and the least prominent
toward the northwest at 255" are the Zhara group. As we go lower
for twenty-five lee to turn out of the valley of our little tributary
into a path along the Tung River we lose this view not to be seen
again until we are upon the high Tibetan Plateau.
The deseication evident in the Tung Basin as compared to the
Min is so marked that we feel as if we had stepped through a
doorway into another climatic belt. It is still warm and slight
rains continue but mulberry trees are replaced by tung oil trees;
and grase with prickly pear covers the waste land instead of denw
brush and scattered conifers. We persist in fording dangerous
torrents which have carried away their bridges within a cultivated
valley, until the vale contracts into a ravine and we start sliding
around mountain spurs. I take along five men with hoes who aid
us over our worst stretch of road since leaving Yachow. These
five men hack away brush to d e a r a new path around breaks of
eliding red etandatone and alate. Every horse muat be lead by head
and tail through the swollen stream which we must cross seemingly countlese times. The black elaty soil etill elides freely (Photo
No. 17) but we finally arrive at the halfway etage of Lengchi, a
distance of only ten lee, in the late afternoon. It is so late that
we must etay the night in a hot stuffy room over a hotter greaeeburning kitchen from which the smell of burnt oils float upward
to etupify ue.
Our tenth day ends the mud. The next day ie clear and the
shaly sandstone earth which hae changed from dark to red, hag
dried to fair stability during the night. We move rapidly for forty
lee paralleling the Tung river on a hair-raising track built on
the wall of a canyon until we reach L ~ t i n ~ c h i a oHere
.
is a famed
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iron.link bridge constructed in 1705. Built of iron links ten inches
long and one inch in diameter by hand forges, the bridge seems
perfectly safe but sways sickeningly as i t is between 300 and 350
feet loog. Swung out from rock abutements fifty to seventy-five
feet above the water it seenls more frightful than it is, for its
width is ten feet and two chains on each side support hand railings. Nine chains support the open planking broken in some
places but ordinarily close enough together to prevent falling
through. However, the swaying and rushing water seen betweell
the planks frighten horses and timid people who equally must be
lead across. The ends of the chains are anchored in deep pits and
tightened by enormous wooden windlasses.
road
We spend the night at Pempa and leave early. Part of
is pleasant through fields of rice, corn and beans but part is narrow
staircases around sharp-angled corners of cliffs where a miss-step
would plunge one into the foaming Tung river. The road is lined
thicker than before with wayside inns for tea-carriers whoee backbreaking loads rest on benches outside the door while the coolies
inside sip a cup of tea and buy enough cakes to bring them back
from Tachienlu where all food is expensive and corn-cakes have
to be imported from this valley.
The road is long, spurting u p a hundred feet, only to drop
again alongside the river-edge. Between stones in the fences and
in the clefts of the cliffs grow prickly pears whoee flat leaves,
when denuded of thorns, are food for cattle, and whose pearahaped yellowish fruit are very succulent for men. At the last we
climb an immense limestone cliff along a path sometimes not three
feet wide and 80 steep I dismounted and walked rather than overhang the precipice which dropped sheer to the river one hundred
to four hundred feet below. I breathe easier as we top the spur
and suddenly turn into Wassukou fifty lee from Lutingchiao and
at the mouth of the Do river descending from Tachienlu and entering the Tung. We eat lunch and turn away from the Tung to
aacend westward over a rocky trail. The long but comparatively
gentle incline winds with the tumbling tributary which leaves
but little flat land. We file througl~a deep-walled granite canyon
for forty lee crossing the Do river a few times by bridges, since
the waters are unfordnble, being a continuous cascade which
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plunges over huge boulders for three thousand feet in less than
fifteen miles.
After a picturesque ride through this baby gorge we reach
Tachienlu where Mr. and Mre. Robert Cunningham and Mr. J. H.
Edgar (Mrs. Edgar was absent in Chengtu with a broken arm) of
the China Inland Mission meet us outside the gate. These four
missionaries are intrepid evangelists who have spent twenty-five
to thirty years upon the border, all that is left of the gallant C.
I. M. Mission band who opened Protestant Mission work in Tachienlu at the turn of the century. They had been aseociated with
Dr. Susie Rijnhart, Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Shelton and Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Ogden in the early days of the Tibetan Christian Mission of
the Church of Christ in which my wife and I were workers for
thirteen years in Batang. The Cunninghams and Edgars have
greeted and entertained us so often in Tachienlu that seeing them
ie like the meeting of brothers and sisters. For a quarter of a
century they have not only been hosts to missionaries and exp l o r e r ~but rendered invaluable aid in outfitting them for their
interior tripe. We feel that we are being escorted by royalty and
can aek for no heartier welcome as they lodge ue in their home.
Tachinelu is the eastern gateway to Tibet and the port of entry
for most of the Chineee tea ueed westward to Lhasa and beyond
(Photo No. 18). Sungpan with lesser points also exporte tea but
unfavorable terrain and wild nomads along the routee inland from
these northeastern ports increaee the natural advantages enjoyed
by Tachienlu a8 the export center of tea for Tibet.
Tibetans rarely come through this eastern gateway of Tach.
ienlu fearing the heat and diseases of lower altitudes against which
they have little resistance. Except for scattered merchants, mostly
Shanei traders, and the few hundred soldiers who prriaon finch
outlying points as Batang, Gangdzi (Kanze) and lesser center89
not many Chinese go through thie eastern gate westward. There
is no rice and Chinese dislike taamba. While Tachienlu is a door.
way it is aleo a barrier. Eastward a generally gradual deecent
leads to the hot steaming plains of China; weetward atretchee UP.
ward the high, airlees and cold plateau of Tibet.
Tachienlu hae an altitude of about 8500 feet above eea level and
a population of ten to fifteen thousand people crammed into a
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narrow valley about a thousand feet wide. The city touches two
streams which unite just outside the east gate to form the river
we followed from Wassukou. Houses and shops extend for threequarters of a mile along the western tributary of Je, over which
are built four bridges, to the junction of the northwest stream of
Ta. The city thus clutches the handle of a forked stick lying
about fifteen degrees off a general northeast and southwest direction and inclining to the north and south points. All three valleys
have canyon walls whose upward slopes lead to snow peaks some
of which may be seen in fair weather from vantage points. Icy
winds rush down from these perpetual snow fields bringing more
rain and snow than is true of the high plateau and gives Tachienlue an unfavorable climate as compared to other eastern Tibetan cities of the same height and latitude.
I analyzed the information relative to the origin and meaning of the names "Tachienlu and the Tibetan Dartsemdo." Tachienlu probably means "horee tongue junction" taken from the two
paeses of Tapho La (Ta is Tibetan for horse) on the north and
Jethoh La ( J e (Che) means tongue) to the west. These two
passes are sources of the two rivers bearing the same names which
unite at Tachienlu. The final syllable "lu" is the local enunciation of "la" meaning "at" which is attached to names and also
useful ae an ending to names of town when speaking of them.
The name changed when the town increased in size due to the
settling there of a Tibetan merchant called Norbu Zangbo. This
merchant imported tea, and exported wool and hides in such
quantities that the Tibetans called it Dartsemdo or "ever increasing junction." The city is also known as Luchun and of late years
the Cllinese have officially changed the name to Kangting but to
all Tihetans of the plateau it is known a5 Dartsemdo, the "do"
meaning junction.
Tachienlu is a city of Chinese shops and Tibetan traders. Not
many decades ago the population of the city was predominately
Tibetan. Chinese immigration has diluted the Tibetan blood until
lean than a fifth i r e pure Tibetan and this element are mostly
~riefitafrom the adjoining country. Practically none of the children can rpeak Tibetan fluently. Very few flat Tibetan roofs exist
and even the Tibetan monastery buildings show strong Chinese
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architectural influences. T h e Tibetan is conspicuous largely as an
outside trader who quietly struts u p and down eyeing the gaudy
shops o r sits dickering in an inner room for tea and cloth. When
his purchases are completed the burly Tibetan leads his snorting
horned yak through the street and quickly surmounts a 15,000foot pass onto his beloved highlands again. Three main roads
lead out of Tachienlu to Tibetan regions; one to Jyekundo which
supplies the northeast and most of the territory around Lhasa and
beyond; one to Batang which supplies lower Kham; and one to
the southeast covering Shangchen and its contiguous tribes.
In ancient times Tachienlu was located farther u p the valley
but a landslide during a heavy earthquake coming from a ravine
to the southeast buried part of the town and encouraged the rest
to move. Earthquakes are not infrequent along the Tibetan border. North of Tachienlu in 1924 a quake destroyed many homes
and killed a large part of the population in several villages. Noticeable tremors occur about once a year in Batang which was utterly destroyed in 1869. The loose timber construction of the
Tibetan home with a heavy roof of clay makes the house dangerous when severe shakes take place.
During our short delay in Tachienlu the Tibetans hold their
annual horse races upon a sloping plateau to the south. The once
common horse races have declined in territory now occupied by
the Chinese so I seize the opportunity to see a relic of former days.
There is a large crowd mostly men and boys. At the crack of a
gun the taut rope restraining the line of horses is dropped and
the riders whip their horses to activity. They head across an
open graasy plot to a line several hundred feet higher up the
mountain from which they must return to the starting point. The
rarefied atmosphere and the brush over most of the course, makc
it a race of endurance with the horses tending to follow behind
each other in paths broken through the shrubs. Prizes of towels
and soap are given to the first five horses. The prizes are useful
and suggestive as most Tibetans take but a few bathe in the hot
eprings which exist above the city on roads both north and went.
Tachienlu has seven separate temples of the seven different
sects of Lamaism with over fifteen hundred priests. Some of the
temples are very small. The two largest line the road to Betang
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west of the city. One is the Virtuous Path or Gelugpa and the
other the Old Way o r Nyingmapa. I n addition the Chinese have
Buddhist, Confucian and Mohammedan temples. The large nnmber of sects arises from the city being a center of population for
eastern Tibet and as the former seat of a principality known as
the Kingdom of Jala (Chala).
Christian missions are represented by the China Inland Mission resident for sixty years, the Seventh Day Adventist for twenty years and the Roman Catholics for over eighty yeare. Church
services, hospitals, schools and tract distribution are carried on
extensively and have created a Christian constituency who have
etarted the long, slow and stumbling trail toward a more perfect
enlightenment.
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Figure 17
frail ~outhof Lntingehiao. Landelide in left background has not bean
paired, and sedan chairmen walk earefd1g over debrim
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Chapter V

WITH THE YAK ON THE GRASSLANDS

My family and I have made the high plateau trip of over two
hundred and forty miles from Tachienlu to Batang (Bahthang)
two different times, once in July 1929, and again in August 1932;
and I made it a third time as a member of the Brooke Dolan second expedition in September and October 1934. The first two
trips were in the rainy season and the last journey in the dying
drops of the monsoon which were replaced by the brilliant clear
skies of late fall. The description of this route will be primarily
from the diary of the first trip enriched by unusual incidents of
the other journeys. On our second trip Mrs. Minnie A. Ogden and
Miss Grace Young, and my youngest son Robert Malcolm, then
fifteen months old, were of the party in addition to our previous
four members. On our first journey the party consists of my wife
Kate Louise, my oldest son John Kcnnetli five years old and my
oldest daughter Marian Louise a little over two years old. My
youngest daughter Esther Jane was born in 1934 after our return
to America and escaped the pleasures and hardships of this trek.
Louise lias a sedan chair with six Chinese men to carry her, the
two children occupy a three-man double-seated inclosed chair
and I ride a horse.
With the indefatigable efforts of Bob Cunningham I gather
Borne 20,000 rupees from the Tachienlu merchants who take orders
for cash in Chenptu and other cities eastward where they buy
their goods for iinpon into Tachienlu. I also buy clot11 and tea
for the BatanR orplianage, secretly placing from 400 to 600 rupees
in each lialfload of clot11 to make the proper weight of 60 jin
(chin) or 80 pounds. Cloth and tea are bundled and sewn in wet
yak-~kinr,which are stretched while being stitched together. Tlir
akin8 shrink in drying, so liard (like horn) and tiglit that sucli
load., if dumped l ~ ybucking yak (and every yak throws his load
at least once each t r i p ) , bounce like rubber halls down cliffs, intact and uninjured.
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We celebrate the anniversary of our country's independence
by leaving Tachienlu on the fourth of July 1929. Our general direction is almost directly westward to Batang. We have a caravan of
over seventy yak with more than thirty-five loads of mission cloth,
tea and money. The morning is bright with just a few light cloude
as we are escorted out of the city by the intrepid China Inland
missionaries, Mr. J. H. Edgar and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham. The city beggars likewise do not forget us raising a racket
of exploding firecrackers for which we must pay liberally before
they will leave us. I t is the best racket we have so far experienced
in China.
Over the stone bridge spanning the western river-the Je Chu,
once the boundary between China and Tibet, and past the Gelugpa
and Nyingmapa monasteries sheltered behind juniper trees, we
climb steadily westward and upward (Photo No. 19). At two
miles is the branch road to Mili and Yunnan province leading
southward. Beyond our trail narrows and steepens. At noon a
violent windstorm overtakes us with such torrents of cold rain
that our thinly-clad Chinese carriers seek temporary shelter under
a huge rock. With the ceasing of the rain they carry the sodden
chairs into Jethoh (Chedo) their own clothing soaking and their
bodies quivering. We lodge in a stage house, one of the very few
left from the former glory of the stern warrior Chao Erh Feng
whose able but brutal administration had established stage houeee
with a caretaker every thirty lee (ten miles) between ~ a c h i e n l u
and Batang.
Scarcely are we settled before the rain again falls in such chilling onslaughts that we abandon visiting the noted hot sulphur
springs wllose steaming mists of over 100 degrees Fahrenheit
temperature can be seen a few hundred feet u p the mountain.
Although Jethoh has only sixteen houses it is distinguished 8 8 a
crossroads because another trail leads southwest over a pass into
the Yulong Valley and eventually to Mili.
Tbe next morning we reaume our climb northwest tlirougll
scattered larch and later rhododendron upon a road so full of
granitic gneiss atones that we long for the monotony of grasaY
plains. Just above the ruin8 of a rest house and about a tllousand
feet below the sum~ilitof Jetlioh we lunch amid huge boulders
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in a garden of yellow primroses and the pyramidal yellowish
spikes of rhubarb. The Tibetans classify three varieties of rhubarb, one, with large leaves sometimes two feet wide and three
feet long, is used for medicinal purposes and exported to China
under the name of Da Hwang or Great Yellow Root. Everywhere
the open spaces are massed with purple or golden flowers while
the scattered bushes are ablaze with color.
Our caravan is an imposing procession eventually at Litang
(Lithang) reaching 500 animals as tea loads sent ahead join us
at various rendezvous. Officials from the rank of Mayor on down,
and Chinese merchants, orginally from the province of Shansi,
have seized the opportunity of traveling with us mostly for the
eake of free protection from marauders as we pay the price of
escort. The Shansi merchants are the true pioneers of Chinese
trade in every trading city of the Tibetan border. They marry
the Tibetan women, learn the language (which most Chinese disdain to do) and are the entering wedge for other Chinese elements
who begin the inexorable assimilation of new territory. Their
honesty and reliability is fully attested by my experience with
them in oral contracts involving thousands of rupees.
At eleven o'clock after a final slippery stretch on a elate trail
we reach the prayer flags of Jethoh La or Jethoh Pass. Inscribed
rags protruding from the top of huge piles of stone always mark
the passes of Tibet. Swirling clouds of mist in grey skies break
away for a few moments to let us have a peep at immense masses
of enow-covered ranges to the south. They are the famed Boll
Gongkar (Menya Gongkar) which form the most extensive snowfields we have seen upon the Tibetan Plateau.
w e alip down a gentle grassy incline past the scattered black
yak-hair tents encircled by thousands of yak in whose midst are
a few horses and sheep. We are happy to get over the pass which
ia celebrated for its difficulty, evidence of this being the whitened
bones which litter the roadside. This pass is the first test of weak
hearts. One of our chairmen who left us two days later, because
of hie heart, ia reportcd to have died at Jethoh Pass on his return
toward Tachienlu.
Rain and aunehine intermingle with such frequent changes that
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we are kept busy donning and shedding raincoats. We plod past
three tumble down shacks to arrive at dusk in Nahshee set amidst
a few larch in a long one-half mile wide grassy plain. Among its
thirty-five houses with tall square towers we spy the first atone
ox-heads embedded in blue slate walls. As many as a half dozen
of these heads, with now and then a white stone ball, can be seen.
These white images are placed to face the mountain in order to
scare away the spirits of the yak who have died on the range.
The people believe that these spirits, imitating their habits when
alive, have a tendency to return home, where as ghost-spirits they
would be able to harm men and animals.
Our next two days are short stages u p and down sloping inclines. In these Menya valleys, a t an altitude of twelve thousand
feet, grow peas, barley, oats and turnips, and in the lowest spots
an occasional field of wheat. The first day we pitch our tent
(Photo No. 20) near a place called Watse where two trails cross,
one going southwest into the Shangchen (Chyah Trenwa) country
and the other we will follow to Batang. Beside our camp rises
the manure-plastered wall of a blue stone fort testifying to an
ancient regime that has lost its identity. These towers now shelter
no more formidable enemy than blue-white pigeons who build
their nests within the crevices inside. Raising countlese broods of
young their droppings have become several feet deep during the
centuries. On winter days these vast flocks of pigeons sweep over
the barren fields for food but find shelter at night within the
tower walls.
The thirty-odd homes of Watse are but little less filthy on the
inside than on the outside; on the outside surfaces hang the man.
ure fuel for the household. At the break of day the housewive@
and children go out into the fields and gather the dung in oblong
baskets. Carrying it home on their backs they mix the wet maes
with chaff and mold it into round cakes which they slap against
the stone walls. In a day or two the mixture is dry enough to
pcel off and store inside. Theae cakes are the only fuel for per.
haps a third of Tibet where forests cannot grow. All of tliis work
is done with the hands which are carelessly washed in cold water
before the breakfast is prepared. There is no hesitancy in the
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hands alternating the flapping of light brown buckwheat pancakes on the skillet with the thrusting of dark brown yak-cakes
into the fire.
A hundred feet from our camp is a fine chorten which contrary to the general rule is hollow inside. We inspect the three
stories of pyramidal rooms which are crowned by a thirteen
ringed column supporting a crescent moon that is embracing the
sun ball. The walls are decorated with numerous figures now
dampened into obscurity. The top story contains a large goddess
holding the back of her clasped hands against her breasts. The
first floor has three sitting figures and the fourth a standing idol
with a child in its arms. All of the idols are badly battered and
reduced almost to the original clay. The first story is fifteen feet
high, the second five and the third ten; the second floor seems to
serve largely as a connecting room. The upper stories are reached
by decrepit ladders. Evidently.most of the thought is for the exterior which is kept whitewashed and the outside figure resting
in a niche of the third story is freshly repainted.
On the next day a half hour down the valley is the junction of
two streams which uniting flow southeast to join the Yalung six
or eight days distant. Here ie a village called Dzonggo named for
a former fort whose ancient runs are visible upon a bluff 500 feet
above the houses. The outer walls of this dismantled fort inclose
about five acres of a flattish grassy spur. Resuming our journey
we pase twenty-eight white-capped stone prayer cairns in a connected row and beyond these we plunge immediately into a lane
lined with wild cherry trees and gooseberry bushes. These undulating grassy mountains and sloping ravines in which huddle
blue-stone cottages gleaming with white lines and white yak-heads
seem a paradise in which to live. Yet when we draw near to the
homes, muddy lanes and greasy blackened women peering out of
eooty windows rob the scene of its charm. But we can regain the
allurement of nature by looking behind us, for peeking above the
grassy mountains is the ice-cream cone of the highest Boh Gongkar peak. Considerable interrogation revealed that Boh Gongkar
(Tibetan White Glacier) is most commonly applied to what are
known to the outside world as the Menya Gongkar Peaks (the
white glacier peaks of Menya) They are also quite often referred

.
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to by Tibetans ae the Bangyee Gongkar (high country white
glacier) and in the immediate vicinity of the peaks the name Bon
Gongkar (Black Hat Sect white glacier) from the former black
hat priests once living in the monastery on its slope, still used but
by another sect.
On these broad grassy plains the thousands of black yak are
unable to consume but a fraction of the succulent graee. In yeare
to come when marketing conditions are perfected and peaceful
living is possible the number of yak can be increased until the
Tibetan Tableland becomes the laut great reservoir of beef to
supply a crowded world. In the steep ravines especially upon the
northern slopes are pines, firs, eprucee and junipers of sufficient
eize and quantity to make the Tibetan Plateau one of the final
timber reserves to be utilized.
As we strike camp on the morrow we eee thin wieps of grey
smoke riee from an altar on a distant eminence and hear the faint
brazen blare of trumpets concealed in a tiny temple behind a hill.
Nearby is a group of prayer-flagged poles waving radiantly over
a corpse-cutting spot upon which rest a few vulture8 after a cannibal feast. We do not linger long to muse on euch ecenes but
swing upward on to a blue-ehale road leading into a forest of huge
fire and glasey-leafed rhododendrons. We camp near the timber
line where a tenantless former rest-ehack guards a patch of POtatoes and barley. We are above 13,000 feet and the growing
eeaeon is short with cool nights. Over a low paes to the west is a
monastery harbouring 400 m.onks. Redeared snow phea-aanta
which roam in flocks of fifteen to thirty birds gobble from the
direction of the temple. I climb the range to see both pheasants
and temple but a heavy thunderstorm drives me back. One of
our yak-loads strays here mixing up with a large herd of grazing
yak around the comer of a forest and is not found until the next
day.
On the morrow, the ninth of July, we cross two passes known
a8 the Karzhi La, the first divide being 14,650 feet hi8h and the
second 15,080 feet. There are a few hundred feet of descent 00
we muet riee cloee to another thousand feet of altitude. On the
higher western pass we look south and view a magnificent halfcircle of snow momtains inelnding the Boh Gongkar lying 140
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degrees southeast, the Zhara at forty-five degrees and the Tachienlu snow peaks, at 90 degrees. Descending through a lane of
wild mock orange shrubs in bloom we pass many yak and four
yak-hair tents. The smooth grassy slopes soon become a narrow
plain with fields of barley. We notice our first prayer-wheels
turned by the rushing water of a small torrent. After camping
many pilgrims and travellers pause at our tent to gaze wideeyed
and then to cry in surprise over the fairness and beauty of our
three children. They suck in their breath and exclaim, "Tse, Tse,
they are the race of the gods."
Two more short days, through a fir and spruce forest and then
the cultivated valley of Orongzhee remarkable for many wild
trees bearing a reddish crab apple-like fruit known as Dzachob,
brings us to Nyahchukha or Hokou. In the middle of Oronphee
is the headman's house but we cannot get in aince there is no one
at home and the lock is ~ l a s t e r e dwith cow dung which has dried
and will reveal any tampering.
There are few real towns in eastern Tibet but N ~ a h c h u k h aat
an altitude of 9000 feet above sea level is one of them. I t has two
parts, the Chinese village on the left bank of the Yalung (Nyah
Chu to Tibetans) river and the Tibetan town almost directly across
the river on a high bluff. The Chinese village of forty-two houses,
is mostly Tibetan people with a few Chinese merchants and about
a hundred soldiers in residence part of the time. On the right
bank the Tibetan village of sixteen houses has most of the cultivated land, as a huge basaltic rock almost closes the mouth of the
opposite Orongzhee valley leaving the Chinese village perilously
perched on a narrow beach at the confluence. Up and down the
Yalung from its source to its mouth there are few other places as
large as Nyahchukha. Elsewhere only tiny hamlets cling to the
~recipitious,bushy mountain elopes and their residents eke out a
bare living from the barren fields which are yellow clay blotches
amidet an ocean of acacia briers.
After paying the customary formal visits to the Mayor and the
Captain of the guard we are ferried over the surging river in a
wooden scow. This flat-bottomed boat utilizes the current in
€Ping from 6hore to shore. About fifty feet long, eight feet wide
and three and one half feet deep the barge is divided into five
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compartments for passengers, animals and baggage. First considerations are given to animals and baggage, the passengers crowd
in wherever they can. The bow and stern sections are covered
over with planks as standing space for the oarsmen and steersmen.
A steering oar about twenty-five feet long is mounted in the bow
and two oars for rowing each about fifteen feet in length are in
the rear, one on a side. The crew varies with the height of the
water, this being the flood season, thirteen take us over. The
spruce planking is of two and three inch thickness. Only ite
weight and broad flat bottom enable it to keep upright when it
swings broadside to the terrific current. Stout as the boat is and
heavily laden with our luggage the foaming waters toss it like a
cork and the creaking of the timbers sound ominous.
Six trips in two days are necessary to ferry us, our goods and
over 200 loads of merchandise for the merchants and the officials
who use us as a cloak to escape heavy protection fees on the road
and to lighten their ferry charges on the river. In addition to the
barge, skin boats are utilized by small groups or single travellers
such as mail runners. These egg-shaped tubs are six feet in diameter and four feet deep. The main part is one large yak skin
with other partial yak hides for the upper border. Seven sticks of
green woo& as ribs extend the skins and fasten to a heavy birch
rim. A man can carry one and it is dried out after each using.
We leave Nyahchukha on July 13th and tread a stony trail
upward into firs and maples. One of the chairmen becomes ill and
at his request I treat him on my diagnosis of worms. The cramp6
naturally not ceasing immediately, his companione place him on
his back and taking off his two thin cotton shirts proceed to closely
inspect the skin in the region of his stomach where he has the
pains. They find two discolorations (I could point out several more
on hie unwaehed hide) where the dieeaee spirit8 are trying to get
out. They make three small punctures around each apot wit11 a
needle to release these evil spirits. After a few days of walking
behind the chair he recovers and divides the credit for hie recovery equally between the ancient and the modern treatments. 1 am
glad he recovere ae hie fellow-workers testify he is the only one
of the eight who does not smoke opium and if the pains had continued he might have etarted the habit. Opium eots rarely break
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off smoking or eating opium which grips their victims with increasing power as the years pass until the individual loses all moral
control and declines in physical vigor to fall an easy victim to some
disease. Few opium smokers live beyond the age of fifty years and
none are to be trusted when the habit is far advanced.
We pitch our tent amid magnificent trees; god-maples three
feet in diameter and a hiindred feet high, five-leafed ~ o p l a r
maples, golden oak, spruce, pines, holly oak, juniper and red firs
these last being over three feet in diameter and 150 feet in the
air. A few homes are tucked in open spaces among the giant trees
whose quietness and mystery charmed us. I t is 11,600 feet above
eea level and the air is cool.
Early the next morning we slowly and painfully climb out of
the forest onto grassy mountains and over Rama La 15,225 feet
above the sea; then we drop 500 feet and rise 600 feet to top Dose
La with an altitude of 15,325 feet; and down once more but only
a hundred feet before another ascent to surmount Lachum La
15,400 feet. The Rama Passes are noted for their difficulty and
the Nyah River (Yalung) for its dangers. These two factors are
featured in the proverb "Try a yak o n Rama Pass, Try a man on
Nyah River." With this thought and another saying in mind, I
always ride a horse uphill but lead him down for "It is not much
of a horse which cannot carry a man uphill, I t is not much of a
man who will not walk down a hill." A t the top of the pass the
wind is cool but the day is clear. High above the dusky forested
ravines in which are dancing wiepe of fleecy clouds, as far as one
can see in all directione, are rolling grassy plains and smoothly
turfed spurs undulating like great ocean waves. To the southeast
are immen~esnow mountains whose tips are hid in massed wool
which ever changes in depth and thickness. These snow mountains
are called Boll Gonkgar by the Tibetane at this place. Around us
over the endless turf roam herds of antelope giving ue only a
fleeting glimpse before they vanish beyond the rolling summits.
Spirals of foamy smoke from sheltered gullies suggest black yakhair tent-dwellera whose shaggy herds of yak and flocks of white
aheep can be seen on distant ranges.
Lees desirable residents are the hordes of horse-fliee (or deerflies) which we have come to associate with every grassy vale
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when the sun is shining. Alas, these horse-flies do not restrict
themselves to horses who spring suddenly into mad gallops when
stung. Of many colors, red, yellow, gray and black they have a
lunch-punch which pierces thick clothing and horsehide with
equal ease. In the bright sunshine they keep us frantic but when
clouds hide the sun their attacks lessen and they vanish entirely
when the cold creeps over the hills with the rising of a wind, or
in the rear of the setting sun.
After crossing the three Rama Passes we meander slowly down
a placid incline for half an hour to where our yak caravan has
settled for the night. We camp here at an altitude of not less
than 15,000 feet. It is not a reetful camp for the big horse-fliee
keep us slapping wrathfully until a fitfull cold wind blows from
the southeast glaciers. Nor is the wind pleasant as it drives us
to warmer clothing and cold cream. The winds blister our faces
until they resemble lobsters shedding their skin. My nose is always the point of first attack causing nly wife to remark that 1
look like a first class toper. A few bulging sheepskin clad nomads
from nearby tents saunter over to gawk at our foreign equipment
but we are now indifferent to such curioeity.
I breathlessly ascend a few hundred feet to the top of a mound
but ite low height permitted only the dreamy sight of numberless
ranges which stretching away to snow-rimmed horizons leave the
individual feeling like an ant on an ocean wave. Amidst an enormous crowd, among the tall buildings of a great city, or on a ship
in the middle of a stormy sea gives one that same feeling-that
man is merely an atom in the great scope of the universe. No
life can be seen. The nomads are in sheltered gullies and on these
great plains the wild animals usually see man first. The isolated
nomads and their scattered uneeen flocks in their quiet lives are
a fitting accompaniment to euch vaet solitude.
The next morning we fairly tumble down a steep rocky road
which succeeds the smooth incline. At the foot of the declivity we
tread the placid valley of N ~ o l o hwhose ruler belies his nurroundings as he is noted for his extortione levied on traders and travellers. Every caravan, and we are not exempt, must pay one half
a rupee a load for the privilege of passing through this valley
Ngoloh ie the junction of the old route which makee a steep
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climb over a high range in a fairly straight western course to
Litang and the new road which we will follow i n a northwesterly
half circle with less. grade and more distance.
The fir-lined Ngoloh valley with its twenty-five houses is a little
less than 11,000 feet altitude at its lowest levels. Here are raised
the commonest staple crops of Tibet; barley, wheat, peas and
turnips. Down the valley on a high bluff is a monastery housing
three hundred monks. Monasteries are generally placed on promontories or alongside a cliff where they can be easily defended.
These heavily fortified strongholds are the last resort of the people
when an invader swoops down upon them. Built around a spring
or projecting over a stream of considerable size they can stand a
prolonged siege. Their thick tamped clay walls four and five feet
thick at the base can easily withstand rifle and machine-gun fire
and considerable small cannon pounding. Vast quantities of grain,
which are always stored in their granaries, are augmented by the
hurriedly carried supplies when the
flee to the temple for
refuge. The Chinese know well that all resistance to their conqueet of the Tibetans are fomented within these citadel monasteries.
Leaving the old soutll road here we move u p a narrowing valley, tracing a creck for two hours, until we arrive at the huge
square castle of the headman with its neighboring satellites of
twenty-two homes and six tents perched at the edge of a tall fir
woodland. We part company with the stream and enter the forest
through which we wind northwest and then southwest, ever aecending, until we are over Lahtse La 14,375 feet. A trivial drop and
we deviate northwest to ascend another creek which is flowing
floutllwest to finally empty into the Hor Chu o r Hor River. From
thi8.point we can see the higher pass of the old main south road
with its washed tracks melting away in the southwest distance.
This tributary of the Hor Chu has fifteen gold-washer huts
fifty gold-diggers now busy in trenches (Photo No. 21).
Ae we are riding past them a sudden squall of rain engulfs us, and
then turning to hail forces ua to camp within an hour among hailatones as large as marbles. Tlic gold miners put on their wool
and stand moodily watching ua cover u p to ward off the
''ail. Our encompnlrnt here is at 14,000 feet altitude and the
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name is Jangkarkhoh. The creek rises rapidly and we are forced
to ford the racing current at considerable risk, guided by our men
in bare feet. Tibetan boots crack when they dry out after being
wet and also the leather sewing thongs pull out easily when the
leather is damp so they never wear boots in wet weather. It
makes us shiver to see our men tramping around on the hailetrewn ground in bare feet; yet we know that the solee of their
feet have been hardened by such exposure until they resemble
the hoofs of beaste.
During the daytime rain has fallen every day since leaving
Tachienlu except on two days and on one of these days rain fell
during the night. This is the rainy season. During most of the
year from October to June these airless plains will have only
slight snows which will not drift deep except above an altitude of
16,000 feet.
We are now in a land of shifting tents and yak chips. From
here to Batang are but two settlements. Yak dung replaces wood
for cooking and heating. We have carried along some charcoal
for our cook to use and to dry out the tent after the cold rains.
The servants will waste the charcoal and then grumble as they
gather yak chips. Tsang Wen Chin like most Chinese cooks, ia
resourceful and creates an excellent meal with a large variety of
dishes out of our scanty stock of food by the heat of a miserable
yak chip fire. Yak chips keep one man busy gathering it and another man constantly working the quaint goat-skin bellows t~ blow
the dung into sufficient heat for cooking. These bellows are the
entire skin of a goat with three legs sewn up, leaving the fourth
one for the attachment of an iron tube whose other end is in.
serted into the fire. The head hole of the skin is now opened and
closed suddenly by a ~ e c u l i a rrotary motion of the hands which
sucks in the air and expela it with a huffing explosive soundThere are many jeers before I learn to work it, but never as easily
ae the nomad.
We need not climb high the next day to cross Kharsa La, a
series of four parallel passes with gentle valleys from 200 to 800
feet deep between them. All are over 15,000 thousand feat, the
third being the higheat with an altitude of 15,700 feet. Brilliant
flowers of all colors, yellow and white predominating, among then1
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etrawflower, pearly everlasting, buttercups and primroses have
p h e d their way out of the hard mossy turf in such numbers that
the ranges are one vast flower-bed.
Extensive stone ruins of an ancient Bon (Black Hat) monastery have given the last of the Kharsa Passes the name of Bongo
La. From it we descend to a level plain roughened by the mounds
and holes of black-eyed yellowish-brown marmots the size of woodchucks. Their shrill trilling whistles warn each other of man's
approach and one has dificulty arriving within shotgun range.
This large marshy plain is watered by a blue-black stream winding through the center past a tall white chorten from whose decaying eaves hang small bells that tinkle with every breeze. After
the destruction of the Bon Monastery the Gelugpa sect built this
chorten which givee the locality the name of White Chorten
Plain. We pitch our tent at the farther end of his plateau. All
day we have been travelling mostly west with a slight inclination
to the northwest.
Our coolie Aki takes his foreign fishhook to the nearby stream
and eoon returne with epeckled trout about eix inches in length.
He has twenty beautiee taken from the stream which is only a foot
deep and about three feet wide. The Tibetans consider it sinful to
eat fieh, eo after the cook selects our needs, our caravan leader
Drale Gonchoh carefully carries the remainder back to liberty and
life. Fish have no voice to protest their daughter and it is more
sinful to kill them than other animals. Gode of the region might
become angry and create a flooded, unfordable river to detain ue,
or aend a deetructive hail to injure the stock.
It ie the seventeenth of July the following morning as we
mount westward over a low paee called Jeri lying 14,625 feet above
the Be. It seems low because our elevation is already high, probably 14,000 feet. The pass is an elongated saddle for the ranges
Present long parallel sides rather than the usual ridgedip elope.
The Jeri La is the boundary between the two tribes of Washi
(Wanhee) and just beyond beside the Hor river are 102 tents of
the Othoh tribe with whom we have been travelling under the
e~onsorshipof Drale Gonchoh, our eecort guide, who now rides
to beseech the priests with two rupees to c a a lots and hold back
"in until we arrive in Litang.
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Like immense black spiders at rest the yak-hair tents almost
fill the long valley of the Hor Chu which has a grassy plain running north and south for three miles before it enters a gorge. The
altitude is 14,000 feet and like a11 of the high plains is covered
with mossy or wirelike short-stemmed grass on which graze several
thousand head of yak. Every householder also owns horses and
many have flocks of sheep sprinkled with a few goats. As the yak
frequently wander u p to 17,000 feet i t is no easy tasks to herd
them. Merely walking on level ground is tiring.
Nomadic life on the Tibetan Plateau would be almost impossible without the yak (Photo No. 22). Every necessity of their
life is provided by the yak except tea and the very poorest nomads
have little of that. Shelter in the form of a tent comes from yakhair cloth, food is produced by the milk and flesh of the beast
and fuel by the dung when dried. At home boiled or roasted yak
steaks and cottage cheese are washed down with yak-butter tea.
On the road dried raw yak beef and hardened squares of yakcheese demand only a small fire to heat the reddish leaf tea
spiced with yak-butter to make a perfect ration. Yak-hair clothcloaks clothe the poor, yak-hair ropes tie yak-hair cloth bags on
top of a yak-hair saddle pad loaded onto a yak. Yak bones make
glue, the shoulder blades are useful for the writing of prayers to
be placed on a prayer-stone pile, and even the bones are ground
up for their marrow and for soup stock. The yak horn makes a
splendid snuff box, or powder horn or even a whiskey flask. The
yak skin is converted into all uses possible for leather from boot8
to bedding, from thongs to thimbles, snow-goggles to milk-strainere, and sacks to slings. Yak-tails adorn the gay rider's horse and
lay low the persistent horse-fly. Certain glands are used medicinally. Other uses are too numerous to mention.
The grassland nomade have only a perfunctory interest in etationary monasteries as compared to their movable religious structures which follow the wanderings of the tribe. In the midst of
the Othoh tribe settlement where we are camped is a large black
yak-hair tent ninety by forty feet able to seat 180 monks in six
long rows (Photo No. 23). At the far end brass idols gaze
down upon vessels of grain and water set before them. Near the
large tent crowded groups of red-robed priests peer out beneath
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the flaps of four smaller tents. This movable monastery has all
the equipment for the conducting of ceremonies from exorcising
of demone, which cause sickness and rain, to invoking aid of
benevolent deities for the welfare of the tribe. The Gelugpa sects
are theoretically presumed to have advanced beyond the use of
exorcism in combating devils but actually their ceremonies are
cluttered with ritual for the expelling of evil spirits. Such ritual
has been inherited from the older sects of Lamaism (the Red
Hate and the Black Hats) by the nomadic Yellow Hat or Gelugpa.
Our tent is pitched beside that of our caravan p i d e , Drale
Gonchoh. His wife, a beautiful but dirty-faced woman, whose
eilver head plaques and tinkling silver chatelaines hanging down
her back contrast oddly with her greasy braided hair and blackened clothing, comes out to meet us. So did his aged parents
around seventy years of age, rather unusual for a couple as the
average life is very short in these high altitudes especially for
men. The nomad women carry their heavy gold and silver ornaments all day long whether milking their Dzo (female yak) or
gathering yak chips. Seen by an outsider not wearing these signs
of wealth would abash them more than if found stripped to the
waist on a hot day. Of course, there are very poor women who
have no such array of ornaments and are compelled to be content
with a few miserable rings on their fingers or a pair of earrings.
Those who have the full panoply of jewelery, usually handed
down a8 heirlooms, are expected to wear it as part of their daily
coetume,
We go into the tent of our hosts later in the day, soon after a
li8ht drizzle, in which a rainbow circles the sun (Photo No. 24).
Such brilliant halos and three rainbows one above the other are
quite common in these clear ekies after a rain. We vresent
them a
a
red silk marf and also the customary white gauze scarf or khatah.
They reciprocate with a chunk of butter in a sheep's atomach.
The tent which measures thirty by fifteen feet is cluttered with
their complete household equipment. The stove of dried clay OCc~piesthe center with sitting and sleeping spaces on each sideBoxel, and bags containing food and aothing encircle the edge of
the tent keeping out the wind with the aid of yak dung piled
around outside the tent bottom. The back end is a shrine wit11
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brase idols and pictures of deities fronted by a row of bowl offerings. Stomachs of butter share the supporting poles with bamboo
tea atrainere, dippere and a sheaf-shaped offering of field and
animal products. The tent-top is in two halves with a line of partition in the center open a foot wide, and being directly above the
stove, serves as an effective chimney and skylight. In one corner
the aged couple lie beneath sheepskin blankets and in anothcr
corner rest a couple of lambs. The utensils stacked around or on
top of the stove include a dipper or two of copper, a clay teapot,
a brase kettle, a wooden chum of birch for tea mixing, a pine
meat cutting board and a granite stone hand mill. Life is hard
but the people are happy. As a rule they have plenty of meat,
cheese and tea, this last being the principal article bought iu
trade. Coins are little used except for the making of ornament8
or utenaile. We chat and drink a cup of buttered tea. When we
depart our hostese holds back the huge lunging mastiff with black
shaggy coat and tan-coloured lege, whitish throat and yellow
dotted eyes. He is an effective watchdog which every nomad keep8
to guard his tent and herd.
Later we visit and photograph the immense tent and jeweled
inmates of the Prince known as Othohbon or Prince of the Othoh
tribe (Photos Nos. 25 and 26). His kitchen ie 60 x 30 x 12 feet
and his sleeping tent, where guests are received, is 40 x 20 x 12
feet. His dreee ie somber as contrasted to the femalee of the family. Hie wife and mother vie with each other in the gorgeouenegm
of their costumes. Each wears six dinner-plate-sized, jewel-adorned
gold plaques, the gold in each worth 600 rupees. A plaque ie worn
on each side of the head, one at the back of the head and three
triangularly on the back below the shouldere. With jeweled silver
chatelaines, gold earringe, rings and other accessories as flint case,
toilet case, charm boxes, snuff box and knife with chopsticks in a
scabbard, each princess carries her fortune on her back. It ie said
that orginally every gold or silver plaque indicated a lover.
In milking the nanny goats and ewes the nomadic wife takes a
low wooden bucket flaked with cheeee and dirt and places it under
the udder. Then straddling the animal at the ehoulders with. her
face on the rump she embraces the middle of the beast and milks
both aides at once. Yak are ~ e u a l milked
l~
from the animal'g
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side with the milk falling into a large wooden ail whose
top is partially covered with a yak-hair strainer. As the utensile
are not washed acid remnants almost instantly sour the fresh milk.
I was never able to get a drink of sweet milk even when taking it
immediately after milking. Milk is either made into butter or
cheese; very little whole milk is drunk.
To the products of his herds the nomad adds barley to his diet
when he is able to exchange butter or cheese for it with the valley
dwellers. Dried turnips is the chief vegetable with now and then
a few dried peas. In the lean springs among the very poor and
those who have been robbed of their grain, dried turnips is often
the only food for two or three months. Times are very hard indeed when dried turnips are not to be had.
We strenuously resist the urging that we stay here for anothcr
day to await the collection of our various loads scattered in many
caravans of this valley. We know from experience that we can best
press our further advance from Litang by being in the city. The
carrying of loads and the furnishing of escort will be done by the
Yonru or the other branch of the Washee. Breaking camp the
following day we circle first southwest and then west fording the
Hor river which is often a serious obstacle. It is raining slightly
at timee which causes me to remark to Drale Gonchoh, "I thougllt
that you paid thc priests two rupees to hold back the rain so the
river would not be swollen." "It won't rain very much, they are
keeping most of the rain away,'' is his ready reply. From the state
of the sky I t l ~ o u ~be
l ~might
t
be mistaken but the sky soon clears
giving us fair altllough slightly cloudy weather the rest of the day.
The river is not big11 for we are near its source and the heavy
rain of last night haa ceased in time for the stream to fall a foot
and the slight rain of this morning i a not enough to make the
crossing dangerour. It is only stirrup or shoulder high, the limit
for safe fording of rivers.
Beyond in the Hor valley are seventy nomad tents wllose curling yak ellip fires make rlleerful the gloomy, misty air. As we go
UP a side branch we pass the aandy mounds of abandoned gold
Tlie crude method of panning gold must leave the grrater Part of the metal in the ground. The inability of the miners to
dig more than a few feet soon exhaust the possibilities. I get a
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slight touch of gold fever as I think of the ease in following the
stream a few miles to its source to discover if possible the lode
which the stream must tap.
About noon we cross Tsasha Pass 14,800 feet and before us
spreads out a vast plain bounded by high ranges. On the other
side of this marshy tableland twists the Litang river, its ends lost
in distant mountain ranges. At the foot of the spur which we are
descending the town of Litang lies snug and cosy. Abuting above
the town is the monastery whose huge white buildings almost obscure the dirty one-story hovels which line the streets.
Glancing to the south I can almost see the range in the Molashe
country where I surprised a lynx in a cut-over woodland during a
hunting trip six years later. A nail in my boot had caused me to
lay my gun down and sit upon a nearby stump while I took off my
boot to remove the offender. My servant moved to one side with
my horse and up jumped a lynx, who leaping through the tail
grass made for the forest. He was among the trees by the time I
could grab my gun and take a long chance at a spasmodically seen
figure. I missed the lynx but pulled the nail out of my boot.
We circle around the monastery and enter the eouth gate to
pass through the one long etreet to its farther end where we l o d ~
at the northwest corner of the alley in a building, once a school,
but now deserted and dilapidated.
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Chapter VI

TEA CARAVANS OF THE WASHI-GOLOH
T h e houses of Litang are dungy on the outside and dingy on the
inside. The familiar nut-brown cakes dot every housewall; they
repose in piles by each clay-stove, and their acrid smoke in the low
dark houses produces multitudes of sore eyes. The ground floor of
the houses on the lower slope are several feet below the level of
the street which is the official Chinese and business section of the
town. In these 100 houses live also the artisans, the workers for
the monastery, traders, and carriers of wood and water. The
eighty-five houses of the pure Tibetan population lie out on the
plain a short distance south of the Chinese village. In the Tibetan
quarters stands the scarred walls of the old Prince's palace. In
one of the huts clinging to these historic grounds with forlorn
hope dwells hie daughter Gezong-Lhamo the former queen of
Batang. Phantom reverence, as compared to the past, is paid to her
because of her previous glory. She proudly shows the pictures of
herself holding the eevered head of her husband's murderer, the
bloody Chao Erh Feng, who was decapitated by the revolutionist^
in 1912. In viewing pictures the Tibetans clasp their fingers to
the palm forming a hollow tube and gaze through thie tunnel.
The Litang river hugs the southwest side of the Litang Plain
which runs in a general northwest and southeast direction; going
weetward toward Batang it contracts from six miles in width op~oaiteLitang to one fourth mile within twenty miles; for the next
twelve miles it varies from 100 feet to one fourth mile; after this
it changes to a miniature canyon for five miles only to quickly
broaden into a swamp about ten miles long and three miles wide;
this swamp is the confluence for all the eource etreame which
tumble down from nearby glacirrs. Easterly downstream the Litang River leaves the broad Litang plain through a short expanded
canyon but soon its course is not known in detail as only a few
men have croe~edit at various ferries and have not traced it for
any great distance. On the right bank toward the west are rugged,
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barren limestone mountains where the protective spirits of Litang reside but toward the east are undulating grassy shale ranges
where white elk roam. Wherever the Litang Plain approaches
flatness i t becomes a marsh with the river branching and curving
from one side of the plain to the other. I t is one of the world'e
highest inhabited plateaus lying on the average 14,000 feet above
sea level. The city lies in the northeasterly corner surrounded on
three sides by rolling hills smooth with wire-like grass, and millions of flowers such as blue gentians in late summer. Northward
these undulating hills extend as far as the eye can see from the
top of the range back of Litang, at least thirty to fifty miles toward Gangdzi.
Previously nothing would mature on the plain except a few
miserable turnips until some few years ago I sent in some seeds
including potatoes at the request of the Mayor named Wang who
had known us in Batang where he served a term as the army
commander. Other vegetables were added by experimentation and
lettuce, radishes, spinach, beans, mustard and Osun, a Chinese vegetable resembling white radishes, besides potatoes grow to maturity in the short hot summer. Potatoes three inches in diameter
were produced in the rich black soil. Rapid growing barley is
being tried but when the frost is too early it does not mature, only
furnishing fodder for stock. In time grains will be acclimated to
ripen in the short plateau season and then thousands of acres now
just above the crop line will yield bounteous harvests. At present
superstition and transportation difficulties prohibit the development of vast agricultural and mineral resources which with water
power, timber and beef will be the chief future sources of wealth
in Tibet. Banditry and lack of capital aleo are leaving idle vast
acreagee which might be cultivated.
Deposits of soda and sulphur are found on the surface of the
Litang plain but their exploitation awaits a wider market. Walking one day over the valley carpeted with yellow buttercups, strawflowers and pearly everlasting we discover by the side of the brook
many little black rquare pebbles whose weight is much above that
of ordinary stones of equal size. The Tibetans call them Osllu.
doshu and claim that these stones indicate the presence of gold.
We gather a emall bag of them.
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The Litang monastery is located in the northeast corner at the
expanse of the plain (Photos No. 27, 28, 29, 30). I t is one
of the largest lamaseries in eastern Tibet. Tlle present r e ~ i s t r a tion of 3700 priests represent eight different tribes including the
two branches of the Washi and the Shangchen. Probably there
are less than 500 lamas at any one time resident within the walls
except at the New Year Festivals when all monks try to be present.
In addition to the two main temple buildings there are smaller
temples for each tribe, and two hermitages a few hundred feet u p
the hillside. Another huge building houses the printing estal~lisllment. Other structures, to the number of 120, house the nlonks,
supplies and smaller shrines.
One main t c n ~ p l cis dedicated to the God of Love ( J y i ~ ~ ~ ~ l j a
Shampa) the Coining Buddha and the other principal structure i 3
the idol residence of Tsongkhapa (Lozang Drapa) , the Precious
Lord (Photo No. 31). Before these idols stand seven huge cauldrons of butter where tiny wicks are kept perpetually burning. N r e
are warned not to breathe upon the feeble flanles lest they go out.
We then enter the kitchen where four great dark bronze kettles
six feet in diameter will provide tea for 4000 monks at a time. \Ye
t l ~ o u ~ h t f u observe
ll~
worshippers prostrating tl~ernselvcs in depressions worn in the human shape as much as four inches deep
in the woodcn floor. We wonder how many years and how many
millions of prostrations were needed to groove the floor to that
depth.
In the main t c n ~ p l eresidcs the abbot who l ~ o l d soffice for two
years when he is succeeded 11y the clected representative of anotller tribe. He may, or may not, be an incarnation but this system
rotates the tremendous power in his hands to the same tribe every
sixteen years. ' r h r prrsrnt ahbot is not an incarnation but his
Nuccessor who t a k a ofice in 1930 will be. The a l ~ b o is
t a tall man,
handsome nncl affable, and about forty years of age. An able
practical man he has distinguished his administration by buildiug
a new rcsidence at thc ~ o u t hend of the town for the Mayor so as
to renlove the unholy Chinese officialdom from the holy monastery
huildiliga. We also met the abbot-elect wllo is of a pious mystical
turn of mind much eought after for divination advice.
While taking a picture of tlle abbot-elect a few days later a
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nomad interrupts us, presents the monk with half a rupee and inquires the whereabouts of his cow which has either strayed or
been stolen. The wily lama asks several questions and then calls
for his dice. He shakes the dice in one hand and then blows upon
them muttering at intervals some low jumbled words which the
rest of us cannot understand; fiinally he casts the dice in a bowl.
"Your cow has been stolen and taken in a southern direction,"
comments the priest.
"Precious Incarnation, will I be able to recover my cow," asks
the bowing nomad humbly.
The lama repeats his dice-throwing act, but the return seems
unsatisfactory and he repeats but the results are not favorable so
he tries a third time.
bb
The forecast is unfavorable to your finding your animal. Your
enemy of the Shangchen tribe has stolen the beast and you will
not get i t back," replies the lama.
The nomad is not as crestfallen as I expect him to be. He either
has surmised where his cow has gone and will try to even matters
when the time is favorable, or being of the fatalistic mind, now
certain that hie chances of recovering his cow are slim, he is accepting the verdict calmly. The uncertainity of his mind has been
dispelled and the anxiety of his face has been replaced by resignation and peace so he has obtained his money's worth in spending a half rupee for the lose of a thirty rupee cow.
We visit the print shop, a substantial structure sixty feet by 100
feet in size and filled to its fifteen foot ceiling with the heavy
blocks used to print the Kahgyur o r Buddhist Scriptures. Here
lie thousands of hand-carved boards probably never to be used
again since wood and paper have become so expensive in Litallg
that i t is cheaper to buy thk ecriptures in Dege, and transport
them 200 miles. At the present time one of the Washi chiefs
called Aden is absent on a trip to Dege, a journey of fifteen days.
for the purpose of buying a set of the Kahgyur which includes 108
volumee, each so heavy that eight volumes make a load. The set
will cost 2000 rupees hut by using their own animals the cost of
transpottation will be less than a hundred rupeee.
The printing blocks are boards one and a half inches thick,
nine inches wide and about four feet long. The letters are carve(]
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by hand which demands a high degree of accuracy and an inlmense amount of labor. The carved boards are ~ i l e don shelves
in cases four feet long, twelve feet high and two and one half feet
wide. Eleven cases make a section across the room which has tcn
such sections. Many scarvcs of silk are suspended from the center
of the ceiling and in their midst three hideous masks and stuffed
wild animal skins peer down upon us. The scarves are largely ceremonial but the masks and animals are to repel evil spirits.
The whole process of printing is done by hand. The work of
rubbing the rough bark-like paper, after i t has been ~ r o d u c e dby
boiling from bark, into smoothness is a big task. Preparation of
the ink is laborious. Keeping the printing blocks from becoming
mixed is no small chore and I notice the attendant is careful to
see that I place blocks back in the same niche from which I have
removed them. Many monks are busy several months ~ r i n t i n gone
copy of the Kahgyur yet the cost is comparatively cheap, about
400 dollars in American money. The monks work for a mere pittance, just a little more than their food and clothing.
A few days before we arrived in Litang we learn that three
men who owed the monastery considerable sums of money, which
they could not repay, had been expelled from the vicinity. The
lamas had threatened to cut off their right hands but finally decided that it would prove more creditable to Buddhistic tenets
and more humane to punish the bankrupts by stamping a seal on
their foreheads which proclaimed that they were ordure; and
then stretching each of the debtor's arms wide with wooden crosspieces they were cast out from the south gate. No longer able to
reside in Litang they will probably seek refuge in the Shangchen
country and may wind up as rncmbers of a robber band.
The Litang Monastery with its white-washed walls, its red and
black painted timbers is quite pleasing but the adjoining dirty
clay shacks where the laymen live are repulsive. Houses must be
One-story as one may not live above or look down upon the gods
in the temples. The city trendn northeast and southwest with the
monaetery on the nortllea~tand the new Chinse official residence
Or yamen and the ~ c h o o lon the southwest. The flat clay roofs of
the shacks are still gay with the tops of little fir trees attached to
the four corners. The fir8 are decorated with prayer flags and
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tufts of wool all of which were placed on the third day of the
sixth lunar month or i n July for the pleasing of the local deitiee.
White stones clustered around the base of the firs while holding
them in place likewise hint that white stone ritual has a place in
the festivities which are marked by horse races upon the plain.
When incense fires, set by easterly facing devotees from the coneshaped altars on the eastern house corners of the roofs, curl skyward in the frosty mornings, we think of smoking chimneys from
pioneer woodland settlements in our homeland.
To the south the traces of an ancient city said by the Tibetans
to have been built Ily the Jyong show a remarkable orientation.
They were only two degrees off from a perfect north and south
line. Their city had a width of 500 feet east and west, and 1500
feet north and south.
Litang is the trading center for a large but scantily settled
region. Its seventy Chinese families are merchants who eke out a
meager living selling tea, blue cotton cloth and a few miscellanea
ous articles. T h e 125 Tibetan families live by their flocks or by
serving the lamas and Chinese officials. Commerce in the Tibetan
articles of salt, wool, woollen cloth and musk are brought in by
Tibetan caravans who deal directly with the Tibetan population
except f o r the musk which is sold to Chinese exporters.
Litang is not wholly under the control of the Chinese. The
turbulent monks backed by the nomad population cause much
trouble and often refuse to obey the Chinese officials who have
come in as conquerors. The people are adept a t evasion and ma]ingering. Prior to 1905 a native prince with a second royal family
ruled the district but Manchu despotism under the conqueror Chao
E r h Feng, in order to further limit the local autonomy of t h ~
independent mountaineers, caused the extinction of the royal families, the chief prince being beheaded and the second prince dying
in prison. About 1915 an abortive outburst to regain their local
autonomy resulted in the burning of the two ~ a l a c e sleaving
nothing but ruins of thc former princely splendor.
Our long stay here of eight days taxes my medical resources.
111 patients have come for treatments. My success with ringworm,
worms, wounds and pulling of teeth have procured many hearty
invitations to come again and stay longer. A butcher accident all^
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cut his palm halfway through the hand and for the first time I
find my suture clips of great value. On a later trip I set a boy's
broken femur sustained from falling off a second story roof. He
was brought to me within fifteen minutes and, by careful padding
of the splints takcn from boxes with daily releasing of the bandages for a period, and with other careful attention the lad euffered no infection and recoverd completely with very little deformation. The boy'a family was poor and could give nothing but
the butcher rewarded me with a quarter of beef. Several serious
operative cases are offered to me but I refer them to the hospital
at Batang where a physician is available. A hospital would do
an untold amount of good in this area.
The Washi are reluctant to start before the new Chinese Mayor
for Batang arrives from Tachienlu. We paid 100 rupees to the
Othoh tribe for protection through their territory from Tachienlu
to Litang and we must pay another hundred from Litang to Batang to the Yonru tribe. The Chinese always travel with a large
eecort of soldiers and we consider it safer to travel with them and
they reciprocate that idea. Only twenty of the Chinese soldiers
will be armed out of the 100 going in as replacements at Batang.
The Yonru of the Washi furnish fiftecn armed men. The raiding
tribes of Shangchen and Kcmo sometimes n u m l ~ e rfrom fifty to
100 but hesitate to attack large armed groups as it resulte in too
great a possible loss of life. We set out on the twenty-second of
July taking the old main road westward which we had left thrce
days out of Hokou. This old route dipping u p and down gives
greater comfort at night due to reaching lower altitudes w l l e r ~
most settlements abound.
Our first bit of scenery is the hill to the west where black and
white vultures stalk clumsily after a hearty meal of corpse eaten
at the break of day, the mortal remains of a dead lama which had
been cut up and thrown to them. As we file past, the gory-headed
birds run uphill, wheel and take off in flight downhill aa i t ia
difieult for tllrm to do so on level ground and impossible on an
up-slope.
h three 110urs travel we reach the fork of the road where the
main road turns left and crosses the Litang river over a rickety
bridge, but we continue straight on the north side of the stream.
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The main and former post-road after crossing the Litang river
climbs over a gap in the grey granite ridge and daily with strenuous descents and ascents of mountain passes goes in a great south.
west half circle before we see i t again two days east of Batang.
Another hour's journey u p the river and we camp among the
homes of our Washi caravan. We are on the high level plateau
and northern route to Batang never below 14,000 feet above sea
level until the last night before reaching the city. Only two passee,
and but one considered difficult, mar this more direct route. The
greater altitude gives a colder road which is very trying to those
without a strong heart. Water and fuel are plentiful upon both
rouies but our northern one is more dependent upon yak chips
for boiling tea and partially cooking the yak-beef.
During our first day's journey we have passed numerous hot
springs of sulphurous origin. The nomads believe the odoriferoue
waters are efficacious in keeping their flocks healthy so once a
year, at least, the animals are pastured in the vicinity for a few
days. We encourage our servants to obtain some of the same tonic
effect by long eoaking in the baths.
The next three days we follow the Litang river in a general
northwesterly direction. The black ehale hills are strewn with
flowers and the etreams in the intervening valleys are lined with
pilee of gravel thrown u p by gold-diggers who live in miserable
eod huts and eupplement their meager earning with the produce
from small flocke of sheep and a few yak. The miners divert a
portion of a river into a side stream and over turf in a long trough
which washes away the fine soil. The stones are thrown out and
the residue ehaken over other slabs of turf as water rushee over
it. These second slabs of turf are beat over a pan to cause the
heavy flakes of gold to drop out which is cleansed by panning. A
rupee's worth of gold a day is poesible, one half of which goee to
the prince. Sometimes the top soil is thrown out by shovels and
only the gravelly soil underneath washed for gold. The final
flakee of gold are carried in a skin bag.
Near the end of the eecond day the dark slaty earth givee way
to a narrow granite canyon which eoon spreads out into a wide
marshy plain not lees than two miles wide. At the beginning of thin
plain we ford the Litang river which here divides into five
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branches. The recent rains have increased the waters so that the
swift current runs three feet deep at the shallowest laces wetting
our loads and menacing our chair carriers. The five streams wit11
their smaller tributaries wind in &antic S curves through the
marsh. Of the two biggest branches the largest continues northward rising in the snow mountains which can be seen peeping
over a range of low hills. The second most important branch is
the one we follow upward in a westward course. After fording
the streams we ascend a little mound to encamp near a sulphurous
pond upon which floats a single quacking sheldrake. Too hot to
bear the hand at its point of issue the springs which feed the pond
must be at least 115 degree Fahrenheit. The masses of white ~ l a n tain flowers have given the marsh the name of White Grass Plain.
Beginning with the lower end of this plain and extending up
the river for the next thirty-five miles are the assembly grounds,
every autumn about the middle of October, for the Washi tribes
who in full force number 615 counted tents and an estimated 3000
individuals. The black spider-resembling tents thickly dot the
plain seeming to crawl amidst thousands of yak, tens of thousands
of sheep and hundreds of horses. In this great gathering of the
nomadic clans the guns are counted, the stock estimated and the
people enumerated. Horse racing, archery and rifle shooting contests intermingled with feasting and drinking bouts enliven the proceedings. Disasters are discussed such as raids upon stock and
ambushing of men, plane of revenge are laid and relations with
the Chinese are surveyed. It is also a time of lover's trysts and
marriage arrangements.
The lamas have left their settled monastic temples and followed
the tribes to their annual convocation. A huge black yak hair tent
ia erected and here a hundred monks hold exorcising ceremonies
before their tribual deity called Gonbo praying for prosperity and
chanting against calamity. Tea is boiled in four huge kettles as
the lamas groan out texts to the boom of four big drunls, the
of cymbals and the weird honk of conch shells. The chief
priest sits on the right at the front upon a high seat while solid
walls of religious scrolls adorn the %her three sides of the tent.
After a long recital the ceremony pauses for the serving of tea to
monk whoae bowl has been resting upon the ground before
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his feet. Although tea and tsamba are their principal diet, yet
they will also feast with their lay relatives on wheat crullers boiled
in butter and eaten with whipped cheese. Hot noodles topped
with grated beef is a favorite dish and hunks of boiled mutton
are gorged daily.
Mythology clothes the encircling mountains. On the north side
of the valley in the high snow peaks reside the Zhidah or protective deities of the Washi. Once a lion lived in these ranges and
when he was killed his intestines and urine flowed out to create
the many earthen bumpa at the base of the slopes. Wild animals
are held sacred here and anger is aroused among the devout when
the antelope are slain by the cynical.
This enlarged river plain is a vast horse-rhubarb plantation.
Thousands of tall yellow candles spring from a center of small
plaintain-like serrated leaves, rising to a height of one to two and
a half feet. The leaves line the stem for the first foot and then the
small lemon-yellow flowers continue to the tip in a tall imposing
spike. The horse rhubarb is found only above 14,000 feet altitude
and along streams or in marshy ground. Its stalk is chewed but is
not as palatable as another variety uprooted for its roote which
are valuable for medicinal purposes, forming one of the exports
from Tibet to other lands. The medicinal rhubarb is found on
drier ground growing down as low as ten to twelve thousand bet
in altitude. It is a tall dock-like plant with long green spikes riaing sometimes eight feet above a clustered nest of heavy, indented
leaves, and more closely resembles the American domesticated
rhubarb. Both plants may be found cloae together, one by the
stream and the other above on the drier slope. Children buy the
medicinal plant stalks as refreshment sticks at the festivals and
annual tribal fairs.
During the remainder of the year the Washi tribes live in the
numerous ravines leading from our route itching their tents in
sheltered coves. The Washi comprise two tribes, the Othoh and
Yonru, and claim that they are Goloh (Golog) asserting the same.
neae of their dialect with the Goloh around the headwaters of
the Yellow River. My men confirm this common origin and affirm
the Tibetan dialects of the Goloh and the Waehi are identical.
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TIle Gololl women wear four to six huge silver plaques upon their
backs from their waists over the buttocks, and down to the feetThe Washi women (Photo No. 32) array themselves in like manner except higher u p and with some platters upon the head* I t is
not easy for the settled Tibetans to understand the Goloh and the
Washi dialects. The Washi and Goloh men are both more hairy
than the village Tibetans. Perhaps the Goloh are the original
Tibetan nomads and the progenitor of all Tibetan nomadic tribes.
The nomads roam over vast territories which are limited to definite boundaries, each tribe having alloted grounds. Infringements
of these boundaries cause bloody feuds which may last until one
tribe is too weak to continue the struggle.
As we wade through the purple heather of the plains we startle
the mountain lark who, as he rises, trills a joyous musical song
from a white yellowish colored throat encircled by a black ringlet.
we find then1 scattered over the undulating grassy mountains u p
to 15,000 feet. As we quietly round mountain spurs inky-black
ravens croak from jutting rocks warily flying off long before we
come close. Once one ]lad white feathers in both wings, a rare
variation. A few times 1,lacklleaded cranes with black-tipped wings
and tails propel their ungainly white frames, a weaving white
]lag of ])ones, across the moors.
After leaving the gold diggers on the third day out of Litang
we see no ot~lkrpeople for five days except one camping caravan
one group of medicine hunters. This isolation does not bother
us since our own caravan is large enougl~for a good-sized Tibetan
villaye. Our 500 animals (400 yak and 100 horses) travel in groups
of fiftcrn to fifty. At a distancc as B e yaks stream over the imlllcnse plain they reseml,le black marching cavalry. Incidentally
constant counting of largc, herds revcalcd that out of twenty yak
scventccn will IIC black, two will be yellow and one white. One
O u t of ten is a mullcy or hornless. For the pack animals thele are
forty Tilwtan drivers. Deaths and desertions enroute from Tachi ~ n l ullavr tllinnerl the original 100 soldiers to 75. Merchants, officials and ranlp followers swell our company to over 150 persons.
UP to Litz~ngour small group with only one gun was worried
~ l l e nt w o armed llunterl appeared upon a distant hill. Now the
aPPearanrc of twct~tyarmed horsemen riding in a nearby ravine
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cause us little concern as we count u p to fifty guns although all
are careful to keep within protection of the caravan.
The big sllaggy yak moving sedately in a close group seem
submissive until one is frightened by an unusual noise or is galled
under the heaviness of his burden then he will start on a rampage
which may stampede the whole herd. Snorting and with erect
tail the beast will plunge and buck until the load slides under
his bell). Now begins a kicking and stamping on the boxes to
loosen or break the thongs of the monster holding him around
the middle. Only our yak-hide can withstand such rough treatment. Several animals go on the rampage every day so we considered ourselvcs lucky tliat we suffered only one serious loss.
Toward the end of the journey the bamboo basket of iron utensils
used daily by tlie cook was reduced to iron debris and haslied
vegetables. Our iron firepan which our cook had cherished from
Cllungking was shattered to bits, the handle of the skillet broken
and divers utensils smashed into junk. We had cautioned the cook
to pack all utensils in skin boxes and now his disobedience forces
him to use utensils which burn liis fingers for the rest of the trip.
I listen carefully as lie daily consigns the yak to both the hot and
cold hells in whicli Buddhists believe sinners will suffer. One or
two tins of coal-oil are leaking and doubtless will be empty when
we arrive. The Washi offer to pay for such damages but I purclla8e
good will I)y saying such losses must he expected and are due to
forces beyond their control.
On the fourth day we turn southwest leaving the wide plain at
its northwest corner and follow tlie next largest source branch of
the Litanp river. Sonletimes we must stick close to the heaten pat11
lest we mire in the rain-sodden bogs near the stream. We top a
little incline as the river cuts through a small canyon and emerge
on another plain one eiglitll to a half mile wide and two mile8
long; in its midst the river carves a
S. To the north and
west are a few snow peaks which must be 19,000 to 20,000 feet llidl
as the line of perpetual snow is around 18,000 feet at t h i ~latitude
We shift south and soutliwest for sliort spaces until we read1 tllf
end of tlle plain, ascend another .spur and camp in another awamPY
bulge. Here are a few blue and white cotton tents where rllubarb
and aconite hunters are residing for a few days. When the opPor-
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tunity offers such temporary .sojourners rob small caravans or mailrunners.
During the night rain and snow soak through our fifteen clot11
tents placed over the loads but tbe Tibetan yak-drivers huddled on
the leeside of tlie boxes in heavy sheepskins do not mind the moisture. These clot11 flaps are light, easily dried and drain most of any
rain which falls. The caravan leader has attached strings of prayer
flags on the ropes of his shelter for the wind to flap out prayers for
the welfare of men and beasts. At dusk when we are camped in
lonely spots a few shots are fired to warn thieves that we are
ready for them.
The next morning wllich is the thirty-first of July we curve in
and out with the river trending westward for three hours until its
source goes south u p a canyon to issue as a tumbling torrent from
glaciers a few miles distant. We have followed the Litang river
and its tributaries for four and a half days rising from 13,800 to
14,800 feet above sea level which indicates the comparative placidity of the river-bed. We now ford the river whose grassy plain
slopes from a cave capable of holding a dozen men and adjoining a
hot spring which provides mail runners between Batang and Litang
with room and I~ath.Beyond the stream we begin the steep climb
up grassy Sliari La or Deer Mountain Pass.
Upward and wcstward we breatlllessly crawl between granite
outcrops in whose crevices bloom blue poppies and on whose flat
spaces grow whorls of juniper. We climb until noon when we eat
lunch by tlie roadside to save time and give us strength to climb
some more. With panting stops we reach the top to rest by a turquoise lake a quarter of an acre in extent ( P l ~ o t oNo. 33). To
some of the soldiers I give licart stimulants from my drug box so
tlley.can surmount the 16,200 foot pass of Sliari. One man ahead
of us lies limp like a ~ a c k liaving
,
died because his heart was not
strong cnough to endure the continuous higli elevations. A robber
trail from this pass can be seen winding into tlie Lingkaalli country
and l ~ r o a c l i nover
~
that tribal land are thc Tsiraslii Peaks wliich
arc the Scven Sistcra Rccn from tlie westcrn lieigllts of the Batang
Valley.
After our rest on the summit we descend to a rocky camp for
750 feet, w l ~ r r ewater comes out of a rocky ravine to start a stream.
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Tlie d a y is f a r spent and i t is necessary for the animals to have a
little grass. I l i n ~ b e ru p my joints i n a stroll a n d finding some clawmarks I arn told by a Tibetan t h a t this flat scratched spot, pawed
o u t b y tlie leopard, shows t h a t t h e beast is casting lots as to where
h e will find game.
On t h e morrow we stumble down a granite-bouldered ravine
recrossing t h e constantly increasing stream six times, each time
niore dangerous and with greater soaking of the loads. Moving
through juniper and rhododendron a n d then a t lower altitudes
tllrough fir forests we enjoy o u r first trees i n eight days travel. We
are riding liappily in the midst of the forested valley when men
upon t h e f a r mountain side fire two shots a t o u r caravan ae some
of tlie animals are crossing a n open glade. We halt in the shelter
of the woods and watch o u r Washi escort return the fire from behind rocks a n d trees. I t may have been a party of hunters, ready
to roll us if we are weak a n d panic stricken, o r only conscienceless
in t h e use of their firearms. A t any rate the attackers flee at our
fusilatlc and we continue to travel westward. Each time as we ford
a stream we watch i n dismay the burly yak seeking the deep water
in wllicli to swim (Plloto No. 34). T h e y love the coolness of icy
water against tlieir sweating heaving flanks, hut we think of the
arduous task of drying out clothing and the large quantities of
cloth wc- arc ])ringing in as cash to meet the running expenses of
the Mission work. Snow peaks loom f a r to tlie east as we camp
the river a t an altitude of 14,400 feet ( P h o t o No. 35). For the seea n d tinw we dry o u r bedding, which in spite of being tiglltly
wrappetl in oil sliccts and then waterproof canvas with a final outer
covering of yak akin, has soaked too long in thc fording process.
WC s ~ e n dpart of the next morning tracing the river and then,
lcltitlg the 9trcarn continue soutli, we a1,ruptly turn u p a sllur
w l l i ~ I lr l ~ n sclown in front of a n immcnae catheclral of granite. The
a l ~ r o l u t r l ybarren jagged points of this peak are thrust upwart]
:~Lovc 17,000 feet altitucle, b u t thc spires are too steep to arrest
snowflak~s. Bark of tlie ridge is reputed to be a gootl-sizetl lakc.
ancl in front we ace a small pond fed partially by a mars of k t '
wllicll pro11al)ly disappears before tlle end of the summer. ~ l l r o u ~ h
the needle-pointed saw-toothed backbone of this granite mas8 are
two imlrlcnse Iloleo and one small one. Legend affirms that a great
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warrior, King Gesar, made these holes by shooting arrows a t the
cliff face. His heroic exploits are found i n a book called Dragyi.
We climb rapidly by way of a forest-lined depression between
two spurs of the range. Here in 1927 200 S l ~ a n ~ c h eTibetans
n
ambushed 100 Chinese soldiers and slaughtered over twenty of them.
Today just above this ill-fated battlefield a platoon of Chinese
soldiers from Batang meet us. Crossing over two shoulders we
plunge along a narrow rocky road bordered by juniper and fir. In
time we creep past granite cliffs to stay for the night on a moraine
above 15,750 feet high al~ovethe sea. This is our highest camp between Tachienlu and Batang (Photo No. 36). We have very little
desire to walk about, an act of the will being necessary to inspire
one to physical effort. The children are less active than usual. Of
course the camping site is not level nor smootll, consisting of a
granitic graveled plain with fitful tufts of grass which give the yak
a scanty supper. The mountain masses and valleys seem to have
been glaciated and what resembles glacial striae are seen upon
some of the rocks. There is other evidence of glaciation such ae
receding lakes and amp1~itheatricalvalleys.
To the soutlleast I~eyondthe narrow gorge u p which we have
juet come are tlie Nellmdall (or Dajola) snow capped mountains,
projecting like a rough silver wall and blocking further view. Near
and a11 around us rise a medley of bare, jagged granite tips
17,000 to 18,000 fcct l ~ i g h .The highest is on the northeast and is
called tllc Tsliongponale or tlie Merchant Ale's Peak, which gives
the pass its name. This peak is a seemingly unclimbable mass of
granite I)ouldcr,s. It is related that a merchant, whose name is Ale,
boaeted that lie could climh this peak. His con~panionswagered
two yak that lie could not. The merchant arrived at the top before
the surprised eyva of liis friends and then started to descend but
was soon lost to vicw. No one dared to ascend for the purpose of
a~certainingwhat had 1,ccome of him. Although never heard of
again t l pass
~ was n a ~ n c din honor of liis exploit.
Snow fcll r l l ~ r i ntllr
~ night and is still falling as we ahake tlie
~ l l i t rflakpa off tlir trnts and packing the heavy canvas upon tllc
yak *)cginthe pilinful rind to tlle top. We have only a little morc
than 500 fret to attain hut t l ~ cwet snow makes the going slow and
treacllcrous. We coursc eoutl~westwardfor one and a half hours
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passing three turquoise lakes sheltered along caverned walls. The
two upper lakes undoubtedly overflow slightly at times as they are
fresh and water-marks indicate higher waters, and from the lowest
lake is fed a stream through whose carved passage we are reaching
the pass. I t is the third of August. We can mentally picture the
sizzling heat of Shanghai and Washington as we surmount the pass
in a blinding snow storm which follows us down on the other side
for several hundred feet of descent (Photo No. 37). At the top
of the pass stands two whitened piles waving ghostly ragged arms.
They are the usual stone cairns topped by fluttering prayerbanners. Very few have the enthusiasm to honor the spirit of the
pass Gith the votive offering of stone and to cry "Oh-la-so-la." The
caravan is almost as quiet as the softly falling snow.
In the descent we reach juniper trees around 14,000 feet and fir
a few hundred feet lower. The path winds in a narrow course so
that the grey, yellow and black drooping streamers of "old man's
beard" which hang from the fir branches caress us with drops of
water. After going down for one and a half hours we join the main
road from Litang and can look u p i t almost to the point where it
crosses this same range farther south over a paes equally higll
called Daso by the Chinese and Charaka by the Tibetans. After
twisting about in a weeterly direction through a thick fir foreat we
camp in an open glade at Bongtramo, a deserted village that once
boasted eight houses. We have been on the road for five home.
During the afternoon one of our Chinese escort eats some poisonous mushrooms and I am able to save his life by hypodermic
injections of strychnine and apomorphine. The next morning as we
break camp he shows his appreciation by ~ r o s t r a t i n ghimself flat
upon the ground before me to my outward embarrassment hut yet
to my secret satisfaction that he is treating me with proper oriental
courtesy and gratitude.
Another day westward over a rocky trail by a foaming river and
we arrive in Batang. The Washi dump their tea at Meliting where
donkeys and bulla meet the yak and carry the loads the final ten
miles to Batang. The yak, relieved of their burdens, scatter over
the hillside and quickly become great black lumps against the green
foliage (Photo No. 38). The Washi rightly fear the heat and the
lack of grass on the Bataog plain, which has an altitude of 8,50°
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feet. They refuse to weaken their yak by thie two day's trip from
the safe height of 12,000 feet at Meliting. The yak are kept only
over night at Meliting, as the loads to go out to Litang have already arrived and are stored in the houses of the village. Tomorrow
the shaggy beasts will be started on their upward climb, to move
slowly and to pasture upon the uplands, while the leaders of the
caravan transact the necessary business with us and the export merchants in Batang before catching u p with their main caravan of
yak.
On this last day, shortly after breaking camp, Dr. N. H. Bare
with a large party of Batang Tibetans meet us. From this time on
we greet groups of delighted people including Mrs. Bare, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Peterson and the clrildren of both foreign families.
Members of the church, Chinese and Tibetan officials, lamas,
friends and the curious, delay our progress with greetings and
feasting upon noodles at the hot springe; not forgetting sips from
five bowls of milk, each with three pats of butter forming the corners of a triangle upon the edge. We walk the last two miles until
we enter the familiar Mission compound after an absence of a little
over two years. Everything is homelike. Some faces which we had
hoped to see are absent, having passed to another land. We are
saddened by their going but glad to be back to help the living in
their great spiritual quests of Life.
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Figure 29

mite Guardian King of the east on left holding mandolin: and Red Cuatdfrwl
King of West on right. Litang Monastery.
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Chapter VII

THROUGH A SIDE DOOR INTO INNER TIBET
W i t h the fall of the Manchu Dynasty in 1911 desultory but
bloody fighting broke out between China and Tibet. The Peace
treaty of 1918 arranged between the representatives of China, Tibet
and Great Britain permitted travellers to come and go freely in
China and Tibet. The then Chinese official government at Peking
refused to ratify this treaty which may account for the refusal of
the Tibetan Government to permit any Chinese citizens within her
borders. This ban was not lifted until the death of the thirteenth
Dalai Lama in 1933. As we were living under Chinese sovereignty
east of the de facto Sino-Tibetan border it was not easy for Americans to obtain permission to visit within the Tibetan-governed
areas.
It so happened that a high Tibetan military official in Gartok,
the capital of Lower Kham, was suffering from an annoying skin
disease. Hearing of Dr. N. H. Bare's medical prowess in Batang he
n visit Gartok. Dr. Bare responded
invited the able ~ h ~ s i c i ato
gladly and was 80 successful that the way was open for me to experience the same journey, one of a hundred miles, and three days
inside free Tibet.
In reply to my letter to the Dahpon (Daben) or military governor regarding my visiting in Gartok the answer is in accordance
with Tibetan custom and diplomacy. My request is not granted in
the written answer, accompanied by a Khata or ceremonial scarf,
wllich is for the official records. The runner by word of mouth
informs me that I will be welcome. Upon this easily evaded ree~oneibilityfor my entrance into a closed land I prepare to go.
The Chinese saying that a thousand days at home are equivalent
to one day on the road properly evaluates travel in the Orient as
contrasted to the Occident. In the wild lands of the Tibetan Plateau this is exceptionally true. From narrow precarioue roads
now and then plunge into foaming rivers. The accommodations but not the comforts of a hotel must be transported. Cloth
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tents during thunderstorms and blizzards at high altitudes demand
personal attention lest one's quarters fly away. The principal food
procurable on the road is tsamba (parched barley flour), stale but.
tered tea and goat steak. However, appetites are not fastidious
after rugged mule riding u p airless passes and scrambling down
stony trails.
We take a full month's supply of food but dispense with the
tent as the dry season is near at hand; when no house is available
wc will sleep in caves or out in the open. Nomad tents are a last
resort but too often they are not pitched in the right place for an
inn, usually over a high range in another valley, and when found
too full of home folks for a large party.
T h e worst obstacle are the bandits. Rarely does the frequent
traveller in these parts escape being stripped clean of clothing and
food and having his I-~eastsdriven away. Clothing, being so essential in such a frigid climate, is peeled off only at the insistence of
a pointing gun. Sonletimes the owner of the gun gets too nervous
with the trigger (the profession of highwayman is hard on the
nerves in this land where cutting off the head is the penalty when
caught) and a dead merchant is added to the other losses.
Travelling being a matter of life and death a propitious day
must he found. Astrological books and the stars are carefully
scanned to discover a lucky day. We have no faith in the stars prophetic voice hut as it is the 29th of the Tibetan month, the day
(our 0ctol)cr loth, 1931) is easily arranged. Journeys are not
undertaken except on certain (usually the uneven) days of the
month and on the days which are auspicious for that direction.
We hire mules from the chief priest of Batang since handits are
less prone to attack the caravan of a high ranking lama. Robbers
fear the power of his charms and evil prayers which are said to
cause sicknesa, ill-luck and even death to an offender; such charms
being projected througll the air from the residence of the priest lo
the home of an r n e r n ~ - - ~ e r b a p sthe first wireless messages. The
priesthood of Tibet is a religious guild in which, if one member is
robbed, a representative is sent to the home of the robber to a r P e
the brigand into giving back the goodq if necessary using the bans
dit's own personal priest as a mediator. Lamas know that it
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the welfare of the monastery for all men to be in deadly fear of
their power.
As usual our mulemen want to delay a day at the last minute
but an ultimatum that it is now o r never is conclusive. The high
hire I pay is too good to lose but their customary promised arrival
at sunrise (in these high mountains about seven) is converted, as I
expected, into a departure about noon. Friends escort us down the
road for a half mile or more as is the custom in Tibet when one
takes an extended trip. Our departure is under auspicious circumstances for outside the gate we meet a woman with a full barrel of
water,-an empty cask would have been an ill-omen.
Coursing down with the Batang River we climb over tlie 9,500
foot shoulder pass of Khuyee formed by a mountain spur through
which the Batang River is compelled to cut a deep defile in order
to reach the Yangtze River which here is about 8,400 feet above
sea level, perhaps a llundred feet lower than Batang. This pass i$
a favorite rendevous for brigands and its soil is tainted with tlic
Mood of many men, including Dr. A. L. Slielton who was assassinated from ambush near tlie top in 1922. Like all passersby we gaze
intently into the bushes scattered amidst countless bowl shaped
resurrection plants, for all know that Tibetan robbers keep themselves well hidden before firing suddenly from behind rocks; either
killing, or intimidating travellers, before revealing themselves. We
are unarmed but the chief priest has sent along two guns which he
thinks are enough to risk losing because guns are valuable.
We go prepared to lose everything at the hands of robbers and
f i ~ r on
e the law of averages to retain our lives. Our party is hardened to R U C ~ Ievcntualities. Brigands bad attacked us in 1927 generously leaving tlie clotlies we wore." My Tibetan teacher Atring
had loat liir fatlicr iry beheading at the hands of Chao Erll Feng
because he was one of tho late Prince's chief stewards; in addition
hie older brother, some five years previously, had been killed b j bandits and his caravan pillaged a lialf day's journey helow t h r
Pa88 we are now crossing. The medical assistant, Shao Pin Sen, is
the moat nervoun a8 he liad only helped my party once put on a
front to kerp U R from being attacked by nomads two days west
* See my

hook "The M o ~ l n l n i nof Silver Snow"
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of here in 1925 when we visited a Red Cap shrine at Dorjetroleh.
Our guide Jitsen is a hardened old sinner who has been trading on
this road for many years, losing money to both officials and thieves
so that he has to keep on trading to make a living. Last of all our
cook Chohdrah has been chased by robbers and had his animals
stolen, besides being a thief who filched from a former foreign
resident of Batang and survived a period in an Oriental jail after
having been beaten a thousand strokes on the thighs.
Arriving at Li (Leh) we set the talk in motion for the use of
the ferryboat down to Druwalung. We have wisely secured a Chinese official travel pass telling all headmen not to delay us on the
road by refusing to grant Oolah or forced transportation. We have
animals to carry our goods but desire to send them empty to Drum
walung and avoid the possibility of being held up by robbers at
their favorite assaulting place halfway down. Furthermore the
boat ride will be quicker and easier and a new experience for me.
The boatmen wish naturally to avoid the arduous labor of pulling
the boat back against the Yangtze current unless they are paid
more than the usual small rate.
"How much will the master give us," is their opening question
aa they gather in a group around our teapot over the open fire at
the temple.
66
You know the custom and this is part of your taxee," is my
answer, knowing full well they wish to hold me up for an exorbitant price.
"If you give us twenty rupees we will take the teacher down,"
is their opening offer, settling down for the long harangue.
6b
You know that the official rate ie five rupeee and eometimee
with officials you do not get that. This is an official pass, and You
don't want to ignore that, do you?" I return.
"What will the master give ua; it is a long hard trip and you as
a teacher of religion should have mercy upon us," they reply, know.
ing the weak points of my position.
66
Well, I will not state what I will give you but you know that 1
have always been generous and no foreigner has ever given YOU ]ere
than twice the official rate," I state, and in spite of their pressure I
will not promise what 1 will give, preferring to let the force of
authority rule rather than the force of cash. They have no work
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to do and whatever they get will be a bonus. So in time they assent
to ride us down in the boat the next morning.
Li is built a little above the Yangtze high water mark, upon one
or" the numerous alluvial plains formed by a small mountain
stream. The Yangtze in this region rises above twenty-five feet in
summer and does not expand much beyond its usual width of about
three hundred to ninc hundred feet. The houses of Li are built of
masonry and plastered with soot inside. The inhabitants, human,
quadruped and insect, with the last not the least prominent, dwell
in lively companionship. However if one has to wrest a living as
do these people, from tiny fields, oppressed by robbers, religionists, and rulers, one can understand their poverty and dirt.
The Yangtze is in mid-flood at least fifteen feet above low-water
level. Fifteen days previously it was some seven feet higher for the
dirty line can be seen on the white yellow sands. September had
unusually heavy rains which has piled immense tracts of sand into
miniature mountain ranges along the banks. So vast are these sand
banks and containing so much &old that the Chinese have named
the Yangtze within the Tibetan borderlands the "River of Golden
Sands." Above this point the Yangtze is better known as the Dri
Chu or Female Wild Yak River because of its legendary origin.
The sands are not always beautiful. When the dry season sets
in, the steady southwest winds of winter stir up the tiny pellets and
hurl them relentlessly upon the unwary traveller. The tightest
cases are useless, even those of watches, while the faint-hearted
along with the courageous must swallow grit to strengthen them.
Early on tlle eleventh of October we embark with all our goods
on the wooden ferry barge which is preferred to the skin coracles
in use in most places (Photos Nos. 39 and 40). At the coracle ferries anitnals must swim and the weaker ones are sometimes lost in
the swift currents. Our craft is wide, flat-bottomed and heavy. Its
lengtll is about sixty feet, its width seven feet and seven compartments divide tlw Ilold. The previous one burnt by the Ranalamn
in 1923 was fifty-one feet long, nine feet wide and the same number
Compartments. At tlic stern is a steering oar twenty-five feet
long. On earl1 side are two rowing oars each twenty feet long and
manned by three men apiccc. Evcry trip about ten animals and
their loads ran be carried. The actual crossing is a matter of three
"linuks but an liour is required for the round trip. The boat 111ust
pulled 1,y liand upstream, for the current in each crossing
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sweeps the craft down several hundred feet. The Yanrtze in this
stretch is from two hundred and fifty to three hundred and fifty
yards wide.
We sit in the boat enjoying the varied scenery of brushed mountain spurs and alluvial plains created during the ages by the raging
torrents from mountain tips. Scarred houses remind us of the
Ranalama's raid in 1923 when he led his monastic band to within
ten miles below Batang, looting and killing. Later chased back to
his monastery three days below us, his own subjects chopped off
his head with an axe one dark night, notwithstanding hie sanctity
as a n incarnated saint popularly called a Living Buddha. His killers were men from a rival monastery whose monks he had mietreated and whose relations he had slaughtered. In one and a half
hours we arrive in Druwalung but our animals take four hours on
the trail.
At Druwalung we board a slightly larger ferry barge to croes
the river and then, to continue downstream on that side past the
mouth of a tributary river, the Sheh Chu, entering from the west
with rain-swollen waters too deep for fording without wetting the
loads. This river, whose headwaters we crossed on our return farther north, has carried away the flimsy wooden bridge, which is
rebuilt every winter and washed into the Yangtze every summer.
We go ashore and mount our mules, entering a canyon where
the ficrce rapids, fillecl with huge houlrlers,
navigation.
Gazing upward on the western range one can see where an immense
landslide has carried away half of the mountain into the river, cornpressing the channel into barely three hundred feet wide. The
rains every year wash down great fields of mud and stones whicll
must tax the angry waters to carry i t away before the next rainy
season.
Most of the Yangtze tributaries are from the east, small tor.
rents formed and fed by springs. The maintenance of streams
throughout the year is through numerous powerful springs rather
than through the melting of enow. The rainfall of twenty-two to
forty-five inches falls mostly during the summer while winter and
spring are the dry seasons with scarcely an inch of overall preci~itation.
I n Batang and along the Mekong and Yangtze rivers the altitude
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is low enough for two crops a year. The first crop is wheat or
barley and after this is cut in July, buckwheat o r millet are aown,
and harvested in October. One variety of millet called Tri is pulled
up by the roots instead of being cut off. Millet and buckwheat
are never grown at the higher altitudes, above ten thousand five
hundred feet, as buckwheat especially does not stand frosts; furthermore when only one crop can be grown barley and wheat are
more valuable.
On our third day we leave the Yangtze to turn south over a
high cliff, whose eroded soil, of variegated colors, is said by the
Chinese to indicate deposits of gold. The Yangtze yearly eats out
great chunks of this rainbow cliff, carrying the gold for deposit in
eands farther down where some of i t is ~ a n n e dout by washing.
From our turning point the mighty river goes southeast into a still
more formidable canyon, most of it untrod by men. Savage rapids
must tear at the rocks for the altitude here of 8,200 feet drops a
half mile during the next one hundred and fifty miles of the river's
couree.
We rapidly ascend the bed of a small stream leaving behind us
the grey limestone and granite regions of the last three days to
enter a country of red clay and sandstone where the grassy plains
are endless. Our observation is that spruce and firs prefer a lime$one country, pines growing rather in sandstone areas; perhaps a
matter of soil composition and retaining of moisture. Likewise a
red soil, perl~apsbecause of its heat absorbing qualities, seems to
make crops possible at a higher altitude than other ground.
Through a fir forest we mount over a low pass and enter the
Pamothang valley, whose population of a hundred homes is scattered across a grassy plain tcn miles in length and one mile in
width wliicli makes i t one of tlie most populous valleys in Tibet. It
is harvest time. Turnips are being pulled u p and carried to the
llomcs on the backs of people and donkeys. Often in Tibet a man
a carrier ie worth half a donkey because he can carry only half
the load of a donkcy. The barley and wheat had been cut some
fen days ago and now make small round conee on the roofs of the
houeee,
while resting in the home of the Pumteh headman at the upper
end of the Pamothang valley our landlord relatea how robber
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priests from a monastery near Romee about two days away on the
east side of the Yangtze had attacked one of the nomad tents in the
valley, killed a Inan and driven away sixty head of cattle and a
large flock of sheep. The vows of priests prohibit the taking of life
but some of the worst atrocities are committed by bands of lamas
in feudal and religious wars. Some monks are trained for war and
most lamas do not take the higher vows of priesthood until they
are about fifty years old when supposedly the desires of the flesh
are no longer irresistible. In 1923 after the marauding forces of
the Ranalama from Chungtsa five days to the south were driven
back, l~asketscontaining twenty monk's heads were brought into
Batang. The heads were kicked around the military headquarters
for several days. A short time later the two shaved heads of prieata
were hung u p to public gaze by cords attached to the ears. Heade
of laymen are suspended by means of their long braided hair.
After two hours ride over hard grassy turf toward the southwest we cross over t l ~ ePang Pass which divides China and Tibet.
It is October 14th. Brilliant skies and sky-blue flowers, poppiea
ancl primroses, have charmed our daily rides on plains and in
rocky ravines. We are amazed at the greenness of foliage on these
high turfed plateaus whose smoothnesa is sometimes broken by
~riillionsof little holes in which live mouse-hares or Ochotona who
scamper too fast for us or for our dogs but not for the yellow-furred
weasels which are occasionally seen darting from hole to hole.
Seeing a weasel when one is setting out on a hunting trip ia considered good luek.
The Pang La boundary stone was once engraven with characters, hut being of soft sandstone, weathering has now effaced
tliem, although in 1924 when I first saw the stone traces of them
could still be seen (Photo No. 41). The most distinguishing mark
now is the ragged flag-tipped stone cairn built up by every traveler
ur lie crosses the pass. With a shout of 0 Lha Soh 0 (Oh God 1
beg) the Tibetan grabs a stone, and rumbling a atring of prayer
phrases casts a stone upon the heaped u p stones confident that he
has appeased the spirit of the pass.
We put u p at the village of Palungda near Lhandee. At Lhandee
we visit one of the most revered figures in all Tibet known as Rang
Jon (Rang jyung) which meane self-evolved. High priests come
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from all parts of Eastern Tibet on ~ i l g r i m a g e sto prostrate at this
shrine. The figure is reported to have sprung u p miraculously
about the time of Songtsangampo, who was Tibet's most famous
king, ruling about 640 A.D. Near Yenchin (Tsakhalo) three days
southwest of here are three self-evolved figures hidden in a rock
cavern near the road. These three images are reputed to be Songtsangarnpo and his two foreign wives, one the Chinese princess and
the other the Nepalese princess.
Legend is rife about the Chinese princess who was escorted from
Peking to Lhasa by Gar, one of the two famous ministers of
Songtsangampo. Gar and the Princess ~ a s s e dthrough Eastern
Tibet on the Batang road. Gar was susceptible to the charms of the
Chinese maiden for she bore him a child near Tsongi (Dzongngon)
five days south of Batang. The child did not live long and was
buried at Dzongngon where a black chorden o r relic pagoda,
erected over its remains, exists to this day. To cover u p their amour
the child was declared to be the offspring of a demon and as auch
would be buried beneath a black chorden to hold it down.
Housed in a fair-sized temple the Rangjyung main figure is
flanked by eight others, four on a side, which are also said to he
self-evolved but of lesser holiness. The principal Rangjyung is said
to be an effigy of Nambanongtseh (Vairocana in India) who is the
chief of the five Dhyani Buddhas and presides over the uppermost
paradise situated in the zenith of the terrestrial skies. Nambanongtseh is reported to have arisen out of a lake where dwell the
subterranean spirits called Lu. The base of the image is said to be
four carved lions, with a frog beneath as a center, from which Nambanongtseh rises as a sitting Buddha figure about eight feet high.
The holiness and power of this image is such that, when the
Chinese in a time of war tore off the clothing and nicked the arms
with swords, they were not able to do any serious injury. The
faithful prostrate themselves three times before it and then circle
to the right, atoppinp to touch their foreheads to stone hips left
bare for the use of the devout. I neither rest my forehead nor proatrate hefore it but as I circle I try to scratch the hips with my fingernail hut the dark grey rock is so hard that I cannot make any
impreasion. From its texture and hardneas it appears to be a granite batholith left after the overlapping soft red stanstooe was erod-
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ecl away. In the course of centuries i t became worn into the semblance of a human figure; whereupon monks accompanying the
first settlers of this region, awed by its uncanny appearance,
claimed it to be supernatural.
The face has been remolded into the common yellow-painted
Buddha features; the legs and the hands carved into Buddhistic
positions by the lamas, troubled lest the eyes of common humanity
would not be able to detect the hand of divinity in the crude outlines of the rock. Butter lamps are kept perpetually burning before it. I am refused permission to photograph and so holy is the
figure that the offer of money doe8 not change the refusal.
Lhandee, altitude 11,000, is located in a valley running southeast and northwest drained by a branch of the Dzong river, which
is a tributary of the Yangtze. The drainage system of the Mekong
is very narrow compared to the Yangtze, probably because it is
constricted between the Salween and the Yangtze river valleys.
Eastern Tibet is truly the land of parallel rivers, for not leee than
seven great streams course almost north and south through its
mountain ranges, beginning with the Yalung in the east, followed
to the west by the Litang, the Yangtze, the Mekong, the Salween,
the Irawadi and the middle Brahmaputra. The first two, althougll
tributaries of the Yangtze, are large rivers which probably hat]
their own outlets to the sea through Kwangtung until captured by
the Yangtze when this mightiest of China's rivers was deflected or
cut through to the east ages ago at Likiang. Others euch as the
Tung in the extreme east might well be included.
We hire animals for Gartok as i t is more eatiafactory than 001ah since we could make short cuts when we desired and there would
not be the delays of exchange at villagee. Hiring is difficult until
we visit the captain in command of the local garrieon and he speaks
a potent word for us. The captain had heard that foreignere liked
to drink milk (Tibetans, although ueing much cheese in their diet,
do not often drink milk) so he ~ l i e me
e with highly sweetened hot
milk which to my discomfort was preened upon me from thie time
on, by all of the high Tibetan officials I meet. I t is hardly preferable to their buttered tea, which is alwaya made with etrong butter, the etronger the better, the but&r being kept in eheep atomach's for month8 until green mold forms in it.
Leaving the next morning for Gartok (Garthoh) we ride up the
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cultivated valley northwest through a n evergreen forest and over
Sherepetse Pass, 14,000 feet above sea level, and down into Pangda
Plain, stopping after a four hour jaunt to eat Gokway by a small
stream. Gokway is Chinese unleavened wheat cakes the shape
and size of dinner plates and nearly two inches thick, in texture
and hardness reminding one of the hardtack biscuits served in
World war I. We season the Gokway with lengths of cold tougll
yak beef, each mouthful is sliced off with a knife while held by the
teeth. Our hard ride in the rare air of Tibet gives us a voracious
appetite which rapidly reduces pioneer rations.
Continuing northwest we pass over a grass plain and surmount
another pass called P h u La, 14,000 feet, and down through another
spruce and fir forest to Phula village in a three hour ride. Some
of the ranges here being composed of harder intervening sandstone have been compressed into anticlinal folds with decomposed
red soil in between the folds, fashioning the whole surface into red
corrugated roofs with countless gables. From the passes we can
see the immense rugged massif across the Mekong. All of the
higher peaks are bathed in perpetual snows, some of them reaching
up to twenty-two thousand feet. The most famous of them-Khawakarpo,-the Mountain of Silver Snow, is too far south to be seen
from our comparatively low heights.
We are now in the main Dzong river valley which we follow
over grassy turf for four hours in a northwest direction to Gartok.
Most of the plain is covered with the hard needle-like grass checkered by spasmodic patches under cultivation. Millions of mouse
hares squeak in alarm as they dive into their holes but such is their
curiosity they reappear soon for a look which their enemies utilize.
Grey and l~rownttlountain larks which are said to live in marnlot
holes greet us with flight and song.
Gartok lies secluded behind a mountain spur so that one is
alr~~ost
upon it before it is seen. It is a village of aixty one-story
hou~esbesides a large square fort containing a force of Lhasa
troo~e. Only two homes of high ranking officials have a second
story in this town, one of the dirtiest and most miserable upon
People must not look down upon deities which caused the
religious authorities to forbid the building of second stories to
honeee.
After dispatching ceremonial scarfs with gifts of cloth, I call
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upon the Dahpon or Military Governor and his two Majors (Photos
Nos. 42, 43, and 44). The Civil Governor or Tiji of Markham has
gone to Chambdo, distant ten days journey to the northwest. There
is much rivalry and conflict between the two rulers over control
and jurisdiction in this province of Markham which occupies an
important strategic position relative to China.
The higher offices in both civil and military affairs in Tibet can
be held only by members of the Lhasa nobility and appointed by
the Dalai Lama. Indication of their rank is in the little rolled topnot of hair on the head. In Tibet all ranks have certain signs of
attire to indicate their social and political status. Men of ordinary
clay can but rarely rise above the rank of Major in the army or
chief assistant to the Governor of a province.
The Dahpon is a young man of thirty-two, handsome of figure
but vain of position and knowledge. His two Majors are much
older, nearly fifty, having come u p from the ranks of a common
soldier. When I visit them they feel compelled to hunt up high
Chinese chairs and tables although I would be much better pleased
to sit on the rugs spread on low platforms which they use. My protestations are rated as politeness. I am thus placed higher than the
Dahpon, whose rug is slightly higher than that of anyone else.
People of rank lower than the Majors are not permitted to sit in
the presence of the Dahpon and his Majors on divans; they sit on
rugs spread on the floor or on the floor itself.
When people of low rank come into the presence of the GOVe n o r they unwind their hair and hold their hat with both hands
against their breast; likewise sticking out their tongue and sometimes scratching their head with their right hand. When they
speak they use the honorific language sucking in their breath at
the end of each sentence as they wind up their words with Lhaso.
When the official speaks they punctuate each of his sentences with
one of these sucking noises which sound the same as the sound
we make when afflicted with sudden pain. To us such actions indicate the most abject humility but the Dahpon would aleo perfornl
in this manner when in the presence of his highest superior, the
Dalai Lama. Equals address each other in the ~ o l i t elanguage but
use the vulgar tongue with inferiors. As I am rather weak in mY
knowledge of mme of the ltonorific terms, I am afraid the Daben
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is secretly horrified at times by my familiarity, but if he is, he does
not show it. Sometimes the situation is saved by my teacher, Gegen
Atring, who takes my colloquial and dresses it u p into the high
honorific so that the delicately bred ears may not be offended. I
am always much amused when, after a prolonged conference witli
the Dahpon, who treats me as equal, we go home and Gegen Atring
will "Lhare" and "Lliaso" me with sucking breath before we can
get back to our former intimate conversational customs.
We lodge in tlie best two-story house in town owned by an official and allotted to us by the Governor's favor. On our arrival the
Governor presents us with arched barley flour, eggs, butter, wheat
flour, vegetables and whole sheep carcasses which are placed ctanding upon their stiff legs as if they were alive. We are continually
receiving accessions to this supply by those who come for medicine.
The supply of food is greater than our needs and we will sell or
give away the surplus when we leave.
In a room next to ours are an abbot and other high ranking
monks of the Lhora monastery, one day distant to the northeast of
Gartok. They are here for the purpose of gathering money to pay
a blood ransom. This monastery had a quarrel with another monastery and a steward of the Tiji was aent to arbitrate the dispute.
The Lliora Abbot claimed the steward ate too much of the goods
received in the settlc~iientand started to quarrel with him wliicli
reeulted in a fight that led to the killing of a monk and the loss of
the ateward's life. The murder of the monk made no difference to
the rapacious officials who demanded indemnity for the deatli of
the steward.
The abbot and I became very friendly and I ask him about hiu
troubles.
66
Tlie steward got drunk and threatening, and because the lama
would not give him all he wanted he started beating llim and in
file fight the monk waA shot and then the other monka beat t l ~
steward to deatli. I t ia a very sad affair but we have to pav tllp
bill," sorrowfully bewails the abbot.
66
How mucll will you have to pay?" I asked politely.
46
Wc do not know exactly but we have already given four thou~alldrupees. I liave sent some monks to Chanibdo to diacuss tllc
final aniount witli tlie Tiji and Ilia superior tlie Galon Lama. It is
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not like the old days when the lamas had more power. Now we
must submit to the civil and military governors and the army use
any pretext to get more money out of us," and the abbot
ehakee his head as he thought of the new forces at work.
"Four thousand rupees is a pretty good sum which will keep
the family of the steward in comfort the rest of their days," I venture to obtain his reaction as to where the money goes.
"Yes, it is lots of money but the family will get only a small
part of it. Each official will take a share beginning with the highest down to the one who hands the widow the final amount. She
will only get a few hundred rupees. If we could have settled witli
the widow directly it would not have cost us so much," stated the
abbot, revealing a disposition similar to that of the officials.
We have arrived in the midst of the wheat and barley harvest
delayed ten days this year by rains. We watch a layman upon the
roof of our landlord make the customary thank offering for the
crop (Photo No. 45). Oddly a layman may be used instead of a
monk. Tohma (Dorma) or molded figures of barley flour aome
shaped like a cone with a dab or two of butter to resemble an idol,
one shaped like a bird and another like an animal are eet upon a
box whose top has been sprinkled with barley grain. Theee figures
have been daubed with a brush of goat's hair dipped in a red dye
made from a tree root boiled in water. Three vessels of water and
two of barley grain are placed before these figuree. On the clay
ground of the roof before the box, rests a large bowl of barley flour
adorned with three stalks of wheat stuck in it and dabs of butter
on the edge of the bowl. Tkere are also a copper bowl of tea, two
of milk and one of beer.
In front of the offerings hangs a drum from a threempronged
frame. On one side is a pair of cymbals and on thc other side a
board encased book of prayers. The shaggy-haired layman eits himself between the cymbals and prayer book. He reads from the
prayer book mingling rapid recitatione with groaning8 and m m blings. At intervals lie clangs the cymbals or ~ o u n d sthe drum.
Now and then he sprinkles water on aome barley flour which 1 1 ~
casts into a small fire of juniper branches glowing nearby. Later
he thrusts upright a fir branch with a red rag into the clay roof
near the parapet. Tlle ceremony lasts most of the day its lend1
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varying ordinarily from one half to a day depending upon tlle
amount of money presented by the householder. At the end of the
ceremony all of the offerings will be technically consumed but
actually a small part is placed on the family altar and tlle remainder given to beggars for the gaining of merit.
Men are seen tanning hides and engraving prayer stones;
women spinning and weaving both yak hair and sheep wool cloth.
Silversmiths are watched as they ~ l their
y
goat-skin I~ellowsin the
melting of silver for lining tsamba bowls. Certain areas are famous
for the manufacture of articles such as Derge for saddles and teapots, Batang for boots, and Shangchen for pottery and locks, but
Gartok has no specific product or distinction, unless it be the making of paper. All oficial centers must make their papcr locally, if
possible, because of its cost.
There is not a single shop in Gartok. Officials and priests do
desultory trading but I~rigandstake all of the profit for an ordinary
trader. Lhasa governed Tibet is freer from robber bands than
Chinese governed Tibet but, in both areas, caravans need an escort
of soldiers or a large armed party to escape raiding. The ordinary
merchant can not pay such a high cost. Then the government oficials by using low-~ricedOolah or forced official transport can undersell the lay trader.
Personal liberty from an Occidental viewpoint is much restricted in Tibet. The use of tobacco except in the form of snuff
is forbiddcn and the killing of wild animals banned although these
laws are clandestinely evaded. Around Gartok the people are not
a l l o b ~ to
I pasture their own animals on the grass lining the edge
of the fields aftcr the harvest is removed but must herd their stock
on
nlountain side; the fields are for the horses of the official
and lnilitary classra. Iiowcver, the law against any stock invading
Vowing fieltls is very scvere, each step is one fourth of a rupee.
Moreover soldicrs arc: not permitted to live in the homes of the
~iviliallsand tliry must forego wlliskcy. Soldiers every evening
gather in groups on their drill ground and rumble off a string of
Prayers Iwforc: retiring to their barracks at sundown.
Tllc llelief that one who has a picture of an enemy may end his
life 1 ) enticing
~
his soul to dwell in the picture makes pl~otograpl~y
at first, but nr their iclcas change I am besieged by dc-
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mands for photos. There is great reluctance in permitting me to
photo dedicated idols but I am asked to take pictures of idols before dedication. The monks fear that photos may later be desecrated by trampling o r discarded as waste paper by careless foreigners. The rush for American postcards and sheets out of travel
magazines is so great that I discontinue giving them away and sell
them, especially to priests, who use them as charms, or to adorn
their private chapels as offerings pleasing to the deities. During
the New Year Devil Dances in Batang pictures of the Dalai Lama
and the Panchen Lama presented by us to the Batang monastery
are carried in procession along with ever-present idols and banners.
Gartok is about 12,350 feet altitude and near the limit of cultivation in this latitude. When crossing a pass from one valley into
another I note the aneroid height of the highest fields ae I descend
and also compare known heights on the map and the presence or
absence of cultivation in these places. By careful calculation in
these two respects it seems that the limit of cultivation in this red
clay-sandstone soil is 12,500 to 12,700 feet. However, this is the
grain ripening altitude, barley for fodder being grown upward another five hundred feet. Up to 10,500 feet by use of irrigation to
supplement rainfall, two crops a year are grown.
Our ten day stay in Gartok is marked by brilliant weather and
when near the end of October clouds begin to cast snow whirls
around the distant peaks I know that it is time to seek a lower,
warmer clime. By the gracious permission of the Dahpon we are
provided with Oolah in order to take a shorter and more norther11
route which is not on the maps of Tibet. Animals cannot be hired
over this route as it passes through several tribal areas where the
tribes do not trust one another; an< then, the people being selfsustaining money gained by hiring animals has little meaning to
them in their barter trade. Self-sufficienteconomy and distrust of
neighbors were the original causes in the creation of Oolah whicll
serves for long distant transport.
Opposite to the direction by which we entered Gartok we go
northeast, escorted by a sergeant, over two low spur-passes of 14,700
and 14,000 feet in four hours and then downwards touching only
one forest, most of the way being undulating grassy plain. Thr
evergreen forest is located in the one stretch of limestone formation
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while the plains are the old familiar red-clay sandstone. Every little valley has several homes and the larger have several tens of
homes. Five large flocks of the big snow pheasants, the cocks gobbling, the hens chirping and all running uphill make us wish for
shotguns and an open hunting season.
At noon we are at 12,700 feet above sea level and only ascend
the rest of the day. In the afternoon we follow u p a branch stream
northeast for one hour to the junction of two smaller branches.
Here is located Lhora Monastery whose abbot was my neighbor at
Gartok. We do not stop as we must reach the end of the stage
whicb we accomplish by a two hours ride u p the northeast branch.
The other stream comes down from the northwest draining similar
rolling hills of grass.
At night we sleep in the log cabin second floor of a Chunohnong village house. Where timber is near part of the sun-dried
brick walls for the second story are replaced by notched logs which
are not as airtight as mud walls and yet ideal for the storage of
grain. They are nice and clean as compared to the usual sooty
kitchen with clay brick stoves; consequently, as a queer foreigner
I always seek for them.
The hills in this region are so low and rolling that fields extend almost to their tips. On a walking survey of them, a pack of
the black Tibetan mastiffs almost as big as small donkeys charge
me but a vigorous use of stones ward them off. The villagers rush
to my aid and laugh when I tell them that I am not afraid as long
as they keep such a plentiful supply of stones. In some places
rocks are so numerous that they are piled as fences along the field
boundaries.
All next day we continue northeast, first crossing a grass pass
13,500 feet high and then plunging into dense fir forest which shut
out the sun but reward us with magnificent flocks of the red-legged,
purple-tailed white snow pheasants who gobble protestingly as our
dog cllascs them into trees. As we wind in and out, up and down,
We pass the black tents of four nomadic families. A multitude of
'Opes pushed up taut by stakes, like our tightening of clothes lines,
keep the heavty tent sides from sagging inward. At the tent doors
are the huge dogs with lolling red tongues and evil eyes, lunging
and barking until we are out of sight. The burly black yak, the
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black-belted white sheep, and the black curly-haired goats browsing quietly among the prickly oak buslles, with the stillness of the
forest nearby, entice us into the land of enchantment and dreams.
We cross three more passes clothed to their tops with juniper
and fir. The passes range from 13,900 to 15,450 feet above sealevel. Just before crossing the last one we see in the distance the
curling smoke-spires of Dorjetroleh which my wife, John Kenneth and I were the first and only white people to visit. In 1926
we made a special trip to this shrine sacred because of three selfevolved figures which sprang up between two conical mountain
peaks a few hundred feet apart. Around these two peaks is a
pilgrim road on which pilgrims circle every year and on which
local devotees encircle every day for there is both a monastery
and a nunnery nearby. The pilgrims are much more numerous in
certain years which are exceptionally sacred to one shrine such as
the Tiger Year (the last one in 1926) for Dorjetroleh and the
sheep year for Khawakarpo the Mountain of Silver Snow. This
is the sheep year and today a number of pilgrims returning from
circumambulating Khawakarpo have joined us for protection from
bandits. Dorjetroleh is also noted for hermitages in which priests
incarcerate themselves for a period of time, some for months, some
for years and others for life. In a walled up mud hut, without
heat or light, and holding intcrcourse with no one they sit praying endlessly; falling asleep from exhaustion, and upon awakening, starting again to count their prayers with their rosary as they
mumble, "Om Mani Padme Hum" in the hope that they may
escape from the etcrnal round of rebirths and be able to dwell
forever with the gods in the western paradise.
Fir forests usually stop at about 15,000 feet altitude and then
juniper with rhodendron take up the ascent for another thousand
feet when grass continues to cloth the ground until stopped by
glaciers and perpetual snow around eighteen thousand feet above
eea level. Scarcely a flower is now seen at the mid-levels and they
were so plentiful just two weeks ago. Women are out digging the
donkey-ear flower, so called from the leaves resembling that
humble animal's ears. These roots and others are sold to the
Chinese for medicine.
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Just before we drop down a stairway road to Dzongshee we
pass out of the scarlet sandstone into a limestone area which will
be with us to Batang. We descend to an altitude of ten thousand
feet where a wide valley has made ~ o s s i b l econsiderable ~ o ~ u l a tion. After a long trip over high barren and uninhabited ranges
above the clouds it is like coming back to earth when we reach
the homes of men again.
Dzongshee is at the junction of two streams which unite to
form the Sheh Chu, here running south but its southeast turning
can be seen three miles below us where it continues through a
deep canyon for about two day's journey southeast to enter the
Yangtze below Druwalung where we saw it on our way to Gartok. There are about a hundred homes up and down these streams
within a few miles of Dzongshee but still farther u p and down
even the paths are too wicked for popular use.
A former soldier of the Indian army but now a lieutenant in
the Tibetan service aids us in hiring animals across the Chinese
border distant one day's journey. He has married a Tibetan
woman and is now a citizen of Tibet. Fluent in Tibetan, English
and Hindustani he hopes some day to send his two boys to our
fichool in Batang. His friendship was very valuable to us now and
in the later wars around Batang. The next two days will be
through a desert and past robber caves used by brigands as a
rendezvous for forays upon caravans and nearby villages. The
authority of the Dahpon has weakened the farther we are from
Gartok and we can no longer drive Oolah. Hiring animals, however, requires a lil~craluse of presents to the local headmen and
several hours wrangling coupled with a generous use of money for
the drivers of the pack caravan.
The next morning when the first horse arrives I have my saddle
thrown upon its hark and immediately ride off down the valley.
This vigorous action gets us off at nine o'clock, arouses the headmen to more prompt requisition of pack animals and forestalls
their llinted demands for more money. Four soldiers of the DahPOn escort us ~outheastthrough a dense forest over a pass 15,500
feet shove sea level and out upon vast grassy plains. The turf of
these smooth plains is so hard that one can barely nick it with a
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~ i c kwhich may be one reason why evergreen forests in conjunction with constant close grazing have such difficulty establishing
a foothold in some valleys.
S11ortly before reaching the pass, as we are passing above a
cliff, one of the straps to our food box gives way and the box goes
crashing down a hundred and fifty feet, one drop being a sheer
fifty feet. Rattle and bang the box comes to rest with clouds of
flour shooting out of the cracks. The utensils are badly battered
and some of the food hashed but our luck is good as any other
box would have damaged valuable stuff. My men wanted me to
fine the muleman heavily as is the custom, but I merely have him
carry the box on his back, back u p to the road and furnish a
thong to tie the box in lieu of a broken lock.
On the rolling plateau we keep a sharp lookout for robbers for
only one day to the north is the country of Sangenwa or Bad
Lands whose people are of the antagonistic sect of Nyingmapa and
live mostly by plunder, which neither the Tibetan nor the Chinese
authorities are able to stop.
Immediately below the pass, above 15,000 feet altitude, are six
small lakes maintained by springs fed from melting snows on the
nearby peaks which are just below the perpetual snow line. We
drop down to 14,500 feet in elevation to a small cave called Kundee Dropuh or the "Cave where robbers assemble." The cave is
damp so we camp outside under the stars wliicll at this height
resemble wells of fire. A full moon arises making the night almost
as bright as day, at least I could read large print. With eeven
hours of travel behind us we eat heartily and drowse by the yakchip fire.
We have no tent. I sleep on the bare ground with my cot a5 a
barricade against the cold wind. Tlie men are bivouacked around
the blaze. Tlie temperature drops to ten degrees above zero Fahrenheit according to my maximum-minimum tl~ermnmeter. Tile
ground is hard and thoughts of brigands whose favorite operatin::
season is at this time awaken us all at two o'clock in tllc morning. I t is Oct. 31st. I rout out the force who are cold altllough
fully clotlied and after a cup of liot buttered tea we ~cralllhlcU P
a rocky pass full of granite boulders. I t is over 15,000 fcet.
Down an avalanchin; slope we lead our horses toward the east.
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Our line of horses resemble whitened frozen
moving
through yellow moonlight. Mounting over another pass, a little
lower than the other one, we go silently. Most of us are too cold
to enjoy talking and the others are scared of robbers. Soon the
moon begins to turn white under the unseen glare of the approaching sun. Across the Yangtze the peaks are little round
acorns atop a huge sprawling shadow. With the lightening of
the eky they roughen until they lose their mystery with the rising
of the morning sun wl~ichescorts us after a bitter ride of five and
a half hours into the hamlet of Shisonggong. Here we can see our
home in the distant Batang valley twelve miles away.
Shisonggong is situated near a saucer-like hollow three thousand and five hundred feet above the Yangtze. The trail to the
water is so steep that one imagines a running jump will plunge
one into its yellow waters. The next day we wait impatiently here
for the ferry boat which had taken Chinese soldiers and baggage
down to Druwalung the afternoon before. I climb out to a point
and epy the barge as a long black worm crawling along near the
bank. I predict its arrival at three o'clock and announce I will
walk alone if I can not get animals for the baggage, for as usual,
no one wants to hire their beasts. By giving the landlord no rest
from my tongue we make it to the bank and cross the river to
wrangle some more for Oolall transport to Batang the same day.
Another four hours and we ride into our courtyard at Batang as
the moon is tinting the mountain tips with sombre silver.
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Ldt tts right: Sheao Pin Sen, medical aeeiistant; Chodrah, cook; Atring, my
te~chet;and Jitsen, guide, at badly eroded SinoX'ibetan boundary etme
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Chapter VIII

BATTLES OF BATANG
The distant sounds of scattered shots arouse my wife, Louise, and

I from deep slumber shortly after midnight on the infant day of
February 28, 1932.
"Some outlying houses are being robbed by country Tibetans,
or maybe the ever-late Chinese soldiers are arriving and firing off
a fe4 shots in order to claim they drove the brigands away," I
remark yawningly to Louise.
bb
Yes, I suppose it's another gang of robbers and I hope they
don't come our way," she replies a little tensely.
Both of us were thinking of a night the ~ r e v i o u swinter when
a gang of Deshohdunpa tribesmen invaded our compound and
were leading away our cows when our two armed guards carrying
shotguns and swords discovered them. The ensuing fusilade punctured with the high itched Tibetan war cries and the muffled
scurryings of men sounded like a battle. The melee cost mc
twenty-five shot-gun shells but saved our cows who had bolted at
the first shots. One Tibetan was reported wounded slightly. Since
the firing is continuing, I now glance to see if my rifle is in the
corner, where I take the precaution to keep it every night.
Our house is about a quarter of 3 mile from the city upon the
side of a bluff about fifty feet high overlooking Batang on the
south and separated from the city by the little Batang river which
is fordable except after heavy rains (Photo No. 46). This bluff in
known locally as Japoding and contains the major portion of the
Mission properties used in our Christian work. After climbing
the bluff beyond the river one comes first to the hospital, then the
school, followed by the home of the doctor occupied now by the
family of Dr. N. H. Bare, and then our home. Still farther out a
abort distance beyond us is the orphanage. These buildings are
scattered in a compound of about eight acres in extent and surrounded by a pounded clay wall ranging from four to eight feet
in height. Surrounding this compound are farms with dispersed
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farmhouses. East of the compound the land slopes steeply to a
hill about five hundred feet high topped by a fort, and Lacked by
a long spur of land rolling upward, with one dip, to a mountain
range. The fort is garrisoned by a platoon of Chinese soldiers
numbering between twenty and thirty men. The city lies northwest of the hill almost in the east to west middle of the main
plain, but on its southern border. Northward the plain stretchea
about a mile to the large Batang river, which circles westward to
the western side of the valley, and flows southward to be joined
by the little Batang river a t the southwestern extremity of the
plain. The united streams speed southward through a narrow
valley plain, never over a quarter of a mile wide, to the Yangtze.
West of Batang alongside of the big Batang river near its junction
with the little Batang river is the big monastery with some thirty
buildings, enclosed by a clay wall twenty feet high and five feet
thick. East of the city in the southeast corner of the plain is the
small monastery where about fifty monks live as contrasted to the
750 in the big lamasery. The small lamasery faces the northeast
comer of the hill and commands the road which leads southeastward to Tachienlu.
Occasional shots, some quite laint, continue to ring out but not
until morning do we know the cause. Our servants rush in to relate the sudden overthrow of the local government by Whang
Tien Hwa or Gezong Tsering. They declare terms are now being
discussed for the transfer of power. However, other shots arc:
heard and we walk over to the hospital to obtain a better view.
From its top floor we watch troops scale the hill to attack the fort
from the southeast and also notice men scurrying around the south
gate of the city. Firing eoon ceases but we stay within the compound until assured that the truce ie in effect. Late in the afternoon a messengcr arrives from Gezong Tsering (who was oncc one
of our schoolboys) that we are not to worry and that the city is
safe. In this dramatic change of government one man ie killed
and two men wounded who are now brought to the hospital for
treatment by Dr. Bare. The old regime under the control of Liu
Wen Huei, a Szechwan warlord, is now replaced by a repreeentative of Chiang B a i Shek. The new ruler, Gezong T~ering,assume8
power as Ge Siling.

BATTLES OF BATANG
Ge Siling is a Sino-Tibetan from a wealthy Batang family. He
had been in my first class of physical training in 1922. In 1927
he had gone down to Nanking and attracted the attention of
Chiang Kai Shek i n a spectacular manner. When Chiang approached Peking, Gezong Tsering, who had gone ahead, used his
knowledge of Tibetan language and custom in persuading the
Lama Temple of Peking to parade their monks in a colorful procession to meet the Generalissimo. Gezong Tsering at their head,
of course, utilized his position to become known to the &neral
and in time persuaded Chiang to support him in seizing Sikang
province for the Nationalist Government. Gezong Tsering came
through Yunnanfu province gathering troops and equipment and
eecuring the support of Tibetan tribes as he approached Batang
from the south. Leading one hundred Yunnan soldiers, and supported by tribes without the city and by relatives inside Gezong
Teering entered Batang without resistance. The Chinese troops
were weak and poorly led with the exception of the local Batang
company under Captain Yang Chao Tsung who revolted to Gezong
Tsering and assisted in the subjection of the Chinese regulars in
last night's battle.
The previous Szechwan rulers of this area, Hwang Tuanchang
and Wang Yinchang, have no alternative but to accept unconditional surrender terms and after two weeks they are forced to lead
their ragged unarmed soldiers southward. Dejected and with only
allowances of food they start on a long southern circular route
through Yunnan province to Szechwan. Most of them undoubtedly
will enlist as soldiers or bandits with Yunnan leaders and the remainder will arrive home jobless and in disgrace.
Probably the present turmoil of the Tibetan Border has seemed
Propitious to both Chiang Kai Shek and Gezong Tsering for the
wresting of Sikang province from the feeble grasp of Liu Wen
Huei. Fighting has been going on for two years between the
Chinese and the Tibetans. It had its earliest foundations in the
action0 of Szechwan rulers when Chao Erh Feng in 1905 used the
money intended for the building of a Szechwan railway to conquer
the territory previously held by native princes who had been
granted seal6 of office by the Manchu Ernperore, Kanghsi and
Chienlung, in the early eighteenth century.
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Known as the Butcher because of his severe, although rated as
fairly just, rule which caused hundreds of Chinese and Tibetan
heads to roll off the shoulders of their owners, Cbao Erh Feng
carved out thirty-three districts, six never existing except on paper,
until the Chinese revolution sent the head of the able general to
join those of his victims. His death caused the Tibetans to revolt
and the Chinese conquests were halted.
Desultory fighting after the fall of the Chinese power in Tibet,
culminated in a war during 1917 when Lhasa troops seized 'the
western half of eastern Tibet; but English intervention and Chinese diplomacy saved the eastern half, a vast region extending from
Tachienlu and the Tung river to the Yangtze-Mekong divide, and
from Yunnan province to north of Batang, with Dege going to
Tihet; then the I~oundarycrossed northeast to Gangdzl (Kanze)
and then north to where it met Tsinghai provi~lce.
The 1918 peace signed by the Tibetan Galon Lama for Tihet,
by General Liu Tsan Ting for China and by Consul Eric Teichman for England was from the beginning of an unstable nature;
the Chinese government did not ratify the treaty and Tibet was
unsatisfied because she naturally desired to control all Tibetanspeaking territory. However, both countries abided by the terms
of the treaty insofar as the boundary was concerned with only
minor trespassing until 1929. In that year a dispute occurred between two lamaistic monasteries on the Gangdzi borderland.
One monastery, Darjyeh of the yellow sect, being within the
Tibetan border and the other, Guluh of the Red Hats, within
Chinese jurisdiction, it was natural that the officials of each country were aoon implicated in the controversy. Both countriea concentrated troops upon the border to see that their subjects secured
justice. Chinese troops under Col. Ma Chen Lung firat achieved
some success driving back the invading forces of the monastery in
Tibet. Later, when the Chinese soldiers were merry-making during the New Year fea~ting,the reinforced Tibetans crept up in
the night, surrounded and utterly routed the Celestial soldiere,
killing a hundred and taking two hundred prisoners. The defeated
soldiers did not stop in their flight until they were fifty miles dis.
tant in the district of Luho. Tibetan forces now captured Nyaron~:
once under the direct control of Lhaaa but which they had not
governed eince the daye of Chao E r h Feng.
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This 1929-32 war had been confined to the Gangdzi area and
did not seem likely to break out farther south in the Batang region until Gezong Tsering assumed the title of chief commander,
or Siling, and organized a local army. The previous Szechwanese
Chinese officers did not 11avc the troops nor the supplies for an
offensive and the Tibetans are awaiting a favorable moment.
Gezong Tsering wit11 his Tibetan affliations soon secures the
cooperation of all the surrounding tribes. His Batang friends
among the nobility are commissioned as officers and the commonere are enlisted in the ranks, all keeping their Tibetan costume.
The Batang Tibetans constitute one force, and the Yunnanese with
the former regular army unit of Batang men under Yang Chao
Teung comprise another body which Gezong Tsering organizes into
a small army. On April 24th he assumes command of his army in
a brilliant review upon the parade grounds of the big monastery
to the west, and at the same time proclaims the establishment of
Sikang ae a new province, under the control of the Nationalist
Government at Nanking (Photo No. 47).
Men are sent toward Tachienlu but lacking local support are
not able to accomplisl~ anything. The Washi tribes between
Batang and Tachienlu stay neutral. Tachienlu remains in the
hande of the Szechwan warlord, Liu Wen Huei, who is too weak to
attempt the recovery of Batang. Gezong Tsering has the support
of all tribes and monasteries within the Batang general region for
fifty to one hundred miles except the Gongkha Lama at Dzongon.
This Yellow Cap priest, although once under the sovereignity of
the Batang princes, seize. Yencliin for Gezong Tsering but then
will not yield it to the Batang leader, preferring to keep the rich
salt tax revenues for himself. The salt tax is collected at Yenchin,
a ~ h o r ttwo days' journey southwest of Dzongon and only a halfday's journey from the Tibetan borders to the west and the north.
The salt revenue of Yenchin since the Lhasa Government became
independent have been coveted by Tibet and at various times they
have mized the locality when the Chinese were weak, only to yield
it up again under negotiations, but always retiring with the salt
tax^^ which they had collected for a period of a week to three
monthe.
When Gezong Tsering insists that Gongkha lama surrender the
'iflea and control of Yenchin the Gongkha Lama sends a messen-
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ger secretly to his old Szechwan master, Liu Wen Huei, offering
to fight against Gezong Tsering. The messenger is captured by
tribesmen faithful to Gezong Tsering, who was so angered by this
act of treachery that, in accordance with Oriental custom, he has
the messenger executed. Then he dispatches a force of one hundred and fifty men under Yang Chao Tsung on May 12th to Dzongon to capture the Gongkha Lama and give him the same treatment. Tibetan troops meanwhile are mobilized along their own
I~ordernear the historic boundary stone a mile from Pamothang.
In the battle about the 19th of May north of Dzongon near
Pamothang the forces of the Gongkha Lama are beaten. His envoy
immediately contacts the Tibetan commander for help who attacke the Batang forces on the flank and defeats them. The defeat
is turned into a rout and the Tibetan forces follow the fleeing
Batang troops so closely that the ferry boats at Li and Druwalung
cannot he destroyed. The Batang remnants reach the city on May
20 and 21 reporting a loss of ten men killed and eight taken
prisoners. Soon after daybreak on the 22nd of May the Tibetan
force of two hundred men assault the city expecting to capture
it before the people can recover their morale.
Batang is almost captured. The day previous Gezong Tsering
had stationed fifteen men in the hospital and fifteen in the school.
We stay in our homes and cower in the basement to cscape bullets
from both sides. The Tihetans advance under cover of walls and
graves and behind our houses and pour such a hot fire into the
hospital and school that a charge of forces from the city is ordered
about three o'clock in the afternoon to relieve the almost overwhelmed garriaons. The Batang boys advance in several lines
from thc city and fort on the hill to the east toward the Mission
compound. The Tibetans have almost exhausted their ammunition and slowly retreat leaving their seriously wounded behind
who are decapitated by the pursuing Chinese who also sever the
right hand for a second grewsome trophy. The Chinese lose four
killed and ten wounded hut the Tibetans contribute ten head8 for
display. I go over later and recognize one of the bravcst Tibetan
leaders, a young lieutenant whom I had met in Gertok eeven
months ago. He fell in the middle of the day as his men neared
the city in a charge.
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These Chinese dare not pursue the retreating Tibetans more
than a rnile as fortified nests of soldiers cover their flight. However,
that evening rumours of pursuit cause the nervous Tibetans to
overcrowd one of the ferry boats at Li, ten miles south of us.
which sank in midstream with the loss of eighty men. The captain, whom we knew in Gartok, tries to control them and commits suicide on the hank ~vllenIle sees his company is being swept
away in the swift, merciless Yangtze.
What are we doing all this time? Information regarding the
advancing Tibetans, who came up so swiftly that they brought no
reserve ammunition and food, has been so vague, and relying on
the friendship developed by my trip to Gartok last October, we
missionaries decide to rely on our neutrality. We barricade the
house, and Louise with the three children sleep in the basement.
I join them when the firing becomes hot. With the two hundred
regular Tibetan troops are about two hundred militia of the
Gongkha Lama. When the militia approach our home the Indian
lieutenant whom I had met at Tsongshe last October arrives in
time to chase the Gongkha Lama rabble out of the orphanage
which they were looting, and stationing himself outside our back
door, orders them toward the front. He does not attempt to recover the loot and I watch one of them carrying a stolen bedchamher in one hand and a rifle in the other as he moves stealthily alongside terraces toward the hospital. Rolls of cloth and
bundles of thread are recovered from corpses and returned after
the battle to the orpllanage by the Batang soldiers.
The 14th company captain, a tall handsome Tibetan, comes to
Our back porch door on the second floor. I hasten to open the
door and go outside to greet him. He asks for whiskey but I tell
him as a religious man there is not a drop in the house and offer
him tea. He refuses the tea and declines to come in for fear i t will
his protective taboo. He with all Tibetan soldiers carries a
charm box which has been blessed before the battle by high mnking Lamas and Living Buddhas and will ward off bullets as long
ale does not touch women, or objects handled by women, and
blood. Thanking me for my offers, the captain moves with a few
men toward the hospital. He is later wounded in the hand which
dressed 1,y Mrs. Minnie Ogden and Miss Grace Young who OC-
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cupy the house halfway between us and the hospital and about
four hundred feet from it. All day long soldiers come to our house
where we feed them tea and tsamba in the outbuildings and on the
back porch, having laid in a supply of these articles for that purpose knowing the invaders would be hungry. Most of them had
no food since yesterday having started away early with no time
to eat. They had followed the retreating Chinese by forced
marches and seemed gaunt, tired and nervous. Some of them are
the Gongkha Lama's militia, among them men who had robbed
us on Tsaleh Pass in July of 1927, events told in the book"Mountain of Silver Snow." We keep our doors closed except
when passing out the food, and although our lieutenant has gone,
none attempt to enter by force, all being under the strain of fatigue
and death. When the Chinese sortie occurs the hasty retreat of
these frightened, bulletless men as they flatten themselves against
walls and dart from our house corner to the wall gate is an unforgetable memory. Nor is the sight of four corpses in our gardens,
and of Namjyeh, one of the Mission gardeners, holding up the head
and right hand of one of them, eraseable.
After the retreat of the Tibetans, Chin Shin Fu, our shoemaker,
and also now a captain in the new army, stops at our home and
while eating asks for the army rifle and cartridges which I have
hidden in separate places to thwart sudden seizure and use. I
willingly hand them to him but am disconcerted to have him tell
me that some have said they have heard the crack of this rifle in
the battle. The cleanness of the gun and the time it takes me to
find the cartridges as well as the statements of our four servonta,
who have courageously stayed with us, soon dispel such false uspi~ions. Incidentally the rifle is used by the Chinese in the siege
of Batang and I recover only the gun, minus the one hundred
and fifty cartridges, the cost of these however, being aid to the
church pastor after our departure.
The next day, however, we survey our losses. The orphanage
has lost some cloth, thread and pots by the Tibetan pillaging,
besides suffering considerable fright. Two of our farm houeee are
burned. Books in the school and minor itema in the hospital are
damaged by looting on the Chinese side. We are not
with
our location as the walls near the house were used as firing point8
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and the yard back of the houses as a passageway for assault
troops. One bullet has pierced a window and others have chipped
off chunks of whitewash from the walls. We decide if the Tibetans
return, and reasoning is soon confirmed by fact, that we will move
over to the Chushozhing mission house which lies i n a deep valley
between the city and the present Mission compound.
The Tibetans, after retreating across the Yangtze, hold the
west bank where they recuperate and reform for another attack
upon Batang. This time they are moving u p supplies of food
and ammunition, lack of which had defeated them in their first
sharp attack.
Tlie Chinese, unable to attack the Tibetans, strengthen their
poeition, converting the school and hospital into fortresses by
bricking up the windows. They burn the three outlying mission
buildings upon the orphanage farm and make paths ~ r o t e c t e dby
terrain and brush to the three main forte upon which they intend
to rely in defending the town. If the Chinese had known that the
Tibetans would have the nerve to occupy our mission homes and
the orphanage just a few hundred yards away from the two main
forts, that is the hospital and school, they would probably have
burned them also.
The Dahpon, the commander of the besieging forces whom I
]lad visited in Gartok sent letter to us, announcing that we could
stay in our homes and that "not a hair of our heads would be
touched." However much we might trust in such a statement we
do not relish living in the midst of an invading force in such an
exposed position. Gezong Tsering, the commander of the Chinese,
8ugge8ts, as an old friend, that we move over to the city. On May
the thirty-first we decide to move to Chushozhing which we accomplish hy calling in all the people we know and giving each a
piece of furniture or a hox of goods, my wife or one of the trusted
8ervants and teachers accompanying the more valuable loads. The
is indescribable and a number of pieces are lost, some of
a l p rrcovrrrd either by the tattling of envious neighbors or
by my own recollection of mission articles received from my halrd.
We give some stuff away and find i t almost as good a0 a fire to get
rid of white elephant material.
A letter also comes to Gezong Tserlng from the Dahpon offer-
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ing to arbitrate naming the chief abbot of the Batang Monastery
known as Ba Lama and myself as arbitrators. However, I find the
Chinese adamant about giving u p the lush salt revenues of Yenchin and demanding the Tibetans retreat back to Gartok, terms to
which I well know the Tibetans will not listen. The least the
Tibetans will do is foregoing the attack on Batang and withdrawing to the other side of the Yangtze. Permitting the Yangtze to
be the boundary (Tibetan ruled Dege was exchanged for Chineee
Yenchin) was the final result of all the fighting, and the de-facto
border has been the Yangtze river until 1951. The useless bloodshed but deciding battle of Batang had to be, because each side
wanted the same thing; only slaugl~terand fire finally changed
their minds.
The feud between China and Tibet is of long standing. China
never had more than a conqueror's right to any of the Tibetan plateau. Shadowy temporary acknowledgment of sovereignty in the
Mongol and Ming dynasties became more permanent and official
after the Emperor Kangshi of the Manchu Dynasty sent an army
to Lhasa about 1706 as aid to one element in an internal dispute.
This finally resulted in the sending of Ambans to exercise general
eupervision and handle foreign relations leaving to the Tibetans
local autonomy. At least half of the time this supervision wag
very weak and finally under the thirteenth Dalai Lama, Ngawang
Lobzang Tobtan Gyatso, was entirely overthrown at the time of
the Chinese Revolt against the Manchus. From 1912 until the
death of the Dalai Lama in 1933 no Chinese were permitted even
to reside within Tibet, that is west of the Yangtze-Mekong divide.
Since then with Tibet ruled by a regent, both China and England
have kept representatives in Lhasa but the British seem to have
more success influencing foreign relationa.
Back to the Battles of Batang. The Tibetane crosa the Yangtze
without opposition upon the 28th of May and advance leisurely toward Batang arriving in the valley five miles to the south on the
13th of June. The Batang males are mobilized, even my old
gardener, Aku Tseden, is drafted and compelled to find a gun
which he accomplishes by borrowing an old muzzle-loading flintfiring home-made affair, largely valuable for noise. A force of
Chinese soldiers and Batang militia move south with a cannon
and attempt to halt the Tibetan advance. However, bravely as they
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fight,the same result from the same cause is often repeated during
the siege. The Tibetan forces with their Enfield rifles and Britishmade ammunition are so much superior in accuracy and range
that the Chinese fighters are killed before they can come close
enough to hit the Tibetans. The German Mausers and heavy lead
bullets of the Chinese-loaded shells of the defending forces are
alow in speed and short in range. The Batang boys retire within
the city carrying ten dead men and some wounded, but the Tibetans have only a few men wounded.
A second sortie by the Chinese to prevent the attackers from
beaieging the city fails on the 15th of June. Under the cover of
darkness early on the 16th of June the Tibetans occupy our two
mission homes and the orphanage upon Japoding while the Chineee wait tensely in the hospital and sch,ool and the hill fort. The
Tibetans throw out small parties who dig trenches and construct
rude shelters at strategic points commanding all roads and the
approaches to the fort on the eastern hill. On the western side of
the valley across the big Batang river the attackers seize Pakllalo
which the Chinese have abandoned planning to hold the big
monastery opposite Pakhalo and nearer the city. The monastery
is garrisoned by armed monka who are encouraged in their efforts
by Gezong Tsering's aged uncle, a high ranking priest.
After the Tibetans have consolidated their positions both sides
settle down into the siege routine of a surrounded town, the attackers firing upon all who venture within sight and the besieged
replying toward the supposed Rource of the bullets. On June 20th
a desperate surprise attack is stagcd by the Chinese whose daring
lieutenant leaders are either killed or wounded by the hot firing
from Tibetans hidden within the fortified buildings of our Miaaion. Nothing is accomplished except a loss of ten Chinese soldiers
killed and probably less upon the other aide. We find it difficult
to ascertain the loss of either force since, as is customary, the loaa
of the enemy is magnified and of one's own forces minimized.
One of our Christian young men, Song Chuen Shi, a former orphan and once assistant to our cook, is killed. His body disappeared although it may have been one of the decayed corpses
found lying upon our Mission compound after the raising of the
eiege.
June 21st. The Tibetan forces burn five houses in the main
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Part of the valley and its eastern spur as an interdiction of their
use by the Chinese. Other houses are burnt from time to time.
I t is reported that the Tibetans cremate their dead in some of these
houses. Chinese killed in the various sorties are in some cases left
lying where they fall but in others removed and mutilated, as we
found a decayed hand and a part of a head in our cow barn after
the siege.
June 22nd. Up to date, including civilians, thirty-five of the
Batang besieged have been killed. Twelve wounded soldiers are
now being treated in the hospital including one wounded Tibetan
soldier left behind at Sashe after the first attack and captured by
the Chinese before tlle second Tibetan advance. Gezong Tsering
ordered him brought in alive and as a publicity feature extends
mercy towards him although the poor fellow daily expects to be
executed. (Although severely wounded he recovered to be liberated.) Many wounded die of gangrene and invariable those suffering broken limbs by timbers falling after shell fire develop
gangrene and succumb.
The Tibetans shell the city and one cannon shot lands inside
the church where the orphans are lodged. The shell bounces harmlessly off the concrete floor and does not explode and no one is hit
but Lozong Pintso dies of a heart attack. This orphan lad had
suffered from dropsy and cyanosia for more than two years due to
an enlarged defective heart. His condition was constantly deteriorating and Dr. Bare had prophesied his early death especially if
he were subjected to acute excitement.
June 25th. The new Chinese Mayor for Batang sent in by Liu
Wen Huei creeps in during darknesa. He had travelled rapidly
with the powerful Waslli tribe to Meliting a day's journey from
Batang and then walking a steep precipitous trail over the mountains and leading directly above the small monastery avoids the
scattered Tibetan guards who have closed all of the main roads
but do not have enough men to block this goat trail.
The ring of Tibetan guards draws tighter daily and continues
more closely to envelop the city. All of the valley fields except
the huge bulge e u r r o u ~ ~ d the
i n ~city, an area enclosed by the two
rivers and the small monastery, are outside the besieger's lines*
The bulge comprising two thirds of the total crop area is under
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long range fire, some of it within three hundred yards of the entrenched Tibetans. As the grain becomes dead ripe, women and
children venture out to cut and carry the harvest to their homes.
The Tibetan sharpsl~ootersfire upon them with such accuracy that
one or two are slain each day. In the sum total of those killed
among the defenders, it was these women and children who constituted the heaviest loss. I unwisely walk out one day north of
the city but retire when a bullet strikes near me. Although the
people harvest their wheat and barley at the cost of blood they are
not able to sow the usual second crop of buckwheat or millet from
lack of water. The summer proves to be one of the most arid in
years and the entrance channels of the irrigation ditches are under
the control of the Tibetan forces. The richer landowners hire
the poor, who in their necessity risk their lives to cut what grain
is grown in the bulge. Thus this conflict, like many wars, lays
most heavily upon the least guilty.
July 8th. The Tibetans have placed cannon in the basement of
the mission home nearest the hospital and are bombarding this
former building of mercy now occupied by Chinese soldiers. So
heavy is the shelling that the front wall which is four feet of
tamped clay threatens to fall. The Chinese during the night send
over a swarm of men and women who fill bags of dirt and build a
new wall behind it which is further strengthened by braced
timbers. Gezong Tsering directs them and the next morning walks
calmly across the little river bridge but draws scant fire since the
sharpshooters are probably at breakfast, or taken by surprise.
Our gardens and orphanage farm produce are reported drying up
for lack of water and all of the surviving vegetables are being
consumed by the Tibetan forces.
July 12th. Thirty days ago the Tibetans began the siege. The
Ch;-e~ehave tried no more sorties all of which ended disastrously
with heavy losses to them and practically none to tlie Tibetans.
The Chinese nrr ptrictly upon the defensive. The Tibetan soldiers
frequently attack tlie hospital and achool at night attempting to
set fire tllrouah the windows but the Chinese light pitch-flaree
which they hurl out of the upper windows. The flares are so
8trong that the attackers are clearly revealed and they flee from
the heavy cross-firing.
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We tnissionaries are kept fairly close within our bricked windows and thick clay walls. We go into the city to care for the
wounded and to hold. our usual church services. I call on the officials and i n the homes of the people who have resigned themselves to a long siege with an unknown future in loss of life and
property. Mankind soon becomes inured to danger and callous
of suffering when it is ever present h u t uncertain. As neutrals our
horne is not a usual target so a t times we take short walks upon
thc roof o r outside in the yard. Rifles at a long range can reach
us. Our home is about two hundred yards t h r o u g l ~the air from
thc scllool wl1ic11 ia a Chinese fort shielding us from the Tibetan
fire coming from the two mission homes upon Japoding.
"This walking upon the roof is too hard upon my nerves and
it is an unnecessary exposure," I remark one day to Miss Young as
we are strolling upon the roof. I go inside and she soon follows.
Later that tlay as we are standing with my wife Louise, and our
Ron, John Kenneth, in the third story doorway watching a sharp
exchange of gunfire, a bullet whizzes by. I t is apparently aimed
at o u r son who stands exposed in front of us all. John extracts
the bullet from a bureau in an adjoining room and the angle of
entrancc indicates i t was fired at hini by a rifleman entrenched
southwest of us where a swivel cannon is located.
We llavc a large American flag spread upon the roof and few
shots are fired at us intentionally. Our house is in the deep trend1
of the little Batang river valley and the roof of our third story is
but little lower than the main valley floor and the street level of
tlic city. T h e houses and walls of Batang rise above us and since
i t is at these tlic Tibetans are firing i t is inevitable that some
ellots sllould llit our llome, especially wlien widespread firing ir
exchanged. After tllr siege I picked out many slugs and counted
thirty chippecl l,ullct holes in the snowwhite surface of our lime(]
Itouse-walls. Two cannon shells were found buried in t l ~ cearthy
one twenty feet and the other fifty feet to the west. They had
Iwrn aimed a t tlle hospital but went high. AR Dome of the @hell#
wrre explosive I have them dug out carefully to make ~ u r ethey
arc duds. Riflr bullets only make a dent, one o r two inches thick.
in the pounded earthen walls of our house, which are three feet
thick at tlle bottom tapering to one foot at the third story. Du'-
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ing the siege we observe that packed clay walls three feet thick
just halt a three inch shell and drop it dlead inside. Fortunately
neither side have cannon larger than three inch caliber.
Firing is continuous day and night except on some days there
is a respite just before dawn. The singing of high speed bullets
as they hit the mud walls with a 6 6 da dung," the crack of the explosive shells and the dull roar of the three inch cannon keep us
awake ail day and permit only broken sleep at night. Regularly
at about four o'clock in the morning as the light begins to overcome the darkness a swivel cannon shot screams past our house
coming from a thick-walled house to the southwest, and going
towards the big fortress-like house at the eastern south gate. This
shot calls in the patrols who are hidden near the city and have
kept up intermittent fire against open windows all night. Fro111
this time until dawn few shots are fired and we catch an hour's
restful sleep.
The siege is not devoid of its lighter elements. Above our
home in a well-fortified house are a squad of local Tibetan militia. Each night after dark a Tibetan with a stentorian voice stands
on the roof of this building and hurls filthy epithets against the
Lhasa Tihetans who may answer with shots or similar shouts. Our
Tibetan ally calls his cnemy "hares" with untranslatable obscenity and dares them to come out of their holes and fight. The
Lhasa Tibetans among other filth return epithets such as "Cliinese
yellow buttocks."
I call on Gezong Tscring occassionally to discuss military strategy to break the siege for I an1 convinced the war is a stalemate.
At my suggestion he sends a force of the Tibetan militia undcr
his l)rother, a former monk, southeast up the mountains to Rctrt-11
and tllrcatcn the rcar of the 1,esiegers. However, this ],and of
about two liun(lrcd nierely feint and do not attempt to fall upon
the scattered Tihetan outposts.
July 17th. I discover that tlie Chinese have been almost out
of ammunition for several days and have been concealing tllcir
@hortageby firing occasionally, using tlie old handn~a(leTihetan
muzzle-loading rifles charged only with powdcr. In thc hospital
(Photo No. 49) is a Chinese cannon which replie3 to the Tibctan
cannon in the Mission house (Photo No. 48) about a hundred
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yards away. Although they tear holes i n each other's walls their
firing is not accurate nor are the shells plentiful, so neither side
is able to topple the other's clay walls. I n the school the Chinese
take an old piece of an iron pipe from a printing press, charge it
with powder and apply a fuse from a distance. Laid in a hole in
the clay wall the explosion not only makes a noise sufficient for
a cannon hut drives the iron pipe backwards with terrific force.
Twice one of the servers barely escaped being hit in this backfire.
In the evening darkness of this day ten Chinese soldiers arrive over the steep monastery road with nine coolie loads of ammunition which brings renewed hope to the sorely distressed Batang forces. Better news is the report that Ma Chen Lung, former
commander of Batang is in Litang. Gezong Tsering, as Siling or
commander of this area appointed by Nanking has been forced
to appeal for help from the warlord of Sikang, Liu Wen Huei, at
Yachow who has sent in Ma Chen Lung to be Siling and supersede
Gezong Tsering. Although Gezong Tsering has been offered very
advantageous terms with official position by the Lhasa Tibetans
he has chosen to surrender to the Chinese warlords rather than
to the Tibetan religious hierarchy of Lhasa.
Heavy fighting is rumored to be still in progress around
Gangdzi with the results indecisive. Ma Chen Lung had been
leading the troops in that area, but gaining only minor advantages, has been displaced. His successor is merely able to hold his
positions waiting for heavy reinforcements which later arrive forcing the Tibetans to abandon Dege and Nyahrong and retreat
across the Yangtze.
July 27th. Four hundred to a thousand Chinese soldiers are
said to be on their way in from Litang. Fierce shelling of the
hospital is again followed by a half-hearted assault which fails wit11
little loee to the Tibetans and less to the Chinese. Dun San Pa09
one of our orphan boys stationed in the hospital, has his right
eye blown out by a rifle bullet which comes through hi8 own
rifle hole as he is shooting. He is recovering under careful how
pita1 treatment.
July 30th to August 1st. The fiftieth day of the siege and Ma
Chen Lung comes over the hill-road in the early dawn with 250
soldiers. The Tibetans greet his column with long range machine-
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gun fire but wound only two of them. This re-enforcement and
the supplies of ammunition which they carry encourage the besieged and all hope for an early end of the struggle. Ma hen
Lung and Gezong Tsering outwardly greet each other with great
cordiality. None doubt b u t what Ma Chen Lung has orders to
sieze and execute Gezong Tsering when the Tibetans are driven
back but Gezong Tsering is too strong and wary to be taken. I
take their pictures together after a feast but I read the facts in
their faces.
August 4th. Gezong Tsering definitely turns the command over
to Ma Chen Lung and leaves the city with the remnants of his
Yunfian soldiers who have suffered heavy losses in the fighting.
Accompanying him are a few Batang followers and a considerable
number of tribal auxiliaries, in all about two hundred men. They
climb the hill-road eastward and will go south from Tshongpor~
Pass toward Romee in order to threaten the Tibetan army's line
of supplies. With the departure of Gezong Tsering the new Sikang Province collapses for the second time. The first set-up was
under Chao Erh Feng which really reached only the Memorial to
the Manchu Throne stage and collapsed with the almost immediate outbreak of the Chinese Revolution in 1911. Gezong Tsering's
encircling movement undoubtedly was a factor in the early Tibetan
withdrawal.
August 5th. After the ~ r e l i m i n a r yshelling of the hospital and
fort upon the hill to the east, the Tibetans fiercely assault the
school and hospital. Their cannonading is very accurate. They
are allooting one gun from a low hill about a quarter of a mile
away. They put eight shells out of eighteen into the small hut
higher up hill fort collapsing part of the roof. They strike the
largr but lower down hospital fourteen out of eighteen shots and
have the defenders in jitters. Remarkably no one is hit in the
hospital and only one man in the fort. I t is at this time that two
ahells strike near our home.
by a Colonel the Tibetan assault almost captures the holpital- As the Tibetans are advancing with scaling ladders it is
the timely use of hand grenades, dropped over the side at the
of the ladders as they are being placed against the walls,
wounding and killing the leadere of the assaulting party which
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causes the rest to flee, leaving their five dead but assisting their
wounded to safety. The hill-fort is also assaulted at the same time
and barely manages to repel the attackers who have three killed
and others wounded. Part of the time I am in the city sitting in
the company of Ma Chen Lung and watching him direct the sending of re-enforcements to the hill-fort and to the hospital. Sweating and anxious yet confident he tells some incidents of his many
battles and sieges which he has participated in during his thirty
years upon the Tibetan Border, coming in first as a lieutenant
under Chao Erh Feng. The remainder of the time we missionaries
watch the battles from the windows and roof of our home taking
care to stay out of sight. Although neutral we hate to run the
ri.& in a sacking of the city if the Chinese defenses should fail.
However, this assault proved to be the last desperate attempt to
take the city.
August 7th. Steady firing all day after a lull on the sixth. The
day following attacks have always been quiet during this siege,
both sides burying or burning their dead, succoring their woundetl
and recovering from the shocks of fear and death. Our chief fear
all summer has been the threat of a night assault as the river in
the unusual drought is easily fordable most of the time. The few
heavy rains are welcomed since they raise the little Batang river
into a devastating torrent which no one dare attempt to wade for
at least two clays afterward. We wonder if the Tibetans will attempt a night attack as a last desperate resort and we know that
if they do the city will probably be burned and captured. In our
own defenceless position we can only hope that the well-disciplined Lhasa troops approach on our side rather than wild Tibetan
tribesmen.
August 8th. The Tibetan8 were eviclently covering their withdrawal b y their steady firing yesterday as they fire a final salvo
from their swivel cannon ahout four in the morning and withdraw
down the valley. The Chinese dare not follow. The Tibetan8 retreat to the west side of the Yangtze which becomes tlie new s i n ~ .
Tibetan Boundary. When we see swarms of ~ e o p l egoing over to
the hospital about seven o'clock I join the procession and later
take over the whole family to inspect the damage.
The relief felt by all is undescribable after fifty-seven day' of
siege. The confinement has been especially trying for the children
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who have not dared to venture out except in the close protection
of the eight foot walls around the yard. John Kenneth, eight years
old, and Marian Louise, five years old, have been playing inside
and they will never forget the horror of these days. Robert Malcolm, slightly over a year old, is still thin and fretful after recovering from a severe attack of malaria during the fore part of the
siege. The women, Mrs. Ogden, Miss Grace Young and my wife
look as bad as they
Louise, are worn and thin. I myself
do. We have lived mostly on the second floor of which we liave
three rooms and they have one room with a kitchen on the first
floor. A mutual study is shared on the second floor. Miss Young
sleeps on the third floor exposed to stray bullets from one direction. Surplus goods and medicine are stored in the basement as
we have cleaned out all valuables from Japoding.
In a few days my family and I take a survey trip over the hattlefield. Upon the hill-fort mountain spur is the bloated corpse
of a Tibetan soldier of fortune, his head swathed in his cloak and
his body exposed to tlle vultures. He was a floater as the dead
with friends or relatives were not unceremoniously dumped but
buried or burned. Beyond the corpse at the neck of the range
are the woodcn re~linalltsof rude huts which sheltered the outpost
of probably fifteen men who besieged tlie hill-fort. We circle
southwest to Dora viewing the b u ~ n and
t
gutted houses. 111going
over the straw-littered floor of one courtyard, John Kenneth and
I pick up an army of fleas. Jolin being shorter bas so many that
we retreat outside wlicre we strip tlie lad wliile he jumps several
feet to one side to get rid of them. We come back throu Jl the
. tenant houses are mere piles of
mission farms and c o ~ n ~ o u n dAll
clay. The orpl~anngeis in tlie best slrape with some doors and
windows gone and floors intact but black and filthy. The Tibetan
Commander liad used the orphanage for his quarters and thereby
saved it fro111 spoilage. The two mission l~omes,the school and
Lospital, having served as forts, are wrecked clay sbells. Holes
in the roofs, floors all or partly gone, partitions broken down,
windows and window franles removed and clay walls punctured
cannon shot present a scene of uttcr devastation. They are no
longer liva1,lr even by Tibetans, until repaired, which may never
(Photo No. 50).
A year previous, orders liad come from the homeland to close
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our mission work and leave. With wrecked buildings, no money,
no doctor, and a shortage of medicines, we feel helpless (Photo
No. 51). Dispirited by the death of many friends (Photo No.
52), we view the devastated country side and the shortage of food
for the coming year with overwhelming sorrow. We had contemplated staying until fall and perhaps through another winter
but now unable to be of much help and knowing our absence will
mean less people to feed we prepare to leave. We create a selfperpetuating Board of Trustees and place in their hands all of
the Mission property and give them complete authority to continue the missionary work, which had first opened in Tachienlu
in 1903 and transferred to Batang in 1908.
We send word to the Washi leaders, Ngen Druh and Aden,
and make arrangements to leave. The Washi come in and we, Mrs.
Minnie Ogden, Miss Grace Young, my wife, Louise and I with our
three children, John Kenneth age 8, Marian L. age 5, and Robert
M. age 1% years, leave Batang on August 22nd amidst a huge
crowd of sorrowing people who line the road for miles. We feel
as if we are running away from our duty as we bid farewell to
the faithful pillars of the church and mission after a noodle feast
at the "hot springs."
Thirty-two days of high-w la tea us and passes, with rain for
thirty days, brings us to Tacllienlu upon Sept. 23rd. A cholera
epidemic, stopped as if by a wall east of Wassukou forty li below
us, holds us at Bob Cunningham's for six weeks. In this ~ e r i o d1
travel ten days with J. Huston Edgar upon the trip described in
Chapter XIII. With the coming of cold weather in mid-November
when cholera is no longer to be feared, we leave the Tibetan
Plateau, some of us forever.
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Figure 45
Layman conducting a religious Thanksalving offering at Garto4
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Figure 47
Ba Lama flanked on hie left by Ceeiling at inauguration of Heikapg Province
March, 1932. Dr. Bare with his

60x1

Edgar and my eon fohn are in front row

Figure 49

hospital occupied by the Chinese wmpr dmwiugg mnasa d '
W& d i r h came mealy from Missfma hbam la0 yards away ($a@.
na. 48)

Figure 51
Oer folsjb and rervaats after the Battles of Batang. My old hunting dog Id
$P hdSd by Gearing Taming who war with me on my Roug trim su taM 4~
Chapter Xnf

Chapter IX

WITH ROBBER TRIBES O F TIBET
Tlle road northward from Batang tracing the large Batang river
is always dangerous. Directly north are the Deshohdunlla or Seven Tribes who have close blood relationship with Batang citizens,
but, in their ~nountainhomes, are so independent of Chinese control that half of the taxes are not collected and the other half are
squeezkd out Ily display of armcd forcc. Those who pay taxes
attempt, by rol11,ery of Cliinese protected caravans, to reiml>urse
themselves.
It so happens that when we tllrcc, Brooke Dolan 11, financier
and leader of llis seco~iclNatural History Expedition, Ernst Shafer,
zoologist, and I as interprcter, liason officer with Tibetan and
Chinese officialdom and caravan conlnlander plan to go northwarcl
from bat an^ to Degc, some 186 miles distant, the Seven Tribes
are on tlie warpath. With a permanent force of eight TibetansGezang Tsering (Gepen Atring), Tringleh his son, Dendru, Dingtzin, Namjyeli and Drashi, of Batang, Wang and Jurmeh, of Tachienlu, and tlirce Chinese-Lee,
Tsi, and Tsang Wen Chin, our
former cook from Chungking, all armed with guns, it is not necessary for us to fear petty tl~ievesor ordinary robber bands. Moreover our Tibetan carvan leader, Gegen Atring, has relatione and
is well known to tlie Seven Tril~es. A final measure of safety exists in our caravan animals, all mules, which bclong to the living
Buddha of Batang-Ba Lama who has religious jurisdiction over
tile Seven Tribes.
However, all tllis carefully built-up protection perishes overni~llt. A number of young braves from the Seven Tribes arc
winter raiding as usual and attack a caravan going eastward on the
b t a n g road not knowing that a stronger party of soldiers (Drays
Til~etanain Chinese pay) returning westward, are not far away,
]lidden by forests and a projecting mountain spur. The noise of
shot8 and yella bring the soldiers who, with the aid of the attacked
Qravan, killed one and captured four of the Tibetans. One cap-
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tive escapes during the night but the other three are led into
Batang and given a summary trial.
My men inform me of the captured robbers' possible fate and
that they might be executed at once. Such a procedure they reason ( t o which I agrce) will so anger the Seven Tribes that travel
will not be possible northward through that territory. I hurry
with them over to tlie military yamen o r official quarters of the
commander, Colonel Fu, in order to delay the execution a few
days until we arc clear of the Seven Tribes jurisdiction. I am too
late. As I entcr the gate the three men stripped naked, hands
bound behind them and forced to their knees, show faces of
ashen gray as the Colonel is seated a t a table signing the death
warrant. H e finishes the warrant and in answer to my plea says
it is too late as the crime and its punishment have already been
proclaimed publicly but if I had arrived a little sooner he would
gladly have grantcd niy request for a delay of execution.
At my suggestion we postpone our departure a day to reform
o u r plans. I h e pricstly astrologers inform o u r men that tomorrow is also a lucky day to go northcast so we decide to go first
east and tllcn north tlirougli the Lingkliarnhee country. Gegen
Atring wllose father was a nollle and managed the estates of the
late dcposcd Prince of Batang has kinsmen and friends among
this tribe. Thus in the midst of winter we are compelled to go
not only over Iiiglicr and coldcr mountains but also to spend s ~ v eral days longer on our northern thrust.
I t is a gloorliy and depressing day as we niount our riding
beasts in tlic orpllanapc compound wliich lias becn our quarters
for two niontlls. In tllc disordcr of departure wc lcavc at tliflercnt
tirnes and I arri tllc last f o r e i p c r to go. Tlic cntirc Cliri~ltiangroup
of 1)clicvt-rs ant1 acllicrcnts with crowtls of othcrw including mcrchants, officials and lanias bicl uu f;~rewell. 'rile cliurcli undcr thr
l e a d c r ~ l i i pof Isr Kuci Kuarig tlie pantor fc~rclsus with noodle8
and meat at tlic Hot Sl)rings, distant five li or ahoat two miles
from Batang. I part from t l ~ e min mutual cxprrnnions of sorrow
and tears. Most sorrowful of all was t~iclclin~
gootll~yeto Mr8. Millnie Ogclcn wl~osccourapr and devotion to l)rrarll tlic Cliriat alonp*
two Iiunclred miles frorn the nearest outpost, ran srarrcly
@ul'passed in tlie annals of niissionary enterprise. However, I an1
I
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sonlewliat disgusted with non-Christian friends wlio get ~ a ~ i i j ~ c l i
so drunk lie is unable to walk and I must hire two men to support
him to our first day's camp. Although others liad taken a few
swallows lie is the only one drunk with the wine of departure.
As we ride tliroupli tlie east gate on Jan. Zbtli, 1935, my men
tell me tlie Seven Tribes are out for vengeance upon tlie Chinese
and those who accept tlieir protection. Halfway between the city
and tlie little monastery we file past tlie grotesque, naked bodies of
the tliree Seven Tribes men, their heads half cut off and the stones
of tlie road spattered with dried blood. I have a twinge of sadness for tlie tragic end of these Tibetan young men for a c r i n ~ e
bred in hatred of tlieir conquerors, tlie Cliinese, and fired witli
uncontrolled energy and the spirit of freedom ever deep in the
people of the mountains.
We follow u p the course of tlie little Batang river, threatling
the limestone canyon over shects of ice to snow-covered Tsliongpon Pass. As we cross we look east to see tlie three snow peaks of
Nehmdali (Dajola) soutll of Shari La (Deer Mountain Pass) .
Beyond the pass we drop down into another canyon on a river of
ice cutting our way with axes except over long s~nootlistretches
where we slide down upon our seats. In a short titne we rearli a
grassy valley where the entire Remo tribe are wintering, pitcliing
their forty tents u p and down tlie valley for two milcs. Tliis trilw
supplement tlieir income by robbery, and outlaws fro111tliis trilw
are crcditcrl witli thc killing of Dr. A. L. Slielton in Fcbruary of
1922 t l u ~ - i n
a ~Iiigliway holdup such as liad becn attcmptcd by tlir
tllrw cx~cutcdBcvcn Tribe's boys.
The Kcnio liavc ]wen impoverislicd in raids by tlic more powerful Cllyali Trctiwa (Sliangchen) trihe during tlic last twenty
Year9 and tlicy arc now a small and wretched, but defiant group.
Tlley auggcst tliat we hire four of their warriors for a hundrctl
rupees as escort to Samar through the Lingkharshce country
whose young warriors are not adverse to rol~binga passing caraw e finally accept tliis suggestion, first to buy their favor 60
they may not attempt to steal our horses or goods at niglit and
~econdlyto incrrasr our own strength for the dubious risks ahead.
Wit11 the R a Lama's tnulctecrs who aleo carry rifles we leave the
Kemo encampment tlie next morning with twenty-six guns and
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trace the main Lamaya stream through a fir and spruce forest to
its source and surmount the divide of Shari La.
We are now in the Litang river system and we track the tributary course of its second largest source stream. This tumbling torrent pours out of a wild limestone gorge from the Lamaya ranges
of perpetual snow about ten to fifteen miles slightly to the southwest. These few peaks called Nehmdah have one to three thousand feet of everlasting snow and the highest must be close to
twenty t h o u ~ a n dfeet above sea level. I judge the snowline at
this latitude to be between seventeen and eighteen thousand feet.
A small trail leads along this cascading stream, the Shari Chu, to
Lamaya and Rathi, two days' journey to the south, and these places
mark the southern borders of the Kemo tribal area. North of here
beyond the Tshongpon La begins the Lingkharshee grazing
grounds and east of them is the Dezhungpa.
With tall scrub juniper upon our left we reach the mouth of
the tributary torrent and cross the Shari Chu which is ice-cold
and dangerously swift. Upon the far side we camp amidet tall
dried grass where we had camped three times previously. We
employ a lone Lingkharshee traveller as an additional guide
through his home country.
The next morning after breaking camp a party of horsemen
across the river view us with suspicion which we reciprocate. Both
sides halt and in accordance with custom two men from each
party ride to meet halfway. We send Tringleh and Dendru. The
four horaemen make themselves known and satisfy each other
that both sides are peaceful. The other party are Washi going
from one of their camps to visit another encampment. We ford
our Litang fork again, climb a low narrow saddle and find ourselves paralleling the one half mile length of a deep bluish lake
about one fourth of a mile wide. The surface is a smooth cruet
of plate glass ice at least a foot thick and so clear, fish resembling
carp and catfish can be seen in it. Just beyond we itch our tents
upon a heavy spongy carpet of dry ~ a dung,
k
a foot thick, left by
years of nomadic encampment.
We soon regret the location of our camp which we a t first had
thought ideal because of an inexhaustible supply of fuel. Whell
the evening breezes arise we are sprinkled with fine yak-dung dust
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whicll penetrates our tent, covers our clothes and flavors our
food. As to the fuel the yak dung itself is afire, but not aflame,
smoldering with a stifling smoke when we uncover the top layer.
We try to extinguish the fire but there is only yak-dung covering
the bottom of the little valley and when we use it to cover parts
that are burning we find we are merely spreading the fire. It must
burn itself out like an inflamed peat bog or coal mine, probably
having caught afire during the last huge encampment in October
and if it does not burn out will be quenched by next summer's
rains. We make sure that our tents are some distance from the
k
hidden fire. To generate sufficient heat for cooking, ~ a dung
must be stimulated by blowing when it bursts into a slightly
bluish flame, and gives off acrid fumes with a little smoke. Human
blowing soon exhausts one so a goatskin bellows is used continuously by one of our men.
The night is cold, four degrees below zero Fahrenheit, and
marked by wolves attacking our horses leaving one badly gashed,
before the dogs and our movements drive them off. We rise at
daybreak and after a hasty brown breakfast start northward across
the great upper bowl-shaped plain of the Litang river. General
G. Pereira and Dr. H. G. Thompson had continued east from this
point and then surmounted a pass in front of us to go north to
Gangdzi in 1923. We, however, leave their route and follow
northeast, the main source of the Litang river, until it turns northwest when we ford the stream and proceed along a tributary
north almost to its source, and in a bitter wind, under a cloudy
sky, camp on yak-dung again. Gazing northwest we can see the
beginnings of the Litang main stream amidst the glaciers of a
great snow peak twenty to twenty-one thousand feet above the
known as Chungtsang Mehya and regarded as their "Zhidah"
or ~ a r d i a npeak by the Lingkharshee tribe (Photo No. 53).
After another sub-zero night we start upon a stiff climb leaving
the amall branched plain to go north and northeast over a barren
Paae, Chungntsang La, about 15,500 feet above sea level. Beyond
the paas a flock of blue sheep entice Dolan and while he stalks
them we turn northwest and circle over a saddle. On our right in
a long grass valley which leads into the Dezhungpa country and
eventually to Gangdzi. We slide down into a rounded valley with
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grassy slopes pursuing a stream downward for a few miles in a
general northerly course. Now and then our little stream is joined
by other brooks from similar valleys. Finally we begin to arrive
into a flattish area covered with sniall barberry bushes and thorny
shrubs. At our end is another valley leading east whose stream
joins ours. Beyond us the enclosing range on the east circles about
a thousand feet north and seems to meet the western range but I
know the stream must go through a defile. Across our creek, we
are on the right bank, is a stony alluvial fan covered with high
shrubs growing amidst huge boulders. It is a n ideal location for
an ambush.
As our caravan noisily winds its way into this apparent dead.
end plateau shots begin to ring out and whistle nearer than we
like. The men and I try to discover their source without making
any effort to return the fire. We continue to move slowly forward
at my order, whereupon more shots are fired, then I command the
caravan to halt. I consult with Tringleh and Dendru who are
near me as to the source of the firing. We do not have to wait
long to discover the origin. With diabolical yells several men
(later we learn there were six) jump from behind rocks on the
left bank about two hundred and fifty yards west of ue. These
men leap into the saddles of horses hidden by the tall brush and
come racing towards us.
"You and I will ride forward to meet them," I say to Tringleh and Dendru.
66
No, they may harm you as you are a foreigner. I know some
of the tribe and I will meet them," Tringleh speaks up quickly.
"If you think that is bert go ahead," I answer. At these word8
Tringleh and Dendru with a Kemo guide whip their horses and
race to meet the oncoming Tibetans.
The opposing parties meet on this side of the stream, all leaping from their horses hut our two men merely wait calmly wllile
the others advance with yells and flourishes of their swords.
"They will kill our men. I can pick them off," excitedly pea kg
u p Schafer who has dismounted and kneels to fire.
bL
No, you must not, they will not hurt our men, that is their
custom. I know what I am doing. Besides th?re must be other8
and they will fire then at US." I speak sharply, whereupon Schafer
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rises and waits, assured by my calmness and confidence.
Tringleh and Dendru afterwards relate how the Lingkharshee,
for the attackers are of that tribe, threaten and beat them with
the flat of their swords a time or two, but desisted when our men
declare their identity. Tringleh is also recognized by two of the
Lingkharshee who liad been to Batang. Tringleh and Dendru
quickly explain the nature of our caravan. Whereupon the six
Lingkliarshee come back to us with our men, all laughing and
talking. At this time Dolan rides u p at a gallop having missed
the excitement but upon hearing the shooting has hastened to us,
abandoning liis futile chase after the blue sheep.
The six Lingkliarsllee as guides begin to conduct our caravan
down the valley, one on foot leading liis horse. This footman
pulls up a naked knife blade about six inches long which had been
sunk into the middle of the foot wide path leaving a sharp point,
about an inch long, protruding above the ground.
"Why was that knife placed there" I curiously inquire of
Tringleh.
''Teacher, knives have been placed in the nliddle of all paths
in this area to injure the enemy whose bare feet or thin leather
shoe sole will be penetrated by the blade. Infection will set in
and give a had wound or perhaps kill the person by gangrene.
The Lingkliarsliee and tlie Dezliungpa are now feuding over tlie
riglit to pasture tlieir herds in this valley. They raid each other
and these knives are to protect the trails. The Lirigkliarsl~ee
tllought we wcrc: a group of raiders from tlie Dezliungpa trihe and
that is why tllcy arnl~usliedand firrcl up011 us," answers Tringlrli
whose courage hacl been proven in tlie Batanp siege two and one
llalf ycars ago when lie was second in coai~iiaedat the liospital.
He had heen one of my scliool boys from his carly youth and his
faitllfu1nc.s~
is beyond questioxi. I l~acllieard of these knife booby
traps but this was the first one I had scen.
Brfore Tringlcll finialirs speaking nicn begin to rise up from
1)eIiincl rnrka and 1,uslirs on our riglit and in front of us as wr
curve around to the Icft to follow tlic creek througli a narrow
defile. Wr liacl riclclm into a clcatli trap and aonie forty men liad
us covrrcd wlic11 the six nicri farthest away had fired upon us.
We arc: astonished to sce that some are not over one hundred ant1
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fifty to two hundred yards from where we had halted. I ponder

upon the narrow escape from probable annihilation as well as
the devilishness of the sunken knife which could injure a
herd boy or kill an innocent person since the remedy for a wound
in the foot is soaking in fresh yak dung.
'We make a strange procession as our own varied guards and
caravan are escorted by the Lingkharshee through the defile about
a hundred yards long into a long wide plain. Herds of yak line
the undulating hills from which lookouts keep constant watch for
the approach of unknown persons. They thus have ample time to
lay as clever and formidahle an ambush as any modern general
could contrive. Tliis is my second ambush and this time it turned
out more luckily than the one on July loth, 1927, when we were
robbed of our entire caravan upon Tsaleh Pass as told in my first
book, the "Mountain of Silver Snow."
We camp about three hundred yards from the fifty odd black
tents at the foot of the ranges to our left. Our own tents arc
pitcllctl at the edge of our enlarged creek which is the chief source
of tlic ]jig Batang River. The nomadic element of the Lingkharslice are represented by these Llack yak-hair tents, the remainder,
some two hundred fifty families, live in houses to thc westward in
areas drained hy the I ~ i gBatang River and its tributaries. Our
ambu~liersrctire to their tents leavirlg us to pass a cold and somewhat anxious night setting guards every two hours to avoid s ~ r prise and to thwart thieves.
We sleep fitfully in the subzero temperature and rise at dawn.
After consultation with Gegen Atring I spread the word that everything possible sliould he packed away, and that everyone should
hold on to every object they do not wish to lose, and cach one
must be alert against surprise keeping his gun unobtrusively handy.
"I am glad they missed us yesterday and since bullets coat
money here are ten rupees to give the Lingkharshee for the shots
they wasted. Tliis will also pay for a camping place and for 3
guide to take us through their country. We certainly are lucky
no one was hit and we did not fire back," I remark to Tringleh.
To my words Tringleh fervently agrees and gives them the rupeea
without any comment.
Our early rising is wise and our precautions are necessary-
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we are loading tlie animals tlie Lingkharshee gather in front of
tlleir tents witli their German Riauscrs on their backs, mount
their horses and cliarge towards our camp. We wait calnlly and
as my Tibetans and I expect, about one hundred ~ a r d soff, tliey
wlieel and dismount. They come u p to us laughing and swarm
through our camp picking up any loose object. We say nothing
about these trifles but Scliafer carelessly lays his notebook down
and I~cforelie is aware tlie book is lost within the cloak of a
hurly nomad. Scliafer is worried but I tell him we likely can get
it back. Tringlell and 1 linger behind the others and walking to
one side I give Tringleh ten rupees to recover tlie book. Tringlch
soohs joins me after I tnount and ride away. He returns five
rupees and t r i ~ m ~ l i a t i t lwaves
y
tlie book.
6L
Its redemption price was only fivc rupees. One of the Lingkharsliee had slipped it into his cloak, and in accordance with
custom, lost articles have to be aid for. That tliief obtained five
days' wages for liis work," infornls Tringleh, as I gladly grab the
valual~lenotebook and carry it in my own saddlebag.
It is our bitterest day with a northwest wind that cuts to tlie
skin where one is not protected by fur-skin garments. We continue down this treelcss grassy valley followi~ig our stream of
yesterday and watching it constantly enlarge tlirough tributaries
until it is joined by another creek almost as large. The united
waters, forming a small raging river known as tlie Ba Chu or big
Batang River, cuts through a straight walled canyon, where it
leaps and boils to vanish around a bend. Later this canyon widens
out into narrow valleys where tiny villages abound and amidst
then1 is seen the princely seat of the Lingkharshee.
We now I q i n to trace upward the other main fork of the Ba
Chu and after a few miles ford it to follow a tributary. We pass
SOme hot ~pringshut no one suggests a bath. For seven and a half
fleemingly endless I~oursfacing the chilling wind we go northwest
and as the sun is ~ e t t i n gwe turn at right angles and mount southwest for a half hour. w e pitch our tents at 15,500 feet altitude
in a small cedar forest as the partly clouded sun plays with golden
upon the glacier-studded mountain on our right and to the
nortllcaat. It is a snow peak perhaps 19,000 feet high. The glaciers
down to 16,000 feet and I do not remomber ever seeing any-
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thing quite so cold as this frowning mass of ice about a half rnile
off. T o our left the snow fields had receded behind a rocky barren
range which reflected coldness. Only the nearby cedars colnforted
us but their creaking coolness in the engulfing twilight foretold
a chilly night.
The temperature dropped to seventeen degrees below zero
Fahrenheit. Sensing such a drop I sleep in most of my clothes
and barely keep warm. I welconle in the dusky dawn the warmth
of the crackling evergreen fire wllicll the men kept up all night.
Barring precipitation the Tibetans prefer to sleep in tile open
rather than put u p a big tent. They are wearing either laml~skinlined gowns or cloaks rnade from seven sheep skins which will
last from two to five years of constant use. Sleeping beside fires
they bake on one side and shiver on the other, that is on nights
as cold as this one.
I t is the 29th of January as we leave what proved to be our
coldest camp. Our course is southwest and upward I ~ u twe turn
west in the final stretch over the 16,500 foot pass of hlanlung
whose dark red linlestone walls give way to a granite range upor1
the other side. T l ~ ecedar grove which slleltered us during the
night grows to within five hundred feet of the summit which is
flanked by two lakes, one on the eastern side and the other on
the western face. From the top of this heflagged stone-piletl paas
a magnificent field of snow peaks spread east bounding the Lingkllarshee country on the northeast. We had seen these p a k s tile
last two days 11ut not so closely. They arc known as the Dranpcllen Lhari Dukar and are tlle p a r d i n n diety of tlle Dczli~in~pa
tril~c. The l ~ i ~ l i e sperllaps
t,
21,000 feet 11i~11,has tllree to four
tllousand feet of snow. T l ~ cManlung La is the border of tllc
Lingkharsllee tribal &rounrls wllilc to the northeast is tlle Transtha tribe wllich l ~ a sone thousand families.
We descend westerly and steeply over q a n i t e boultlcrs turning to look at tllc palloralllas around us, noting tile snow peak4
southward wllicll lie near Batan: and attenlpting to ~~~~~~~~n illc
break to t l l ~w e ~ twllicll will outline the Yangtze river but tllc
ranges and foreats arc nlany ancl we are not sure wllicll (lip p1lcloses the nligl~tystream. As we go down past an i~nrnrnsecedar
forest on our riglit we marvel a t their pisr. Sonlr are tllrcr to foul'
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feet in diameter and a hundred feet high. The cedar is replaced
by spruce and fir as we reach lower altitudes.
We continue nortll led by a Samar nomad from one of three
nomadic tents which we pass. He displaces our returning guides,
one Kemo and one Lingkharshee whom we have insisted should
fulfill their contract although they wished to turn back at t l ~ c
Manlung Pass. We circle in a tremendous curve along the forested
mountain slope to camp by the Posheekhoh or Deneh strealn
whose course we can follow as it runs northwest and then nortll,
describing a large arc I~eforei t is joined by another stream and
the united waters called Gumdah Cllu flow into the Yangtze
river.
The night is much warmer and we enjoy the next day's ride
moving generally northward. First southwest and then northwest
we trace the curvcs of the range over the blue and ell ow limeatone pass of Lamar, 16,500 feet. We descend once more, bnt
lower, a total of about two thousand feet in a long mountainside
ride, cross Tanla La, 14,500 feet altitude, and finally drop deeply
to enter Samar. Fifty scattercd houses comprise this village which
is one-half of the strength of the Samar tribe including fifteen to
twenty tcnt dwellers (Photo No. 54). We lodge in our first house
within ten days, a castle-like home of four stories and each floor
with high ceilings, the third floor being reached by a log ladder
with seventeen steps.
After an unusually late start at 10:45 A.M. we proceed north,
travelling but a short day of three and one quarter hours. Our
trail leads through a rcd limestone canyon lined precipitously by
walls fro111 fivc hundred to seven hundred and fifty feet high.
Sandthorn aliruba wit11 yellow berrica gladden our hearts for such
1)uslles grow in the bat an^ valley and we feel more at home. We
rcacil the Dcnch river, bcside which we had camped day before
yesterday, and follow it to our camp at Zhosothang on the last day
of January.
Anotllcr day and we: meander nortll down the torrential Deneh
now about ten yards wide and pass within an hour enormous
~pringspouring out at least six thousand gallons a minute starting
* good-sized strcam which wc cross on a wooden bridge. After
moving through forests of fir, oak and maple we arrive at the first
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monastery since leaving Batang, one of fifty lamas belonging to the
Samar tribe. After a trip of twelve miles we stop at some hot
springs for the night.
During the day our men under the influence of comparative
warmth break out into so~lgand jest. Azong, one of Ba Lama's
muleteers, and Drashi chant love rhymes. Drashi, who is unusually
clever in composition, surpassed Azong who goes by the nickname of "crow" because he will eat anything regardless of its
state of decay. He naturally does not like his scurrilous title.
Azong piqued by his defeat remarked that "not having a goat
head he could not quote poetry." A goat is considered clever Lut
also tricky and evil-minded.
February 2nd. Fourteen years ago today Louise and I werc
married and this is the first and I hope the last anniversary we
will be separated. For an hour we move in a northerly direction
descending with the Deneh River, whose drainage basin we have
been in for several days, until it is joined by the Gatse to make
the Gumdah River which goes southwest and then south into the
Yangtze. We ascend with the Gatse River past the headman's
PLACARD ON TIBETAN GRAVE

moon
horsehead

Respect the grave by being
heedful of the objecte
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castle and the sixty monk monastery of Khamzhung. From a
northwestern course we turn northeast to enter a magnificent hemlock forest with trees four and one half feet in diameter and one
hundred and sixty feet high. In addition large fir, spruce, a golden
pickly oak, and maple are interspersed with the hemlock. Flurries of snow greet us as we pitch our camp in a chilling wind.
Northward we climb over the grassy 15,500 foot Man Pass in a
stiff wind which we gladly escape by a stecp drop into wooded
valleye where no less than ten flocks of snow pheasants, with
twenty to thirty in each group, gobbled against our intrusion. My
horse falls on the ice several times but does not uucceed in breaking my saddlebag stuff nor myself as I hop nimbly off each time
when he goes down. From S a ~ n a ron we recognize we are in a
different tribal region by the jewelry of the women who wear a
large round yellow amber egg with a red coral cherry in the center,
placing this flowerlike piece in the middle of the forehead.
Tringleh, Dendru and I ride ahead of the main caravan down
a wooded valley, mostly northward for about fourteen miles on
the fourth of February to arrive at Pehyee (Beyu) where we
eecure quarters in a school for the caravan. Since this is an important agricultural and commercial center we desire good guarters for the day's stay to replenish our taarnba for the men and
our chopped grain and straw for the horses. However, we have a
two days' dclay due to the inadequate facilities for buying, parching and grinding our barley for teamba (Photo No. 55).
Pellyee is the magistracy seat of a district with three thousand
families. A hundred and twenty highly colored monastic buildi n g ~of the Red Cap Sect ranged in parallel linee upon a mountain
RpUr create one of the most spectacular lamasery cities I have
Reen. At the hase of the monaetery are clustcred several houeeholders who till the valley flats. I n the main temple three or four
hundred monks pray daily before their chief deity, Padma Samba~., who was the founder of their sect. In a smaller temple is
Shampa, the God of Love, as the central figure, flanked by some
copulating deities. The outaide walls of the buildings are colored
in white, rrtl and blue atripe8 running from the ground to the
eave~.Four hundred prayer wheels enclose the temple area. While
the lay population of the town is perhaps twenty-five there are
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about two hundred people in homes scattered throughout the
narrow valley whose stream flows into the Yangtze.
On the outskirts of Pehyee is a graveyard (Photo No. 5 6 ) .
Each grave is placarded at the head with a paddle-shaped board
adorned with designs of the sun and moon at the top, and the
heads of animals below them, followed by three blank rectangles
and lastly, at the bottom, an inscription i n Tibetan. The animal
heads represent the year in which the deceased was born. One
placard bore the head of a hog. Another had the head of a bull
and also of a horse where a mother and her infant, both dying at
the same time, lay buried. Each Tibetan year composing a cycle
of twelve has a different animal name and each year has also the
name of an element to the number of five. These two elements
are paired into a cycle of sixty years. After the sixty years is
finished another cycle is run. Ancient dates must be compared
with known contemporary events in foreign countries to place
Tibetan dates accurately. The inscription is translated "the clasped
hands of disease or an unfavorable burden have been separated
by the doubt barrier of the grave." I t seems the corpse is first
buried and then burnt but the interring place is marked by a
rectangular mound of stones the length and .width of the corpse.
Poles with attached prayer flags are stuck inside this mound making altogether a striking situation especially upon a barren hillside.
During the second day of our delay here I hire two horses for
Dingtzin and me to ride to the Yangtze River. We follow the
mall Ngee river northward to its mouth and then ride down the
Yangtze to the end of the trail. I am not satisfied so I leave my
horse with Dingtzin and alone walk through thorn bushes and
over rocks and around mountain spurs for about a mile and a
half until halter1 by an impassable cliff. White nlen have never
trod around these bends and I can see where the Yangtze comes
from the southwest and then south toward Pehyee (Photo No*
57). At the mouth of the Ngee stream this mighty river goee
northeast and then northwest, thus in its curves describing three.
fourths of a circle. There muet be a marvelous canyon if the few
unknown miles I am viewing, cliffed as i t is in both directionn,
continue for Rome distance. I can throw a stone across the Yangtze
here and about twenty-five feet u p the opposite bank.
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Leaving on February the seventh we make a long day's journey
of twenty miles. We ride mostly through evergreen forest, surmount a double pass, the Nguzo La or Silver Pass with altitudes
of 16,300 and 15,500 feet. At the end of this chilly, sunless day we
lodge in thc Red Cap Monastery of the Kahgyurpa sect called
Katlioh on top of tlie mountain resembling the first letter ( K a ) of
the Tibetan alphabet where four hundred priests reside; although
two thousand monks are said to be on the roll (Photo No. 58).
Famous as a Nyingmapa training center Kathoh is now distinguished in the erection by a wealthy Chinese Lamaist a few years
ago, of an indescribably beautiful chorten-~agoda with a base
about sixty feet square and rising to four stories. Half Tibetan and
half Chinese in architecture, each corner is decorated with dragons,
lanterns, bells and elephants which enclose a central cone-shaped
structure with curved Chinese roofe at each pagoda-story and the
whole topped by a Tibetan chorten. In a nearby shed is a fourwheeled wagon for conveying the "idol god," T s e p a p e d or Immeasurable Life.
I wander over to the niain temple to watch a lamaistic Buddhist
service conducted by some fifty priests sitting in rows before
Tsepagmed. They are ~ e r f o r m i nthe
~ usual ritual with the mumbling of prayers in long rolling throaty tones, the intricate genuflexions of fingers, the ringing of silver-toned bells and t l ~ emenacing shaking of the dorjes or thunderbolts (dumbell-shaped exorcising instruments). They pause suddenly to take a sip of tea
and the silence is so deep and profound that the air seems to be
pregnant with the holiness of communion.
Leaving the main temple with its uncanny realm of devils
being exorcised I stroll over to the unusual chorten-pagoda, pre9cntina herc and there the figures of deer, yak-heads, and unicorns
(prong-lwatlcd antelope which have lost a horn or were born defcctivcl. The lowrrrt floor is ringed with prayer wheels. The
wcontl story featilres the idols of the wizard Padma Sambawa
wit11 Ilia wivcs and followers in front of him, some of them obwene figures. ITpon the walls are eight of his manifestations. The
third floor is dominated by the God of Mercy Chenrezig with one
thourand paintrd figures of Guatama Buddha on the walls. The
fourtli ant1 top floor ~ h o w sImmeasurable Light or "Odpamed"
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accompanied By one thousand Buddhas painted upon the wall8.
Horbu is our next stop after a short trip through wooded valleys spotted by inhabited clearings. Here roads lead up its river,
the Dzin, to Gangdzi and down to Dege. Across the Dzin river on
its left or south bank is a hut where 1visit an old woman reputed
to be a witch and 134 years old. However, she gives me her birth
year and she is either 74 or 134 years old. As she looks to be 74 1
conclude that is her age and I likewise doubt that she can float
through the air as is reported although she is thin and light
enought for the wind to blow her around. The fields here are
visited by hundreds of pigeons who furnish us with squabs for
supper.
In the morning we soon descend westward four miles down
the Dzin to the Yangtze which seems smaller here than at Pehyee.
We turn right, u p the Yangtze, at tinles riding along the water's
edge, and other times at variable heights up the bank. We ford
o r cross on bridges nunierous mountain torrents but on the steep
face of the opposite western bank only rivulets flow down into
the Yangtze. The wooded western range has probably been severed by the Yangtze in its great arc through the Pehyee region. NO
trail leads soutllward for several days, which in Tibet indicates
the Yangtze has irnpassable canyons. Flanked by scrub covered
mountains on our right and steep evergreen slopes on our left we
slowly rise higher with the Yangtze for two days, or about thirty
milee, before we turn up a small stony tributary fifty feet wide
which we trace upward to Dege arriving February 1 2 t h 1935.
Opposite the mouth of this branch, known as the Zee Chu, and
across the Yangtze is a huge black rock crowned by altars and
prayer flags. At the baae of this rock are sands which serve a8 a
landing place for skin boats t l ~ a tferry over tea for caravans. This
crossing of Gangthoh Drukha is very important as it serves a vast
region weetward to beyond Chambdo (Cllalldo) giving a more
direct route to that city than the ferries northward at Drima
Lhakhang or southward helow Batang. Once across the Yangtze~
however, caravans must climb the opposite canyon wall throutdl
a narrow cleft and over a pasa about 15,000 feet high.
Through a long barren red sandy valley and over a wooden
bridge epanning a blue glacier torrent brings ue into Dege (Derge)
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is rated by Tibetans as one of the great religious, industrial
and political centers of eastern Tibet (Photo No. 59). This city
of one liundred twenty-five buildings inhabited by fifty lay families and six hundred monks cluster around tlirce buildings, a huge
temple to Tsepagmed, tlie palace of the Dege Prince and a large
structure housing thousands of blocks lor print: ~g the Buddhist
Bible. More than half of tlie Luilclings shelter nionks wlio assemble
daily in their Sakya tcniple whose outer walls are blue with adjoining stripes of red and white. Proillinent among tlie lesser figures in the temple sits Padma Sambawa the great exorcist.
As we approach from tlie s o u t l ~and cross tlie bridge a large
chol'ten jilently turns us to the left around it, for ortllodox Buddhists keep sacrcd ol~jectson tlieir right and circle them clockwise. We ride past a long row of prayer barrels half-hidden in a
low porch whicli encloses a dumpy structure. A ragged, winding
street leads u p tlie valley wliich runs eastward to precipitous
n~ountain crags whose peaks are bare but whose ravines show
patches of snow. Maps show snow ranges here, b u t my eyes and
al
peaks
reports of tlie people indicate there are no ~ e r ~ e t u snow
easterly for three days journey not until one strikes tlie great
snow peakr of tlle ranges along t l ~ enorthern route througli Gangdzi and Dzoliclicn.
We walk into tlie tenlple of Tsepaarned and watch the nionks
in their usual morning routine prayer-chant but they soon come
out into the sunny courtyarrl for thc final exorcism. Before the
service cnded all pause, anrl out of the kitclicn in an adjoining
leanto near tlir main ciitrancc, paced by tlle throb of a huge drum
six fert in diarnctcr, rur1,es a long line of young monks. They
hear on tlieir sl~ouldrrstl~irty-eiglltgleaming brass and copper
teapots (Ileadccl 11y a silvcr teapot for tlie al)l)ot and two clay ones
requested 11y agcd lamas) ; ancl forty-six I~ucketsall filled with a
steaming ycllow tra wl~icllis quickly emptied into the varnisl~cd
howls carried by rvcry nionk inside the l~louscportion of
his cloak. During the progress of tlie prayers tea is served every
llalf ]lour ancl tliir pauee is used for the relieving of nature whicli
'akrs place in puhlic outside the courtyard walls.
The not imposing palace of the Dege Prince is now used by
Cllincse magistrate and the Prince lodges in a large ordinary
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structure more bcfitting his reduced status. Once autocratic ruler
over seventy thousand fanlilics, he now has fifty thousand and
governs tllern under the sovcreignity of a Chinese Mayor w]lose
ideal is the collection of enough taxes to enrich llimse]f and satisfy
his superiors. T h e Prince is left to administer all matters among
the Tibetans wllicli (lo not illvolve Cliincse and also must compel
liis subjects to furnish forcccl animal hire as required by officials,
soldiers and others, including foreigners, when travelling with
travel permits. T h e Cliinese a r e not a l ~ l eto secure much moneyin taxes, yet this rctluccs a Tibctan court once brilliant to a sha1)I~inesswllic11 is painful to Tibetan pride.
T h e bronze teapots, I)ells and dorjes wllich are manufactured
by hand in small villages within a day's journey from Dege are
famous all ovcr T i l ~ e t . I I ~ u ys o ~ n enew ones wllich naturally arc
cheaper than elsewl~cre. Gegen Atring and I visit a llome and
watch t h e niaking of paper whicli is one of the cllief products of
Dege. T h e hark of a shrub (probal,ly Daphne) is peeled off,
soakecl in water ancl tlie outcr I ~ l a c klayer rcmovctl and cliscardcd.
T h e residue, a wlritisli tougli fi1,roua niatcrial, is stewed in wood
lye water until soft ant1 thcn ~naccratcdon a stone until thc pull)
resemLles wet paper. Waslietl iri a flowing stream and strained i t
is spread on cl~ccscclotl~
in a rectangular franic antl ~ l a c c din the
sun. Wit11 a I~riglitsun allout tliree llours tlrics tllc papcr wliicll
is pcclrd from tlic clotll. Tlle paper, altliouFl~somcwliat rougll.
is now ready for orclinary use in writing but the thicker gratlcs
are ru1,l)crl sn~ootllanrl glossy. For the finest I~ooksthe paper is
later inked hl;lck and tlle characters writtell in silver ancl gold to
prorlurc the most expensive 11and-written editions of the sarrrcl
scripturrs. One shcrt, al,out two feet square, costs two ccnta and
a thick slicet six cents in Alncrican nloney. A tlay'a wage I ~ c i n ~
ten to twenty rents paper is consequently rcstrictrd to tlie wcaltlly
for personal corre~ponrlenceand f o r religious I~ookswllosr: purchasers are tlie rich and t l ~ epious.
We call on the Dcgc Prince, a sad-facctl young man t w r ~ l t p - t w ~
years of age ancl dressed in a dirty 1aml)skin-lined cloak. Tllr
scrolls and brasswarc furnial~ingsof liis liome cvidcncc a formrr
glory and 1)ettcr s e t t i n p . IIis courtiers reflect tlie dcfcatis~~l
of
their lorcl in de~ricanorantl dress. Although fricnclly and din!!
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us to photograpll tlie~n ( I gave them prints before I left as is my
invariable custom) we sense a definite reticence because of our
Chinese connections. Unable to hire animals we have asked for
oolah (requisition of pack animals) which the Prince must cornpel his subjects to furnish. We soften this tax by paying we11
above the regular rate and by personal presents to the Prince.
According to legend the narrow, steep-sided, dead-end valley
in which the Dege Monastery nestles was once a lake. A Tibetan
magician, Tangtong Jyepo, drained the lake by covering it with
his cloak. The present terrain which rises very slowly from the
draining stream, does indeed give evidence in form, li~llestone
structure and moraines of once enclosing a glacial lake within
traditional time. Furthermore, the limestone cliffs bclow Dege
have a cave where once dwelt a hermit who was reputed able to
fly, especially at night, so that Tibetans do not lack imagination
to aid nature in the creation of nlarvelous changes.
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Figure 53
aam$bm(t M&ya rnsw peak from the weat neer Batang where the gram af
seven peak8 are adled Tairashas

Figure 55

Bonating barley before grinding into teanrba; at Pehyee. Namjyeh, one of Om
men (in far background), saper"cfeier them

Figure 57
Yangtss River Below Pehy- emerging from imporwble gorge,

Chapter X

BY YAK TO THE YANGTZE AND THE YALUNG
The oolall (transport) from Dege are yak. Such ponderous beasts
have not carried our goods sincc last October wllen the Waslli tea
caravan transported us to Batang from Lnitang. Froill now on yak
are wit11 us all thc time; in the daytime either nioving sedately and
slowly with us over rocky trails, or pasturing upon the grassy hillsides under the eyes of our men until dusky evening when snorting and belching stcam from lolling tongues the wild-eyed brutes
charge in a mass down to our tents. Tail plullles erect t h y wheel
just before running down o u r camp, and collecting in a group,
wait to be drivcn individually to the long staked-down tie rope
to which they are fettered about every four fcet apart by a short
fore-foot loop. At night the smell of their refuse and their grunting sometimes awakens us. In the daytime our previous long and
fast marches of twclve to twcnty miles made by o u r llircd mules
k
feed the
are reduced to cight to twelve miles so our ~ a may
rest of the day. Our camping placcs are determined by grass and
water. l'lie irregularity and slowness of our marches provc to US
that a caravan like an arrny rnoves on its stomach.
Appeals to officials f o r wheat and barley which we cannot buy
ant1 which they sul)ply f o r a goocl price out of their taxes in kind,
enable us to lcavc within four days. On Feb. 17t11, 1935, we ride
nortl~warclu p the Zcc river treading much of the day in its bed
tllrouFll colorful walls of limestone six miles long. Sometimes we
wade in t l ~ cwatcr a n d so~nctimeswe sprawl along on the ice. At
places tllc gorge walls close in and our loaded animals can scarcely
Pass. Looking upward tlic clifl faces towcring a half mile high
reveal stars tlirougli a narrow slit of light. Where the torrent
8l)reads out and t l ~ ccliffs anglc to a clim11al)lc slope we scc c a w s
in wllirll rcaidc hermits with magic powers. I have visited sue11
recluses a few timer upon otlirr tripe but we must make a distant
cmping placc this sliort day aftcr the usual late start. In the dismal dark recesses tllr rocks clisplny many liues, b u t more interest
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is centered upon a waterfall one hundred and fifty feet high noIv
frozen solid. Gold nuggeta ranging in size from a pea to a baseball are found frequently in this valley where gold dust is panned
i n the summer.
With the onset of dusk we lodge in the stagehouse of Khor.
lomdo where roads and valleys meet. Eastward can be seen two
trails, a northern one leading to Dzohchen and a southern one
leading directly to Gangdzi (Kanze). Along these trails, in an
east to west trending valley, is a sixty monk Sakya monastery with
Guatama Buddha as the chief idol and the God of Mercy, Chenrezig, on the left as the s u p p o r t i ~ ~figure.
g
Tlre Tibetan women
here as elsewhere throughout the kingdom of Dege wear on their
foreheads a coral or a turquoise jewel set either in an engraved
silver disk or in an amber circlet.
From Khorlomdo it is a short trip of two hours on the morrow
before we reach another Sakya monastery with Guatama Buddha
as the principal deity. Sixty monks are enrolled in the temple
around which are piled richly colored and deeply carved prayer
stones. The day's course is ~nostlynorthwest past nomad tents
and gold diggers' stone huts. The gold diggings exist in black gravel and slate. Throughout thia region the valleys are mostly grass
but when wooded have generally juniper on the south slopes and
spruce on the northern sides. This particular day's journey is
through wooded valleys. We follow the Zee river all day and find
no snow mountains to the south or southwest.
On Fel~ruary19th we still ascend the Zee river going northwest seven miles hetween undulating slopes and evergreen forests,
and then over the Zee Pass of 14,500 feet altitude to descend a
tllousand feet, treading a light snow which fell last night. BY
noon, when we eat our cold watcr lunch of dried raw beef and
gokway (hard biscuit) sitting in bright sunshine, the snow ie goneIn the afternoon with two well- laced sllots I kill three snow pheasants and wound a fourth who flops an escape through juniper
shrub. We continue to descend and around twelve thousand, five
hundred feet pass a few houses with cultivated fields. Not long
afterwards when it is almost dark we stop at some oolah-changing
huts. Our quarters are miserable and cold but we sleep well
enough through the grey foggy night,
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In the morning our course is gradually downward and northwest for five miles along the Mahrong River to its junction with
the Nyoh River which descends westerly into the Yangtze. However, we must turn east and later northeast ascending for about
two miles over undulatillg ranges to Gohzer monastery of the
Sakya sect. The main temple features Tsepagmed or Immeasurable Life, a minor teniple centers Tsongkhapa and in a third
edifice tlie chief idol is a Cliohden (saint).
Before reaching Gohzer as we pass the last village on this
smooth partly barren upland, the Lingtsang Prince, escorted by a
retinue carrying banners attached to spears, lialloes to us as they
gallbp furiously to meet our caravan going diagonally to liis route.
His gay entourage impress us as compared to the stay-at-home
reception of the Dege Prince. Both partics dismount and meet
with upturned palms and bows. The Prince, a handsome Tibetan
youth in his late twenties, leads us uphill to the home of his
father, the King now retired, to prayer and meditation in a hillside retreat. The King is plcased to corlverse with us in spite of
his retirement and serves us sweetened tea. He is a benign, bewhiskered gentleman perliaps sixty years of age. While availal~le
for important consultation he has turned his principality over to
his son. He is following the usual custom of important men who,
ae they reach old age, retire to make amends for tlie bad acts
which the affairs of state or business have imposed upon their souls
during their youtll and maturity. We retire in a sliort time and
seek the comfortable quarters assigned to us in tlie Gohzer monastery.
Nearby on a precipitous promontory stood the Lingtsang King's
caatle and adjoining it tlie Nyingrnapa monastery of Dzonggoh
containing as its chief figure the statue of Padma Sambawa. One
hundred monks reside in tliis lamasnry and serve tlie immediate
interests of tllc LillCtrang rulers who adliere to this sect. Farther
up the valley is a Kahpyupa monastery of sixty monks. We visit
the castlc to mert the beautiful wife of tlie Prince and his brother,
tile abhnt of the Rcd Hat monastery (Photo No. 60). The prinre88 is a sister of the Degc Prince but tliis alliance had not restored to the Linatsang Prince liis former territory which had been
'educed by 8eizures of the Dege Prince and the Chinese until his
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fifteen to twenty tl~ousandfamilies are now only five hundred in
number.
The Lingtsang Prince feasts us on rice and meats and then escorts us on our way for some ten Ice. As we ride along together he
recites the wrongs inflicted upon him and invokes my aid. I express my sympathy but regretfully tell him that I am only a guest
passing through the country. He leaves me rather disappointed
hut cordial.
We move with our yak caravan for over twelve miles westward crossing low passes from whose tops we can see the broken
dip of the Yangtze river course. We have been parallelling the
river since leaving Dege but hidden from it by a rocky range
through which the Yangtze has cut an immense canyon impossible
for a trail to traverse. The Yangtze continues only as a rift until
we near Namjyeh Ling when the river emerges upon the undulating plateau which we have travelled since Khorlomdo. Namjyeh
Ling ( Monastery) which houses us for the night has sixty monks of
the Kahgyupa faith. The town is all monastery with a few humble
lay-servant huts. I t lies a mile north of the Yangtze at an altitude
of about twelve thousand feet above the sea.
On George Washington's birthday we reach Drehma Lhakhang
(Tanklloh to the Chinese) after a fairly straight course westward
f o r fifteen miles. We parallel the Yangtze upward hut see it only
at intervals amidst dry grassy hills until within two miles of Drehma Lliakl~ang. The great river is narrower than where we saw it
below Dege and curves through a flat boggy plain which is a mile
or more wide. This plain supports about six hundred people including four monasteriee, three on the north side and one called
Cllungkhor across the river in Inner Tibet. Three lamaseries are
of the Gelugpa sect and one of the Sakya. The most ~rominentis
Drehma Lhakhang which features as its chief idol the Goddess
Drehma (Drima) who saves one from transmigration. This par.
ticular idol is reputed to have flown from China a long time ago.
We arrive in time to enjoy a royal feast with the Chincse military
commander and the Mayor.
As we must continue to drive yak-oolah the securing of packyak and the replenishment of supplies keep us five days in Tankhoh, the Chinese seat for a magistracy of fifteen hundred families.
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While waiting I spend tlle day crossing the Yangtze and visiting
the Cllungkhor monastery. The river ia about two hundred ~ a r d a
wide and takes two minutes to cross in a skin boat as we are
carried downstream sollle little distance. At a point not far above
us the river is reputed fordable on horseback at the very lowe~t
water. Sining troops looted the monastery during the Sino-Tibetan
war two years ago and this may have been the reason they were
unueually gracious to me who speak to them in their Tibetan language with words of peace and kindness. I am given a rare invitation that of visiting the room of fearful deities where I picture
the local Zhidah or guardian deity (Photo No. 61).
At the point of departure I watch the Tibetan headman and
the Chinese mayor wrangle as to who should have the oolall
money. The Mayor wins the thirty-three rupees. The owners of
the yak are indifferent to the squabble as they receive nothing in
either event, an extortion which we regret but cannot prevent for
the first stage. We turn northward and at right angles to the
Yangtze follow a rocky steep valley fed by a small river twentyfive feet wide which steadily grows smaller until limestone walls
festooned by juniper and a few spruce give way to grass. Night
k with us some of the steers (substituted
falls and while the ~ a are
for lack of sufficient yaks) are so far behind we decide to stop at
a nomad tent of tlle Ngoja tribe. Ae chance would have it our
food and bedding are on the skinny steers who do not wobble in
until midnight. We eat a nomad meal of dried cheese, tsamba,
dried raw beef and buttered tea. Then we go to sleep upon thc
ground slightly softened by felt pads and sheepskins until our
rubber mattresses arrive.
After a grimy broken night we rise and eat but forego washing in thc icy atrnospl~ere,understanding by experience why Tibetans rarely wash in wintcr. Icicles, formed by the freezing of
water clinging to the long belly-hairs of the yak picked up by
fording the icy atrearn which we continue to cross back and forth,
jinkle like tinkling glass rods. To such congealing music we at
laat rumble onto rolling plains of withered grass which lead northward over Chutshuh La about 15,500 feet altitude. Ice on frozen
streams has worried ue since Batang and my mule has fallen more
than once but I nimbly get my legs out from under and jump to
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let him fall on his own ribs rather than on my bones. I t s down
and up again for some animal most of the time upon snow-covered
ice amidst falling snow which develops into a fierce squall dropping six inches of snow in which we sprawl and zigzag. The blizzard is born out of a cold northern tempest which replaces the
comparatively warm morning wind from the south which had given us clear skies since leaving Tankhoh. In this blast pitching our
tent is a difficult task. A cold supper in a constantly dropping
temperature, as the wind dies and a white sun appears, only to
set, precedes what promises to be a dangerous night. The white
and yellow race pile side by side in the one tent forming a human
carpet and we are hapy to find ourselves unfrozen by morning
with the thermometer five degrees below zero Fahrenheit.
Seven hours or about fifteen miles passing a hundred black
tents scattered upon the gently descending plain brings us to Jyur
Gonpa of fifty monks and 13,500 feet above sea level. Adjacent to
Jyur monastery is the Chinese yamen of Sershee whose mayor
rules about 2,000 tents of nomads. The mayor boasts he has the
only strictly tent magistracy under Chinese control.
Now in the land of wild asses we harangue the officials for five
days securing permission to make a trip over the Yalung to hunt
the Tibetan wild ass. In this interval I take Tringleh with me on a
five t o u r ride northward to the Yalung (Dza Chu in Tibetan) in
whose basin we have been journeying since crossing the Chutehuh
Pass. We ford the Yalung which is only fifty feet wide and three
deep but so swift and icy that it is not easy to cross (Photo No.
62j. During the trip I ehoot a golden-eyed duck, chase a wolf on
horseback and help take out a live steppe fox caught in one of
our trape.
Our sortie northward beyond the Yalung begins on March the
8th and lasts eight days. In the beginning we have an eight mile
marc11 northward through smooth gassy hills lightly speckled
with three inches of melting snow. We count 150 tents of Gololl
whose dialect the men discover is the same as the Washi confirm*
ing what the Washi told us months before. We ford the Dza Chu
or Yalung which is split here in two segments by a small island
which shallows the water so that it is easier to wade. The rive*
runs almost east and west in a two-mile wide lain which has
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*uch rich black earth that, as i t lies at only twelve thousand feet
altitude, will some day raise hardy vegetables and likely millions
of potatoes. We ride on northward, ahead, up a tributary valley
leaving our burden-bearing yak to follow more leisurely. In a
short six miles we lodge in a black yak-hair tent set up for our
special use by the nomads as a part of oolah service. We tip then1
two rupees for this extra effort which has never happened to me
since the visit to a Red Cay shrine in 1925, and our first upon
this journey.
In this narrow plain trending north and south about one fourth
of a mile wide and bordered by slightly rugged hills with outcroppings of reddish shale, we stay over a day to hunt the wild
ass. The herd of sixteen animals which I stalk the next morning
for nearly five miles have been fired upon recently and are extremely wary. The clever asses can smell and see me first upon
these grassy plains where no cover exists. I finally fire at three
hundred yards dropping an adult who struggles to her feet to
slowly follow the herd. I mount my horse and chase the wily ass
for at least ten miles. Wounded itl the foreleg she is joined gallantly by another. Knowing wolves would undoubtedly pull down
the wounded animal I wish to finish her but they are able to keep
ahead of my steed burdened as he is by my weight and travelling
at an altitude of around 13,000 feet above sea level when one
blows at the slightest exertion. Every time I stop to shoot, the
two brown asses top a rise and disappear, We finally emerge
upon a vast plain deeply roughened by hummocks and with icy
etretchee of swamp.
On a wide strip of ice the brave ass slips and falls. She struggles long enough trying to rise that I close in to 125 yards. I dismount and shoot her but she succeeds in rieing and sets off, going
perhaps fifty yards before I see 1 must fire again before she falls
dead. It is then that I regretfully discover that I have shot a
female (Photo No. 63). We skin her in the gathering twilight.
One of my men and a Tibetan guide have stuck close to me else I
would have had a difficult time finding my way back among the
e n d l e ~ sIlills. In inky darknese we approach our camp beside tllc
Tibetan encampment that has loosed their Tibetan mastiffs, who
Bet upon us with such fierceness that it is only by constant lashing
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with our whips that we keep them from pulling us off our horses.
I t is nine P.M.when we ride elated into camp. The ass skin now
adorns our parlor floor while undoubtedly most of her former
companions long since have lost their skins to vultures and wolves.
Later many times I am much closer to the herds of wild ass,
eometimes not over a hundred yards. However, having killed one
beast I prefer to photo such noble animals and never shoot at
another. I never tire studying them, in grazing and in flight, ae
wheeling they watch me curiously and then as I approach, cantering away with heads high and tails arched. The Tibetans claim it
ie a greater ein to shoot the wild ass than any other animal as
they are special mounts for the local protective deities who may
become angered at their slaughter and send calamitous storms
upon the offending area. The wild ass, known ae kiang (jyang)
by the Tibetans, is light tan or yellow-brown in general color,
whitish underneath with almost white lege and a dark narrow
spinal stripe. Weighing from 500 to 700 pounds they are about the
eize of the Tibetan horee.
We set out on March the tenth northward over the grassy
plains, covered in the moister places with straggly desert shrubs
up to one and a half feet high. Some elopes are entirely barren
denuded by millions of mouse hares (Ochotona) who honeycomb
the turf with countleee tiny holes connecting endless tunnels. Yellowish brown eteppe bears, light yellowish steppe foxes, golden
brown weasels, eagles and hawks keep them under control unlese
man destroys too many of their enemies when they ignorantly repay their benefactors by eating the grass roots to extinction and
the rich barren earth is left to the erosive power of water and wind
so that both the simple nomad and the simpler mouee-hare8 deprive themselves of food.
We surmount a low pass and slide easily onto the western end
of an immense tussocked plain five to ten miles wide which trend8
northwest and southeast for a length of twenty to thirty milea.
Upon it roam vast herds of wild as8 in group., a. I count them. of
five hundred to a thousand. In the bright sunlight the atmogphere on the plain was like that of an African veldt
shimmering with light radiations to the point of forming lake
miragee againet which the herds extended in mile long lines, now
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invisible and now fantastically evident in double images. Now
and then can be heard their harsh neigh repeated at short intervals and combined with a bray. We round peculiarly pointed
peaks thrusting upward barren rocky points a few hundred feet
above the plain. As usual tlle morning is clear but in the afternoon clouds envelope our patch of sky bringing cold winds which
blow up and down the valleys no matter which way they run,
although in this region they trend mostly north and south.
We still see tents of the Goloh subtribes here called the Getsegongma but north of us reside the Wanah who control the country
up to the mountains of Machen Pomra [Oni (Amnyi) Machen]
whose snow peak commands the la in. Machen Pomra is the nearest perpetual snow mountain and is an estimated eighty air-miles
away. Around our present travelling area the snub-nosed pealis
are about 16,000 feet and even now no snow exists on their southern slopes. The everlasting snow line must be 17,000 to 18,000
feet at this latitude with its twenty inches of rainfall which falls
mostly in the summer months.
This Getsegongrna tribal area is red sandstone but the numerous mani stone piles exhibit a few I ~ l u eslate prayer slabs. The piles
extend in long rows. The longest I mcasure is 1800 feet long, six
to nine feet wide and averages five feet high. Alleys break its
continuity for passage from onc side to the other. Many of the
reddish sandstone slabs are not carved, or only slightly etched,
perhaps they have been weathered to smoothness again. In niches
are the finest engraved slabs with god figures and the text "Om
Mani Padrne Hum." Peculiar-shaped white quartz stones are
8ometimes laying in front of the god figures. Occasionally a few
pieces of granite have 1,een inlaid in the center of a flat side to
create a bizarre effect.
We move northward for two days over the same grassed and
shrubbcd typc of hillside until we reach tlle divide between the
Yalung and the Yello~vrivers. Two inches of snow now forme a
hard crust tlirough wliicll the longer grass stems and the dwarf
8hrubs of acacia and sage 1,rush stand out ragged and prickly.
Then our Goloh hosts refuse to penetrate farther northward into
the cold bitter ranges. We have seen no people, and no people
are living now in the winter season for the next two days to the
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Yellow river. The nomads along the Yellow river are enemies of
our Goloh guides who own our hired yak so we are helpless and
much against our desire must return.
As the caravan men break carny on this fartheet northward
point during the early frosty hours of March 14th I take Namjyeh
and climb the highest range to the north. A bitter south wind
freezes me on the summit as I try to pierce the drifting clouds for
a glimpse of Machen Pomra, "the gathering place of the wmld'a
gods" say the Tibetan books, which also state that King Gesar,
the god of war, took all the jewels of the world and divided them
among the tutelary deities giving the finest to Machen Pomra. I
am not sure that the white mantled peaks shining through breaks
in the clouds include Machen Pomra whose height from comparative descriptions given to me by the Goloh is probably around
twenty-one thousand feet above sea level. T o my surprise Dolan
joins me having the same thought of trying to see the goal of
this northerly thrust. Misty adventurous fancies race through our
minds as we gaze at the seemingly endless ranges rising and falling like ocean waves, perhaps sixty miles, before obscured by the
clouding horizon. We photo the undulating plateau of rolling
hills and U-shaped valleys whose vegetation thrust above the light
snow cover like a man's whiakers. Keenly disappointed both of
us take a long last look a t the promised land and slowly descend
the slippery slope to rejoin the obstinate Goloh for the return to
the Yalung.
Our backward course is more directly southward through other
but adjoining valleys and this north-south trough brings us to the
center of the great wild ass plain which we crose diagonally
toward our former trail. Mirages of lakee and reeds appear upon
the lumpy surface. Battalions of wild ass gallop and wheel alternately approaching and fleeing until we enter a aide valley to
camp among the Goloh.
Another short jaunt retraces our old trail to the Yalung but
fords it at another point not f a r off. Ice on the river and enow on
the land are rapidly mclting which has slightly deepened the
stream. I shoot two spur-tipped geese which are among the thousands of waterfowl nesting in this region. Baby antelope are wen
so a few at least are born s t this time. Our camp is pitched beside
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aheep pens whose one foot wide walls are solid yak dung cakes
piled aix feet high with doorways guarded by chained mastiffs.
On the sixteenth we come back to the Jyur lamasery, passing
on the way the remnants of Tsang Wen Chin's horse which had
become exhausted on the trip out and later abandoned by the
nomadic owners within our view. We had watched the crows pick
out the eyes of the dying beast and then wait nearby for the final
breathing to begin work on the tough remains.
The magistrate secures yak for our loads and we leave Jyur
Gonpa or Jyur Monastery on March 19th, tracing for a short time
the trail back toward the Yalung but soon turn westward and in
the vicinity of the Yalung cross over a low grassy pass, about
14,500 feet altitude, and deploy down an east slope to a flat hard
turf plain covered with tundra grass. Directly opposite is Sershee
Monastery nestling like a jewel at the foot of a half-bowl-shaped
range flanked by two sliced shoulders (Photo No. 64). The extraordinary beauty of the lamasery enchants us and we hasten to
reach it but the level plain deceives us with its width for i t proves
to be three miles wide. As we approach some of the enchantment
ie loat for gorged vultures stand stupidly upon one of the shouldere after a heavy meal of man steaks. We have just missed the
carving and feeding of a corpse to the naked-headed birds.
Sershee is of the Gelugpa sect with one temple to the God of
Love Jyarnpa (Shampa in Batang dialect) and another to the reformer Tsongkhapa or Lozongdrapa. We sleep in the house of
the monastery's Living Buddha. Although the quarters are comfortable and comparatively clean we move on the next morning
for five hours westward before pitching our tents beside the summer corrals of yak cakes. As windbrakes for tente and protection
for timid stock they are ideal although needing yearly repair because of weather erosion. Such walls likewise provide dry fuel for
emergency use when snow covers the scattered yak chips.
The Goloh, who live on these yellowish-brown hills which
change to fiery red under a clouded sun, are from the Achog tribe
On the Yellow River. They fled from the oppressive Mohammedan
rule of Shing, capital of Tsinghai Province and were given refuge
by the Dza river tribes and the Chinese magistrate of Sershee,
Szechwan, our late hosts. Sharp rivalry and envious greed exist
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between the Szechwan authorities and Tsinghai rulers over territory and tea taxes which sometimes leads to armed conflict. Naturally the Goloh are not averse to utilizing this jealousy. Incidentally the Goloh are more hairy aven to heavily whiskered faces than
the valley Tihetans, which may indicate an Aryan strain in these
nomads who are probably the true Tibetans.
T h e Gololl usually ]lave tent lamaseries of the unreformed sects,
n1ostly Red Hat but a few are Black Hat. The Wather tribe who
occupy this area have a thirty-monk tent-monastery. They Eurnish us oolah but their dialcct is difficult even for my men so I
must use Gegen Atring as interpreter.
We continue westward for one of our longest days nine and
three quarter hours or about twenty miles. The wide grassy trail
leads u p a red sandstonc valley, with black soil along the streams,
upon which the nomads to the number of fifty tents are pasturing
their flocks. I t is March 21st and the cold wind which brings both
clouds and sunshine during the day has the feel of incipient
spring. On the long upward slope is a prayer stone pile called
Ridri Mani. Letters carved one and a half inches deep have littlc
moons within each letter, the engravings tinted artistically in red,
yellow and blue. Over Ngangpa La of 14,500 feet we drop quickly
westward, working out way slowly through a blinding snowstorm
in the late aftcrnoon which accompanies us to Zhewa. Above some.
wretched huts upon a steep cliff clings a spectacular Sakya manastery tmrolling fifty nlonka who worship Shampa, the God of
Love, as the chicf idol.
Shortly before crossing Ngangpa Pass! in the early afternoon
wc met a long Goloh caravan split into fourteen nomad groups of
about fifteen persons each. Last year in the fifth rnotltll (our
June) they had left upon a ~ i l ~ r i m
to aLhasa
~
and India. They
had departed from Lhasa after the New Yeor which occurs from
the last of January to the fifteenth of February and now ahnost a
year later are homeward bound to the great lower curve of
Yellow river still a month's journey away. As usual the nomad
women are gaudy, the black apron portion of their ~leevelessskirt
resplendent with four to six ailver plagues hanging down hclow tllc
waist and jangling with every movement of their hipa. The Goloh
men are wild and fierce in appearance with long straggling locks
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of hair reaching to the antelope-pronged flintlocks on their backs.
In their hands they grasp for immediate use tasselled spears twelve
to sixteen feet long.
From Zhewa, altitude 12,250 feet, we clatter down a stony valley with a hundred scattered homes kept by tiny fields. The
houses clustered in twos and threes present an air of settled agricultural peace and prosperity strangely contrasting with the moving nomad-settled plains we have just left. Ten miles from Zhewa
and our ravine drops into the Yangtzc river valley at D r i ~ o m d a h
11,500 feet above sea level.
We sleep the night at Dripomdah and in the morning before
the sun rises cross on the jammed icebridge over the Yangtze
(Photo No. 65). Open water at the rapids below and at another
race above the ice, with the coming of warm air in the spring,
indicate the breaking up of the icebridge so we go over in small
groups for safety. Yet, at the opposite bank some of the yak stray
from the central path and break through but are saved by desperate plunges to the shore. A week later, from J ~ e k u n d o ,Dendru took a message toward Gangdzi, and in crossing here while
leading a single horse, broke through. He reported on his return
that the bridge separated entirely on the last day of March. Ice
now is mostly along the shore but lower down we pass another
icebridge which is still used by men.
We stcp warily along the narrow cliff road on the south or
right bank of the Yangtze (Photo No. 66). Sometimes rotten
piling and loose stones support the road so we are glad to see the
finish of these few miles which go in a southwesterly direction
until the Yangtze swings a t right angles to continue southeast
through an unknown canyon. At this point we turn west up n
triljutary, the Ba rivcr, whore winding course has a twisting trail
tllrougll scrub buslies and trees, varied at expanded plains b y
fields, which support twenty villages totalling 400 homes, in the
length of fifteen miles to Jyekundo. The Bah Chu is generally
about twenty-five feet wide and swift to turbulent. When swift
We ford it at these wider expanses, but when turbulent we crose on
narrow wooden log bridgea.
It Reems a long trail but we finally reach, three miles east of
l~ekundo(Jyekumdo), poasibly the largest Mani or prayer atone
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pile in the world (Photo No. 67). The first mani stone which
began this monuter pile is reputed to have been eelfevolved. I
measure the rather irregular four eided strip of ground occupied
by the pile beginning at the southeast corner and going clockwise. In feet its four sides are 1071 x 228 x 774 x 273, and the
greatest height ie 15 feet. This space is filled with prayer stones
of white limestone, of all sizes and shapes, carved, plain and in
brilliant colors, with and without moons, Buddhas, animals or
sacred symbols, but all bearing the sacred six letter prayer "Om
Mani Padme Hum." Mostly on the eaet but extending around on
the south side are eighty-four small and three large prayer-barrels
sheltered beneath a long porch. A godhouee adorned with wall
scrolls is attached on the eouth. After a cureory trip around to
the north side of the pile, which I examined later in detail, I ride
swiftly to Jyekundo ahead of the othere. Immediately upon my
appearance in the street I am surrounded by a crowd of the
paseershy which constantly grows in volume. No white man hae
been in Jyekundo for ten years and he but for a few days and all
affirm that they have never seen a white man before. It is the
twenty-third of March as I inquire the way to the Mayor's official
residence to eeek for an assignment of quartere.
Jyekundo (Yushu to Chinese) is about 198 miles from Dege
by the most direct route. The town, a etraggly collection of a
hundred houses with a population of 2500-3000, lies on a flat
onion-shaped bulge of land concentrated around the junction of
two streams, one from the west and one from the south, which form
the Ba Chu. Each home is a huge array of connected dwelling8
occupying the three sides of a courtyard whose fourth side is a
wall with an imposing dooiwvy in its center. Most of the buildings are squat but spacious, adobe structures of one story but a
few have two stories and we are lodging in one of these upon the
eaet side of the town. The streets are wide and irregular and of
the natural yellow clay which erodes into dust that is then blown
into the houses. Usually six to eight families reside in a court.
yard with its horseshoe ehaped house.
TO the east of the city beyond a stony ravine rises a Sak~a
monastery crowning the end of a tipped up mountain spur. Five
hundred monks are registered in the monastery. North of J Y ~ .
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kundo slopes the precipitous side of a mountain range over which
lies the shortest road to the Yangtze valley and to the Yellow
river sources which are halfway to Sining (Ziling), the capital
of this province of Tsinghai. Westward above the town there
aacends in gradual incline a broad U-shaped valley where fields
are cultivated for perhaps a half mile until the valley narrows
into a grassy ravine which leads over a pass to the Yangtze river
by a trail that joins eventually with the Sining road. South is the
Ba Chu whose green meadows trace the southern fork upward as
a constantly dwindling torrent that finally eplite upon a broad
plain into three streams whose sources are like the branches of a
tree.
Jyekundo lives by trade. As a tea-port it is second to Tachienlu in importance. Tea, dispatched from Tachienlu by small
yak caravans of two hundred animals or lees, halts in Jyekundo
to accumulate for a great migration. Yak, hired in herds of two
thousand, convcrge from all directions (particularly the southwest), on Jyekundo after the fall rains cease in late September or
early October. Tea which leavee Tachienlu in March and April
arrives in May and June just prior to the onset of the monsoon
raina. Much of the tea is sold locally within two hundred miles
but the remainder leaves by battalions of two to three hundred
yak travelling near enough for protection yet far enough apart for
plentiful grass around separate camps. The caravans arrive in
Nyachukha in November and December, and in Lhasa before the
New Years' festivals. The tea traders barter with the 15,000 to
20,000 pilgrims in Lhasa for other goods and depart from that holy
city in March, April or May. They arrive back in Jyekundo in
two or three months just in time to prepare for the next journey.
In this schedule the trip to Lhasa consumes a year.
TWOhundred loads with twenty-four bricks of tea to the load
(about 100 pounds) leave Tachienlu each day for the interior,
most of it going to J ~ e k u n d o .Perhaps an eighth of this amount,
or twenty-five loads a day, on the average is conveyed into the
Lhaaa area. Caravans returning to Jyekundo transport wool worth
eix to eight rupees a bale (half a load) ; or hides (five yak-skins
sewn in a sixth) valued at nine rupees a bundle; or grey wool
homespun cloth costing twenty rupeea a roll and packing ten
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bundles to the half load. The tea in Tachienlu costs 48 to 60
rupees a load, freight 18 rupees to Jyekundo and 10 to 12 rupees
more to Lhasa. Thus the tea costing about 78 to 90 rupees in
Lhasa brings a high profit when sold there at 110 to 160 rupees if
one does not consider the losses on the road from climate, thieves,
storage charges in Jyekundo and the personal travel expenses of
the merchants who must accompany their goods or pay for a
representative to safeguard them. Risks are so heavy that the tea
trade is either in the hands of petty pilgrims, families who own
yaks, or well capitalized merchants with thousands of yak-loads
and long-established connections. It is the eight to nine thousand
loads of tea sent to Lhasa which is exchanged for miscellaneous
cloth, hardware, gems, and religious equipment imported into
Jyekundo that keeps the city prosperous.

Figure 59
Dege Monastery from soathwmt
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Figure 61

Loml Gmrdian Deity or Zhidah at Chanakhor Monastery in Inner Tibet
aerow Yanpze at Tankhoh

Figure 63
Three wild assee--.the author, Tibetan wild as8 (Jyang), and Tibetan gdde
beyond the Yalnng

Figure 64
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Chapter XI

IN AND OUT O F TIBET
The stars decide our depa~ture.We ~ l a for
n the eleventh of April
but our men consult the astrologer lama who discovers in his book
on stars and planets that this is an unlucky day. For the eake of
the men's morale we leave on a lucky day, the 1 2 t h after nineteen days in Jyekundo (Photo No. 68). Our objective is Sining
and to safeguard our journey for the forty days of scantily inhabited and barren country we have purchased fifty yak and thirteen horses and mules. Our permanent staff of eleven Orientals
ride and our temporary guides and caravan men walk, driving our
fifty-fiveloads of food and equipment.
Our departure is not under auspicious skies. I t is cloudy and
threatens snow. The gloomy day matches our general depression.
We have signed affidavits releasing the Chinese authorities from
responsibility for our safety and departure. The men are accompanying us into an area hostile with Goloh nomads and barren of
food except by the shooting of game. The insecurity of our position, however, unifies our group and we feel ourselves to be ne
one man against the world. This attitude is heightened as the
sullen priests and indifferent populace coldly watch our departure
Paat the Sakya monastery levelled forty-five years ago by an earthquake leaving ruins and elides still visible.
Our course lies northward up a steep stony ravine which in
three hours leads us over a pass 14,200 feet in height. On a dipping plateau we proceed for an hour and a quarter before camping- The next morning we emerge in an hour and a quarter upon
a widened saddle pass called Thangbumdah at an altitude of
14,500 feet. Uk have scaroly entered upon this comparatively
placid elevation when the hitherto scattered snowflakes thicken
into a blizzard so dense that I cannot see my hand when extended
before my face. I ride sidewise because of the bitterly cold wind
and the driving snowflakes, leaving the horse to find his way along
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the hidden trail. I soon get off and lead my horse to keep from
freezing and follow the trail as the horse was wandering Our
caravan is not able to keep contact and when the blizzard suddenly lifts after a half hour we are widely scattered in four directions. If the blizzard had lasted longer, o r even an hour or two
unquestionably some of the party would have become lost in side
ravines and perished. Already some have suffered severely and
are on the point of exhaustion and freezing but the sun comes
out immediately. We thaw out as we are consoled by tales of
men and animals frozen in past years upon this pass. We can
verify the death of animals by the skeletons of yak and horses
which we pass.
In two and one-fourth hours we camp at Sajyasumdo, 13,000
feet above the sea, where three valleys meet and where three
winds hit us at once. I n sight of this place the explorer, Du
Rhins, was killed near the end of the nineteenth century. According to our guides the people are still noted for their antiforeignism but they seem friendly to us.
On the 14th of April, 1935, we continue down the barren valley of stones and leafless shrubs, most of them thorny, acacia and
mimosa, until we strike the banks of the Yangtze after six milea
of winding trail. The Yangtze one hundred and fifty feet wide
flows between canyon walls downstream but we ascend into gentler
slopes rising behind tiny grain fields carved out of the narrow
stony plain. We skirt the fields to the Gaden monastery of Ranyah with four hundred enrolled monks and proceed up the Yangtze valley to where a aecond lamasery is perched high up on a
low spur. Of the Kallgyupa sect and called Bumden, the outside
walls and the monks' cells are pure white, the god temples ia solid
red, and the incarnated abbotb home all yellow. Four hundred
lamas are said to reside here. From Bumten we trace the Yangtze
two and a half miles to Dzindah, a large village of thirty houees
on the edge of the Yangtze at an altitude of 11,750 feet. Here is a
monastery of the Sakya sect with fifty lamaa. The women wear
on their heads immense pieces of yellow amber and irregular red
coral while crosses of silver and ellell hang from the waiet ex.
tending down the front of the leg to the hem of the dress at tile
ankle. We spend the night in an illy ventilated room.
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A short jaunt of six miles u p the narrowing Yangtze valley
brings us to the ferry of Landah, about 11,775 feet altitude. On
this side in the cliff face are caves containing a row of chortens
and across the river opposite is a large stone prayer-pile with a
clay figure (dorma) shrine-hut and nearby a large chorten, all
connected by ropes of cloth prayer-flags. Our goods and horsee
are ferried over the 150 yards of water in a boat forty feet long,
nine feet wide and four feet deep with five compartments and
three oars, each about fifteen feet long. Three trips are required
in this barge which drew about two feet when loaded. Each crossing takes but three and a half minutes but the current drags the
boat so far downstream that a day is consumed for the three
crossings. The yak are stoned into swimming the river.
We no sooner are settled for the night when a lieutenant from
General Ma at J ~ e k u n d otries to get us to return on alleged telegraphic orders from Sining. We refuse to parley short of Trindo,
the seat of the next magistrate, and therefore continue up the
Yangtze valley on the north or left Bank four and one-half miles
before turning right beyond Rawo. We now leave the Yangtze
and ascend a U-shaped valley, battling against four different blizzards in three aand one-half miles before camping at the foot of
Par La, about 13,500 feet high. To secure fuel in the falling snow
at dusk we all gather ~ a chips
k
and then I shoot a Kulung, or
anow pheasant, for supper.
We cross the Par La the next morning in the midst of a snowstorm and descencling past two Sakya monasteries, three hundred
monks in one and a hundred in the second, ride through the
Trindo valley to four miles beyond the Mayor's residence before
W
e camp in a smooth grassy valley. The Mayor comes to visit us
after we send our card to him as we go past. He is not pleased
hut we did not give him a present, which he probably expected,
since we had given co many expensive presents to the Jyekundo
officialsin order to secure permiasion to proceed northward.
Our clifficultie~in combating the officials have so increased that
DoIan leaves secretly after nightfall for Sining to contact the Governor of Teinghai Ma Pu Fang, taking two men and the three
hest mulrs. This is a very courageous adventure of more than
four hundred miles through barren country, the first half of it
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subject to Goloh raids. By traveling a t night they missed the
Goloh and eventually reach Sining. The rest of us stay behind
and wrangle terms out of the Chinese officials for continued hunting.
The caravan leaves northward the next morning, April 18th,
while I take Tringleh to call on the Trindo Mayor with the purpose of concealing both the secret departure of Dolan and the
continuance of our caravan to the Yalung. The Mayor receives me
coldly and in a long parley refuses my application to be given a
guide in order to seek General Ma (who has gone to fight, or at
least collect taxes of the Goloh) and secure permission to hunt
the wild yak. H e announces that I am his prisoner which I
accede to calmly but ask for something to eat as it has been a
long time sincc I had breakfast and i t is near lunch time. Food
is brought and I eat to impress him that he will have to feed ue.
After another two hours he releases me and permits the lieutenant of General Ma, who had tried to stop us at Lamdah, to accompany us to Drijyuh (Source of the Wild Yak) lamasery, a
forlorn and dirty place near the banks of the Yalung river. We
leave to the firing of a shot which went through the roof, whether
accidently, or to scare me, I have never been able to fathom and
hasten after the caravan. After a ride of ten miles past some fifty
nomad tents perched among the undulating grassy hills we pull
into Drijyuh lamasery (Photo No. 69).
Drijyuh has the most deaolate setting. The valley of the Yam
lung bulges out here into a wide flat plain about two miles acroee
and four miles long. The surface of the plain which is boggy in
the rains is covered with low bushee scattered among the gram8
but the enclosing hills have only bunched grass broken by jutting
rocke to vary the dreary monotony of a comparatively smooth
landscape. No steep walls and forbidding canyons such as we had
left on the Yangtze. The Yalung wind8 in gentle curves through
a placid valley. In this windswept plain squats the monastery with
its poorly painted temple and decadent monk-cells hugging the
base of the western hills. Water is carried from the Yelung, now
at its lowest size and only twenty-five feet wide. Drijyuh ha8 two
hundred of the uglieet monks I have encountered but they warship Gautama Buddha as the central idol. However, his flanbng
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deities are in keeping with the outside shabbiness for the God of
Mercy, Chenrezig, in two aspects assists the main idol. I n one
aspect Cllenrezig has six arms hut i n the other figure he is copulating with a fairy on his lap. The monastery is of the Kahgyupa
sect. Roosters are set in the outside walls beneath the roof and
deer horns of both the white and the red species adorn a prayer
tower.
After a day's rest in the monastery we hire a one-eyed backsliding monk (he has taken a wife) as hunter guide and move
northwest tracing the Yalung for five miles before entering a
left-hand tributary valley where we camp. Weather has eroded
some of the hillsides after the grass was killed by the mousehares
who have been unchecked by their natural enemies, steppe bears,
wolves and weasels, which have been driven out by the modern
rifles of the nomads who formerly carried only lances twelve feet
long.
Snow falls the first night and continues every day, forming a
hard crust which horses cannot paw through to secure sufficient
grass. They had fled back one night to the monastery when turned
loose and it takes an entire day to bring then] back. This extra
exertion and lack of food is causing them to eat the hair ropes by
which they are tied and also the hair of each other's tails. We wait
for the storm to cease but on the fourth day admit our defeat
and return to the lower altitude, about 13,400 feet at the monastery, where the melting snow has uncovered the grass.
On the 26th of April the snow having melted on the higher
parts of the mountains we leave again and camp on the banks of
the Yalung near the old grounds. From this camp on the 27th of
April I have one of the most disappointing and strenuous days of
my life in the hunt for the "bear I didn't get."
I make the mistake of taking along the one-eyed renegade lama
hunter who I soon discover knows where the bears are but cannot see them with his one eo-called good eye. The bears upon
these plains are a steppe grizzly colored in yellow grey and black.
Riding our horses we ford the 25 foot width of the Yalung as it
is only two feet deep and not frozen at this point. Mounting u p a
@adually ascending valley northward we soon come upon fresh
diggings where a grizzly has been uprooting Droma, a sweet root
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about one-half inch long and about the diameter of a lead pen.
cil. Bears are very fond of this root after their long winter hibernation and it grows extensively upon the grassy plains.
I know we are in the possible vicinity of a bear and so does
the hunter. We dismount and I caution him to stay with the
horses and not expose our riding beasts while I creep ahead. As
soon as I am out of sight the hunter disobeys and followe me
slowly at some distance. Creeping around rocks and keeping under
cover of rough protuberances of the terrain I spy a bear. He is
busy digging up a root and I begin to crawl closer in order to get
a better shot. The wind was coming my way and he is still a
little f a r to shoot with no clear view. Suddenly he lifts his head
and starte at a gallop up a ravine as if he had seen something. I
look behind and eoon here comes my bleary-eyed friend leading
the horses as if he sees nothing. The bear evidently saw him
rather than me.
When my hunter arrives I tell him I have seen a bear but hc
declares he has not. I suppress my rage and tell him to follow
elowly up the ravine into which I ascend with speed, climbing
rapidly as the bear has left footprints in both patches of snow
and on eoft ground although on the bare rocke I must guess his
direction as the ravine winds in and out. Perhaps he fled on
from general principles for after a thousand foot climb at an
altitude of about 13,500 to 14,500 feet I gaze up a very ateep slope
abounding in huge limeetone rocke. There is my bear sitting on
his haunches near the top of n ridge on a flat stone amidst the
large bouldere. He ie calmly watching my ascent like a spectator
in a etadium at a ball game.
The bear doee not seem to be over a hundred and fifty yard8
dietant. I halt a moment to catch my breath and reet my gun on
a rock as the bear started to walk broadside which further excited me but I drop him at the second shot. He strupdes to hia
front legs but doee not seem able to move away eo I conclude he
too badly wounded to escape. He is my first bear and this is a mi9take. I am about to go closer to finish him hut I think what a
splendid opportunity to obtain a picture of a live steppe 6Fi.d~.
I resolve to take a chance and gaze downward at my guide 50°
feet below me and slowly struggling upward. I motion to him
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but he continues his snail pace and I wait, gazing at the bear to
eee if he will be able to move onward. The guide is leading our
two horses but he takes at least a half hour to cover what I had
walked up in ten minutes. Just as the guide nears me I see the
bear etarting to drag himself over the large rocks big enough to
hide him as he passes behind them. Not being able to see the
bear by kneeling and resting my rifle on a rock I stand u p and
excitedly fire three or four shots, thinking I must eurely hit him
before he mounts over the ridge. All of my shots are wild and
the bear disappears quickly over the rocky top. I tell the guide
to follow and then run uphill after my bear.
We are close to fifteen thousand feet above sea level and I stop
only a moment to view the ~ o o of
l blood where the bear had
been hit and then dashed over the ridge. My bear is not visible
but after a slight drop the ridge rises higher and I guess the bear
has fled along the slope and is now hidden by a ravine. I am
right and in a few hundred feet see drops of blood upon the
enow which exists here and there in depressions with barren
stonee protruding over most of the surface. I follow as fast as my
winded condition allows but at this altitude one does not run far
without stopping frequently to recover breath and strength. I
think eurely he is too badly hurt to go far and I try to keep
enough vitality to battle him il I should suddenly round a rock
and discover him. At first the rocks are emall with only eudden
depreesions but I circle around a basin and appear amidst huge
granite boulders some five feet in diameter which are ideal for
hiding. I approach them cautiously and reach the edge.
It is very dangerous to track a wounded grizzly. I have no
pistol but feel my hunting knife to insure its use and with cocked
rifle approach the edge of the rocks. The guide is about five
hundred yards distant appearing over the ridge with the horses.
I atop to survey the tumbled rocks which reach to the top of the
range, about five hundred feet above me, and scan all directions
carefully. I pause to rest RO as to overcome my pounding heart
and trembling legs. Sudddely, not over fifty feet distant, my bear
leaps up and starts around the rocko. I am too exhausted to hold
my rifle steady while standing and wait a few seconds before taking enapshots as the bear is clambering between rocks hoping he
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will hesitate or present a better and longer view but he disappears
behind the boulders and around the slope. I rest a coupleof
minutes, believing it is wise to hold my fire since that will accelerate his going. I move forwards and view the bloody stains of his
resting place before following the direction of his flight.
I emerge from the stretch of boulders and top the range, probably about 15,500 feet altitude, and find myself viewing another
basin covered with a few inches of hard snow which glares under
a bright sun. I see tracks but no bear. The snow tracks indicate
that the bear is dragging one hind leg uselessly leaving faint smears
of blood. I trail downward and around the circular basin with
the ridge to my right. After dropping about five hundred feet
and going perhaps a quarter of a mile, the track suddenly turns
left, crosses a tiny frozen rivulet and climbs up over another
range equally high. I have not seen my hunter-guide since he
travels about as far behind me as the bear does in front of me.
I have now come to the conclusion that this is going to be a
long chase and I may as well take my time in order to retain my
strength. I climb the next range more slowly and move along a
slope of a still higher range getting close to 16,000 feet where the
snow almost disappears upon a slope of shale and fades out the
bear tracks which are now more difficult to follow. I sense he will
not climb higher but will keep a fairly level keel to conserve his
strength. The shale finally changes into another group of huge
rocks cluttering the side of the mountain. I see here a footprint
and there a drop of blood hut the trail grows fainter and fainter.
I come upon another resting lace but the blood stains are lea0
in quantity and in such a steep rock pit that I know he is recovering. I begin to lose hope of catching him as it is now the middle
of the afternoon. I have had nothing to eat since early morning
and only snow to quench my thirst. To climb up one thousand
feet one must walk at least a mile and the air is only two-third~afi
heavy as at sea level and I have kept myself winded since first
seeing the bear.
I rest a bit and then move on more rapidly leaping from one
boulder to another and find a third reclining apot but
no blood and only slight traces of my bear's presence. No sight
of the bear as I come to the end of the rocks and soon around the
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end of the slope appears a wide valley dipping down a thousand
feet. The bear tracks lead downward and I follow but the snow
soon vanishes and with i t my ability to see tracks. I have almost
given up hope of killing my bear and I am tired but resolutely go
to the bottom and sensing that the bear would as usual seek the
opposite outcrop of large naked limestone blocks lining a slope
leading to a pass, I still accept the challenge and mount upward,
clambering boulders and seeking tracks. I am not sure that I see
any but leap from top to top and rarely slip althougll I hit a
knee until it aches a time or two. I reach the top of the pass but
there is no bear in sight. My heart is full of disappointment. The
top of the pass reveals nothing but endless grass with patches of
snow or more of the huge boulders lining the mountain slopes.
It is now late and I am not less than sixteen thousand feet
above the sea. The sun is reaching the tips of the mountains. I
see no trace of my guide. I must not be benighted without food.
I have not lost my sense of direction and wearily retrace my steps
to the bottom. I sadly reflect upon my lack of knowledge in
hunting and tracking big game. I now remember what I have
been told about wild animals recovering quickly from wounds
and that their blood coagulates much more quickly than that of
domesticated animals or of man. I know that the bear's hind leg
is broken. He must have been hit high in the thigh and now I
hope he recovers for nly bear has led me a magnificent chase and
deeerves to live.
There is no eign of my guide so I wearily mount the thousand
feet weaving back and forth to reduce the grade and turn left to
go diagonally back to my starting point if I have to walk. I find
myself upon a basinlike plateau and sit down. Before going
farther I must gaze carefully around. My halfblind hunter has
followed my tracks and is now nearing the valley having shortcut my trail. I shoot off my rifle when shouting fails of reeponse.
He sees me so I rest while awaiting his arrival.
The sun has set when he reachee me and i t will soon be dark.
1 tell him to find tho best way back to camp. I shall never forget that ride. Our horeee are fairly fresh and etrong as they have
taken it easier than I have and by short cuts have saved miles of
the devious wandering for I often went up and down the slope
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hunting for clews among the rocks to make sure my bear had not
turned aside suddenly.
While I sit in weary silence our horses descend slowly in the
twilight into a long valley which I sadly and tiresomely ride for
what seems hours. The guide and I eat some cold antelope beef
and bread; he had eaten a noon meal of tsamba in cold water and
gnawed on some raw but dried yak beef, yet did not object now
to sharing my supplies. The moon rises after a short period of
gathering darkness and our horses walk with leas stumbling. Be.
cause of the darkness my guide had chosen a more roundabout
but gently sloping valley which requires two hours of steady riding before we drop steeply into the narrow valley plain of the
Yalung. We find ourselves about two miles above where we were
in the morning turnoff. Now we sometimes ford the river, sometimes in the shade of high cliffs we cross it on ice, but always,
through swamps and slippery banks we weave from shore to shore,
until finally we arrive in camp where I tumble into bed about
ten o'clock. I had climbed four passes, chased a bear for seven
hours and ridden five hours on horseback.
The next morning with the hunter and Drashi I go back to
where I had left off the night before but no trace of the bear could
he found and we were unable to pick up the tracks after the
bear had reached the barren valley floor. They are rob ably lost
amidst the huge limestone boulders or perhaps the bear has holed
up among them. We return to camp. I feel so low in strength
that I reat the next day in camp and reflect that for the first time
in my life I must have approached complete exhaustion.
Our caravan moves again u p the valley of our previous sortie
but thie time we continue another three or four miles, under leaden skies threatening n atorm, into a dead-end ravine, to camp. Duro
ing the night a blinding blizzard whose imminent advance made
us camp as we were prorpecting for the purpose of surmountinp
a pass, descended upon us, and raged so fiercely that we break
camp on May the fir5t and race back to the ~rotectionof ~ r i j y u l l
monastery.
On May 4th we retrace some of our steps to J ~ e k u n d ogoing by
a slightly different hut sllorter route from Drijyuh past L O monm
~
astery which housea 500 monks of the Gelugpa sect. On the drier
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ground the small yellow flower of fourteen petals called Donkey
flower by the Tibetans and some yellow poppies are thrust above
the dead grasses but in the bogs are seen only pink primroses.
When we recross the Yangtze at Lanldah the waters are one and
a half feet higher, due lnostly to melting snows. The ferry requires
five minutes to cross. The terrain all through this region seems to
be mostly of a slaty formation with some quartz.
Wheat is up and the villagers are sowing barley. Priests from
the Sakya monastery of Tharlung, several miles north of the
Yangtze left bank, are blessing the sowing by thrusting into the
ground red, blue, and white flags upon which are inscribed prayer
characters. Monks also sow the first handfuls of blessed seed as a
etarter. Men lead the yak and women handle the plow which is
the reverse of the Batang custom. The yoke is also different, being
,
in Batang
of padded felt borne by the neck of hornless ~ a k while
the heavy wooden yoke is supported by the horns making horned
plow-yak a necessity. Again iron points, as the plowshare here,
contrast to the Batang wooden ones and the uncovered manure
piles of the Batang plains are opposed by dirt-covered dung piles
of this region.
From the Yangtze river basin we mount over snow-covered
pasees down to the city of Jyekundo where the barley is tiny green
blades. While awaiting official action regarding our future course
I attend local functions of the Jyekundo community. On the
eighth of June I go with Dendru, Namjyeh and Drashi to the
power-giving ceremony at the Sakya monastery on the eastern
hilltop (Photo No. 70). On the 14th and 15th of May Tringleh,
Dingbin and I watch the devil dances at the Tranggoh lamasery
three miles up the valley on the road toward Tankholl (Photo No.

71).
Alao on the 14th commences the annual fair when nomads
come from long distances to exchange their produce for the merchandise of the shopkeepers or for the products of the farmers.
The first and most important half of the fair is held across the
Dza river from the Tranggoh monastery which is upon a slope on
the eant and right bank. The fair is opened by the monastic lama8 in a grand procession from the monastery gate to the river's
edge where the devils are propitiated and the good spirits pleased
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with bands, banners and chanting. Chief monks in the colorful
parade sprinkle grain and wine upon the rushing waters of the
river as other priests chant to the blare of trumpets and the
whine of conch shells. The market stayed here three days before
moving to J ~ e k u n d owhere a leeser crowd haggled three or four
days outside and inside the city.
At the monastic grounds the market resembles a county fair in
America, only here the display is more to sell and less to ehow for
future trade and not a t all for prizes. Tents of cotton and yak
hair cloth are pitched along a highway forming a market street
upon which crowds amble slowly, aimlessly stopping at the tent
booths to price or purchase from displays of goods. There are
one main midway and two short side streets. Chinese merchant0
ehow cotton and silk cloth, tea, tobacco, candles, aluminum ware,
candy and toys. Tibetan merchants display a wider range with
hemispheres of brown sugar, felt pads, wooden plowehares, pack
saddles, water casks, bolts of coarse yak and goat hair cloth, homemade swords, copper and clay teapots, copper and wooden dippers,
wild yak horns for whiskey, yak tails as fly chasers and decoration,
besides a wide variety of religious musical instruments. The
articles attest to a higher skill on the part of the nomads and
farmere than their simple life implies. I am also a buyer and
purchase some silver plated trumpets, a gaily ~ a i n t e dclay-flute, a
bronze idol and a dagger. If one can be trueted, Chinese guns,
bullets, and gunpowder are available in quiet ~ l a c e s . There is a
wide choice in horses, mules and yak but prices are high and we
decline.
Some deals are by barter but small articles are bought wit11
Chinese copper coins. Expeneive goods are p r c h a s e d with silver
rupees having the last Manchu Emperor's head engraved on the
face and coined by the Chinese for the Tibetan trade as the wily
nomads refuse to accept anything else, not trusting the increasingly debased Chinese dollars, and under no circumstances taking Chinese paper money which comes and goes with the warlord
who issues it. Large deals are by the exchange of goods in bulk.
Bargaining openly with jest and laughter is the rule unless large
amounts are at stake when clasped hands in the long loose sleeve97
with the Hums indicated by seizing of one or more fingers, reveals
the offer solely to buyer and seller.
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I wander with the crowd accompanied by Drashi and Dendru.
Their escort is a wive procedure facilitating interpretation of difficult Tibetan dialects which often puzzle them and also enhances
my prestige in the eyes of the crowd especially when drunken
young men swagger down the midway with sword in hand expecting all to give the right of way except the escorted rich and
powerful. Many have never seen a white man before and some
have never heard of him, so 1 go easy with the timid and am not
annoyed when crowds press me to touch my flesh or finger my
garments.
As the days pass negotiations with the Chinese merchants grow
increasingly difficult in order to secure the transfer of cash which
we promiee to repay in Tachienlu. Our debts are heavy. The officials and merchants expect me to stay in J ~ e k u n d oas collateral
for these debts and against any escape of the rest of our party to
Sining. However, finally our financial position becomes so desperate that the merchants and officials agree that i t is best f o r me
to go to Tachienlu and finance our credit. There is one possible
drawback in the reported approach of the Communists to Tachienlu. For the last three wceks a hundred Jyekundo soldiers in
addition to militia have been mobilized around Tankhoh to prevent or at least discourage a possible Communist advance into
Tsinghai province. I do not relish the prospect of advancing into
Communist hands but long experience of Chinese news and rumour enable me to rightly judge conditions are not as desperate
ae reported.
The Jyekundo officialdom grant nle power of oolah to Tachienlu, 424 miles away. My official paper authorizes all enroute to
furnisll me with transport and quarters. Leaving Gegen Atring to
represent us and manage our affairs I take with me Dendru and
Drashi. We ride our own horses but use the forced yak transport
for bedding, food, and the loads of our skin collections. We leave
on June 17th and ride southward up the Ba river fork in whose
waters I had one day discovered red and black hair snakes. We
Pa88 the aite of the former fair and the Tranggoh Monastery
where now only hawks disturb the monotony of cold walls. After
leaving the bulging Jyekundo plain the valley narrows for a time
but after passing a huge rock upon which is imprinted a faint
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self-evolved figure of Drehma, the ravine widens into a valley of
yellow limestone ridges dotted with scrub cedar. After ten milea
the heavily pronged mountains fall away and we turn southeast
into an immense plain.
We enter this plain about three miles from its western end
which is the source of one of the three streams which unite near
our entrance point to form the branch u p which we have travelled. The plain thickly covered with grass is one and a half to
two miles wide, and easily seventeen miles long generally trending east and west. The altitude is about 12,000 feet and comparatively level but slightly sloping toward the center from each end.
Southward are ranges known as Dzajangpo trending east and west
and reaching u p to &6,500 feet with the highest having eternal
snow in ravines and possibly in some years on the tip. We spend
the night at the Kahgyupa monastery of Pehchen with its one
hundred and fifty monks. Awaiting oolah is the wife of the
Tankhoh Mayor who is sending her to Jyekundo as a precaution
against the near approach of the Communists.
Early the next morning we traverse the remaining seven miles
of the plain before rising over the 13,500 foot pass of Thra-o so
easily, we hardly notice it. However, we are now in independent
Tibet as the pass is the boundary point. We drop somewhat
steeply through an increasingly large cedar forest followed by a
hundred Chinese soldiers going down to repel a possible Communist invasion. Together we ride into Kharsa where the Tibetan
border tax collector obtains revenue.
The population increases the next day as we continue to trace
an expanding Yangtze tributary. Past a huge chorten forty-five
feet square at the base and located at our stream's junction with
a small tributary, we reach the Yangtze in another two miles at
Jyonggon, elevation 11,750 feet above sea level. Here is another
Kahgyupa monastery but only fifty lamas enrolled. High above it
amongst many poplars and evergreens is a small beautiful Gelug~a
temple of about the same size. At this point the Chinese soldiers
cross the Ynngtze to regain their own country but I stay in Tibet*
I continue to secure oolah but with a little difficulty AS I have no
Tibetan permit and I must drive it in my general position a8 a
foreign official. Northwest from here the Yangtze is running in a
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deep canyon with steep slopes but now expands into an upper
terrace about three hundred feet wide through which it flows in
a narrow cut about two hundred feet deep.
Nine miles lower down on the Tibetan side of the Yangtze river
is the Dangthoh lanlasery of the Sakya sect, housing about seventyfive lamas and used by us as a night lodging place. Farther up
but not far above us on the Chinese side and the left or north
bank of the river is another Sakya monastery of the same size
which lodges our travel friends, the Chinese soldiers. Fir trees
begin to appear again and with spruce are said to forest the south
aide of the range which has followed us on our right but which
show only scattered ~ a t c h e sof snow as the highest points are only
about 16,000 feet high.
Through this stretch the Yangtze is a yellow flood cutting a
narrow limestone gorge which soon drops from two hundred feet
in depth to less than fifty and later into a plain which is never
more than a quarter of a mile wide. The bluish limestone gorge
is tinted in red and grey at laces and rarely over a hundred feet
wide through which the river rushes with terrific speed. At one
point a huge rock has cut the channel into two streams, one seventy-five and the other twenty-five feet in width. This would be
a splendid place for a bridge. The fairly steep mountain slopes
are masses of color with yellow poppies, golden buttercups, pale
lemon colored violets, and yellow loosestrife relieved by pink mallows, pink primroses, blue sweet williarns and white bridal wreath.
Gooaeberries are half size and green.
The day'e ride on June 20th ie a rather long one of 18 milea,
croeaing the Yangtze at about mile seventeen. It is a brilliant and
warm day but like all days in Tibet one becomee cool as soon as
one is in the ehadc of a tree or a cloud. Clouds also soon create
wind8 which blow with bitter fierceness and are dangerous at
narrow traile in deep gorges. We change our pack yak several
times; paes two small monasteries and go over a shoulder paps
13,500 feet high where the Yangtze cuts through a spur and forces
Ua upward. The valley continues to widen slightly and near the
ferry we are on a boggy flood plain. From the plain gullies push
upward through the fir foreste with treee seven-five feet high and
One foot in diameter.
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The location of the ferry is marked by eleven white stones
each inked with a Sanskrit charm character. Each stone is placed
one and a half feet apart in a straight line down to the bank with
the last three stones beneath the water. On the opposite shore is
one lone white stone. The ferry is a skin boat which takes three
minutes to cross but is swept so far downstream that twenty minutes is required to complete the round trip back to the white stone
marker starting points. The coracle holds but two of us, the boatman and our baggage necessitating several trips. In crossing the
Yangtze we are out of independent Tibet where we have spent
three days. Gehsar is our night lodging village and at an altitude
of 11,350 feet is the lowest we have been for almost four months.
Almost at the edge of the Yangtze, we feel as if we have reached
a lower altitude again.
Riding the next morning through the high tufted grass of the
swampy plain I spy a baby sheldrake about one-third grown. Covered with grey fuzz and distinguished by a black titripe on its head,
its inch-long yellow feathers on its wings indicate that it is probably a month old. I pick i t up, pet i t and then let it loose. HOW
it runs while the anxious mother who has tried to lead me away
from it flies in low circles. Shy partridges slip through the grass
as we ride near their stands and we sometimes hear their call
which resembles the croaking of frogs. All day we go slightly
southeast and after sixteen miles on the fairly flat surface of the
expanding flood plain reach Tankhoh. The fir forest ceased with
the limestone cliffs at the eight mile mark where a Sakya monastery of twenty-five monks is located.
We spend a day in Tankhoh awaiting oolah and as a guest of
the Mayor at a review of troops participate in a target shoot with
Tibetan home-made rifles. I t is my first shooting with such a gun.
The target is a board three feet high and seven inches wide with
a black circle four inches in diameter. Placed fifty-five paces dis.
tant the board is pierced only ten times by the seventy odd men,
mostly militia (Tibetan) aided by a few of the officials and my.
aelf. The black circle was touched only three times but seven others
including the author managed to hit the board with the erratic
high ehooting muzzle loaders. The shoot is held in honor of the
dismisaal of the Tibetan militia who are being replaced by the
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one hundred Chinese soldiers who have come with me from
Jyekundo and who are considered sufficient to serve in the fading
menance of Communist advance. Of the two Red columns which
threaten Tachienlu, the one coming northward from Yunnan province has passed by; but the second moving southward from
Sungpan is still causing anxiety which is not altogether relieved
by the rumoured arrival of 2,000 troops in Tachienlu.
On the 23rd of June we leave Tankhoh going over the same
trail described in Chapter X for the first two days, although we
spend the night in a new village called Bahzhah, eight miles west
of Namjyeh Ling, where we stayed Feb. 2lst. The grass is green
now instead of grey patched with snow and blue poppies peek
amidst granite rocks. Hot white sulphur springs two miles west
of Gohzer are too hot for me to tliruat my hand in a second time
for a sip without cooling. We pass Amdo priests measuring their
and
length to Lhasa (Photo No. 72). Hands laced palm to ~ a l m
the thumbs touched to forehead, lips and heart are then extended full length in front of the head as the worshiper prostrates
upon his face. His finger tips trace a line in the dust. Rising, he
repeats the performance until tried of moving forward his outstretched length each time. Alms and lodging are given by local
inhabitants who thus share the merit he is earning for his future
life.
Patches of spruce seem to grow only out of the crags but the
fir spread out into the grass. We move out of Gohzer past the
sacred evergreen trees of the Lingtsang Prince's grove which are
parded against being cut as they symbolize his dynasty and
represents its continuance. The Prince's palace on a promontory
is surrounded by twenty-five homes. We pass by without stopping as we have our longest stage before us. Our course lies over
grasey hills rising gently from long, easy sloping plains. We
scarcely notice a~cendingthe Latsekhcring or "long-waisted-tip
pass" about 14,000 feet above sea level, and the descent is just as
gradual.
The region of the pass marks one of my rare interferences with
Tibetan domesticity. Not knowing the basis for quarrels and beatings and as it is difficult.to ascertain the real causes I usually pass
UP euch incident8 but today an old man driving my oolah horses
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beat up an old lady so senselessly and persistently that I order
my men to rescue her and command the old boy to cease hie
brutality. I hope he does not take our interference as cause for
further beatings when they are at home later.
We arrive at Dzohchen Monastery at nine in the evening after
riding easterly for 14 and three-quarters hours or about thirty
miles. We have difficulty arousing anyone at the etage house and
so churlish is the attendant that my men lay their whip upon hie
back to secure obedience. I remonstrate with him in Tibetan and
order my men to cease such forceful methods. He thinks I am a
Tibetan until he brings a light and finds I am a white man whereupon he sticks out his tongue in humble compliance. I am flattered that he does not believe the assertion of my men because my
Tibetan is so good, and readily overlook his lack of civility as he
prepares our drafty quarters. We eat tsamba and hot buttered tea
as our loads have not arrived and, when they do, are ready to slide
quickly beneath the covers of our bedding.

Figure 67

Ponsibly the largest prayer stone pile in tbe world IS ea~twafdof f+do
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Figure 69
Drijpuh or ‘'wild yak source* monoetery on the Yalung River
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Figure 71
Annual fair across Dza River from Tranggoh Monastery

Chapter XI1

RIDING INTO THE RED REALM
Dzohchen Monastery i n Eastern Tibet is the center of the Red
Hat or Nyingmapa sect whose lamas congregate here to receive
their final scholastic training. Five hundred monks are enrolled
which is a larger number than the few buildings, located south u p
a ravine behind a spur, indicate. The eetting is magnificent. At
tlie head of the deeply incised valley broods the Dzohchen granite
peak tipped with everlasting snows below which slide glaciers
that fill the scarred ravines. The altitude is around eighteen
thousand feet above the sea. Below the ice begins a thick evergreen forest tangled with rhododendron and other underbrush
which fadee out just above the grassy and slightly wider monastic
surrounding the monastery is boggy
alluvial plain. The
with a height of thirteen tllousand feet but the monks appear
healthy. The main temples are irregularly spaced amidst the scattered dwellers of the monks, conveying the freedom of an unwalled village and contrasting refreshingly as compared to the
usual congested and walled monastery. Still lower down, the valley widens to hold some tin); log huts which contain millstones
for the grinding of g a i n and are
over water wheels turned
by the onrushing mountain torrent (Photo No. 7 3 ) . Below the
huts the ravine pours into an expansive bulbous plain studded
with granite boulders. High ranges divided by four stream valleys surround the plain wliich measures three miles in diameter
and is spread with grass which in flood is immersed slightly in
water, SO low and lcvel is the ground. Trails lead out through the
four valleys which lead east, northeast, northwest and west but to
the south is the ~ o l i dwall of the Dzohchen range.
~ x o h r l ~ rRcems
n
to bc the dividing line between grasslands to
the west growing on s red sandstone noil broken by slate outcrops,
and low shrubs one to three feet high which cover the sandstone
and gravelly soil pierced by a few limestone crags amidst granite
boulders to the east. Westward are rolling downs and eastward
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are steep mountain slopes. The change of landscape added to the
species of deer for here are first encountered the small, three feet
high tailess roedeer with sharp, many tinned horns whose reddish
brown color and dainty form are an odd contrast to the big red
white-lipped deer and the equally large greyish white elk which
roam over most of eastern Tibet.
Rumours of the Communists are so varied that we grade down
the tales but safeguard ourselves by careful questioning of all
travellers headed toward us as we continue to ride eastward and
then southeastward to Tachienlu. My two Tibetan fellow-travellers
are Drashi, once a monk who studied in Lhasa, and Dendru, a onetime,soldier, the first from a neighbor family in Batang and the
second from an official's personal bodyguard at Batang and knowing me longer than I have known him. Jolly and licentious they
frequently break out into the high-pitched falsetto notes of Tibetan
songs. I ask them to sing slowly YO I can write down the words
since their jesting smiles indicate conflict and coarse wit.
Drashi tells me of Dingtzin, one of our party left behind in
the Jyekundo area who parodied a chant about Dendru shortly
before we started on this trip"Dendru at the time of coming,
Thought a coral would be enough.
Dendru at the point of going,
Looking and thinking, up and down,
Dendru thinks a child will be coming,
Dendru gives the girl sixty rupees."
Thereupon Dendru, who is also clever in composing, with a
laughing and embarrassed defense, sings me his anawer as of that
tirne6b

For Segah (Dingein'a girl) was said to be sick,
It was eaid that she ie with child,
Dingtzin, 'To the borders of Sining
I will quickly return,' said he."
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So my two men sing back and forth snatches of verse and
parodies which they have learned or composed all to the same
tune, correct in rhythm but careless of rhyme.
On the 26th of June we hurry on our journey over the grassy
plain of Dzohchen into the scrub of steeper slopes, over a low pass,
and then over a more important divide, the Muri Pass of 15,250
feet, before descending along a southerly grassy slope. The northern mountain slope was a contrasting mass of purple furze. Black
mouse hares with orange tipped ears scamper in all directions and
I marvel that my horse does not stumble more often for tiny holes
dot the ground. A huge grcy owl blinks at me froni a mani stone
pile which we encircle to make sure he is not asleep. We pass him
fifteen feet away but he holds his perch and I hold mine without
disturbing our mutual dignity. We ride by fifty noniad tents during the day for we are never below 13,000 feet and crops are still
impossible. This lowest altitude we find a t our Yee river camp
which we reach after twenty-two miles.
The next day we go southwest six miles following tlie Yee Chu
through a grassed valley, and over a two hundred foot liigh divide.
Steppe foxes abound but they see me first and are off through the
tall grass and brush. The river is fordable until a tributary at the
end of our first four miles joins from tlie west but undoubtedly it
it always fordal~leeverywhere during the long dry winter season
when not frozen. Thc bottom of thesc valleys have rich black soil
which ought to yield quick-growing vegetables even at this elcvation of about 13,000 feet. Four miles southeast beyond the divide
through a parallel valley we meet the Yee river again and cross it
to our left whcrc we lodge at the village of Yeelung in tlie house
of the hcadrnan. The snow range on our left or south side of the
valleys which we have followed from Dzohchen first shifted to
dolomite snow peaks and then became rounded summits of lower
altitude and covered with forests, mostly spruce. According to
Dendru, who is a Tibetan authority on trees, there is little or no
fir among the forests north of a line drawn roughly from Gang& to Drge and westward and that most of the larger evergreens
northward are spruct:, wliicll grows on favorable especially northern alopcs, but also in some deep eastern and weatern ravines.
Southern slopes tend to grass or scrub juniper. Such a division
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of south and north slopes holds true southward until regions of
heavier rainfall are reached.
The Yee river plain is immense for Tibetan terrain, extending
lengthwise for eight yak hours or about 15 miles and generally
one to two miles wide. Steppe antelope are numerous and being
i n need of meat I shoot one but the pleading eyes of the dying
beast make me resolve to let others kill such a graceful, gentle
creature.
We leave Yeelung exactly at five i n the morning and in an allday drizzling rain proceed as usual slightly south by east. We follow the river but after eleven miles the deep stream, fifty to seventy feet wide, begins a mile long horseshoe bend through a gorge
and turns northwest to enter the Yalung. However, we continue
eastward through scattered spruce forests between which are
pitched nomad tents. Prostrating Lhasa bound pilgrims mostly
from Amdo to the north and Menya from the south, are passed
more frequently than a t anytime since leaving Tankhoh where
they cross the Yangtze and go into independent Tibet for the remainder of their journey. At a slight rise we ride by shrubs
wrapped i n prayer flags where three men had been killed and
robbed. Over rolling grasRy hills we wind in and out to reach
Rongbahtsa after twelve and one quarter hours in the saddle and
twenty-five miles in distance.
One mile west of Rongbahtsa is a hermit retreat of white:
painted houses decorated in blue stripes. Here a fair sized mountain stream rushes through a tunnel in a hugc cedar-covered limestone rock which evidently fell off the mountainside ages ago Tile
area of Ronghahtsa has 350 to 400 houses in twenty different hamlets. In addition three monasteries totaling four hundred monks
represent three different religious sects. We are in the beginning
of a well-settled valley about twenty miles long and from onefourth to three milee wide which extends in the Yalung valley for
ten miles soutli of Gangdzi. In this stretch of lain not less than
12,000 lay population and five thousand, seven hundred ~ama9and
nuns reside. However, this priestly number is partly drawn from
the ad joining areas.
T h e next morning, June 29th, is a ride through the valley plain
largely settled with homes who raise their barley in the adjacent
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fielde. In the four miles to Lingtsang where the Yalung emerges
from a deep cleft in the northern mountains, we pass the mud
walls of the recently burnt Gelugpa monastery of Dajyeh which
before 1932 housed 700 to 1,000 monks. The gist of the war which
was finally fought to a conclusion in the battles of Batang seemed
to be a dispute at least partly religious between the Dajyeh (Yellow Cap sect) supported by the Drewu chief, and the Red Cap
monasteries of Nyara (Sakya) and Guluh (Nyingmapa), both
located in Bero, aided by the Rongbahtsa headman who was later
elain. The Chinese, true to their ancient diplomatic policy of
"divide, ruin and rule," supported the Red Caps, probably because the Dajyeh Yellow Cap monastery was supported by the
Dalai Lama who belongs to the Yellow Cap sect. The Bero palace
of the Yellow Caps and the Dajyeh monastery of the Red Caps
were burnt thus evening affairs locally. The Chinese lost the
Yenchin salt district and the Tibetans lost the ~ r i n c i p a l i t y of
Dege which equalized matters nationally. The sorrowing relatives
of the hundreds killed on cach side were the ones who paid the
principal price in the eternal result of no gain in war.
At Lingtsang near Darjyeh monastery where we again met the
Yalung, the river has become a mighty torrent as compared to its
eize at Drijyuh monastery north of Jyekundo. Between those two
points the Yalung has received numerous tributaries wllich have,
with the parent river, heen swelled by heavy rains, and their combined influence has enlarged the Yalung into 200 to 400 feet wide
at Bero which we reach after riding eastward for eleven miles
from Rongbahtsa.
A five-span bridge of the cantilever type crosses the Yalung at
Bero and just beyond it on the north or left bank is the Gelugpa
lamasery of Bero with five hundred to seven hundred monks. The
Sskyapa with 400 to 600 priests and tlie Nyingmapa with 75 lamas
are on the eoutll or right bank, the former near the burnt out palace of tlie chief. This residence is now being rebuilt inside the
old clay walls wliich mclope an area of fourteen by fifteen fong or
8QUaree (each square is 112 x 112 inches). Tllc first story is complete and tlie second story, wliere we lodge, is partially finished
Out of an eventual four stories to be constructed.
Gangdzi (Kanze) i a reached on tlie 29th of June after a seven
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mile jaunt. We cross the Yalung by a wooden cantilever bridge
constructed in two lengths, one 600 feet long of five spans, and the
other 100 feet long, over a smaller channel divided by an island
from the main stream (Photo No. 7 4 ) . The bridge seems well
constructed to twelve feet wide. After crossing we jolt past the
Chinese style temple erected over one hundred years ago in honor
of a Chinese princess, Wun Chen, who married a Tibetan prince
about 900 A.D. during the Tang dynasty.
We do not see Gangdzi, which is hidden by a spur one hundred
feet high, until we are a t its edge (Photo No. 75). The houses lie
in a dip o r sniall valley trending N.E. and S.W. between two
mountain spurs with the palace of the chief on the northwestern
slope of the southern spur and the monastery confronting on the
southeastern side of the northern spur-a symbolic set-up with thc
lay Tibetans squeezed betwecn government and religion so that
he has little for himself. This Gelugpa monastery enrolls three
thousand monks ruled by a Living Buddha bearing the big ears
and sloping forehead which are essential characteristics of incarnations. This Living Buddha is very pleased to have me photo him
in his ecclesiastical robes before an elaborately-carved altar of
golden color (Photo No. 7 6 ) . I also picture, in her gown of silk
brocade, his beautiful sister who is the Tibetan ruler of the local
tribe of Hor Kangsar whose domain is Gangdzi and the adjoining
territory (Photo No. 7 7 ) . She leads a hectic life beset on the one
hand by the exactions of Chinese magistrates and on the other
hand by Tibetan lovers who seek her hand and dowry since she
divorced her headman huslland who finally disliked sharing her
charnls with other sweethearts.
The chief temple of the Gangdzi monastery is declicated to
Tsongkhapa while in the nearby red building sits Paldan Lllanlo
upon her mule to give power to the exorcieing priests. The
temples surrounded by monk's houses are substantially built and
line crowded aisles upon a fairly steep hillside. From tile roofs
of buildings one can see the triple sacred snow peaks of Khawa1.ring (Long Pass snow peaks) to the southward, the higllest 8ecnlP
to be the center one, estimated at 19,500 feet as the snow lint'
here appears to be about 17,000 to 17,500 feet above the sea (Pllolo
NO. 78). The peaks are probably limestone structure and eitller
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near or between them the Yalung pierces their range with a tremendous gorge, which is over a mile deep.
We delay four days in Gangdzi (altitude 11,750 ft.) and succeed in hiring fifteen mules a t fifteen rupees each from a renegade
lama of high rank who, against his vows, took a wife whom he
must support by going into business. Using his former connections
to secure a propitious forecast he lalids our juicy contract in opposition to a competitor whom we had hired b u t who later mysteriously backed out. Continued questioning of my men reveals there
is eome hidden pressure which they think may have been applied
by an unfavorable astrological forecast against our first contractor.
I resent this underhand method by the lamas but am unable to
remedy matters.
On the fourth of July we set out for Tachienlu distant two
hundred and ten miles. With our mules, who are faster than yak,
we move rapidly, first easterly four miles along the Yalung, which
then turns soutll to cut its canyon through Khawalaring to Nyalirong. However, we keep an eastern direction over a low shoulder
and then trace in four miles a tributary of the Yalung northeast
to the village of Lozhung who welcotne us for the night. During
the day's journey we have ~ a s s e dtwo Gelugpa nunneries, one on
each side of the Yalung, and each registcring about forty nuns.
Although one has a male al~bot,neither he nor any other niale
are permitted to stay overnight at the nunnery. We also see other
small rnonasterics, one of the Sakya sect.
Mustard plants wave their yellow heads amidst the barley now
in head, a little farther advanced than Gangdzi which also raises
some wheat, potatoes and quick-growing vegetablcs but, as here,
only a one-crop region. Morning breaks with a drizzling rain and
we move east twelve miles through the remainder of thc GangdziYalunC valley to surmount a low pass of 13,000 feet called Latse
and wind slowly down in tlic Bu river valley. After Rome northeast turns we reach a hcautiful lake some one hundred and fifty
acres in extent, and put u p at the muddy village of Kharsar,
smelly with twenty-five dung-plastered stone-houses.
We arc leaving early during these days and on this third day
out of Gangdzi we ride frotn five A.M. arriving after two miles at
the Bu river, aeventy-five feet wide and now unfordable. On the
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left bank is Drewu whose headman was decapitated by the Chinese
for aiding the Dajyeh Monastery during the late rebellion. In
their huge castle one of the family lies badly gored by a yak. They
had sent a messenger to me at Gangdzi requesting me to come and
render medical aid but I found it was not a recent wound so I informed them I would stop on my way down. I ride across the
bridge and inspect the groin wound, and, suspecting syphilis, I
give treatment for both possibilities. They present me with five
rupees or five days' wages for a laborer, one of the largest fees
ever given to me as a doctor. I seize the opportunity to look
around the almost barren fortress which is eleven by ten fang (88
x 60 feet) with walls seven feet thick at the bottom and four
stories (60 ft.) high. In the ransacked godroom lie remnants of
the Buddhist scriptures scattered by the Chinese soldiers.
Our trail continues through the prevailing red sandstone country u p and down grassy hills along the right bank of the Bu river
until the stream bends to cut a gorge through a spur arid we rise
over it by a gentle climb. In nine or ten miles we reach Bahmdah
where gold diggers are still tunnelling holes in the black earth. I
count forty excavations. We also pass the first Sakya monastery
since Gangdzi, one of forty monks called Zhaleh.
Old fields and decaying houses confirm the local statement8
that once there was a greater population in these valleys now reduced by the comparatively frequent earthquakes which has left
cracks and faults in many places, especially in the Zhe river valley
between Dawu (Taofu) and Drahngo. The earthquake in 1923,
about the time of the Yokohama tremor, shook the life out of
half the people and flattened moat of the houses. The last shock
occurred this year in May leaving fresh scars but tumbling only a
few poorly built huts. Its center seemed to be at Gahradrong.
Population increase is so slow in Tibet that this area does not
seem to be able to repopulate except where the Chinese swarm in
to despoil the fielda by mining gold.
The general trend of the Bu valley is northwest and ooutheaat
and we continue following the Bu river on July seventh for eleven
miles when it flowe into the Zlie Chu which is only a bit larger
than ib tributary. The united etream is about one hundred and
Mty feet wide as I could not quite throw to the other side. The
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population increases, as we plod for fifteen miles slowly down the
Zhe valley, passing four hundred and twenty houses and the
thousand priest Gelugpa monastery of Drahngo, before stopping at
Yesu. During the day we see poplar trees six feet in diameter
and seventy-five feet high as well, as numerous wild pear trees,
eome of them three feet in diameter. During the night a terrific
attack of fleas drives me to the roof but a few robust jumpers, in
epite of a light rain, follow me to that ordinarily insect-free resort.
Our landlord is one of the minority polygamous households as he
haa married two sisters who seem happy, lugging babies on their
backs and keeping the house tidy. Generally in these cases, the
husband has been adopted into the family in lieu of a son, and
thereby keeps the inheritance intact.
Another early start and a fifteen mile trip southeast during
which we cross the Zhe river over a Tibetan cantilever bridge of
epruce logs in two spans, one ninety feet and the other one hundred and thirty feet in length. Built at a narrow twist of the river,
lo@ of one hundred feet long were required to span the center
above four layers of huge beams supporting the ends. A tributary
from each side, each about thirty feet wide, have entered the Zhe
Chu and helped to enlarge the swollen torrent. About noon we
pass at least a thoueand pite left by twenty-five households of
Chinese golddiggers who have ruined many fields, probably without proper compensation to the owners. We stay the night at
Chahjya.
Still trending southeast with the Zhe river we reach, after ten
miles, another bridge over the river but do not cross the one
hundred and eighty foot &pansince this would lead us into Nyahrong. We stay on the east and left bank for two and a half miles,
when, turning a projecting spur with a very narrow path, we find
oureelves almost at the edge of Nyeetsho (Two Lakes) monastery
of the Yellow Hat sect. Its fifteen hundred monks daily worship
before the two chief idole of Teongkhapa, the great reformer, and
Champa, the God of Love. Beyond the lamasery are two hundred
dwellings housing about four hundred families comprising Dawu.
A French Catholic priest, A l ~ h o n s eDoublet, with church and
echool, is pleaeed when I call upon him according to custom, and
for the eame reason I pay my respects to the Chinese magistrate.
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At Dawu we hear the Communists are about sixty miles to the
east where they have seized Rongmi Drango (Tanpa) as temporary headquarters. No one seems to know what these Communists
forces will do next but constant watch is kept in recently constructed outposts on hills commanding the ravines leading into
the valley. The air of uneasiness which prevails over the town is
shared by me and my two men, Dendru and Drashi, as our road
trends toward the territory now under Communistic control and
eventually joins the Rongmi Drango road before entering Tachienlu.
At Dawu we have reached a lower warmer altitude where we
finF1 wild apricot trees with ripening fruit. Prickly (holm) oaks
become plentiful again and from their depths the greenish-blue
thrush (Jole) calls out, "Yes, I'm here," and the cuckoo repeats its
name in constant cadence from a far-off rock. I notice the liglit
green spines of tamarack for the first time.
Out of Dawu we ride u p the fertile valley past the cleft where
the Zhe river breaks through the western ranges to disappear
amidst high mountains among which the stream will join the
Yalung river between thirty to fifty miles southwestward. In five
miles we pass the junction of another road leading eastward to
the Ron+
Drango strongholds of the Communistic forces. After
two and a half miles more we sop for the night in Chapoh containing ten houses and a Gelugpa monastery of seventy-five lama8.
During the day we pass in seven and a half miles 585 houses,
probably 3,000 individuals and a Gelugpa monastery of twentyfive monks, making this valley one of the moat populous in eastern
Tibet. A11 day our route has been fragrant with the scent of
mock orange and red elderberry bushes. Trees are numerous in
the ravines showing species of hemlock, fir and spruce. On the
grassy level areas brown marnlots, standing upright above their
holes, whistle cries of warning before diving into their refuges
which reach twenty-four feet in length and three feet below the
eurface to end in a rounded neat.
Thursday, July the eleventh, is spent following six milee UP a
raging torrent over the grassy pass of Mijhi, 13,000 feet high.
Large tamarack seven feet in circumference and aeventy-five feet
in height are numerous in this atretch. Tracing another tumblinf3
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torrent down the pass we stop after four miles at Mijhi Castle
noted as the junction for a road leading u p a wide valley to
Rongmi Drango. After a cold lunch of gokway and boiled mutton
during which I discover that the shoulder blades of sheep are
always broken and cracked to avoid ill-luck before being cast
away, we continue southeastward ten miles. I n a valley between
the three shoulder passes, all about 13,000 feet in altitude, our
caravan dog Goseh (Yellow Head) claimed by Drashi as his own,
tackles a big marmot who puts u p a gallant fight and successfully
defends himself as he works toward his hole. Another dog of the
muleman arriving and also attacking the marmot I see it is an unfair battle, with the marmot the eventual loser, so I ride over
and snap one dog off with my whip which enables the marmot to
escape. In the final grassy valley are many cultivated fields surrounding the village of Garthar or Tailing where we lodge in a
suburb.
We rest a day and visit the Gelugpa Garthar (Gar's escape)
Monastery enrolling some four hundred monks. Built in 1723, in
the form of a huge square, the high sundried brick walls surround
a large temple and the quarters of the priests to present an imposing spectacle. Tradition affirms that the famous Gar was detained here while on his way to China for the purpose of asking
the hand of the Chinese Princess for his King Songtsangampo.
Gar finally escaped to continue his journey to Peking but the
monastery and town were named after him. Nearby is a square
tower of unknown age similar to those in the Menya valley two
days westward.
On the 13th of July we set out southwest, taking the western
route to miss the Zhara Pass where our road would connect with
the road to Rongmi Drango where the Communists are in power.
we ride down with the Garthar stream until it joins the Mijlli La
stream and there we meander past a Red Cap monastery perched
on a conical hill to our left. As usual this minority sect have the
smaller lamaseries, here but fifty monks, as contrasted to the dominant Yellow Cap whose monasterie~contain hundreds or thousands. Following the united stream where fifty gold diggers are
busy sllovelling the black soil, which is underlain with slate, whose
outcrop^ lend additional color to the landscape in varied hues of
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green, brick-red and purple. There is no cultivation here as the
height is over 13,000 feet. We forsake the gold stream and ascend
over a grassy plateau with a scant sprinkling of evergreens and
scrubby thorn bushes until we arrive a t Bahodrong near the Sakya
monastery of Jelung with fifty monks in residence. We camp in
the open where our desire for clean grassy camps instead of muddy
stinky courtyards is featured by wolves snagging one of our horses
during the night so severely that he had to be left behind at a
farmhouse.
In a half-mile the next morning we top Mule Pass (Dreha)
13,750 feet. T o the south we see the ice-cream cone of Boh Gongkar, 24,900 feet, and nearby to the east the hat-shaped Zhara,
19,400 feet. We ramble a little downward, mostly south but a
little east, following the contour of a wide pleateau-like slope
cutting over shoulder passes and dipping into transverse ravines
to camp at Nahjhapuh, comprising ten houses. We travel about
fourteen and a half miles today.
The next morning with Boh Gongkar in sight at 165 degrees
we go quickly past fifteen nomad tents over two shoulder passes
and after eight and one-half miles southeast, surmount the easte m Jethoh (Jedo) Pass which is about twenty-five feet higher
than the nearby western Jetholl leading to Litang. Then forking
into the regular Tachienlu to Batang road we leave the caravan
encamped over two miles below the pass and reach Tachienlu
after a rapid ride of five hours. In this last stretch we pass five
dead horses and two yak corpses, relics left during the late hasty
exodus of the Tachienlu population upon the approach of the
Communists in May. As we ride into the China Inland Mission
compound we are warmly ~ r e c t e dby Mr. J. Huston Edgar, who
is the only Protestant missionary left in the city (Photo No. 79)Last spring the Reds had been advancing in a great northwest
circle from Kweichow Province and as they approached the cities,
people fled before them. Ae they neared Tachienlu by two route89
one along the Tung river road from iJutingrl~iaoand tlir rrrnnd
from the south to the east of Boh Gongkar Peak, almost thn entire
population fled including a11 the foreign missionarica ~ l t l l o u d '
damage to the common people's lives and goods were small, the
treatment of foreignera was severe. They were fortunate to escape
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with only severe beatings and stripping but some were sawn asunder or disappeared i n other ways without a trace. Mr. Edgar
had gone on a trip into the Menya country to await the Red retreat or defeat. The Tachienlu soldiers had fled but for some nnaccountable reason the Reds had stopped a t the pass on the south
trail and above the Luntingchiao bridge. Maybe they feared being
trapped in such wild and inhospitable country. Anyhow, they
marched back across the Tung river and then moved northward
on the east side of the Tung river to Rongmi Drango where they
are still threatening Tachienlu. Mr. Edgar had just returned a
few days before I arrived but many of the people are still absent
and business is at a low ebb.
In ten days I am able to sell ten thousand rupees through merchants in Tachienlu and deliver this sum to the branch of the
Jyekundo firms with whom we are dealing. I promptly dispatch
Dendru back to Jyekundo with the receipts and orders for drawing upon the Jyekundo merchants to pay our debts and await my
return there. Before I leave Tachienlu I deem i t wise to see that
the part of the animal and bird skin collections, now forty loads,
including ten loads which I had just brought from Jyekundo and
thirty stored in Tachienlu, are transported to Yaan where they
can be inlnlediately transferred to rafts and floated down the river
toward Chungking in the event of a Communist advance southward again (this actually happened when we left Yachow ) . I hire
a Chinese named WU to escort them and accompany him with the
goods two day6 downstream as far as Lutingchao to see the valuable cargo across the swollen Tung.
I find the Tung river is in full flood and the only safe transport
across an unstable old ferry boat. The iron chain bridge over
three huddred feet long, cut during the late Red advance and now
lying on the river bottom, has been replaced by a bamboo ewingbridge consisting of five six inch cables supporting thin boards
(Photo No. 80). Two smaller side cablee with some frail open
interlacing bamboo witlles attached to the floor are useful for
grasping if one sways too far. A six-inch cable overhead has rings
which can be grasped and slid along as one progresses with drunken eteps. I cross it back and forth and then order a man with a
"all load to go over. Hie wobbling almost gives me and the other
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carriers heart failure and I call see that the wide cases borne by
two men will never be able to move between the narrow railings.
The looks of relief upon the faces of the other carriers as I tell
them to go back to the ferry I shall never forget. I hire the ferry
boat which crosses safely a thousand yards above the bridge, although a few days before one of the boats had overturned, drowning two men, and can be seen now resting on rocks at the rapids
below the bridge. The loads safely across, I bid farewell to Mr.
Wu who arrived with all goods in excellent condition at Yaan
where we picked them u p on our way out.
Returning to Tachienlu I depart northward toward Jyekundo
with Drashi and a new horseman, Lozong. We travel light and
fast with two pack horses conveying our food and bedding. We
are accompanied by an independent missionary, R. R. Holder,
with one load of gospels and tracts for distribution. Mr. J. H.
Edgar bids us farewell at the north gate on August 19th as we
take the road toward Rongmi Drango where the Communists arc
still in control. We are a little uneasy but all are armed and on
fresh horses, so we can retreat rapidly in any direction if neceseary.
The north road leads u p the long narrow Yaranong valley
whose flats are cultivated by Tibetans and whose slopes are washed
for gold by two hundred Chinese miners. Scrub covers the hills
and scattered evergreen trees fill the ravines. We ride eleven and
a half miles and camp at eleven thousand feet. In the morning,
ascending four miles higher, we near hot springs whose temperature is about a hundred degrees Fahrenheit. The ~ o o l fifteen
,
feet
across and two feet deep, is in the open and the air not being
warm, none of us feel like a bath altl~oughDrashi and Lozong, a8
is true of most Tibetans, are sadly in need of soap and hot water.
We furnish both freely but they do not always use them.
Another stretch of seven and a half miles and we atop for 8
lunch of tsarnba, yak beef and buttered tea in a gragsy clearin&
hedged by wild cherry, bucktliorn bushes and stunted growths of
spruce, fir, mountain aeb, mountain willow and juniper. In the
afternoon we climb six milcs to an altitude of 14,000 feet where
we pitch our tent overshadowed by cathedrals of granite-gneiss
rock8 rising up to the bare cone-hat of Zhara ~ e n k .Five hundred
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feet above us the fir trees peter out and here begins the road to
Rongmi Drango about three days journey o r forty miles distant.
A black stump seen faintly in the bushes so closely resembles a
bear that all of us are deceived until we come closer.
The morning breaks in rain and mist so thick that one cannot
see over a hundred feet and, as frequently happens, our horses
have strayed during the night. We spend an hour finding them
but eventually get off northward and in three miles surmount the
Zhara Paes, 14,750 feet above the sea. The pass is broad and
beautified by four lakes nestling in grassy hollows. We yell,
"Ohlasalllolo," throw stones upon the prayer cairn and dismount
to walk down hill. Long slopes of grey scree on our right guard
the pass to Rongmi Drango. Cliffs of granite-gneiss line the steep,
narrow defile through which we descend into evergreen forests.
Looking back we watch the play of sunlight upon the silver surfaces of three glaciers. We eat lunch in a dense woods, mostly
tamarack, some trees eight feet around and one hundred and
twenty-five feet high, and then descend, still in a northern direction, through a ravine ever widening and decreasing in slope.
After eleven and a half miles from last night's camp we turn left
at right angles over a thirteen thousand foot pass, and slowly wind
our way, during the last six miles blinded by rain and deafened
by thunder. At the edge of Garthar, where we stay the night, we
pass the birthplace, in 1838, of the eleventh Dalai Lama. The
adohe structure, of comrnonp1ace Tibetan size, about thirty-five
feet square, is ~ignalizedby a yak-hair cylinder, resembling a
closed umbrella, ~ e r c l i e dupon the roof.
We are now on an old trail and from this point we retrace our
previous journey daily toward Gangdzi. The constant riding and
familiar scenes are broken by new lodgings for we rarely stay in
the aame villages where we stopped on the downward trip. Being
later in the season we enjoy the golden color of the ripening
wheat and watch tlle cutting of the silver-white barley in the
Dawu valley. As we ride up the Zhe river we are often forced to
detour above the trail as the river is six to eight feet higher, due
to unusually heavy rain8 (Photo No. 81). At one time a landcompella us to clilnb along tlle mountain contour over a trail
8 0 afeep we must lead the horses.
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Enroute to Gangdzi at Dajyeh we spent such a fearful night
battling fleas that Drashi curses and paddles one of the landlord9@
children who cried because of bites. Fleas have to be pretty thick
to disturb a Tibetan. From this point we hasten as the Zhe river
bridge is threatened with collapse by rising water, but in spite of
losing an hour by a detour and fording a swollen stream three feet
deep, we cross the weakened bridge. At the end of this day my
faithful grey gelding which I had bought from the Washi last
October near Litang and has lasted longer than any of the other
horses o r mules finally beconies lame and gives out so completely
that I trade him during the noon lunch hour at Gahradrong. We
are now changing yak oolah once to four times a day, but our
demands are for just a few yak who are fresh, so we push them
rapidly and do not lose much time.
At Kharsar while our landlady is scouring her brass pots and
pans with dried cow chips I count the number of braids in her
hair. Including some mere lizard tails she has one hundred and
sixty-one separate strands, many more than the required eacred
number of one hundred and eight. From Kharsar by a long hard
day, but with faster horse-oolah, we make Gangdzi on August 28
after eight days of hurry. Nearby fields are in the beginning0 of
the harvest but the triple peaks of Khawalaring are etill silver with
snow.
The Yalung river bridge at Gangdzi is cut by floods, the 10%.
est eastern span swept away, so we stay on the right or north bank
the next day until we reach Bero whose bridge is used for croneing the raging torrent. I am riding a wild bay, sold to me cheap
for one hundred and fifty rupees ~ l u the
s quickly acquired nag
given in exchange for my Washi grey. Two men seize the bridle.
another stretches his tail and a fourth holds the lengthened etirru~
steady while I approach etealthily, lift up my foot and with a leap
I am in the saddle. The bay leaps the next instant and we are off
at a furious pace. I must let him run on the wet slippery Otreets
out to the grassy hillsides where I gradually direct him uphill
where the altitude wears him down. When the steep slope sliden
him to his belly I jump off but mount him as he rises for another
run.
Approaching Rongbahtsa we encounter Tringleh and Dink
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tzin of our party coming to meet me from Jyekundo. Our enlarged group move rapidly through the Rongbahtsa valley where
a road branches south to Nyahrong. Without pausing we move
over the grassy hills and camp in the Yeelung valley. To the
south the barren dolomite ridges, which stop just below the perpetual snowline, are now white. In the ravines are spruce and
juniper but fir and tamarack are absent.
Another long day is varied by passing up a valley, west of our
former route, and skirting a lake of about two hundred acres in
size. The only inlet barely touches into the lake's northern edge
and then flows out again showing it is merely a wet weather
feeder. Our new course eventually leads over the familiar Muri
Pase where we camp on the other side. No sooner is our tent
pitched than a terrific windstorm attacks us lashing us with hail
and two inches of rainfall amidst heavy blasts of thunder and
vivid lightning. The storm lasts much of the night, our tent leaks
copiously, and the men sleeping under their fly are soaked. We
rise bleary-eyed and bedraggled to continue our ride over an old
trail to Dzohchen. Enroute Holder shoots 2 fire or steppe foxes,
and here later on our return I shoot one at 125 yards distance.
At Dzohchen we extract news that the caravan under Gegen
Atring is coming from Jyekundo via Sershee. Hence we will not
have to make the entire trip back to Jyekundo but will go to meet
them. Consequently on the third of September we set out northward four miles having left our old trail to cross the wide Dzohthen valley to a stream junction and then to proceed up the
northwest fork which is swollen and unfordable after nightly heavy
rains. Running into a raging tributary after two and a half miles
I make the first attempt to cross but the water rises to the saddle
top and it is only the strength of my fiery bay which saves me
from being swept downstream to possible death. We are near the
mouth of the torrent so I order the men to go upstream where they
find a ehallower place. They etrip, hold their clothing in one
hand, and with their other hand clinging to the horse's tail, are
pulled safely acrose. I had grabbed my camera and had held it
d~ but I am wet to the waist for the rest of the day.
Another four miles on the right bank and we cross the main
river in a long diagonal ford of multiple channels but the depth
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of three feet make us uneasy as the stream is a hundred yard8
wide. Past fifteen nomad tents whose husky-throated mastiffs bark
until we are out of sight, we ride northwest through flooded
leys amidst grassy, rolling hills for ten and a half miles. Darkness finds us opposite the Gclugpa monastery of Jhoru (Jhowo)
where a hundred dirty monks reside. I t is too dark to undertake
the dangerous fording of the river between us so we are offered
shelter in a small poverty-stricken nomad tent, since Holder with
the tent loads does not arrive. We bed down beside the nomad
men and women with only our clothes and a few stiff felt pads for
cover and wish we had sheepskin cloaks, as they have, for clothing.* We pay our hosts well for sharing their crowded quarters as
otherwise we would have had the rainy sky and boggy soil for a
bed. While their odor is bad, their tsamba and buttered tea are
refreshing and their hospitality is appreciated.
We hear that Gegan Atring is but a day's march in front so we
remain with our nomadic hosts until the afternoon when Dingtzin
and I ride u p northwest for two miles to meet the caravan. What
a happy reunion after an absence of over two months! We camp
overnight with the caravan and in the morning, after a rainless
night, the river has dropped to two feet in depth, we ford it
safely. Three hours below Jhoru Monastery is a huge mani pile
90x75~10feet which I estimate has three hundred thousand prayerstones. I observe yak being driven around the ~ i l ea number of
times to gain merit for their herder, and act as a charm to protect
the beasts from harm.
We travel fourteen miles and camp after crossing the river
whicll has begun to rise again as it is raining. Since the aource is
not far off i t would soon become unfordable. I lead the way
through the three foot depth of the ford and splash merrily across
the flooded plain. Mostly there is a foot of water when suddenly
my horse is swallowed in a five foot hole, but he gives a mighty
leap with such quickness that the water does not have time to
close in and wet my camera. We camp upon a aodden plain, be.
side the swollen etredm which two days before had almost swept
me away.
Veering to the right the next morning we take a short cut to
the main Denko road and travel i t to Dzohchen. Here we 8taY
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overnight and leave the next day with our reunited caravan, making the third time I ride the Dzohchen-Tachienlu trail. With fifty
yak.loads we proceed slowly and generally stay in old camps. In
the Yeelung valley Holder borrows my open-sight rifle for a twohour hunt on the mountainside where he sights four M'Neill's
Deer and eight musk deer. By killing a four point buck (horns are
in the velvet) and wounding a second elk, Holder has the honor
of being the second white man to shoot a buck of M'Neill's Deer.
Our return trip is marked by cooling weather with more snow
on the mountains and hoar frost in the valleys. As we pass
through Rongbahtsa on Sept. 10th peas and barley are being harvested, the barley being piled on the house roofs to dry and later
to be flailed out in leisure time. I break my watch crystal and
the minute hand comes off, so I cease keeping time of travel. The
Bero bridge is swept away and we go on to Gangdzi for the crossing which must he by skin boat.
Six skin boats, each with a capacity of 750 pounds besides the
boatman, serve passenger9 and baggage but the animals must
swim. The horses are led behind a skin boat and the yak stoned
across in groups. Our crossing is hazardous as the Yalung is swollen eight hundred feet wide and running like a mill race. Our
horses snort and struggle, sometimes behind tthe coracle and
sometimes towing us dependent upon their fear and strength. We
work half a day driving the yak with stones and even club them
from coracles in which I exhaust myself. They are worried by the
shifting current and width of the river and keep swinging back
even when half way over. While resting I ask for a drink of
water but strange no one has his bowl, and borrowing one from
a curious lama discover he has only a human skull-cup, but I am
80 thirsty that I do not hesitate to usc it. Intrigued 1 buy it for a
high price and have it a8 a menlento of our battle with the yak.
Since only twelve yak succeed in crossing I instruct Gegen Atring
to eel1 the others on that side while we wait for him in Gangdzi
which we leave on the 16th of September.
Earth cracks arc seen around Gangdzi showing that this whole
region along the trough of the Zhe river and its enclosing ranges
is auhject to frequent nliding. The rivers on our trip down to
Tachienlu again have fallen as much aa two feet since our trip u p
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two weeks ago but are still high enough to force us into the same
detours. Oolah is such a problem that we split the caravan into
two sections which are a day or two apart. One of our landlords
steals a yellow slicker from one of our men, we recover it accidentally, and he is glad to grant us free lodging as a punishment.
At Garthar I leave Gegen Atring to follow with the loads and ride
rapidly over Zhara Pass into Tachienlu. I am astonished in meeting an old friend, one of the Boh Gongkhar climbers-Jack
Young, with whom I share a room in Edgar's home.
Then follows hectic days of getting money, boxing the collections of bird and mammal skins, hiring carriers, buying a few
trinkets and paying off the men. Each of the men are given a
year's salary in cash or goods, a horse and their expenses home.
Gegen Atring as the caravan leader has first choice of horsee and
an extra reward for taking money and goods into Batang for Mre.
Minnie Ogden and the mission workers. These and a multitude of
lesser tasks finally are finished.
On October 15th Batang people now in Tachienlu and my own
Batang men, Gegen Atring, Tringleh, Dendru, Dingtzin, Norje and
Drashi, follow me ten li down the road toward Yaan where in a
scene never equalled for heart-rending grief and controlled tears,
I bid goodbye, perhaps forever, to the brave men who have fob
lowed me for more than a year in all kinds of weather, amidst
bandits and undescribable dangers through the wilds of eastern
Tibet.
The trip out to Yaan is not marked by mud avalanches and
constant rain but by a new route described in Chapter IV, from
Hualingping to Yungching. With new scenes and different inn8 we
enjoy the pleasant days and cool nights until we arrive in Yaan on
October 22nd.
Meanwhile the Communists have left their Rongmi Drango
stronghold and are advancing slowly toward Yaan. I immediately
hire three rafts with the aid of Mr. Fred Smith, a Baptist miflflionary at whose home we are staying, and load the collection sent
two months ago and also the last part brought with us. We embark on our bamboo rafte the 28th of October and the next day
the Communist forces surround the city of Yaan cutting off all
down-river traffic. They besiege the city for about three week@
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but fail to capture it and slowly retreat northward. We evade
them by one day and save the expedition from delay, and possible
damage to the skins from humidity and rats. We rescue ourselves
from the racking, uncertain strain of a prolonged siege.
Reaching Loshan on the 29th we float down the next day in
junks to reach and leave Ipin on the first of November. By steamer to Chungking on the evening of Nov. Znd, and Shanghai on
the second of December and then I have a ten day vacation in
Peking. I arrive home by the President Lincoln and Union Pacific
Railway on January the tenth, 1936, after an absence of twenty
months. I am glad to be free once more from China's internal
wars and doubly happy to escape the triple threats of the Communists in my three long rides through the Red Realm of western
Szechwan and eastern Tibet.
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Figure 79

Oendru on my right and Draehi on my left arrive with me at Tacohie& to
otay with J. H. Edgar
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Figure 81
Road after land-elide along

Zhe River

Chapter XI11
RUSTICATING AMONG THE RONG

J. H. Edgar as the premier traveller of Eastern Tibet, conducted
many a novice over the Jethoh (Jedo) Pass to sip rancid buttered
tea from the darkened hands of handsome Tibetan nomadic maidens in the peaceful valleys of Rong. While not exactly a novice I
seize the opportunity in the fall of 1932, after we had come out of
Batang following the battles of Batang and while awaiting thc
abatement of the cholera epidemic in the lowlands, to go with
Mr. Edgar on a short trip which would give me a closer view of tlie
famed snow peaks of Boh Gongkar or Menya Gongkar. At this
very time four Americans-Moore, Burdsall, Emmons and Young
-were attempting to climb the highest peak, in which attempt
they succeeded, arriving in Tachienlu shortly after our trip was
finished.
Mr. Edgar likes to rough it and I am not averse to a little hardship or a great deal if necessary. However, when one can have
one comfort why not enjoy it? so we take along a tent, as the
rainy season is not yet finished and sleeping under the stars is
pleasant only in the dry season. I decide to try Mr. Edgar's custom of using a door upon which to place my bedding as he does
or the floor when no doors are available. We also take some supplies since entire dependence upon tlle native food is not wise as
to quality or quantity. In past times, by necessity, both of us had
lived off tlle country for extended periods. Likewise believing
that man's soul should be ministered to as well as his body, our
loads like ancient Gaul are divided into three p a r t s - o n e load of
bedding, one of foods, and one of religious tracts and gospelswhich Mr. Edgar di~tributesby tlie thousands among the Tibetans
in itinerating trips along the Border.
Leaving on the 27th of September we pass through the village
of Jetlloh where we spend the first night. True to tradition Mr.
Edgar takes the door of his room off its hinges and places it across
boxes as the foundation for his bed. The second day we continue
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southwestward u p a pass over a road whose makers never rode
horses else they would have been more careful about scattering
so many stepping stones all over the highway. Snow begins to fall.
This white mantle smooths many of the ihequalities to the eye but
not to the horse's hoofs which constantly slip into the hollows between the stones of granite-gneiss. After Mr. Edgar has knocked
the wind out of his horse when the beast falls under him, both he
and the horse decide to trust only their own feet. I stuck to the
saclclle contemplating that four feet even with my weight are better
than two and then, Scotch-like, I hate to see a horse carry nothing
when he has been hired to carry something. However, the pack
animals cannot dump their burdens.
The blizzard increases, keeping us busy shaking off the snow
until we strike a decent road when the sky clears and we stop for
lunch, boiling tea and eating tsamba. As we climb higher the forest peters out and we enter juniper shrub which in turn gives way
to graseland. At last we top the western Jethoh Pass which leads
into the Teruh valley where we pitch our tent for the night. Therc
are at least five passes over the Jethoh range which circles the valleys centering at Tachienlu from the north to the southwest.
I soon find that my chief culinary duties are that of critical
guest. Fortunately Mr. Edgar is fond of cooking, being justly
proud of his fanlous stews to which I contribute the spice of conversation. I can fry eggs but we have forgotten the frying pan.
Later I killed pheasants and bought goats which kept Mr. Edgar
supplied with mcat, a l t l ~ o u ~ithwas sometimes high for the stews
which formed our chief food for ten days.
The thirtl day we ride over the southern Jcthoh Pass wit11 a
height of 14,600 feet and turn southwest through a shrubby valley
to top La Neebar, or tlie Second Pass, which my ameroid make9
a thousand feet higlicr. Just beyond La Neebar I dismounted to
take a picture of tlic Boh Gongkar ranges lying almost east of ufi
with the highest peak to the southeast. My horse
ran
off and being alone 1 i r n ~ n e d i a t e lchased
~
him and by the time I
caught him and returned to the aame spot clouds obscured t l l ~
snow peaks and I never had another opportunity as good for ~ 1 1 0 tographa. The highest peak to the right is a pyramid of silvcr9
pushing its nose through swirling clouds while the snow helow
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scintillates like diamonds. Three peaks are visible a t La ~ e e l i a r ,
the central one being the lowest. The peak to the left seems to be
the apex of a long ice ridge leading down to a white barrier in
front. This barrier whose rocky teeth are softened by eternal
snows rises like a wllittwashed fence behind the lower grass covered peaks in front of it.
Silent and majestic in its solitude and wearing a mask of death.
Boh Gongkar stands a true sentinel of Tibet, typifying its airlcss
plains, its cold, merciless rivers, and its dismal, trackless forests.
The silver peak seems to speak, "You who would enter, bellold thc
r
Gateway! I guard the Land of Ice. Here is everlasting snow whose
glare will blind you. unnleasured heights which will squeeze thc
last breath of air out of you, ceaseless winds which no furs will
check, piercing cold which no fire can dispel and galloping rivers
which roll huge boulders like ~ e b l ~ l e sIf. you fear not tllcse you
may enter but nly marl,led tips you cannot reach for I have glazed
my pyramidal sides with glistening ice."
We go through this portal of Boll Gongkar to meander peacefully down the grassy Yeelu~lgsheevalley to camp after a short
soutllward jaunt.
LL
What are we
to use for wood, I suppose we will h a w
to gather yak cllips for fuel," I ask of Mr. Edgar.
L
Scc thosc pilcs of l~rusll, he rel~lics.
"Yes," 1 answcred, " t h o ~ ewere gathered by the nomads for
their use when they return next spring to pasture their flocks in
this valley. However, we can case our consciencc by giving a ruprc
to the first nomad tent we cncounter as payment since there is no
l~ndlorclhere. Wr are extrenlcly grateful that thc nonlads arc so
tllouglltful of future travellers in a woodless country.'' I keep a
straight face RO that Mr. Edgar merely eyes nle closely.
Mr. Edgar is a grcat collector of artifacts and I can trutllfully
cay that lie kllows a Paleolithic stonc wllen hc sees it. He fi~ltls
me a poor student. I migllt llave been a better one if he 11atl not
ruthlrssly dibcardcri a n i w wotcr-woru spcarl~endwllich 1 offrrcd
for his collection. Tllcn hc rpfuses to take rile seriously wllrn T
AUgg~st that a certain peat I ~ c dn ~ i ~ l Ile
l t thc Ijarnyal-d wllcl-r
Palmlithic Man kept llis cows. Hr rvatcllrs me carefully wllen I
fondle a nice quartz crystal i l r t i f i ~ ~(the
t
only onc ht- has ever
L

9.
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found). I threaten to steal it, as I could not find one in a thousand
years, even if I had that much time. Mr. Edgar knows this fact,
yet he decides against my possession of it. I, however, realize the
value of his artifacts and later took them out for him when our
family journeyed down into the lowlands. They arrived safely
at West China Union University i n Chengtu where they are now
on display.
Still descending the Yeelurigshee valley we accost the first
nomads about noon soon after I had told Mr. Edgar that I wanted
to see the numberless smokes of nomad tents which some of the
novices had proclaimed as existing. These people are half nomadic, pitching tents from June to September for their summer quarters at heights of fourteen to sixteen thousand feet. Their herds
of yak and flocks of sheep and goats may roam still higher. In
September they descend to plains a t thirteen thousand, five hundred feet or lower to spend the winter. During the coldest months
of December to March they reside in well-built stone houses while
their animals are enclosed at night within immense square or circular enclosures fenced with thorn brush. During the summer one
member of the family remains behind to guard the house while the
others live the care-free life of nomads.
As we approached the first black tents a few Tibetans came out
and coolly informed us tllat we could go no farther as a cattle
disease had existed for some time in these localities. Such a statement when we had already arrived and without prior information
from J e t l ~ o hvillage that an epidemic was raging, aroused my ~ u s picions (later confirmed) that a conspiracy for unreasonable animal hire had been hatchecl hy our anillla1 men. Further questioning extracted the notification that horses could go on but not
cattle or yak. We agreed to send our yak back if they would
furnish us three horses to carry our goods. I t is an old trick for
Tibetan tribes, c~prciallynomadic olles, to hinder strangers from
p a ~ s i n gthrough their country unless they can profit by it. You
hire their animals or pay them escort money and they will let YO"
pass. In this case there is truly an epidemic of rinderpest which
is unwise for us to disregard but wllieh tlle men who had hire('
their yak to us had known ahout. Tibetans are very careful about
losing their own funds but are always willing to take rirks of
financial loss when a rich foreigner is involved. We send our yak
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back after giving our animal men a bonus for not being able to
use their yaks any further as we had first agreed.
While Mr. Edgar went ahead to pick u p ancient stone weapons
which even moderns do not hesitate to use when nothing else is
available, I stay behind to superintend tlie loads. We are now
driving oolah, or forced pack animal hire. As we start off the
rattling of the cans in our carelessly packed food box frightens thc
nomad's horse who hasn't reached the tin can civilization as yet.
With a leap he starts galloping but his master, holding on to the
hridle, forccs tlie animal to run in a circle but not to stop. Round
and round he goes while I meditate on the damage. The horse in
trying to break loose resorts to plunging and tlie boxes begin to
break open as his owner with whitened face tries to save the goods.
The tliongs break and tlie boxes come down with a crasli upon
the ground which does not satisfy tlie horse. I laugh as the animal
circles again and backing u p to one of tlie offending boxes deliberately kicks the helpless container. With a resounding whack out
comes eggs, tin cans, hunks of mcat and loaves of bread seeking
rest. Such a disaster scares our man worse than the plunging of
the snorting beast-for what will Mr. Edgar say. I help gather u p
the fragments which are remarkably small, about three dozen eggs,
some of which show signs of strength. Rly hilarity as I describe the
disaster turns most of Mr. Edgar's anger away from his man to
myself for whicll tlie Til~ctanis grateful. Mr. Edgar is soon appeased and I secretly believe lie enjoys such a mixture of our staff
of life which is till good for stew. IIe has hired the man who has
charge of the aninials, while I contribute tlie cook and both of us
ellare in the general expense.
We pass nunlerous flocks of black and white eheep and herds of
long-haired black yak until we reach tlic former palace of the late
King of Jala (Photo NO. 82) . Past pixteen prayer wlleels up the
steep stairs of the ~ilansionwc dart illto one room but do not stay
long for two decayilig yak carcasses prove too strong for us. We
retreat to the main tcnlplc rooms where the gods of gaudy clay
regard ucr with serene eyccr altliougli we do not like their musty
odor. Botli yak and
arc dead hut one has never been alivc
which niakcs it less RIIICIIY. We borrow tlie idol's butter lamps to
which they offer no objection.
The palace is a typical Rong liouse I ~ u i l tof stone set in clay.
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The walls are extremely thick, four and five feet at the bottom.
The back half rises to three stories and with the front two stories
supports a double roof, the first of clay and flat, topped by a second slanting covering of rough clapboards held down by stones.
The clapboard roof is not perfectly tight but catches the bulk of
the water leaving the scanty dripping5 to be absorbed by the clay.
The windows, whose frames are whitewashed upon the sides and
bottom, present striking "U" figures of white. The first floor of
the palace houses the animals, the second serves the general living needs of the family while the third and attic contains the
storage, wherc turnip tops and grain can be seen scattered upon
the floor.
The King of Jala drowned, possibly voluntarily in despair,
some years ago when he wae trying to escape from prison and
found his retreat cut off. Since then his palaces, except those appropriated by the Chincse, have been occupied by relatives and
retainers. In this palace are merely an old servant of the former
King and her child.
The next morning we wander downward to the cultivated sections where barley is encountered at an altitude of about 13,250
feet. Lunch is eaten near a temple at Sobu whose monks are
sculpturing gods and painting frescoes of deities after both had
been extinct for many years following their cremation by Shangchen raiders. Forty Chinese soldicrs who crowded into the temple
at that time accompanied the gods on their journey. The lama
artists are very clever and I wish our itinerary would permit us
to stay several days to watch the modelling in clay and the working in color. Some state that painting and sculpturing are hazardous professions since any imperfections may cause the death of
the artist (Photo No. 83). An artist in Batang died in 1932, a few
tnontl~safter rornpletinn of a statue of Cllanlpa, the corning Bud*
dha. I think this artist had tuberculosis, although I did not see
the youth, but knew be was sickly like several members of hi8
family who had euccumbed to that disease.
That evening we camp upon a plateau covered with evergreen89
above Meje and a short distance 8011th of fields which culminate
at our spur that forces the river into a canyon. A short but lucky
hunt adds a 'Kulong' and a 'Shagall,' both labeled snow pIlea8ant~~
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to our larder. Just before dark the daily clouds which had been
robbing us of fine views of the Boll Gongkar ranges as we had
paralleled them close a t hand, drift away, and we hare a clear
view of the snow peaks. Then as the mists float around the ~ e a k s
the clouds outline the exact shape of the snow cone against the
clear sky-a cloud illusion which is so unusual to both of us that
we leave our supper to enjoy it. The weather has been so uncertain most of the time, with hail, snow or rain during the night and
clouds in the day. The cloud illusion of Boh Gongkar charms us
and we go to bed at peace with the world but during the night we
are awakened by nearby bursts of Dorje Lutru, Tibetan God of
Thunder, whose close lightening floods the tent for two hours with
constant flashes.
The following morning we leave the cultivated fields of the
Yeelungshee valley to plunge into heavy spruce forest whose
somber lines are relieved by the lighter green of larches. Going
northwest to the junction of the Yeelungshee and Chentse rivers
we cross and follow the Chentse westward down to cultivated
fields. Above on the ridge are two monastic establishments housing
about fifty monks each. One of these is the winter quarters of the
priests from a monastery on the slopes of Boh Gongkar where
during the remainder of the year they minister to the spirits of
the snow peaks.
We soon arrive at Serurong, previously visited only by Sorenson to whom the forty families surrendered for protection against
Shangchen raiders and accepted nlissionary teaching. While this
seeking of foreign missionary protcction saved them from being
looted by the Shangehen there is now little evidence that their
8ubmirsion had led to a permanent desire for Christian teaching.
Fro111 Serurong we desire to trace an unknown road down the
Chentse rivcr to the Yalung but find the trail is impossible for
horses after two miles, SO we retrace our steps for an hour back
to I ~ l e k h u t h ewhich we passcd yesterday. Here we turn left in t~
northerly direction, asccnding through an oak and pine forest.
The honking of the Shagall snow pheasants atir my hunting blood
until I grab my shotgun and charge u p the mountain. I knock
over two of the hig black and white birds who flop four hundred
feet down the hillside which is so steep and dense with under-
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brush that I lose sight of them and only by careful trailing, here
a feather and there an overturned leaf, am I able to pick up their
corpses near the base of the mountain.
After a goat stew dinner enjoyed while sitting upon a grassy
knoll we go over a steep pass and then drop down a declivity on
to a gentle plain where I again chase snow pheasants but they
outrun me. Pheasants can always outstrip a man up a slope and
hares can leave the fastest hound behind when chased uphill. At
least that has beell my experience and observation at these high
altitudes.
Emerging from a fir forest we spend the night at Zhohlu, sleepin'g in the kitchen with all the household; that, however, did not
keep Mr. Edgar from using his favorite door as cot method. These
homes have immense rooms for kitchens with ceilings so high that
the smoke does not choke one as it does in Tibetan homes farther
west where ceilings are low, sometimes one can touch them with
the extended hand.
The kitchen in Tibet is the "best room" in the house (Photo
No. 84). It is generally located in the central part of the home
and many of the other rooms open out of it. Upon one side of the
kitchen are rows of brass, dragon-mouthed teapots, shiny yellow
plates and round gleaming dippers. Near these stands a huge
brass kettle which hold8 the family supply of water. Beside the
stove is the brass-hooped wooden churn topped by a strainer full
of wet leaves, the remain8 of the last buttered tea. The leaves
will he used over again by the poor or if tea is scarce, but eventually they will be mixed with barley flour and fed to the hone
or donkey. This custom has created the ~ r o v e r b ,"If the master
has no barley, How can the donkey expect barley ~ r u e l ? " On the
other side of the kitchen leading to the doorway will be at least
two immense prayer barrels chuck full of "Om Mani Padme Hum''
printed on paper and the pious will always pray hy turning the
barrels as they go in and out.
No nation has made a closer etudy of prayer and efficient
methods of performing it. The agencies of nature are called into
cooperation. The sighing wind whispers, "Om Mani Padme Hum,"
a8 it flaps the prayer flags on bridges, over atreams, on poles in
the courtyards, on the house, sticking out of altars, or suspended
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from cairns on high passes. Water-p owe red prayer wheels, hand
turned ones, huge casks in temple doorways, medium sized barrels around the walls of a temple, and small ones turned by roadeide brooks grind out the appeal for mercy and produce merit to
end the terrible round of existence. Even seeing this prayer carved
on a stone worked into the grass of a mountainside will be efficacious.
The fireplace is not a built-up stove of stone and clay as found
farther west but an iron tripod within a square tract of clay
fenced by six inch high square timbers which make a very convenient rest for the knees of the cook as she stirs the tea or broth
in an iron pot upon the tripod. Above the stove is often a triangular stretched rope decorated with feathers which is a substitute
for a prayer flag, one man informs me. The smoke is supposed to
go up through a wide opened space in the roof but the blackened
l
proves that some of it goes elsetimbers and ~ e r s o n a experience
where.
Unlucky is the l~ouseholdwhich does not have a cat whose
figure is featured also as lying on the left arm of the King of thc
North and concurrently the God of Wealth. I unwittingly wrap the
skins of Iny pheasants in paper which unthinkingly I leave outside
my bedroll. During the night at Zllohlu the cat dines on my
pheasant skins doing this within two feet of my nose while I
aleep.
The coldness of the weather leaves us comparatively free from
attack by the tiny predatory inhabitants of the house, those 'beasties' who stick to the sllcep skins wliicli by day are piled up in a
corlier I)at a t night are spread upon the floor as bedding. We
have visual evidence that Tibetans sleep naked piling their day
clothes upon the other bedding at night. We try to make our bed
in a corner f a r from the stove and sleep well in spite of closed
windows and occasional wisps of smoke from dying embers.
On the right of the stove is the seat of honor where sits the
family priest grumbling and moaning out sacred texts from a
large hook on the low table before him. He is a member of the
family, a younger brother, condemned to prayer and celibacy.
He receives good portions of food and well-buttered tea but "the
home priest rises with the crowing of the cock, while hie land-
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lord sleeps until the cow rises." Sitting upon a comfortable mat he
must mumble all day but frequently h e turns his eyes toward the
evergreen forests where "while the mouth is repeating the name
of Buddha, the eyes pursue the white pheasant afar off." Reciting
from daylight to dusk, when he closes his book, the housewife
bustles over to the prayer-wheels and gives them a turn. This
completes the day's religious rites which is supposed to insure
the household from the visit of evil spirits and brings to the family, prosperity in all of its undertakings.
Called Menya by thenlselves but known as Rong to the Tibetans, our nightly hosts upon this trip resemble the Mosu of northwestern Yunnan more than the Tibetans of Lhasa or Eastern
Tibet. Their skin is lighter and their features finer while aquiline
noses and long heads are common. Some of them would pass for
Italians or Greeks i n America. They may have some Aryan blood
carried down from some remote ancestors of Central Asia before
being driven southward (probably by Mongols) centuries ago.
Tall and slender they seem more intelligent and peaceful than
the ordinary Tibetan. They have a distinct language whose words
they sometimes mix with the Tibetan language which makes them
hard to understand.
The Rong men wear the usual loose Tibetan grey woolen cloak
and earrings in their left ear. The women have a distinct tribal
custom in binding around the forellead a chain of rupees or white
flat, round, bonelike stones set in a band. Sometimes their skirts
are made of white and black bands of wool cloth. Different clotlling or jewelry distinguish almost every Tibetan tribe or administrative area.
The towera are another nlystery-who erected them and when?
Some say Gesar, a king, ruling in Shensi about 750 A.D. wllen he
conquered t h i ~country (Photo No. 85). Others affirm that the
Chinese built these towers as forts about a thousand years B.CMy g ~ e . 9is~that tlic Rong tliemsrlvea huilt these towers lor home
defense. One is used for this purpoRe at the present time. The
workmanship is similar to that of small towers erected as part of
the llonles and often uaed as the family godroom. Layers of wood
still remain in parts of the tower walls and this wood pospibly of
walnut would have long since rotted if the towers wcre very ana
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cient, although these might possibly have been inserted in the
repair of later years. If the towers were of religious significance
they would probably have not been left to decay. Likewise there
are very few temples among the Rong since every home has its own
temple room where the gods sit before the flickering butter lamps
and on festival days are wreathed in clouds of incense. Most of
the towers are square but many are octagon while a few are twelve
aided or four rectangles joined together. One, nine feet in diameter, is nine cornered. The average height is fifty feet but may
reach ninety feet. The walls are three feet thick at the bottom,
tapering to one foot at the top. The construction material is blue
limestone slabs or bluisll slate which are laid to break the edges
and sometimes leveled off with long slabs of stone or even wood.
I climbed one which had five separate floors, the first two I reached
by notched Tibetan log ladders but the last three I scaled u p the
rough stone wall. Each story has tiny rectangular slits for windows, enlarging inwards and large enough for accurate firing with
arrows at an enemy.
Rong homes have flat stones for their walls. Their windows
may be constructed of white stones or painted with whitewash.
The two sides and bottom of the window frames are given wide
white horders and the top of the frame fringed with white disk3
eight or niue in number. These white frames resemble great
white eyes from a long distance or in the obscuring darkness; and
it is not too farfetched to think of them as painted eyes to scare
demon spirits.
From Zhohlu we move northwest down a forested valley, noticing that hlack and white birch, and maple share the hillside with
fir and spruce. On past Dronohbong we enter a region of long
needled pine extending in open forests. Near here we eat our
dinner followed by an hour's ride which brings us to the junction
of thc Zhohlu and Li rivers. The Li is large enough to be fordable wit11 safety only in the dry season. It flows into the Yalung
four days soutliwcst of here but although passable for llorscs the
road, according to people, has never been travelled by a foreigner
and the course of the ~ t r e a mis still a dotted line on the maps. It
is remarkal~lethat considerable exploration of untrammelled trails
can still be done within a few days of Tachienlu.
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From this junction where there is a village called Trundo we
trace tlie Li river kortlieast and soon cross to the north or right
bank over a bridge one hundred and fifty feet wide and possessing
a central span of ninety feet. We travel among pines whose furrowed bark of silver and black are camouflaged masts in a green
park. Tlie river below us is a roaring yellow flood which indicates
much rain around its sources. Heavy rains have fallen at night
during the last few days with the days marked by a few short
showers, although the sky is cloudy most of the time. Tlie end
of the monsoon is at hand.
Tonight, the eighth out of Tachienlu, we stay at Chorurong in
a home once wealthy before impoverishment by raiding of the
Shangchen about 1916. The kitchen displays carved wooden paneling lining the walls of stone. This immense stone house with
flanking round towers of grain piled on the roof reminds us of
medieval castles in Europe. This home is blessed with the highly
honored cat which sits by the kitchen fire contentedly purring
"Om Mani Padnie Hum," at least that is what my buxon landlady affirms.
In the Li valley are many trees like some found as far westward as Batang. The back and leaves of one species resembles the
pear but the yellow-red fruit is the size of cherries and has the
taste of crabapplcs. Their tartness soon chokes our throat, a
quality about which the people have warned us. Tlie local name
Omasu hut farther west near Hokou they are called Ramasu. The
first name may mean red throat fruit and tlie second red goat
fruit, its sharpness fits both names.
After being forced to send back our yak on tlie third day, tllc
liiring of oolah horses, witliout a road pass, becomcs an increasing
vexation. The Tibetans dislike taking their animals far from home
lest they meet with robbers or be striken with disease. They
sufficient lands and flocks to make their lives comfortable. Money
would have to be hoarded if earned hy oolah wliicli brings in
half a rupee a day if tlie traveller has a roar1 pass and one rupee
a day witliout the pass. Then of course they sliow reluctanre in
order to squeeze more out of the rich foreigner. It is not tllc
greater cost which irritates but the daily, sometimes twice daily,
wrangle for an hour whicli is necessary to lecure animals for t1lc
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next stage. My cook, Gezang Tsering, develops unexpected eloquence and resourcefulness in coaxing and forcing oolah. Neither
Mr. Edgar nor I favor the use of oolall but here we are compelled
to employ every threat and remonstrance to secure beasts of burden at a high price because we have no road pass.
October the fifth and our ninth day of travel finds us moving
north and northeast along the north hank of the Li river, crossing
however to the south side a t Midizamba, near which is a white ancl
yellow striped temple surrounded by four towers well preserved
and two others in ruins (Photo No. 86). Juniper smoke from
altars sailing heavenward and encircling the towers recall factory
scenes in the homeland but with this difference-juniper
smoke
is pleasant to smell. We pass the remains of forty towers during
the day. Mani stone piles become numerous, a t one place I count
eighty-one separate squarish mounds adjoining each other and
forming a long prayer stone row and nearby is another with fortyfive mounds. I have prayed more Mani prayers going around these
stone piles keeping them to the right during my thirteen years in
Tibet than I have any other prayer. Before the end of the day
we see our first building whose outer color of dark gray is varied
by wide stripes of whitewash ~ o u r e ddown the walls. Such a custom is permitted only to the upper class in Batang.
At noon we reach Athedrong and eat our tenth installment of
goat stew killed three and one-third days previously.
"Mr. Edgar," I remonetrate, "I smell like a goat, I feel like a
goat, with ten days growth of beard I know I look like a goat and
if you keep on feeding me on that decayed goat stew I might
coon act like a goat."
b
I hope you don't reach that last stage," he replied, somewhat
irritated since he hatcd criticism of his cooking (Photo No. 8 7 ) .
He was a good cook and his stews were very tasty but his thirty
years of roving among tlle Tilmtans had dulled his smell of high
meat. Fortunately I am pretty well acclimated and not particular
as long a6 the meat will hold together.
At A t l ~ c d r o nMr.
~ Edgar and I part, lie to continue northeast
following tile Li river upward to Dzonggo from where he will
follow tlle Ratang-Tacllicnlu road homeward over the northernmost pair of the Jethoh passes. His route will brine him to
6
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Tachienlu in three or four days b u t mine, over a shorter more
direct trail will take me back in two days. I wish to have another
close view which his route will not give and possibly a better
photograph of the Boh Gongkar as the weather is now clearing.
Before starting I ascend one of the ancient towers whose inhabitants at the bottom are two wretched beggars who obtain
alms from me, and on the upper floors numerous pigeons whose
sudden flights as they jump out of unsuspected crevices almost
make me lose my hold on the stone slabs. After descending
Gezang Tsering and I mount immediately and ride swiftly east,
first u p the Athedrong and then the Ajedrong valley. Enroute
snow pheasants gobl>ling and walking leisurely uphill to roost in
evergreen trees cause me vain regrets but night is falling and our
inn house is still out of sight. We pass two triangular plots of
prayer flags stuck in the ground above an altar halfway up the
mountain side in memory of the dead wlio have long since fed
vultures (Photo No. 88). Just at dark we reach the last house up
tlie valley and lodge for the night.
Before being allowed to sleep we must pass three hours of
expostulatory pressure for oolah. Threats finally of walking OR
in the morning and leaving my luggage in their hands to be retrieved by soldiers sent from Tachienlu procured promise of three
animals at tlie reasonahle price of a rupee each to Tachienlu.
After they ga-:e in my hosts are amiable and as always perfom
good-naturedly their agreement regarding the carrying and delivering of baggage hut they certai~llyhave time to wear out the foreigner whose impatience and possession of cash make him t h ~
loser.
Leaving Ajedrong in tlie morning we pass north up the valley
where three flocks of snow pheasants raise their raucous cricfl a8
they retreat into the pine forests. I am anxious to attain the pas$
while it is still clear as it generally clouds u p in the afternoon or
I would have made them respect me. I again sadly left the males
honking and fighting while tlie females feebly cheeped to their
lords not to be so lusty.
The diffcrrnt varieties of pl~easantslike the various ~ p e c i ~ofa
trees havc their well-defined belts of altitude in which they will
be found. The lowest ia tlie purple-blue Jol~sliabor valley pllear-
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ant found from six thousand u p to above eleven thousand feet
prefering cultivated fields except during the nesting period. Where
the holm or prickly oak and the other evergreens begin around
eleven thousand feet the timid mottled Bogoh, the greenish blood
pheasant Tsereh and tlie red-eared snow pheasant Shagoh will be
seen feeding on acorns and seeds from the evergreens' cones. The
snow pheasants gather into the largest flocks sometimes as many
as twenty-five birds. These three rarely go above the forest line
which may take one u p to fifteen thousand feet. In the upper
forest reaches is the Kulung while above the forest line ranging
among the bare rocks which closely resemble its iron-grey feathers
is the Gomuh which I have hunted u p to seventeen tllousand feet.
In regard to evergreen forests, lowest down are the prickly oak
about eleven thousand feet and extending at least two thousand
feet higller. Other evergreens begin with the oak but climb up
hi6hcr, such as spruce, fir, and larch which are seen in a few cases
about fifteen thousand feet but usually not nlucli al~ovefourteen
tllousantl fect. Beyond the limit of the larger evergreen species
range tlie juniper which keeps creeping up with twisted gnarled
forms spreatlins out in an uillhrella shape, for another five hundred
lace to scrubby rhododendron wllose beautifect where they
ful flowers of blue and yellow may follow one over sixteen thousand foot passes. Of trees not evergreen tlie birches and poplars
range with the PI-ickly oak but maple will be found below them.
W'altiuts and fruit trees grow still lower although wild cherries
])lay Ire found a s lliell as twclve thousand feet.
Ascending the Ajedrong valley is slow and deceiving work but
we finally reach thc Ajc: La. East and slightly below it one can get
a glorious view of tlie Boll Gongkar group if the weather is
clear. My lurk is bad for cven an hour's wait did not dispel the
clouds whicll persisted in hovering over at least one peak, especially the highest cone. Sorrowing, I top the Aje Pass which is
covcrcd wit11 two incllc:~of enow. Beyond it we move another
hour cast and cross thc southcrn Jet11011 Pass which we had come
Over tcn days ago. To Jethoh village that night and early next
morning in a heavy fog to Tachienlu are juet more pleasant repefitions of previous days.
The Rong or hlcnya valleys which surround Tachienlu on
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three sides are some of the most pleasant vales in Tibet. Wide
undulating hills covered with grass and occasional forests, and
the lower valleys producing wheat, barley, peas, turnips and potatoes enable these Rong Tibetans to have both a semi-nomadic
life in summer and a varied menu in winter which is denied to
the higher altitude Tibetans farther to the north and the west.
Although set in the midst of nomadic country the valleys such as
the Li river are heavily populated for Tibet. I counted a hundred
and forty-four houses in the Li valley between Chorurong and
Ajedrong, a day's journey. As a final remark I may say that
the Rong men are often handsome and the women, ah, the
wumen, invariably beautiful.
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Chapter XIV

RAFTING THE RAPIDS O F THE YA
The bamboo raft will be forty dollars for the eighty-six mile trip
from Yaan (Yachow) to Loshan (Kiating) ," blandly remarks
the Chinese owner in answer to my question of cost.
"That much! I will give you fifteen dollars which is the price
if I am not mistaken, the last time I went down the Ya river," I
reply with the carelessness of a confident, experienced traveller.
"Where is such a price? What son of Han would give such a
cheap rate to a great man and a foreigner?" explodes the crestfallen raft master as llis visions of extra profit vanishes.
We wrangle back and forth and I finally settle for $22.50 with
the promise (which I know will be broken) that no other goods
are to be carried besides my own. But such a promise I can utilize to create an argument if necessary, to keep off enough goods
eo that the raft will not be overloaded.
We have just arrived from the Tibetan plateau making the
trip from Tachienlu in ten days. I t is late November and tlie
cholera epidemic has dried out due to the winter cold. Enroute
from Tachicnlu I noticed that the cllolera stopped as if blocked
by a wall at about six thousand feet and below that altitude only
one unburied corpse was lying by tlie roadside and another man
waa a possible victim as he was barely alive. We had taken the
utmoet precautions on the road and delayed six weeks in Tachienlu while tlie cllolera was killing its hundreds, including one
white woman missionary in the hot, humid Red Basin of Szechuan. Our party consisted of my wife, oldest son John Kenneth,
daughter Marian Louise, and youngest son Robert Malcolm in
addition to our cook T ~ a n gWen Chin and his wife Dendru Lhamo
(formerly one of our Tibetan orphan girls) with an infant son
whom R ~ carried
C
on her back when not feeding him, which is
frequently for Oriental women nurse their babies every time they
With our bargaining price settled our next task is loading the
raft. Teena Wen Chin calls a gang of coolies through a coolie
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llong o r association and a long procession in the evening of November 20th carries our stuff to our new bamboo-raft home. Boxes
are stowed in the center and bedding under the curved bambooInat roofs. Tsang sleeps on the raft to guard our goods and we
walk down the next morning about eight o'clock on November
21st. We bid goodbye to our hosts, the I?. N. Smiths and R. L.
Crooks, at the raft. As we board the raft i t weaves up and down
under our weight.
The bamboo raft, called patue, looks like a frail structure
upon which to float down the Ya river to Kiating (Loshan) for in
this distance of about eighty miles the river drops eight hundred
feet over thirty-three major rapids and forty-seven minor ones.
However, the fragility of the raft is its strength for it givee
transversely and laterally, yielding at one place to save another
spot from being crushed by a blow, and adjusts itself to the contour of the force as a willow branch sways in a storm. A bamboo
raft is practically unsinkable.
Our raft is made entirely of bamboo poles from the giant
bamboo known as Nan Chu (Photo No. 89). Each pole is about
five inches in diameter and ten to fifteen feet long. The poles
are laid side by side with the joints broken to make a structure
seventy-five to one hundred feet in length. Our raft is ninety to
one hundred feet long (as I stepped it off) and 24 poles or about
ten feet wide. The outer edges have a second bamboo pole on top
as a six inch guard or reenforcement. The tapered bow is curved
upward with twenty foot long poles which are braced by ten
foot long cross pieces. Each bamboo ole is bound to the next
by bamboo withe8 one-half inch wide which constantly break
and give way under the strains of tumbling waters eo that one
man is continually putting in new ones. However, each pole is
bound by wire to another two poles away so that when the withes
break the wires still hold.
The five foot center width of the patse i~ raised by upright0 to
one foot above the floor level and here freight is stacked to a
height of four feet. In this center, sections are cut off and laid with
sleeping mats protected by round bamboo-mat roofs. Each one
of us has such a hut for our sleeping quarters. On each aide of
the raised center are the pasgageways over two feet in width.
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Tholes for oars to guide and propel are placed, one in front on
the right side, one near the middle on the right side, and a third
on the left side at the rear of the raft. Our patse will carry two
to three tons of goods in addition to another ton (fifteen to
twenty persons) of people. The largest rafts made are said to be
one hundred and ten feet long, and twelve and a half feet wide,
of poles up to ten and twelve inches in diameter and will carry
five to eeven tons of goods and people. Patse are constructed in
two weeks and cost $600 in Mexican (Chinese currency) or about
$250 American money. Yaan and Loehan are the manufacturing
centers.
We have a crew of five men, two at the front with punting
poles and oar, one replacing withes, one cooking and the fifth
manipulating the rear or rudder oar. The cook has his clay stove
in the rear end axid mans the middle oar when necessary. The
punting pole is used to push the raft, preventing it from striking
a rock, or to propel it in shallow water. The patse draws three
inches when empty and six inches when loaded to capacity which
ia reached when the bamboo floor poles are covered by an inch
of water. Then we feel like a submarine as the raft snakes beneath the surface. Going up river the five man crew is augmented
by extra men as trackers. The trip up from Loshan to Yaan consumes two to three weeks with the raft making five to ten miles
a day, depending upon the height of the water. The trip down
takes one and a half days to thrce days with the patse floating,
under thc impact of the current, up to five miles an hour.
P a w have broken up but only if overloaded or poorly managed hy hcing allowed to hang on a rock since their draft permit
them to he pushed through a three inch depth of water with a
fair load. We have n1,out a ton of our own goods besides several
surrcptious hundlcs of thc crew's friends. I watch this extra
cargo carefully, Icttin~;a few of the friends ride with their luggage so T can demand that others 1,c denied. As soon as I arrive
on hoard I ordcr tllc laol,an or master to cast off quickly so that
other free riders cannot come aboard.
As we float down the cpietly flowing stream the raft-pontoon
hridgc is npenrd for us to pass through. Lashed bamboo rafts
are cahlcd to basket anchors full of rocke to hold the course
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for the pathway of planks, upon which people but not animals
can walk. This pontoon bridge is utilized only in winter. In
summer during the high water a wooden ferry boat is used for
crossing.
I t is pleasant and peaceful to sit on the patze and watch the
shore-life slip by; women gathering leaves for fuel, farmers tending garden, coolies burdencd with loads of coal or rice and children making mud pies by the water's edge. The high brushed
ridges enclosing Yaan diminish to terraced hills and then slide
into rice plains as one goes down river. Mists play over the distant mountains and sunshine follows shadow as we move around
curving hills and past valleys of rice paddies. All is quiet.
But our musings are soon broken by the road of rushing water.
We approach our first rapid with trepidation. The crew springs
to the sweeps and rows frantically. We gather speed, as the raft,
is forced by rowing, to point its head toward the center of the
curving race. We toss and tip, the timbers heave and groan and
before we can glance around we are past the crest and floating
quietly and alrnost imperceptibly in the placid deep waters below the rapids.
I count the patse coming and going. Those bound upriver are
generally more heavily loaded than those going down river. Clotll,
salt, wine and rirc ride u p while coal, iron pots and lumber float
down (Photo No. 90). The wine is from Ipin (Suifu) and is
held in large earthenware jars each of fifty gallons capacity.
Each jar is encased in a hamhoo framework to protect against
breakage. Thirty jars strapped in a single row down the center
of the raft constitute a load. Thc largest of these rafts upstream
have two steering oars at the rear and thirty-one men were groaning and chanting as they pull the craft upward over a powerful
rapid. Once hcyond the rapid six nlcn will suffice until the next
torrential race is encountered.
As we pass Hungya, ten lee beyond the third way mark, we
see a five storied pagoda peering above a temple whose four
corners are also pagoda-like towers. This pagoda protects Hungya
from unseen evils. Three-fourths of the distance down to Loahan
is a seven storied pagoda almoat hidden by trees. All pagodas
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have an odd number of stories as odd numbers signify the Yang
or male element which is the emblem of activity and luck.
Each rapid is a new adventure and we soon become careless in
our regard of them until we are shocked into a proper respect
of their power when the boatmen fail to keep the raft headed
straight. They shout a warning. Louise and I grab the children
who are sitting next to us in the center of the patze where we
stay during the passage of the rapids. We brace our feet and
hold on which proves to be a wise precaution else we might have
been washed overboard as the raft heaves, buckles, and rolls to
a thirty degree angle. One basket and the lightly laden box used
for daily cooking supplies slide overboard. The contents spill out
of these cases and sink if tin-canned goods but float if light wood.
Other baggage pieces are securely lashed in the center but these
which we use from constantly have been left carelessly sitting on
top. For the next fifteen minutes we are poling the raft over to
our floating goods whicll we rescue. Meanwhile, the repairman is
busy replacing an unusually large number of broken withes. The
raftmen are fearful lest we charge them for the can of meat and
vegetables lost but I assure then, we are grateful that this is tlie
only loss and that rio person has received any more water than
what their shoes hold. We have learned the power of a rapid
and after this mishap sit securely braced in the center to enjoy
the lashing waters as our patze rides them safely.
We glide downwards sometimes hugging three hundred foot
high bluffs of eandstone where tlie water is over twenty feet deep
and the canyons narrow to three hundred feet wide at the top
and only one hundred and fifty feet wide at the surface of the
water. Again at other places the river spreads like a lazy lagoon
8 0 ehnllow that the raftmen gct out and push the patse over etonee
whiclr rip out witlics so rapiclly that the witheman eweare softly
at his task.
Chienfungi, fifty lee southeast of Hungya, lives up to the meaning of its name-One Thousand Budtllia Cliff, for row on row of
colored Bucldlla figures it in niches on the standstone cliff of
the left or north hank (Photo No. 91). A narrow road has been
carved out of the cliff face and many travellers are passing with-
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out glancing a t the brilliantly tinted Buddhas, some lining the
roadside and other peering calmly a hundred feet above the
river.
I t is a short distance below the Buddha Cliff early on the
morning of tlie third day when our raft pulls over to the right
bank where two of our crew go ashore. They will stay in their
homes a few lee away and join the boat again on its way upstream. From now on the Ya river is wide and deep with no
dangerous rapids. The raft master states there is no need for
their service although I dislike to sce our crew so reduced. At
the same time three men, a merchant and two assistants, each
with a f a t bundle, hustle on board. I make a faint protest but
they refuse to heed my objections. The boatmen because of the
small tip which they will secure do not aid me although they
had promised to take on no other cargo. I subside into resigned
silence. At various times when we have stopped to buy vegetables
or at our overnight anchorages, we have been boarded by as
Inany as twenty soldiers who take free rides down the stream to
another point. As they are a protection against gangs of bandits
and a protest will not only likely be futile but earn their ill-will
I have not complained. My three new merchant friends save me
the loss of crew memhers as will be seen later.
An hour l~eforedark our patse has tied u p to a wharf the last
two nights near a village where the water is quiet and deep. Thefie
are scheduled overnight ports, some rafts are already there and
others will swing in with a ailence that startles. Before dark the
edge of the river is a continuous bridge bf rafts on which I step
from one to the othcr for two hundred yards. As our own patee
docks thc raftrnen immediately jump ashore to
VeFtables and maybe a hit of pork to be fried a, ~ i d edishes for the
rice now being steanlcd at the rear end brazier. Some build a
fire on shore, which our cook does, to supplement our crowded
stove in the preparation of tlie evelling meal.
Supper over we put the children to hcd who are soon drowV
after a long exciting day in thc open air. Louise and I sit near
them and enjoy the slowly
darkneso as the fog and
eerie quietnesa settle down over the river. Outside, upon the
darkened banks, are seen fitful flickering lights and inside the
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nebulous blackness over the river, is only heard the gently slapping of water against the bamboo poles and the happy gurgling
of baby whirlpools twisting around and between submerged rocks.
Soon we slip into our bedding and sleep undisturbed until the first
flaehee of dawn when we are awakened by the bumping of raft
against raft and the moving of our own patee as i t is used for a
backstop by the pushing poles of other craft getting underway.
Within a short time we too release our moorings and move
eilently and majestically downstream. The fog still hovers over
the village now more silent than a deep pool of water, save for
the barking of a dog who likes not the sudden activity at the
water's edge. We seem to be alone but the morning sun is lifting
the veil of mist which has concealed, as if behind partitions, the
early risers at their morning toilets.
On our third and final day we have not far to go. Our merchant friends give us disquieting news, troops of one warlord
are retreating out of Kiating (Loshan) and other forces are moving in. We have come out of one war in Batang and do not
like the prospect of being caught in another battle. We do not
have long to meditate on this subject for the rapid current is
carrying us relentlessly to a broad expanse of water where the
Ya merges with the Tung. The Ya has widened rapidly but it is
not as broad as the Tung or Tatu river which we had crossed
about two weeks ago east of Tachienlu. We are ten lee or about
three miles west of Kiating and are hoping nothing will delay us
these last few but crucial milee.
As we approach the junction point of the Ya and the Tung
where the flooded waters seem a half mile wide euddenly the
eound of a rifle is heard. We glance around anxiously as we are
one hundred and fifty yards from either shore. The raft seems
to ignore the shot and then another but nearer sing of a bullet
warne ua that we must pull in~hore. The raftmen propel vigorouely and slowly the current swings us toward the bank at the
junction point. Now Chinese soldiere can be seen waving their
gum. The raftmen yell out between breaths that they are coming. I do not like the situation. We curve into the bank and a
rope faetene us to a stake.
On the shore eeem to be only a lieutenant and ten men. They
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demand our raft and I counter with a request to see their captain. They recognize that I am a foreigner and finally after some
consultation a soldier is dispatched to a nearby building. When
the captain arrives he repeats the demand. We parley and in
the discussion we find that they are leaving Kiating and need the
raft to carry their goods upriver. I point out we have hired the
raft, have our goods on it, have three small children with us,
and what will we do under the circumstances. We are almost at
the city and we can be stranded here for days and anyhow it will
be slow work pulling the raft up the river.
It develops that they are really impressing carriers to carry
their supplies and realize the raft would not only restrict them
to the river bank but retard them to a few miles a day. They
demand our three raftmen as carriers. I resist this suggestion
stoutly asserting they might as well take the raft for who can
steer down the flooded river into the city. While they engage in
vociferous conversation with the raftmen and my cook, Tsang
Wen Chin, the solution comes tumbling into my mind like the
racing of a rapid.
LC
How many carriers do you want?" I ask Captain Lee who
had politely given me his card.
"Teacher, we will need three men," he answers politely.
LG
Very good, you can have three," and I point to the merchant
and his two assistants. "There they are and please take them.
They did not ask my permission to board my raft." I blandly
suggest to the Captain.
The merchant pales and turns diaconcertedly to me. ''But I
am a merchant, I do not know how to carry a load upon my back.
I know only selling and not bearing of burdens," he ~roteated
and his two assistants joined in hia vigorom assertions which
grow louder but to no avail. The boatmen are immensely relieved but say nothing and let me take the responsibility of making the sacrifice. The Captain seems glad to get out of the difficulty, to save his face and avoid the charges which would eventually be pressed against him if he left a foreigner stranded with
possible injury to one or more of Ilia family. The soldiers grin
to see such a clever solution.
I politely invite the merchant to debark with hie two aesiet-
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ants and my request is enforced by the waving of guns of the
soldiers toward them. Loudly protesting the three move off the
raft as at my command the raftmen seize their bundles and deposit them ashore. Foaming at the mouth and throwing a t us
looks of intense hate the three hitchhikers are escorted by the
soldiers toward the pile of baggage. I express my thanks profusely to Captain Lee, bow low and tell him we go a t his pleasure. The Captain nods courteously with an amused smile at
such a happy termination and commands the raftmen to go. With
alacrity the raftmen spring to their positions and cast off as we
smilingly shout, "Please go slowly," to our captors.
We only glance at the ~nerchantswho stand by their new tasks
scowling resignedly. They will be forced either to carry a load, or
buy off the soldiers, or hire someone else to take their places
after carrying their loads a few miles. I am not vindictive and
truly feel sorry for my late guests whom I have had to place in
such a predicament. They are paying high for avoiding the paying of a regular fare and forcing themselves upon a chartered
raft. I have given scores of free rides upon my many trips
when I have chartered rafts, buses and boats. However, I always
appreciate polite requests for ridea which unfortunately is not
the rule.
The united Tung and Ya seem immense as we glide along
easily and soon sight tlle Great Buddha 150 feet high and standing piously in a rocky niche wl~erethe Min river from the north
receives our combined rivers from the west. Kiating is hidden,
except for its walls and long lines of boats and rafts tied to
wharves around tlie gates, until we are almost abreast of tlie city.
when the terraced rows of tilcd houses mount u p before us, the
currcnt is so swift that we see little of the city because we are
tensely watching tlie skilled raftrile11 swing us out of the main
flow and attach our patsc to boats anchored in the backwash of
the united Tung and Min rivers (Photo No. 92). The swollen
atreams have formed a mighty river three-fourths of a mile wide
and we can see its relentless waters riding swiftly soutllward in
an ever widening stream.
Everyone seems restless at the piers but we enter the city gate
before noticing what is wrong at this peninsular tip where we
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have landed. Abandoning our raft and struggling over swaying
boats to the shore hae taken all of our attention. Now we look
up and see grey straggling columns of dirty, scared soldiers pouring into the congested city of Kiating. The first ranks have not
stumbled off the pontoon bridge over the Min, before people are
scurrying in every direction.
Ricksha men unceremoniously dump their sedate whiskered
fares into the street, seize their shafts and run down by-roads to
their master's shops. Water coolies dressed only in shorts, tip
over their buckets to form an increasing flood of water rushing
down the cobblestone steps, and start upon a trot for their homes
callous of the fact that some round-faced Tai-tai or magistrate's
wife will have no water for tea. Country lade and lassies quickly
gather up their vegetables into two trays, swing their pole over
their shoulders and trot for the open fields, oblivious of the stray
radishes filtering to the road. Shopkeepers grab bolts of cloth
and trays of jade, shoving them anywhere out of sight, while
clerks begin fitting the boards into the shop front as they do
when closing for the night. Some leave a narrow doorway and
exhibit empty shelves proclaiming they are only a small shop
and not worth looting. Sedan chair carriers shout "to the right
or left'' and turn into large inns which were not their original
destination.
All cannot get away. Shrieks and cursings announce that
men are being seized at the jab of a bayonet to carry ammunition, umbrellas, guns, and bedding for wornout soldiers who are
impeded in their flight by such impediments. Well-dressed merchants are kidnapped and loaded down with goods that revolt
their refined fingernails until they can find coolies at the first
resthouse and pay them outrageous prices to take their places"La-fu" forced transport with its ill-treatment, uncertain food
and unknown days of heavy carrying with their family ~ n i n formed of their journey is the cause of all closing of shopa and the
fleeing of all clasees of people.
Frightened soldiers from the east continue to pour over the
pontoon bridge spanning the Min river, pass through the city
taking what carriers they can grab, and fleeing out through the
opposite gate to the west. We have just corns from that d i m -
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tion, almost losing our raft. Terror of looting and carnage is
quickening the hiding of goods and people behind walls and rubbish, and the return of silver by burial in mother earth again.
We hasten our pace and quickly arrive at L. A. Lovegrens,
dispatch Tsang Wen Chin back to guard the raft and then we
hunt up coolies to bring our goods ashore accompanying the
carriers to our new home where we settle down for our second
eiege.
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Figure 91

S~tddhaein cliff-face along road beaide the Ya River n e ~ rChfsdmd

Chapter XV

CAPTIVE GUESTS O F CHINESE WAR LORDS
Retreating troops usually pillage but orders have come from Liu
Wen Hui to hold the city. The scared soldiers are gradually
halted and some troops file back into Kiating. Local ~ o l i c ecooperate with the commanders who also have forbidden the ransacking of shops and homes. As a result merchants suffer little
loss, mainly in the form of below cost prices they are compelled
to take from tlie soldiers for articles of small value when the
troops do not have enough money.
However, the citizens must still endure other losees. Liu Wen
Hui'e forces prepare to defend the city against the oncoming victorious soldiers of Liu Hsiang who is a nephew of Liu Wen Hui.
NOWbegins other enforced appropriations. Every available board,
poet, pole, door, and any loose timber of home and lumberyard
are purloined to construct dugouts until the outskirts of the city
resemble a new pionecr settlement. Men are impressed for the
digging of trenches and guards with machine guns are mounted
along the river bank.
No boats are left upon the opposite banks of the Min and
Tong rivers. The pontoon bridge is severed and the boate ecuttled near the shore where desolate masts marks the savings of
many families who only desire a peaccful land in which to work
out a meager living. The war-god of ambitious, careless men has
eeized their tiny business relentlessly.
Soon the city assumes the aspect of a beseiged fortification; yet
"0 enemy is in sight. Empty shops cast forth the smell of etables
as horses whinny w h ~ r eprim, long-sleeved Chinese merchants
had sat before their shelves of silk. Wealthy families have fled to
squalid quarters leaving only servants on futile guard thereby
having, thcir most prccious pos~essionsand also close aeeociations
with hordes of weary soldiers who crowd into their huge courtyards where every available table ie utilized as a bed to epread
the silken comforts permanently borrowed from the storage chests
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of their reluctant hosts. Tea shops by day serve little round
bowls of amber beverage upon the tables which by night support
pallid heroes snoring out the opium fumes which ease them from
the uncertainities of a warring life.
Still no enemy comes. The nervous people pace up and down
to view the defenses against the foes of the soldiers in their midst.
Neither side is friends to them. Days wear on. No sound is heard
across the rushing rivers. No life appears among the rice fields.
Nol~odygoes to and fro outside the city walls. No mail comes in.
The only news slips secretly out of the military commander's
councils and this is mostly rumors of impending troop movements
or of attack. Kiating is as a separate island cut off from the world
without by impassable barriers.
The only excitement is the parade of the martial law battalion.
Twice daily with a stern visage a captain marches through the
main streets with a column of men. Marching grimly behind a
soldier bearing aloft a charactered placard authorizing summary
punishment, are two men with shimmering executioner swords
pointing skyward. The sight of those naked blades empowered to
sever heads with a single immediate stroke of any culprit caught
red-handed, restrain the most hardened criminals.
As tense days are succeeded by uneventful days, farmers begin to come in with produce. Shops make tentative sample dieplays of goods. The noise and bustle of dense crowds pervade
certain inner streets but all move as if they are minute men ready
for instant retreat. The guiding spirits in the merchants' guild
and two of the leading foreign luissionariea meet daily to hear
reports and make representations to the comnlanders of the two
warring forces, pleading with them to arbitrate their disputesThe merchants sip their amber tea, discuss the latest rumour8
without criticism intent on losing as little a6 possible of their
worldly goods by pillage. I t matters little to them who runs the
government as long as taxes are bearable and they can make a
little profit.
When everybody has just about hoped themselves into the cero
tainty that an attack will fade into the usual conference adjustment, two aeroplanes roar over the city. Before the planes are
seen the citizens dive like marmots into their dark homee, clone
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the doors and windows, and fearfully yet fatalistically await the
expected blows. They hope that their thiu paper arti it ions and
tile roofs will protect them. No bombs are dropped and the city
eoldiers take pot shota at the soaring enemy. The retreat of the
eoldiers into the city has been largely due to terror inspired by
bombs dropped upon them by these planes as Liu Wen Hui has
not fighters to defend his men or to retaliate against Liu Hsiang.
Fear is the only damage of this first visit but it is enough to empty
the streets again since the pcople are ignorant of the destructive
power produced by the bombs and all expect the lanes to return unexpectedly.
When everyone is wishing that the war was over, eoldiers of
the other side suddenly open fire upon the city from across the
Min river, using cannons, trench mortars and rifles. The shots
are aimed at the soldiers but hit the citizens. The soldiers in
the city are behind heavy earthworks which absorb the shells
with little damage but the citizen behind his thin wooden walls
and under his heavy tiles suddenly finds himelf sprawling in
his o m iron pot while his family are mixed u p with tile pottery,
bamboo chairs and vegetables into a bloody conglomerate mess.
Whole families die amidst the debris of their falling homes.
Shopkeepers with their clerks pour out streams of blood on
costly silks before breathing their last. Coffin makers on Coffin
street are hurled dead into their own product by bursting shells.
Fragments of tile and splinters of wood sprinkle the streets.
The wounded pour into the United Church of Canada hospital. In stalks a stalwart son carrying his unconscious mother
on his back, the stulnp of her right leg bound tightly with the
leg of her padded pants. Behind tramps the second son bearing
the bleeding leg. When the doctor appears he is asked to sew
0" the bleeding leg and make it as before. Had not the doctor
taken out the protruding intestines of a neighbor yesterday,
washed them and placing them back in, 6ewed up the patient
who is still alive and expecting to recover.
Their soon follows a father bearing a young girl in his arms.
The girl has only one good eye, the other being a pop eye that
had become sightless when she was a baby and had sore eyes.
NOW a splinter from the homo has pierced the good eye. The
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girl is betrothed to a neighbor's son and with a blind daughter
he will have to return some of the dowery all of which has been
used to feed the family long since. Doubtless the doctor can fix
her up is the anguished father's cry.
As the only westem-trained doctor is trying to keep up with
the constantly incoming stream of mostly non-combatant wounded, shells begin to drop behind the hospital. The city defenders
have planted a cannon beyond a wide ravine upon a summit
above the hospital! The city cannon misses the hospital but the
opposing forces in reply are not so accurate in locating the town
battery. Midst bursting shells which fortunately never struck the
building, the helpless are cared for.
While the soldiers are busy firing and hiding, the citizens
tense with dread are sl~iveringuntil the next shell drops when
they discover whether or not they have another short lease on
life. Then the hum of a distant motor is heard. It comes nearer
and nearer until over the immense sitting Buddha at the fork
of the two rivere, an aeroplane begins to circle the city. Most of
the people, who know nothing of the power of aerial bombs,
flee screaming to their homes and sit dumbly. The rest of us run
outside, curious to see where the bombs are going to drop. Only
two eggs are laid this time by the skybird. One falls into an open
court hurting no one, but, tearing up the pavement, shatters a
few walls. The second lands in a tin shop, lays out a visiting
soldier and buries the tinsmith with his family beneath lamps,
buckets, water sprinklers and knickknacks which he will make
no more. Fortunately we are too f a r away to hear more than a
dull report but near enough to receive the casualty news soon
afterwards.
"Ayah if that is all, that doesn't matter, I thought a street of
houses would be blown up," speaks an old wrinkled citizen as he
lights his pipe but his thoughts are the thoughts of many among
the less scared. Moat of the terror for the airplane flees with the
pilot as he disappears down the river.
Firing from the city begins against the soldiers whom we can
see seeking shelter across the Tung river opposite the L. A. b v e s
gren home where we are guests. We order our children to play
behind the high stone wall which fences in the yard and we
4
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adults do not linger too long in exposed places as we watch some
of the shooting from our porches. Soldiers are stationed along
the city wall below us. A bullet tears into the sideboard of the
dining room and spoils a drawer. Others from the far east side
of the Min river are too spent to do anything but just drop harmleasly from the plaster.
The days wear on and all become inured to the occasional
sing of a bullet or the clatter as a fragment of a shell tears
through a tile roof to bury itself in the earth below the cannon
mounted upon the heights just outside the northwestern city
walls. All plunge inside in spite of the fact that i t would be too
late to escape after hearing the noise. Then all rush outside again
to view and discuss the damage.
''Ayah that almost hit my house. I was sitting here in the
doorway making the sole of carpenter Chang's shoes h e asked me
to make yesterday. Pieccs of tlie tile hit me on the head. My
destiny is not yet come," shouts shoemaker Lee, glorying in meeting death so closely and yet 10 being passed by.
On Sunday morning we go to the Baptist Mission church and
listen to an eloquent sermon by Rev. J . C. Jensen. He reaches his
closiilg prayer but the "Amen" which is on the point of being
uttered, is never spoken. At that moment an aerial bomb crashes
into the adjoining house. The worsllippers in a panic-stricken
mob rush for the opposite doorway. We merely stand u p and
wait. A second 'bomb bursts at the window which falls into pieces.
Iron hunks arc shot in various directions. One piece strikes the
first man who goes through the doorway and he runs about ten
yard to drop dying. Another piece shcars off another man's ear.
A big fragment goes through the wall a few inches behind us
we afterwards discover, but now wc are too busy getting out and
following the rest to the outside. Leading my son John and
daughter Marian I walk past the strickcn man and hesitate until
I net- that he is part help. He dies without a sound. Wc sorrowfully lcavc wllile Mr. Jcnsrn and Mr. Lovcgren with aid from a
member of the church carry tlie man to his home. That was one
of our rloscst missc~I,y the carriers of death.
Tca sliops arc very husy wl~ctlicrthey are paid or not and
tile propricters know that it is usrless to protest. All other busi-
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nesses are silent, the merchants standing with hands clasped in
wide soiled silk sleeves within the doorway of their shops whose
empty shelves indicate that their owner may be on the verge of
bankruptcy. Merchants are afraid to display their goods and the
buyers are distrustful of letting others know that they have
money to purchase. Those who Iiave, are indifferent about making more money for who can say that they will be able to keep it
or spend it. Those who have not must work as usual but they are
glad they have nothing to lose and no worries about possessions.
Cliildren play in the streets oblivious of the tragedy hovering
over them unless it strikes in their midst. The women knit sadeyed, whispering low of loved ones, relatives and neighbors living a few days ago. Slloemakers pound mightily upon shoes for
the soldiers. Coolies idle in hidden backgrounds to escape forced
carrier service listening carefully for the tramp of soldiers at the
front gates of the compound, and when the sound of marching
feet is heard, slinking out the back ways. On the etreete orderlies
rush to and fro bearing messages of a sudden attack at some hidden point. Everyone watches for the daily visit of the aeroplanes
whose few eggs wipe out a few households or plow a garden.
Above the treble of bullets or bass of shella is heard the thud
of hammers and the rasp of saws. The coffinmakers are striving to
keep their depleted supply from vanishing.
There is no news except military which is unreliable and unsafe to diecuss unless favorable to the side on which one happens
to be. Bad news make men ugly and evil men dislike others
hearing it. Moet of the news is bad since the city troope eeem to
be losing ground. They are now largely confined to the city, all
of the outpoets having been driven in across the rivers but the
road westward is open for the retreat to Yaan which took place
after we left.
About Dec. 10th on he route westward there comee in from
Yaan the three men who had climbed the Boh Gongkar. Richard
BurdsaII, T e r r i ~Moore, and Jack Young. We had left them in
Tachienlu. They had transferred a fourth member, Arthur Emmona, who had frozen his feet in the climb, to the care of Dr.
L. Crook at Yachow hospital and come on by raft. As the siege
may last indefinitely they decide to continue their journey down
river. Although news is very meager and uncertain we resolve to
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join forces with them since the river below seems fairly quiet.
We notify tlie military authorities of our intention and eaclr
party engages a small junk.
About daybreak on Dec. 15th we are escorted by our hosts
aboard our junk and we cast off after the crew have splashed
chicken blood on the bow. We had feared our most dangerous
stretch of the river would be at the moment of departure by
soldiers from Liu Hsiang's besiegers firing upon us, but not a
shot is heard as the six mile an hour current reinforced by oars
bears us rapidly downstream. Perhaps the early hour, the slight
night fog and almost empty boats idling a t the wharves and no
soldiers seen near them are favorable to non-molestation by tlie
outposts. We gratefully enjoy the silent drifting with the current while the people on shore are yawning to life.
Our two boats rise high in the water. There are no smuggled
cargoes aboard and our baggages are light. On our junk the
paseengers are merely my family, the same five of us with the
cook's family that left Tachienlu and came down on the bamboo
raft. Other Chinese have decided that this time of war is not
propitious for travel and with only the crew we enjoy the lack
of confusion and crowding. Each of our boats are the srnall
shenpotse about 30 to 40 feet long and seven to eight feet wide.
After safely clearing besieged Kiating we breathe freely and hope
for no more trouble although reports of soldiers and possible
trouble have been heard about Chien Wei Hsien one hundred
Ice down river from Kiating. However, we intend to anchor if
there ia any figliting and paRs down the river after i t is over.
Everything is quict. The mist lifts frorti the river, the shorc
lines emrrge and life secma free from fear and l~loodslied. Our
freedom does not last long. Soon after lunch we round a curve
and hear tlie sound of distant firing. What are we running into
now? Another curve and the reports ring louder as we come
upon a large number of junks anchored at the shore. Downstrea~n
Can he, seen the dim outlines of a walled city which we find is
Chien Wei Hsicn. Our boats pull to the shore near tlie lower
end of the parked junks and we step out on tlie bank.
Jack Young of the Gongkar party, being an American of
Chinrae descent and speaking Chinese as a native, takea the leadership. Terris Moore and I follow in his stepe. Questions and
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answers soon inform us that Liu Hsiang's troops are besieging
Chien Wei Hsien and a n attack is in progress. The anchored
boats are waiting for cessation of the battle. The sensible thing
seems to be for us to wait with them but such active firing may
last for days. Being cooped u p in a boat with constant fear of
looting or molestation by uncontrollable soldiery is not relished
by us so we resolve if possible to contact the commanders of the
besieging troops.
Jack, Terris and I, leaving Richard Burdsall to guard the
Gongkar party boat and my wife Louise with the cook Tsang
Wen Chin to watch our vessel, make a long detour through fields
until we are well behind the firing lines which we approach
cautiously. An outpost guard passes us through and an officer
escorts us through an embanked field where a few wounded men
are reclining. We are btruck by the air of casualness which pervades the hospital camp and also among all the soldiers. No one
seems excited and none show fear. All go about their duties as if
performing an ordinary day's work. I reflect on this attitude and
conclude that battles between Chinese warlords are much noiee
and little bloodshed. Fighting is necessary, incidentally, but maneuvering and outnumbering the opponent are the main elements
of a campaign. This strategy is borne out in this battle and by
what followed.
We hump over and go through a dry ditch bed to a large
farm house where the General is sheltered. An aide comes outside and then returns to bring the General back and we are introduced to him. Jack does the talking and while he is thus engaged I saunter over to the corner of the house and ~ e e karound.
I am a little startled by our cloecnees to the front lines. The
high walls of the city are about 300 yards dietant and a few men
can be seen here and there on the top. Between me and the city
wall and about a hundred feet in front of us are a row of troops
lying behind the hcdged bank of a caravan road and firing into
the city. Such a ridge holds the water of a rice field and being
an embankment about two feet high makes an excellent hreaet.
work and with the bushes on top of it ~ r o v i d eadditional concealment. A bullet occasionally whistles overhead and 1 reflect
that the thin mud-plastered walls and wooden partitions of thi9
straw-thatched country home will not stop a high-powered bullet*
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A small grove of trees and bamboo shrubbery conceal the house
and unless the opposing force can see their foes they are not
likely to concentrate their fire upon i t but a random bullet is
certain to hit it as the city defenders are directing their fire on
the men concealed by the road bank.
Jack arranges with the General for us to proceed down the
river, an orderly being sent to notify the outposts not to fire upon
us and to let us pass unmolested. We accept this statement as
being capable of enforcement but experience proves that the outposts are not notified and could not be in all cases because of
their isolation. We work our way again behind hills and through
ravines to the boats. We cast off into the middle of the current
and are scarcely started before shots come from the shore we
have just left. The bullets spout spray as they hit the water near
us. Soldiers come running down to the water's edge so we try
to turn back but the current takes us downward in sight of the
city before we can toucll land and explain to the outposts the
order of their general. Evidently he is permitting us to inform
his outposts. The sentinels allow us to depart so we start again
and reach the other side, closer to the walled city but on the
600 yards away. We dock
opposite shore from it, and
and then firing comes from both sides of the river at us as we
jump ashore. The crew flee in such haste that I must aid the
boatmaster to set the anchor firmly while the family run for the
shrubbery among the sand dunes.
We hasten behind some sand ridges and find a rounded bamboo mat shelter where we hold a hurried consultation. Jack,
Tcrris, and I decide that we must contact the outposts and leaders on this side in order to secure permission to proceed down
river and also to halt the bullets which are whistling overhead.
It is ponsible we may be attacked by an assault party from outlying troops. Louise and the children are sheltered in the low
tumhlcrl down nlat-~llcdwhicll is surrounded by dunes so tliat it
cannot be seen until one is almost upon it. Richard Burdsall
agrees to etay with them in this spot which is protected from fire
on all aidee and till in within sight of the boat. Our servants and
boatmen are also nearby.
Jack, T e r r i ~and I then start acroee the wide sandy waste
toward the llille oppoaite the city from where bullets are still
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coming. As we walk, the walled city defenders who belong to
the war party within Kiating, continue to fire at us until we are
out of sight and range. Our new friends are of the forces of Liu
Hsiang. Forces from both sides of the river fire at us but the
troops on the shore we have just left are soon outdistanced. From
this side of the river the new friends we are trying to contact
shoot too high, too wide or too short as we keep walking toward
them as nonchalantly as possible. This indifference puzzles them
and finally one sentinel stands u p on the hillside about 500 feet
distant, fires a time o r two and then holds his fire as we persistently walk toward him without any menacing gesture. The shots
die out and we breathe more freely. The sentinel keeps his gun
pointed a t us as we approach. We are glad the Chinese have
little training in shooting.
We cross a small stream by a foot bridge and as we draw near
the sentinel commands us to put u p our hands which we promptly do. When we arrive in front of him he has us turn around
and slaps us for pistols. Terris and I are unarmed and Jack's
revolver has never left its holster since the trip began. The
sentinel compels Jack to unfasten his gun and hand it to him.
Other sentinels hove into view coming in from their posts. Our
guard motions us to go uphill and another soldier pokea Jack's
gun into his back to encourage him. We struggle up the hill. 1
soon let my hands drop and I think the others did also but being
in front I cannot see them. We climb the hillside in single file and
dip over a tiny divide to find ourselves in a hollow from whose
southern watershed now streams a file of the most villianoua
Chinese I have ever seen. We wait and the newcomers surround
us, pointing their guns eo close and thickly that with the wrong
move we can be riddled. We make no move. Their captain,
standing on the outside, begins to talk to us. My throat is dry
and I begin to think our time ie up. I try to answer, as Chinese
believe a foreigner tells the truth and at first they will not
believe Jack is an American. However, they do not understand
me properly and Jack asks me to let him do the talking. I am
glad to turn things over to him. I t is a long parley but finally
the Captain orders his men to lower their rifles eo we breathe
easier. They think that we are Russians in the employ of the
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other army and that we are leading a landing party to attack
them in the rear. We learn later that this Captain and many of
his men were former bandits who have been taken into the service of Liu Hsiang in order to fight Liu Wen Hui. Naturally they
are highly excited over the prospect of becoming casualties in
being sent to stop the supposed landing party and the Captain,
a stout man, is not happy in finding his ~ u f f i n gand worry is baseless. Reinforced by my assurances that Jack is an American, the
Captain finally believes my story that we are merely going down
river to the extent that I am to go back with an officer and bring
the boats downstream but Jack and Terris are to be held as 110stages for my good behavior and fulfillment of our statements.
Jack and Terris are marched off as prisoners back to their
army headquarters while I start out with a young lieutenant who
is to accompany me to the boats. The lieutenant is very apprehensive as we walk along lest I nlay be leading him into a trap
and after I have several times assured him that I am telling him
the truth I clinch my words with the oath given often by Chinese
that "he can cut off rlly head if I am not telling the truth." These
words, we of course have been talking in Chinese, eases his mind
that there are no soldiers in our boats. I start asking him queatione about his education after telling him I am an educational
missionary and gradually he relaxes. I find he is a graduate of a
mission high school located near Canton and that he has recently
joined Liu Hsiang's forces. He Rays he is not happy as the Captain ie a former brigand and he is not. He becomes more friendly
as we walk leisurely but his fears are not totally dispelled until
we arrive at the shelter where my family and Richard Burdsall
have waited with no harm but considerable anxiety about us.
Outpost guards had found them and were standing guard but
Tamg Wen Chin is fluent in diplomacy and had satisfied the
soldiers so that all in peaceful when we reach them. At the
sight of the foreign woman and children the lieutenant drops his
apprehension and we also are relieved a t their safety.
we hastily board our boats and an outpost sentinel is placed
upon each one. The lieutenant assures me that their men will
not shoot at us but no sooner have we pulled anchor then their
forces in the walled city, with a few shots from everywhere, begin
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to fire. The officer and his soldiers hold u p their right hand8 but
to no avail, although they stand in the bow of the boat calmly
leaning on their guns. I stand beside the sentinel so the presence
of a foreigner may reassure those firing that there is no cause for
shooting and also if they must fire to draw their aim at us rather
than at the family who are lying flat on the deck beneath the
bunks where I ordered them when the bullets sang. The current
is swift and we stay close to the left bank which is a fairly steep
cliff, so most of the shooting comes across the river from the city
distant not only by the width of the water but also by a broad
stretch of shingle, not less than four hundred yards and a moving
target which causes them to miss us entirely except one shot
which sinks into the timber near the bow of the boat. The swift
current, running about eight miles an hour, and the frantic rowing of the crew brings us quickly past the city and around a
curve out of sight where we pull into the shore on the left bank.
Here we are happy to see Jack and Terris. They board their boat
but none of ue are permitted to depart.
Jack and Terris had been brought here to await the coming
of the boats and meanwhile the general in command had been
informed of their presence. The general sends an aide to buy a
pair of field glasses from us. I had told the Gongkar boys to
hide anything they wanted to keep but Richard had left his field
glasees hanging around his neck where the officers had seen them.
Fortunately all of our guns are in casee stowed in the hold except
Jack's pistol which he has not yet recovered. Jack informs Richard that the cornmallding officer wishes to buy his field glasses
and since our position is precarious urgea Richard to sell at a
fair price. I also strongly recommend this deal, telling him he is
lucky to get money for them and if he is not paid we will ahare
the lose. Richard is reluctant to part with them as they are a
prized gift from his father. But sensing that he cannot refuse
and that if both Jack and I should bring out ours we all will
undoubtedly be compelled to part with them, Richard states the
American price and hands over the field glaesea.
Our boats are now ordered downatream a ehort distance where
we enter a forested cove on the left bank. Here the commanding general has his headquarters in a small village. We land and
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are graciously treated by officers who give us decent quarters for
our cots and our mess. The general sends us his apologies but
declares the widespread fighting makes it too dangerous for us to
proceed. Evening is approaching and the day's events have tired
us so we retire soon after our evening meal. We have a good
night's rest broken by one humorous interlude. About midnight
we four men are awakened by the arrival of officers from the
general with the money for the field glasses. They enter eo rapidly that we receive them in our night clothes which for the
other three men consisted of baggy woollen underwear. Afterwards down river I never tired telling friends in the presence of
the three Gongkar boys, how they, dressed in their formal underwear, had greeted, counted the field glase money (mostly in depreciated twenty cent pieces) and then bowed their high ranking hosts to the outer gate.
We are informed by the general that troops will leave the
cove about daybreak to cross the river and drive away the attacking forces of Liu Wen Hui. Confusion and danger in the turmoil which might sway up and down the river with alternate defeat and victory will prevail. We take the hint, rise at four A.M.
and leave the crowded cove in the grey half light of dispelling
darkness, gratefully dropping down the river in the rapid current which soon takes us safely on our way (Photo No. 93). Later
the news filtered through that the early morning assault was not
made as the attacking forces of Liu Wen Hui had withdrawn
from Cllien Wei Hsien during the night. The siege of Kiating
was soon abandoned temporarily by Liu Hsiang but not long
afterwards fell in a new assault by his soldiers.
The aun rises dull and red through the heavy mist which soon
lifts from the muddy sullen waters whose rumbling gurgles are
the voice of summer floods. Even our crew is silent, perhaps not
fully awake and perhaps still numbed by the risk which working
for the crazy-thinking foreigners had caused them to undergo.
Maybe these riska can he used as a talking point for extra tea
money at the end of the voyage. Whatever the reaeon the day's
run ia quiet and restful as are most days after a battle when men
have died and the living are exhausted.
At night we tie up at a village along the shore far from last
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night's fear and worry. A short run in the morning and soon
after noon we dock a t Ipin. Seeing a steamer at the wharf we
rush ashore for tickets and find the vessel is leaving the next
morning which gives us time to move our luggage aboard to the
deck space we have bought. Tsang Wen Chin and his wife,
Dendru Lhamo, are left to set u p the cots and guard everything
we have on the Kiafoo which is a Chinese steamer about a hundred feet long and drawing five feet of water. We take rickshas
to the homes of the Baptist missionaries where we arrive in
time to watch Dr. C. E. Tompkins save the life of a Chinese
woman who had taken opium to work on the face of her husband when he refused to take her with him on a new military
assignment. Dr. Tompkins worked constantly one and a half hours
in the resuscitation. Then we have tea at Chester F. Woods and
following this refreshment the five of us take baths, some in one
home and some in another. After a fine evening meal and a long
talkfest Mr. Wood orders a sedan chair for Louise and the three
children. Then he leads us in an enchanting walk first through a
part of the city and then outside the city walls in a clouded
moonlight, bringing us to the ship at midnight. We go on board
to our cots at once.
I t is about 4:30 A.M. when I am awakened as the Kiafoo
swings out into the mighty Yangtze, now a saturated yellow torrent, but the same river we had left almost five months previously at Batang. We arrive upon the afternoon of the second day at
Chungking. I t is the 19th of December, 1932. A pleasant stay at
the Canadian Miusion hostel with Gordon Jones and his wife, as
charming hosts, with whom we spend Christmas. A few day0
afterward we begin once more the trip through the gorge0 of the
Yangtze where, if we could have seen the black bellowing yak
upon the thinly shrubbed banks, we w o d d often have visualized
ourselves as once more on the highlands of Tibet. As we had left
the yak behind so we aoon leave the Yangtze to reach our Amen*
can home in April of 1933.

Figure 93

Boat, rimilar to our own, containing the Boh Gongkar party, ae our two craft
leave the cove where we were held captive by a Chineee warlord

Appendix No. 1
ITINERARIES OF R.OUTES
Explanation of Symbols and Abbreviations
Pop. means population which is based on a personal count of honsee
and tents and figuring five persons to each unit. When there are two
lines of figures the upper line indicates the number of persons from
the previous point to this one; and the lower one the population of the
stopping place. N means nomads. Figures oppoaite monasteries under
Pop refer to number of monks or nuns.
M means monastery and letters after names of monasteries indicate
sect, as follows:-G
is Gelugpa; Ga is Gahdanpa; K is Kahgyupa; Ka
is Karmapa; N is Nyingmapa; and S is Sakyapa.
Ele. is elevation in feet above sea level, determined by harmonizations
of aneroid barometer, boiling point readings, and/or eye estimations
from vantage points of previously fixed elevations, also, considering enow
lines and vegetation. All elevations are approximate as temperature, etc.,
was ignored.
Dis. is distance in milee measured in time by the caravan marching,
estimated as moving one and a half miles an hour uphill and two miles
an hour on other grades.
Temp. is temperature in Fahrenheit degrees read every A.M. about
eight o'clock from a high grade maximum and minimum thermometer
placed in shade outside house or tent.
Weather data:-C is clear and CL is cloudy. C followed by dash and
CL, refers to clcor in morning and cloudy in afternoon and vice versa.
Many prior years of measurements and calculations of rainfall in Batang
enabled me to approximate the rainfall estimations. D is drizzles and
all .sprinkles up to one sixteenth of an inch. Wind direction in obvious
akbreviations is that most prevalent during the day. Precipitation is
rain unless otherwise stated and in inches.
Names of places west of Tachienlu on the Tibetan Plateau are tho
Tibetan ones with the Chinese names of important places in parenthesis.
On dates. Rest days are not included nor indicated.
Date

Place

Pop.

Elc.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind
or
Snow

Sept. 193s
Leaving Sept. 8th
From Tachienlu
(Dartsemdo)
(Kangting)
Seven Monasteries
8 Jethoh, via

12000

8500

1500

250 11500
125

10

67

48

CL

1/16

E

Remarks

T H E Y A N G T Z E AND T H E Y A K
Date

Place

Pop.

Je Pass
Teezuh

to
to

Cborten Karpo

to

Dongoloh

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind Remarks
or
Snow

via

Karzhi(M)G
wer
Karzhi(2) Passes to
Orongzhee

to

Orongzhee Podrang
to
Nyahchukha
over
Nya(Yalung)

River
to
Magendrong
over
Rama(3 ) P a w s
to

Manlamgang
Ngoloh
Jangkarkhoh

to

to
over

Bongo
Thangkar
over
Jeri P a u
to
Horchukha
over
Hor Chu
over
Tsasha Pass
to
Litang(Lithang)
past (Libwe)

SON

SON

ON MOLASHEE TRIP
Champachoskor
Ling(M)C
28 Pehma
29 Thraloi Dmng
Oct.
1 Deemdokhoh
4 Rijyakhoh
5 Litang

to
to
to

ION

12750
14000
13800

4

5
15

72
72
72

31
27
36

CL
1/16 SE
CLl/16SE,NW
CL
1
E Hail size 01 P e a

ON BATANG TRIP
15 Chukhuhdo
16 Banyathang

to
w a 1675N

13900
14000

10
14

65
61

34
35

C
CL

s
114

Hail. (100 mmC,
in tent m i c e . )

APPENDIX NO. 1
Date

Place

Li Chu
18 Asehchu

Pop.

to
to l2OON
200N
over

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Mu.

6
9

16200

5

wer

15500

Bahrongdah Chu to
Janglungdah
over
Tshongpen Pass to

14000
14500
16500

Shari Pass
2 0 Sharingohthoh

62
61

33
CL
19 C-CL

2

63

23

10
8

60

15 C-CL

C-CL

past (Bah)
Jan. From Batang and
Bahshehdrupendi
Ling(M)C
past
Rituh Lhakang
(hl)C
to
2 0 Bajungshee
to
21 Canohdorjhe
wer
Tshongpon Pass to
2 2 Dolungdah
to
23 Melongdrohthoh over
to
Shari Pass
24 Tshachukha
to
25 Pangvartoh
over
Li Chu
to
2 6 Pangyarchungtsangtoh
over
Cbungtsang(2)
Passes
to
Tranglohkhoh

aver

8
8

5
8
10
5
5
10
5
2

250N

Ba Chu(Batan8
River)
to
28 Manlungpa
over
b f a n l u n ~ Pass
to
29

Posherkhob
over
Lamar ( 2 ) Passes over

Tama Pam
30 Samar

Samar(~)
31 Zhmthang
Feb. Darchc
Darche(M)

to
pat
to
past
and
ta

Remarks

D

S
D

D

S snow falls on
mountains.
Basic rock is
granite
N E snow falls on
mountains.
W
Basic rock is
dolomite
W
W
W

22 Ganohdorjhe
to
23 Meliting
to
2 4 Batang (Bathang)

27

Rain Wind
or
Snow

14000
14100
14200

19 Sharitsathang

21

Ele.

14500

8

14700
4
1 ~ ~ 0 12
0
16500
4
15N

58
40

22
13

C
C

43
10
36 -3

C
CL

38 -3
40
1

CL
CL

37

3

38

5

33 -17

C-CL

CL

CL

39

f2

C

6
3

14500
11500

3
6

53

8

C-CL

11OOO
125 10750
SO 12250

10

56

3

CL

5

N' Bitter 3 0 mi. an

N,W,S

hr. wind all day
Snowing on mountains
Northern pass 15000
Basic rmk is g a n i t e
Bitter win&
Snow falls on rats.

N W Our bitterat day.
Basic rock is dark
red limestone.

14500
16500

250
50

calm
SW

N,W

Southern Pass-1 6000
Basic rock is blue
and yellow limestone

T H E Y A N G T Z E AND T H E Y A K
Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky

Mar.

Rain Wind Remarb

or
Snow

1 Deneh
Pmt
Khamzhung(M) and
Gatse Dzong
to
2 Zhangdothang over
Man Pass
to
3 Chyirndah
to

4

Pehyee(M)N
Pehyee

7
4
8
3
10

and
to

Yangtze River
back
to
6 Pehyee
over
Ngeezo(2 ) P a r w to
7 Kathoh(M)N w e r
5

Dzin Chu
Rajah(M)
8 Horbu
9 'Sothang
10 Lhagethang

18 C-CL

50

20

52 -4

1 C-CL

calm

44

21

4
12
4

63

18 C-CL

51

16

past

500
loo

Snow falls on mts.

snow Salk on

CL

mu.

Snow is 1% h.
on shady ground

calm Snow l i u
Limestone
NE
Northern
calm Snow lies
on ground
in drifts.

CL

10500
loo50

7
I3

62
61

9 C-CL
I 9 CL

25
750 10100
25
50 10150

12

50

19

15
C
8 C-CL
25 CL

loo0

CL

8

near

put
to
over

4
11

54 16

Mahrwg

calm

4

63
54
50

Zee P u s

C-CL

53

6
8
16

19

N

CL

12

Ka to
Degepabam (M)
to
I I Jangra(M)S
12 De8e(M)S
to
17 Khorlomdo
and

Khorlo(M)S
Galeh(M)S
18 Pahchungdah

NW

an mts.
gorge
Pm-lSS00
3 in.
and 1 ft.

lOSOO
to
to
to

Cangthohdrukha o v u
Zhee Chu

57

CL

calm
alight S tent felled by wind
snow
slight calm hail falls. Deep 300
snm
ft. limestone canyon
Skinboat ferry h
located here
50 ft. wide and
3 feet deep.

N
N 600 rnonlo, 250 h y
calm no snow on mu.
6 mi. limestone
gorge and hlgb

liaht S E heavler mow falls
mow
on mountains.

to
to
snow

20 Gobzer(M)S

over

Man(2)Pusa
to
21 Namjyeh Ling ( M )
K
over
6 major and 2 minor
divides
to
Kahphur(M)Ca to
2 2 Tankhoh
rltb

8

52

18 C-CL

SE, E

10

53

8 C-CL

W
scc this r o d
retncrd June 23fd

14

54

14

CL.

W B l t t a d a d all

APPENDIX NO. 1
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Drehma Lhakhang
(M)Ca
at
Chungkhor(M)G
and 2 monasteries
(M)Ca
to
28 Ngoja
wer

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

15

55

23

5
5
15

38 -5
46 -3

CL

Rain Wind
or
Snow

S

Mar.
Chutsuh Pass
to
1 Chunahkhar
to
2 Jyur(M)C
to
6 Dza Chu(Ya1un.g
River)
to
6 Jyur(M)G
over
6 low ranges
to
8 Dzazhungdo
over
Dza Chu(Ya1ung) to

9
11
12

13

14

1s

16
19

20
21

22

10
10

34

5

C

7SON

10

40

4

c

Cetse(M)N
over
50
Carchen P a s
to
Carchen
to
Zhachunyandra
to 25CN
Minahlong
over
2 ranges
to
Yachuzha
over
over
Yachu Pby
Dza Chu(Yalung) to
Carchen
wer
6SN
Carchen Pass w e r
Dza Chu(Yalung) to
Wather(M)
up
300
Dza Chu and over
six rangu
to
Jyur(M)C
over
50
2 Passts
to
Sershee(M)C
to 1250N
400
Zhu
over
Ngangpa Pass
to
Zhewa
p u t 250N
250
Torkon(M)S
and
50
Drizhung(M)K and
SO
Bahgon(M)K
md
25
Cawo(M)K
t6
25
Dripomdah
over
503
25
Yangtze River p u t

monastery-K
Jycku(M)S
23 Jyekundo

put
to
ova

13100
14000
13600
13500
13750
1SO00
14500
15500
13750
14750
13000
13006
13100
14750
14000
14506
13250
13500
14500
12250

6
3
3
6
7

54 -13

C

SO -3
c-CL
48 -4 CL
2

S
2 branches, 35 ft. wide,
3 ft. deep
N

s, w

13

54 -4

c

S

W

2

c

SW

our farthest north
2 It. deep, 30 ft. wide

9 6 3
5

9

reddish shale rocks

S,N

42

11
10

CL

Snow in night.

1/2 snow S Snuw in night.

10
2

18

Snow falls on mts.
Limestone canyon
lines road.

CL 112 snow S, N
C-CL 1 snow S, N

50

Remarks

SS

tent monastery

15 C-CL

54

15

56 -3

W, SW ten incarnation8
in monastery.
CL 112 snow W east & west valley

C-CL

W,SW

12300
122m
12000
11800
11706
11650

75 12000
500 12350
2000 12250
loo0

crosa on ice 100
yds. wide & deep
20

66

19

C

T H E YANGTZE AND THE YAK
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind

Remarks

OL

Snow
Apr. Lajyan Pass
to
12 Lanyeepa
over
Thangbumdah Pass
to
13 Sajyahsumdo
past
Thangbumdah
Ranyah(M)Ga

near
and

Burnten(M)K

and

Denda

6

42

30

CL

1 snow

calm

2
4

48

6

CL-C

W

C-CL

SE Yangtze 150 It, wide

strong wind

to

Dzindah
Dzindah(M)
15 Lamdah

and
to
near

8

68

14

6

64

27

C-CL

Tharlung(M)S
16 Parlalatsar

to
over

8

52

29

C-CL 1/2 snow hail falls.
NW

CL-C 1 rain'
114 snow NE, S

14

Par Pass
and
April
Consar(M)S
and
Dunutrih(M)S
to
1 7 Trindo Camp
over

6

54

23

Pass
18 Drijyuh(M)K

to
to

4
6

46

11 C-CL

to

8

55

22

4

44

16

11

48

19

20

Dzachumdo

May
1 Drjyuh(M)K

over

SE crossed Yangtze by
ferry-3 min. to crw

2

W

CL

1/4snowS
81 hail
CL
1/4snow
& hail E. W
CL 3 snow

W crossed Yalung
R. on ice bridr

Pass

and
Cangdzorn Pass to
above
4 Lob Monastery past
Loh(hl)G
and
Tharlung(h1)C and
Lamdah
over
Yangtze River
to

5 Thanadah, on
former route
to
6 Sajyasumdo, over
former passcs
to
7 Jyekundo
past

1 '/r It. hi~her
5 rnin. to CY& 1 min. to swim

7

59

19

CL 3 / 4 s n o w W

APPElVDIX NO. 1
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind Remarks
or
Snow

June
Tranggoh (M)K and
Pehchen(M)K
to

17 Pehchen

over

Trao Pass
18 Kharsa

to
Past

J~onggon(M)K and
Jyongchun(M)G and
Ponglon(M)S
to
19 Dangthoh (M)S over

200N 11750
100
13500
300N 12000
100
50 11750
50 12000
75
77.5 11450
75

18

73

grass plain 15
mi. by 2 mi.
1 W snow above 14,500

46 CL-C

7
6 65

9

62

39

CL-C

44

CL-C

D

112 SE 200 ft. high rock
walled Yangtze
canyon

Past
Pass
Dronthoh (M) K to
Drumda Drutsha
aver
Yangtze River
to

20 Cehsar

Rajyah(M)S
21 Tankboh

past
to
Pmt

Chohra(M)S
and
Tronerthoh(M)C and
Kahphur(M)Ga to
23 Bahzhah
over
Man Passes(2)
24 Cohzer(M)S

to
past

J'hachu(M)K
over
Latse Kehring Pass
to
2s Dmhchen
Short trip northwest from
b t . Dzochen
past
blang(M)N
and

Jhoru(M)G

500 11350
50

525 11250
600
40
40
SO
12500

75

1

17 76 45 C-CL

12

74

12750
2SN 1225021 79
300
50
650 14000 14
250N 13000
175

46 CL-C

16

76

SE

1/2

3 min. to cross
Yangtze in skin
boat. Round trip
20 min.
SE snow above 14,500 ft.
Limestone c l i b .

1 1/2

49 C-CL

318
S,N,W

W

44 CL-C

46 CL-C

I/2

E

Hail

Forded three riven
3 to 5 It. deep and
50 ft. wide, in flood

to

3 Jbnru Nomad camp

ta
Caravan enroute and
back to

Tsatsa & Gotsar two
(M)G in this area.

T H E Y A N G T Z E A N D T H E YAK
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Mu.

Rain

Wind Remarks

M

Snow

N W Snow above 15,000 It.

4 Johru Nomad Camp
over
to
Jho Cbu

4

5 Jhochutsar
to
6 Dzohchen
W t
June Continuing June
25 above
Dzohchen(M)N wer
Muri pas^
to
past
26 Yeechutsar
Yahzer(M)N
to
June
27 Yeelung
over

15
17

53
59

42
37

20

74

47

10

68

39 C-CL

to
pad

21

62

50

to
to
P a

1
3
7

Nyara(M)S
Guluh(M)N
Bero (M ) G
Yalunn River
29 Gangdzi

and
and
over
to
and

10

63

48 CL-C 1 1/2

Gangdzi ( M ) G

and

Lahnah P a a
28 Rongbahtsa

Darjeh(M)G
Lingtsang
Bero

61

40

CL

1%

CL
CL

75 It. wide, 3-4 ft.
deep.
2% NW Snow above 15,500 ft.
112 SE Wind up valley

C-CL

CL

318 SE, Hail falls twice
NW,E
SW Yce Plain-16
by 1 mi.

mi.

1 SE,N,E Snow above 15,000 ft.
400 monks in 3
monasterier nearby

SE Snow above 14,500 ft.
Bridge over Yalung

July
Khomma(M)C
Zihja(M)G
Dothoh(M)S
Nunncries(2)C
T-ee(M)G
4 Lozhung

and
and
to
over

Latse Pay,
Jhori(M)G
5 Kharsar

past
to
over

Bu Chu
Drewu

to
Past

Zhaleh(h1)S
Bahmdah

to
Pat

Jola(Jf )S
Nunnery C
Drango

and
to
Pmt

6

and

and

8

74

50 CL-C 1 5/8

W

77

44

7.4

36 C-CL S/B W,NW

9
4

CL

2

W

2

I0

Junction at Zhi md
Bu rlvers.

APPENDIX NO. 1
Date

Place

Pop.

Drango(M)G
Cetsang(M)G
Rama Pass
7 Yesu
Zhe Chu
8

and
over
to
over

Chahjya

past

An Hermitage,C &
Chapoh(M)
to
over
10 Chapoh
Mijhi Pass
past
Louhthang(M)N &
hlijhi Dzong
and
Carthar(M)G
to
11 Carthar
past
Pahmeh
and
Sakhun~go(M)N &
Jelung(M)S
to
IJ Bahodrang
over
Drepa Pass
past
3 small(M)
and
8 shoulder passcs to
14 Nahjhapuh
over
Jethoh P
Tachienlu

a

Aug.
19 Sulhahlungpa
20

Latsrr
Zhara P a s
Pass

21 Cartbar

1000
100
3700
100

to
to

to
over
and
to

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind
or
Snow

13000
11400

4

72

31

C-CL D N W , S E

3
3830
50

11250

12

150-200 ft. wide
81 10 ft. deep
77

37

C

D

River 180 ft. wide

10
25
1500
1000
2000

Remarks

11

to

Zhe Chu bridge and
Bolung(M)G
and
Nyeetsho(n1)G
to
9 Dawu
past

IS

Ele.

C

D SE,NW

11000

3

83

43

11500

13

63

51

60

46 CL 1 114 SE,NW

74

44 CL-C 114 SE,NW

72

46

CL

67

51

C

25
75
2925
50

13000
6
SO
10 12850
4
400 12000
1150 12000
10
375
125 11750
4
50
50
250 12750
12
10
14000
125
200N 13750
325 13000
15
50
75N 14500
6
375
8500
13
12000
575
10
100

CL 114 SE, NW

11000

12

65

55

CL

1/B

S

14000
14750

11

63

53

CL

1 12

S 200 gold diggers near
Zhara Peak 20,000 ft.
on west side.

I3000
12000

11
4

2

fearful lightninn
NW,E,NE
TRIP FROM BATANG TO GARTHOK AND RETURN AS DESCRIBED IN CHAP. VII
Oct.
From Batang
to
2500
8500
10 Li
via
SO
8300
7
includes Nushia village nearby
60
62

44

C

1314

T H E YANGTZE AND T H E YAK
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Druwalung

11

Yangtze River
Cora
Degoteng

over

Rain Wind
or
Snow

Remarks

Downstream by boat
1 % hours.

to
via
over

Khun~tsekhaPass to
Khun~tseteng past
TWO Monasteries
one C and one N
13 Pumteh
over

I2

Pang Pass
past
Two monasteries C

to
14

I5

Lhandee
Past
A monastery C over
Sherepetse P a s past
A monastery C to
Pangda
over
Past
Phu Pass
A monastery G to
Phula
to

16

Guthok

Garthok(M)C
Lbora(M)G
28 Chunohnong
Four Passes

Pat

to
to
over
near

Two monssteries
one G and one N, to
29 Dzonghee
ova
Laguchume Pam to
3 0 Kundecdrrbphtlb
over
to
Thoh Pam
Sbisonggo~ o w
Yangtre River
to
Li
to
3 1 Batang

Other 2 2 5 pop.
below Pbulr in
valley.

APPENDIX NO. 1
Date

Place

Pop.

Ele.

Dis. Temp. Min. Sky
Max.

Rain Wind
or
Snow

T R I P FROM TACHIENLU T O YEELUNGSHEE AND BACK TO
C H A P T E R XIII
Sept.
From Tachienlu to 12000 8500
2 7 Jethoh
to
250 11500
8
CL
125
28 Jethohkhoh
via
14500 10
CL 2-snow &
hail
and
14600
1
Jethoh P a s
Laneepar Pass
to
15600
3
C-CL
29 Yeelungshee Valley
to
14300
8
C-CL
30 Jalaphodrang
via
175N 13650
9
CL 1/16
150 utlier
Oct.
25
Sobu
to
35N 12875
5
hail&
10
rain 1 1 2
1 hieje
via
200
10 12800
4
Lelekhuthe
to
1 1 700
CL 1/16
2 Serur0n.g
to
60 11675 10
3 Zhohlu

to

Trundo

to

4

5 Athedrong
Aje Pass
Jethoh Pass
6 Tachienlu

via
and
to

5N 11550
35
40 11600
5
720 12600
15400
14600
8500

12

C-CL 114

15

C-CL

15

C-CL
CCL

TACHIENLU-

a chilly day
a cold day
very cold on p a s

Past(Ga) temple and
5 stone towers

Past 2 temples
(Ca.), 50 monks u c h

50 monks in
temple up ravine
near Li R. bridge
Passed two temples

2

14

Remarks

1/16

Appendix No. 2
Mph-miles
in.-inches
No.-number
hrs.-hours

per hourTemperatures in Fahrenheit
Precipitation in inches ( 1 0 in. snow=l in. Rain)
This includes expeditions with returns
from many .places a t various altitudes (Summary)

1927-35

F

J

M

A

M

J

J

A

N

0

S

DTa-Yrs.

tal

Mean Min.

23.8

26.8

32.6

41.2

49.2

56.3

58.1

57.0

48.3

41.8

32.4

25.4

6-8

Mean

37.9

41.4

46.9

54.1

62.3

67.7

69.4

67.9

59.1

53.6

45.8

39.7

6-8

Highest
Temperature 63.5
Any One Day

70.0

80.0

84.0

90.0

95.5

96.0

98.0

83.0

77.0

75.0

66.0

3-5

Lowest
Temperature
Any One Day

-3.5 -13.0

3.5

6.0

38.0

32.0

35.5

25.0

14.5

20.0

15.0

3-5

2.27 10.31 12.63 12.69 14.63

4.38

0.56

0.05

3-5

-17

Total inches
Precipitation 0.06
Any One Day

0.2

1.5

1.31

Maximum
in 24 hrs.
0.06
Any One Day

0.06

0.5

0.6

0.75

1.50

2.00

2.00

2.25

1.00

0.50

0.05

3-5

0

3.75

5.25

11.0

11.0

12.5

14.8

3.7

1

0

3-5

0

0

0

1.2

2.7

17.5

26.5

3-S

4.25

3-5

Average
No. of Days w e r
0.1 in. Rain
0

0

Avera~e
No. of Days Below
Freezing
28.3 19.25 9.75
Average
No. of Days
Dust Storms

6 . 5 ' 1.75

0 0.25

4

6.75

2.5

2

1.25

.7S

0

0

0

Average
NO. of Days
Clear
11.25

6.25

8.75

3.75

5.50

4.50

5

3.75

2.6

17 14.25 15.75

3-5

20.5 21.25 20.75 19.75

17.4

6.7 12.75 13.50

3-5

7.3

3-5

Avera~e
NO. of Days Partly
Cloudy
15.0 12.5 15.75 20.25
Avcra~e
No. of Days
Cloudy
4.75

9.25

6.5

6.0

5

4.25

5.25

7.5

7.8

3.75

1.75

T H E YANGTZE AND T H E YAK
M

A

M

J

J

8.25

8.50

8.75

1.50

3.50

S

0

N

DTo-Yrs.
tal

2.75

1.4

4.7

2.25

5.50

3-5

Average
No. of Days Wind
under 10 mph 13.0 13.25 16.25 19.75 19.25 25.75 23.50

22.0

21.4

11.0 17.25 11.25

3-5

Dominant
Prevailing Wind
Direction
SW

SW

SW

F

J

1327-35

Average
No. of Days Wind
over 1 0 m p h . 7.25 9.75

SW

SW

SW

A

SW SW SW

BATANG ONLY-ALTITUDE

W

SW

SW

3-5

8500 ( 3 0 N. 99 E.)

Mean hiax.
52.2

56.1

63.5

69.9

76.9

80.6

82.1

79.6

71.7

65.0

59.1

53.9

5-6

25.8

29.3

36.7

45.2

51.6

58.4

59.3

57.5

53.1

43.6

32.4

25.4

5-6

39.0

42.7

50.1

57.5

64.3

69.5

70.6

68.6

62.4

54.3

45.8

39.7

5-6

Highat
Temperature
AnyOneDay 63.0

70.0

80.0

84.0

90.0

95.5

96.0

94.0

83.0

77.0

75.0

66.0

5-6

Lowest
Temperature
Any oneDay 15.0

14.5

24.0

34.0

42.0

48.0

49.0

45.0

38.0

29.0

20.0

15.0

5-6

Total Inches
Precipitation
Any one
Manth
0.06 0.06

1.50

1.31

1.69

5.44 12.63 12.69 12.38

1.56

0.56

0.05

14

Maximum
in 24 Hours
Any one
Day

1.50

0.50 0.05

2-4

Mean Min.

Mean

0.06

0.06

0.50

0.50

0.75

0

0

2.67

3.75

4

BclowFrecting2916~

4

0

Averam No.
of Days
Dwt Storms 5.33

8

.67

o

o

o

Avurge No.
of D.yl
Clear
9.33

7.33

9.00

4.33

8.61

5.67

Average No.
Days Over 0.1
In. Rain

1.50

2.m

1.50 0.50

8.67 10.67

11.0

15.0

1.50

0

0

o

o

5.0

4.5

1

0

2-4

0

11 26.5

14

o

o

0

4.25

2-4

3.0

17.5

13.5 15.75

2-4

Average No.

of Days
0

0

0
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J

F

hl

A

M

J

J

Average No.
of Days
17.67 12.33 17.33 22.33 22.0 21.67 21.33
Partly Cloudy
Average No.
of Days
4.33 8.67 4.67 3.33
Cloudy

3.0 2.67 4.67

Average No.
8.33 1l:O 7.67 11.0 10.0
of Days
Wind over
10 mph.

4.0

4.0

A

S

18.5

20.0

8.0

2.5

DTo-Yrs.
tal
2-4

7.0

5.5

2-4

2.0

1.5 1.25

sw sw sw sw sw sw sw sw

NW

- ALTITUDE

8500

AT BATANC

N

8.0 11.25 22.5

Average No.
of Days
8.33 13.67 15.0 17.67 17.33 28.67 21.67 15.5 16.5
Wind under
10 mph.
Dominant
Prevailing
Wind
Direction

0

5.25 1.75

5.5

2-4

6.5 17.75 11.25

2-4

sw sw sw

2-4

Mean Maximum

75.4 84.4 78.3 77.6 68.0 60.9 54.9 49.1

Mean Minimum

49.1

Mean

62.3 71.6 67.7 67.4 59.9 50.6 42.2 35.3

58.7 57.0 57.2

51.8 40.3 29.4 21.5

Highest Temperature

84.0 92.0 86.0 86.0 81.0 74.0 61.0 55.0

Lowest Temperature

42.0 54.0 51.0 50.0 46.0 29.0 22.0 15.0

1928
Mean
Mnximum
Mean
Minimum

51.7 55.6 61.7 71.2 74.2 78.6 82.5 74.2 73.0 61.8 53.4 52.9
26.0 28.4 37.4 44.6 51.4 59.8 57.9 53.3 54.2 46.4 30.3 26.2

Mean
38.9 42.0 49.6 57.9 62.8 69.2 70.1 63.8 63.6 54.1 41.9 39.6
Hishest
Temperature 63.0 70.0 71.0 75.0 85.0 89.0 89.0 81.0 79.0 75.0 60.0 65.0
Lowest
Temperature 15.0 20.0 27.0 34.0 42.0 48.0 49.0 45.0 51.0 30.0 20.0 19.0
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J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

0
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BATANC
1929
Mean
Maximum
Mean
Minimum

50.8

51.7

62.9

64.8

74.1

77.8

78.2

79.4

70.3

64.8

57.2

56.1

26.6

27.3

35.6

45.3

50.6

56.3

57.5

57.8

50.5

43.7

32.7

29.3

Mean
38.7 39.5
Highest
Temperature 61.0 66.0
Lowest
Temperature 16.0 19.0
Precipitation
Total inches
Precipitation
Max. in 24 hrs.
No. of Days
over 1 / 10 in. Rain
No, of Days
Below Freezing
No. of Days
Dust Storms
No. of Days
Clear
No. of Days
Partly Cloudy
No. of Days
Cloudy
No, of Days
Wind over 10 mph
No. of Days
Wind under 1 0 rnph
Prevailing
Wind Direction
BATANC
1930
Mean
hlaximum
hfean
Minimum

52.2

56.5 62.8

72.7

79.9

80.1

86.6

81.4

73.2

65.5

61.6

53.6

26.9

27.7

45.7

54.0

58.6

63.0

59.8

54.5 43.5

33.6

26.5

37.3

bf ean
39.6 42.1 50.1 59.2 67.0 69.4 74.8 71.1 63.9 54.5 47.6 40.5
Highest
59
65
71
84
90
90
96
94
80
76
75
66
Temperature
Lowest
17
25
34
43
52
53
56
SO
33
23
22
Temperature 17
Precipitation
0
1.50 1.31 1.69 4.06 5.19 12.69 8.31 1.56 0.56
0
Total inches 0
Precipitation
Max.in24hrsO
0 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.13 1.50 2.00 1.50 0.50 0.50
0
No. of Days w e r
l/IOin.RainO
0
4
4
4
6
8
14
13
3
1
0
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M

J

J

A

N

0

S
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No. of Days Below
Freezing
27
No. of Days D u s t
Storms
10
No. of Days
12
Clear
No. of Days
Parlly Cloudy 10
No. of D a y s
Cloudy
9
No. of Days Wind
19
over 10rnph
No. of Days Wind
under 10 rnph 2
Prevailing Wind
Direction
SW

20
12
11

16
1

13
6
SW

BATANG

1931
Mean
Maximum
Mean
Minimurn

54.5 62.0 65.6 72.5 80.3 86.0 84.5 84.4 74.0 71.8 60.9 54.6
25.7 35.5 38.4 46.0 53.1 58.5 58.5

Mean
40.1 48.8 52.0
Temperature
Highest
63.0 67.0 80.0
Temperature
17.0 22.5 27.5
Lowest
Total inches
Precipitation
0
0
0
hfaxirnurn
in24hrs
0
0
0
No. of Days over
0.1 in. Rain 0
0
0
No. of Days Below
FreesinR
2
7
4
2
No. of D a y s Dust
Storms
5
1
0
No. of Days
9 1 1
5
Clear
No. of Days Partly
Cloudy
19
14
17
No. of Days
Cloudy
3
3
9
No. of Days Wind
OVerlOmph
4
17
10
No. 01 n a y s \Vind
undrr10rnph9
11
IS
Prr\.ailinR Wind
Direct ion
S\V SW SW

59.5 54.4 44.0 31.6 25.6

59.3 66.7 72.3 71.5 72.0 64.2 57.9 46.3

40.1

79.5 88.0 95.5 95.0 89.5 83.0 77.0 72.5 62.0
39.0 46.5 50.5 55.0 55.0 49.0 38.5 26.0 20.5
1.00 0.69 4.06 12.63 10.25 12.38 0.19 0.25

0 41.45

0.50 0.19 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.50 0.06 0.13

0

2

0

3
0
0

3
0
0

9

16

0

0

0

0

0

8

17

0

0

0

0

0
1

8

0

0

2
0

9
0

8

5

5

2

4

19

26

23

25

26

23

8

13

19

3

0

2

4

1

7

5

4

1

11

13

5

2

2

2

2

1

3

14

14

24

27

I3

23

9

19

11

SW

Sir

SW

SW

SW

NE

SW

SW

SW

0 1 8 1 3 1 1
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M

J

A
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*From Aug. 22nd en route home at same latitude but doing eastward at varying higher
altitudes until Tachienlu ow Sept. 23rd and end of record then
BATANC, SIKANC PROV. TIBETAN PLATEAU
1932
Mean
JIaximum
51.8 54.7 63.9 68.3 77.9 76.5 82.2 80.9 61.4
Mean
Minimum
23.6 27.5 35.0 43.6 51.5 58.7 61.8 58.4 44.5

bf ean
37.7 41.1 49.5 56.0
Temperature
Highest
55.5 63.5 75.0 81.5
Temperature
Lowest
15.5 14.5 24.0 36.0
Total inches
Precipitation 0.06 0.06 0.63 1.00
Maximum
0.06 0.06 0.13 0.25
in 24 hrs
No. of Days over
0.1in.Rain
0
0
4
4
No. of Days Below
Freezing
3 0 2 5
7
0
No. of Days Dust
Storms
1
2
1
0
No. of Days
Clear
7
0
1
1
No. of Days Partly
Cloudy
24
7
29
27
No. of Days
Cloudy
1
2
2
1
No. of Days Wind
over10mph
2
3
8
11
No. of Days Wind
underlOmph14
24
16
19
Prevailing Wind
SW SW SW SW
Direction
tAt Litang 14,000 It.

64.7

67.6

71.5

69.7

53.0

89.5

89.0

89.0 98.0

80.0

44.0

52.0

58.0

3S.St 37.5

1.69

5.44

3.19

6.94 10.81

0.50

1.00

.SO

1.00 2.00

5

11

8

10

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

4

3

0

28

26

23

21

18

2

2

3

4

7

5

12

4

9

3

2

18

26

17

26

20

SW

SW

SW

NE

W

On the mad or lodged in Tachienlu, Litang or Batang, this last place
Oct. 24th to end of year. Altitudes from 8,500 to 14,500
but at' practically snme latitude
1934
Mean
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Mean
Hlnhest
Temperature
Lowest
Temperature
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Total inches
Precipitation
Maximum
in 24 hrs
No. of Days over
0.1 in. rain
No, of Days Below
Freezing
No, of Days Dust
Storms
No. of Days
Clear
No. of Days Partly
Cloudy
No. of D a y s
Cloudy
No. of Days Wind
over 10 mph
No. of Days Wind
under 10 rnph
Prevailing Wind
Direction
Alter 24 days in Batang the record goes northward t o Jyckundo a n d then
southeast to Tachienlu back beyond Kanze and winds up its last 4 days a t Tachienlu
1935

Mean
Maxlrnum
Mean
Minimum

50.2

54.0

50.1

52.0

65.5

70.3

73.1

72.4

67.1

14.2

14.4

12.1

22.2

35.0

43.2

51.2

52.9

39.1

Mean
32.2 32.2 31.1 37.1 50.3 56.8 62.2 62.7
Hi~hest
Temperature 63.5 63.0 66.0 68.0 75.0 80.0 84.0 83.0
Lowest
Temperature -17.0 -3.5 -13.0
3.5
6.0 38.0 32.0 41.0
Total inches
Precipitation
0
0.2
0.6
1.6 2.27 10.31 7.88 12.69
Maximum
in 24 hrr,
0 0.05
0.2
.6 0.38
1.5 2.60 2.00
No. of Days over
0.1 in. Rain
0
0
0
0
9
18
12
18
No. of Days Below
Frtczinn
29
28
27
26
7
0
0
0
No. of Days Dust
0
3
8
8
5
3
0
0
Storms
No. of Days
Clear
1
8
3
8
2
1
1
5
3
No. of Days Partly
Cloudy
7
13
11
14
16
20
19
21
NO. of Days
Cloudy
6
12
12
14
14
9
7
f

53.1
75.0
27.0
14.63
2.25
21
3
0
2
15
13
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N o . of Days Wind
overlOrnph3
No. of Days Wind
under 10 rnph 27
Prevailing
SW
Wind Direction

2

0

1

27

29

31

29

W

NW

E SE
SW

b

10

4

5

2

12
W

20

26

25
W

W
S

W

Appendix No. 3
CHYAHTSHAN OR HAND SIGNS
Symbolism of Hand Signs in Tibetan Lamaistic
Ceremonies
Religious ceremonies conducted by Tibetan monke are featured by:(a1
chanting of texts either from memory or from the printed leavee held upon
their knees as they sit cross-legged in rows in temple or tent; ( b ) symbolical
motions of hands with dorje, and flexing of fingers in varioue positione; and
(c) orchestral use of musical instruments as the bell, drum, flute, conch-ahell
and trumpets.
The method of grasping the instrumente is stabilized. The dorje is held
inside the right clasped hand and the bell by the thumb and forefinger of
the left hand. The thumbs must clasp the dorje and bell all of the time the
manipulations of the fingers are taking place.
The hand motione are symbols of acts of worship and a deity ie in mind
or actually present such as an idol figure, when the ceremony is performed.
The ceremony ie known as "offering reverence* or "conducting worship"
either to the idol or the tutelary deity.
The chanting proceeds by consecutive etepe. The firet eight steps are
preceded by reading of scripture and groaning. Then the eight steps are
pronounced, winding up with the ringing of bells, the beating of drums and
clanging of cymbals. Following thie orchestral ealute the monke read scripture and then go into the five steps. These rituals of hand eymboliem may be
repeated a number of times in the ceremony.
Monks who eat meat con perform thie ritual except when the object or
recipient of the ceremony is for the White Drolma (goddess saving from
rebirth) or for the mystical goddess Namjyehma who b e three faces and
eight arms. In these two ceremonies only vegetarian0 are permitted to participate and eome of the hand eymbols are different from those used in the
regular hand-eymbolistic rites.
The poeition of the palme is very important, for inetance ehowing the
h i d e of the hand ie indicative of peace and friendehip. The palm0 are always held upward or toward the face of the chanter if poeeible. The motioning of the hands and the sounding of the instruments are interpolated d e
cieively with the chanting which riees and falls in tone in harmony with the
meaning of the t e a . All of the motions of the hands are substitutes for the
actual acts of adoration to the god and the instrnmente are aide in =curing the
attention of the deity or coercing him to favor the worshipper.
The performance may take place in a temple, in a tent, in a home or out
under the open sky. The eight different stepr are outlined below in regular
order and with the furniture as mentioned.

324
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Step 1. Offering blood to the tongue of idol.
Both palms in offering the bowl of blood to the idol c l a q
the bowl so the open palms face the chanter.
Step 2.

Offering cleansin8 to feet of idol.
Left palm facing and right palm sweeping over top of bowl
are the tokens of this step.
Step 3.

Offering flowers to head of idol.
With palms facing him the chanter snaps fingers off thumb
to symbolize placing a 'circlet of flowers on head of idol.
Step 4.

Offering incense to feet of idol.
With thumbs toward chanter's face and extended fingers in
pairs; commencing with forefingers slowly closing only the fingers indicate
the offering of incense.
Step 5.

Offering butter lamp to eyes of idol.
Palms facing chanter's face and fingers half-closed with forefinger against thumb making a circle.
Step 6. Offering sweet-smelling stuff to idol's heart.
Two palms facing outward and thumbs touchin8 indicate
this offering.
Step 7.

Offering food to idol's tongue.
With palms toward chanter's face the little fingers touch.
ing, or the whole sides of hands in contact and thumbs folded inward represent offering of food to idoi's tongue.
At this point tllc bell is rung and the instruments are
sounded.
Step 8. Offering sound instruments to idol's ears.
Thumb of left hand in palm which is toward face and held
otill, while the right hand with palm toward face is swung outward to left in
half circle with palm then turning to face ontward. The tips of the fingers
go inward then down and out.
The second series of five steps below follow the first eight after all instruments of the orchestra have sounded off.
Step 1. Oilering a mirror to the body of idol.
The left hand with palm upward is laced with the little
finger touching the r i ~ h tarm halfway between the elbow and the hand. The
right hand meanwhile is upright with palm outward and thumbs in both8
hande holding the regulation inetrumentr of bell and dorje. Thir enables
Idol to eee himself.
9tep 2.
thumb, while
face; and the
left in a half
ward and the

Offering all instruments to sound for idol's ears.
NOW the bell is run8 and all inetrumente sounded. The left
the left palm is facing outward, is held motionleos toward the
right hand with its palm toward the face is swung outward to
circle. This movement thus cauees the right palm to face out.
points of the fingers 80 inward then down and outward.
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Step 3. Offering perfumed water to idol's nose.
The two palms, when faced outward with the thumbs touching, represent such an offering.
Step 4. Offering food to idol's tongue.
Chanter's palms toward his face, with little fingers or the
whole side touching and thumbs folded inward, portray the presentation of
food.
Step 5. Offering of clothes to idol's body.
The hande are held with palm outward, and thumbs with
forefingers in circle holding onto dorje and bell.
Lamaietic scriptures are now chanted in unison.

Appendix No. 4
Chart and Transliteration of Tibetan Place names into
English Letters
'

-

to a

\30'

toi

short i as in "itw

W

to u

short u as in "putn

toe

short e as in "get"

too

long o aa in "go"

Vowels

w

= Italian A

Y

'

v'

Consonants imply a following a (Italian A ) .

7

Ka

K as g in garbage (as pronounced in southern U.S.A.)

19
9'

Kha

as kh in block-head

~a

as g in gone, give, etc.

C; '

N ~a

as ng in coming on.

6'

Ja

as J in jack, Japan, John, etc.

*

Cha

as cha end ch in chart, larch

K'

Jha

as j in jar, jeer, etc

5)

N Y ~

ae nui in nuieance.

'

'

as d in dick
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8'

Tha

as t i n tart, torn, pat-hard, etc.
ae d i n dare
as n in nest, not, etc.
ae b in bear

Ld

Pha

as p i n peer, etop-here pronounced as one word, etc.
as b i n bond, bawdy, etc.
as m in man, march, erc.

Tsa

as ts in weighte.

&'

Teha

as "pats hard" prounced as one word, potshot, etc.

6

oza

as dz in "dead zonew pronounced as one word.

Wa

as wa in water.

ca)

Zha

as az i n azure

3.

Za

as z i n azalea

m a h in rah
as

YP

in yacht

as r in rat
as 1 in linger, lake, ete.
ae eh in shout, ehah, etc.
as e in ink, eahib, etc.
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5'

Ha

as h in hand, hah, ete.

w'

A

as a in father.

29

'

'

3

;ya

as in giant

3'
3 9 -3$ 3'9
Nya

as the previous Nya

'

0 r a as in dramatize

as in trap
as in previous Na
as in previous Ma

v

as in previous Sha

sha
as in previous Sa

3'

as shr in shrubbery

Shra
as in previous La

3
N

?.
7

' hefore

Da

as in previous Da
ae in Lhusa, and "La" in larch, etc.

Lhn
' is Wa

V

r

j'be"0" %

is Yn

ae in previoue

Wo

ae in previoue Ya
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Initial letters as well as the euperadded

4' V ' a n d

N o are

not

transliterated. These coincide with the pronounced basic letter and can be
recovered by search in the Das Tibetan-English Dictionary.
Final consonants modify the sound in most instances and present the
most difficulty in transliteration. The author is not satisfied with his usage,
as here indicated:For

'

*

"Hn is added to the vowel letter

*

For

"Ng" is added to the vowel letter

For

5'
a'

"Mu is

For

5'

"Rn is added to the vowel letter

/2/'

and

For

"N* is added to the vowel letter

w*

added to the vowel letter

radically modify the vowel and are

handled accordingly, ~ometirnes"EE" long ee, again by "Eh",
by "H", etc.

W'

other times

which is used os a second final icl not transliterated.

Carried sounds such as

dJ*

6
.<

and

as initials in second syllables

add "M" and "Nn to the pronunciation and transliteration of the previous
syllable as in

$4.

V

Dartsendo and

6Q ' Y

5

Chamdo.

Diacritical marks useful and sometimes indispeneable in indicatlng the
correct pronunciation are not used as they are easily loat in printing and
oleo most readers do not understand their meaning.
Finally, transliterations such as Lama, Yak, Chorten, La, etc., regardless
of their Tibetan characters, having become stabilized in English c pel ling, are
retained. For the same reason an attempt has been made to retain the most
commonly used spelling of religious terme such as Gelugpe, Drolma, etC.9
so as not to confuse the scholarly reader.

Appendix No. 5
PERSONAL NAMES O F TIBETANS
Tibetans d o not have a surname or family name but are called by their
given name and said to be from such and such a house o r as being the son
of so and so. T h e wealthy have house names but the poor either belong to
that house as servants, o r to a certain monastery, o r live in a certain named
quarter of the city. Villages may take their name from the lord who has
the principal house. I n Batang one is known as being of such a household o r
from a certain section into which the town has been divided.
Personal names regularly contain four syllables but i n everyday usage
they may be shortened to two syllables or even a nickname. More often the
nickname, which relates to a physical or other characteristic of the individual,
is added to the commonly used two-syllable name. A person who has one
eye is called for instance-One-eyed
Lozong.
The syllables of the name always mean some admirable physical, mental,
or moral quality unless given the name of a goddess or of some deity.
Search into the qualities most desirable i n the list below reveal that Long
Life, Fortune, Power, Victory, Goddess, and the use of Drolma who is the
goddess that saves from transmigration, are the most popular attributes
selected ir. names. These terms are juggled i n many different combinations
subject to the laws of euphony, ease of utterance and economy of effort.
While there seems some slight effort to give a male names which indicate
supposedly masculine qualities, and also t o the female designations of supposedly womanly attributes, yet the only sure indication of sex is i n the
terms:-goddess,
name of a goddess or the word Mo which means woman;
one or more of these terms are usually found i n the name given to a female.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

List of Names used by Men
Life Long Prosperity
Life Long Power Increase
Completely Victorious Life Long
Religious Service Life Long
Lurk Good Life Long
Lurk Good Power Increasing
Lurk Good Morality
L r ~ r k Good Deeds
Lurk Good Business accomplished
Divine Wisdom Life Steadfast
Divine Wisdom Light Ray
llivine Wisdom Size Lake
Sun Victorious Banner
Blessed Complete Victory

List of names used by Women
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Life Long Melody Possessing
Life Long Melody Drolma
Life Long Goddess Life
Life Long Goddess
Luck Good Goddess
Luck Good Power Woman
Luck Good Drolma
Luck Good Goddess Happy
Luck Good Religion Happy
Divine Wisdom Goddees
Divine Wisdom Goddess
Divine Wisdom Goddess Lake
Divine Wisdom Religious Lamp
Blessed Melody Posseesed
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Blessed Life Long
Blessed Work Accomplished
Blessed Power Good
Virtuous Way Increase
Virtuous Power Increase
Work Accomplished Banner
Mind Good Banner
Mind Religious Glory
Mind Good Power Possessed
Mind Good Perfected
Mind Good Thought
Mind Good Splendid Treasure
Moon Complete Victory
Victorious Banner Religious
Increase
29. Victorious Year Work
Accompliehed
30. Life Steadfast Power a i c h
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15. Precioue Goddese
16. Goddess Ranking High Lady
17. Bright Place 100,000 Lighte
18. Virtuous Goddess
19. Paradise Clear Profound
20. Work Accomplished Goddess
21. Mind Good Goddess
22. Mind Good Religious Drolma
23. Virtue Possessed Good Woman
24. All Beings Good Woman
25. Universal Good Woman
26. Holy Religion Glorious Lamp
27. Moon Drolma
28. Life Long Lady
29. Sceptred Drolma
30. Absolute Wisdom Drolma

INDEX
Aden, 94, 158
Ajedrong, 266, 267, 268
Aki, 81
Aku Tseden, 148, 162
Amban, 148
Amdo, 225, 230
Animals,
Antelope, 77, 194, 230
Blue Sheep, 167, 169
Deer, 245
Leopard, 104
Lynx, 86
Marmots, 81, 125, 236, 237
Ochotona, (Mouse hare), 122, 125,192
Steppe Bears, 192, 209 to 215
Steppe Foxes, 190, 229, 243
Weasels, 122, 192, 209
Wild A~ses,191, 192, 194, 203
wolves, 190, 209
Astrology, 116, 205
Athedrong, 265, 266
Atring (Gegen Atring) (Gezong Teering), 117, 127, 163, 164, 170,
180, 217, 243, 244, 245, 246
Azong, 174

Bahmdah, 234
B a l ~ o d r o n 238
~,
Bahzhah, 221
Ba Lama, 116,148,163,165,174
Bare, Dr. and Mre. N. H., 107, 115, 1399 150
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Batang (Batliang), 1, 5, 62, 64, 69, 70, 72, 80, 92, 97, 105, 106, 107,
115, 116, 120, 122, 129, 130, 133, 135, Chapter 8, 159, 162, 163,
169,174,179,185,215,238,246,253,265,279,300
Batang Mission, 62,97, 107, Chapter 8,246,301, 302
Bellows (goat-skin), 80
Bero, 231, 242, 245
Birds,
Cranes, 101
Eagles, 192
Geese, 194
Gunics (albatross), 6
Hawks, 192
Larks, 101, 125
Partridges, 220
Yheasan ts, 74, 131, 186, 207, 258, 259, 266, 267
Pigeons, 72, 178
Ravens, 101
Sheldrakes, 99, 220
Vultures, 97, 192, 195
Boats,
Croaked stern, 25
Druwaluna ferry, 118, 119, 120, 136, 144
Foocliow junks, 12
Ichang (S.S.), 12
Junks (orclinary), 13, 14, 17,23,25,35, 37 to 46,48, 66,293,301
Kiafoo (S.S), 35, 36, 45, 300
Kingwo (S.S.), 11
Laniclah ferry, 207, 215
Lincol~i( P r e ~ i d e n) t, 8, 247
Nyacliukha ferry, 75, 76
Boll Gongkar Peak (Menya Gongkar) ( B a n g e e ~ o n ~ k a (Ban
r)
Gonpkar), 60, 71, 73, 74, 77, 238, 253, 254, 255, 259, 266, 2679
292
Bon (Black H a t ) , 81, 83, 196
Bongtramo, 106
Booby Traps, 169
Brahmaputra, 124
Bridges,
Bero, 231, 242, 245

Gangdzi, 232, 242, 248
Lutingchiao, 61, 239, 240, 251
Of Sighs, 26
Zhe, 235, 24,l
Burdsall, Richard, 253, 292 to 300

C
Calendar, 176
Captain's Dinner Party, 7
Cat Rock, 18
Chahjya, 235
Chambdo, 127, 179
Changsha, 12
Changsho, 25
Chao Erh Feng, 70, 91, 96,117, 142, 155, 156
Chapoh, 236
Charms, 116, 130, 145
Chen Chiang Wang Yeh, 42
Chen Hsia Ling, 51
Chengtu, 33, 34, 45, 46, 69
Chiang Kai Shek, 140, 141
Chienfungi, 277, 285
Chien Lung, 141
Chienwei Hsien, 293, 294, 299
China Inland Mission, 62, 238
Chingchi Hsien, 51, 55, 56
Chingchi River, 49
Chinsha Chiang, 3
Chin Shin Fu, 146
Cholidrali, 118
Chorten, 73, 81, 207, 218
Chorurong, 264, 268
Chrietmae at Sea, 9
Chukentan, 43
Cllungking, 11, 26, 33, 34, 35, 240, 247, 300
C l ~ u n ~ t a122
a,
Chunohnong, 131
Cllu~hozliin~,
147
Chuyuanfu Temple, 15
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Clear Water Cave, 17
Clown of the Yangtze, 14
Communists, 217,218,220,228,235, 238,239, 240, 246,247
Courtesies, 126, 127, 222
Crooks, R. L., 52, 274, 292
Crops, 92, 121
Barley, 72,74, 75,79,85,92,121,215, 216,233,241,245, 268
Oats, 72
Peas, 72, 79, 245, 268
Potatoes, 74, 92, 191, 233, 268
Turnips, 72, 79, 85, 92, 121, 268
Wheat, 72, 79, 121, 215, 233, 241, 268
Cunningham, Robert, 62, 69, 70, 158

D
Dahpon (Military Governor), 126,127,130,133,137,147
Dajyell, 242
Dalai Lama, 126, 148, 231, 241
Dawu, 234, 235, 241
Dege, (Dergc), 94, 129, 142, 154, 163, 179, 180, 181, 185, 186, 188,
198, 201, 229, 231
Dcge Prince, 179, 180, 181, 187
Deities, see Idols
Dcndru, 163,166,168,169,175.197,215,217,228,229,240,2~6,251.
Dendru Lhamo, 273, 300
Deshohdunpa (Seven Tribes), 139, 163
Dczhungpa, 166, 167, 169, 172
Dickin~on,F., 34
Dingtzin, 163, 177, 215, 228, 242, 246
Divination, 93, 94, 116
Dogs, 84, 131, 191
Dolan 11, Brooke, 69,163,167,169,194,207,208
Dora, 157
Dorje Troleh, 118, 132
Doublet, Alphonse, 235
Dragon's Cave, 13
Dragyi, 105
Drahnpo, 234, 235
Drale Gonchoh, 81, 83, 85, 89

INDEX
Draya, 163
Drashi, 163, 174,214,215,217,228,237,240,241,246,251
Drewu, 231,234
Dri Chu, see Yangtze
Drima Lhakhang, (Drelima L h a k l ~ a n,~179,
) 188
Dripomdah, 197, 204
Droma root, 209
Dronolibong, 263
Druwalung, 118, 120, 133, 135
Duncan, Esther Jane, 69
Duncan, John Kenneth, 35, 48, 52, 69, 111, 112, 132, 152, 157, 158,
161, 162, 273, 291
Duncan, Kate Louise, 4, 10, 35, 48, 52, 69, 111, 112, 113, 132, 139,
152,157,158,161,162,174,273,278,294,295,300,301
Duncan, Marian Louise, 35, 48, 52, 69, 111, 112, 157, 158, 161, 162.
273, 291
Duncan, Robert Malcolm, 69, 273
Dun San Pao, 154
Dye, Daniel, 46
Dza Chu (Dza River), see Yalung
Dzindah, 206
Dzochen, 1, 186, 222, 227, 243, 244, 248
Dzongo, 73, 265
Dzongngon (Tsongi), (Dzongon), 123, 143,144
Dzongallee, 133, 145

E
Edgar, J. II., 62, 70, 158, 238,239, 240,246, Chapter 13,271
Enlmons, Arthur, 253, 292
E x o r c i ~ i n99,
~ , 176, 178, 180,215, 216, 261, 262.

F
Fantastic Peaka, 17, 29
F e i ~ u e Ling,
l~
58, 59, 60
Fengtu, 24
Fish, 81
Fliee, 77, 78
Flowere,
Aconite, 102
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Bridal wreath, 219
Buttcrcups, 81, 92, 219
Donkey's ear, 122, 215
Gentians, 92
Loosestrife, 219
Mallows, 219
Musliroon~s,106
Old Man's beard, 106
Pcarly everlasting, 81, 92
Plantains, 99
Poppies, 103, 122, 215, 219, 221
Prinlroses, 71, 81, 122, 215, 219
Rliuharb, 71, 100, 102
Straw flower, 81, 92
Sweet williams, 219
Violets, 219
Flying fish, 6
Fuchou, 25
Fuchuang, 56
Fu, Colonel, 164

G
Gahradrong, 234,242
Galon Lama, 127
Gangdzi (Kanze), 62, 92, 142, 143, 154, 167, 178, 180, 186, 197, 230
to 234, 242, 245, 248, 249
Gar, 123, 237
Garthar (Tailing), 237, 241, 246
Gartok (Clartliol~),115, 124 to 133, 138, 145, 148
Gchsar, 220
Gelugpa (Yellow Hats), 65, 70, 81, 83, 87, 188, 195, 218, 233, 236,
237
Gesar, King, 105, 194, 262
Gezang Tsering, 162, 265
Gczong Lllamo, (old Quccn of Batanp), 91
Gezong Tscrinp (Wliang Tien Hwa) (Ge Siling) , Cliaptcr 8
Gokway, 125
Gold digping, 79.8.;. 92,98, 121, 186,235, 237,240
Gongkl~aLama, 143, 144, 145, 146
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Gorges of the Yangtze, 1,3, 121,177,179, 188,197,204, 206,219,300
Brass Gong, 26
Eight Cliff, 22
False, 18, 19
Fenghsiang hsai (Wind Box), 18, 30
Lampshine, 13
Moonlight, 26
Ox-liver-Horse-Lung, 14
Tiger's tooth, 13
Wushan Tahsia, 16, 17
Yellow cat, 1 3
Graves, 174, 175, 176, 183, 266, 271

H
Hail, 81
Hankow, 12, 35, 42
Harbour Master Buddha, 26, 48
Hard Times party, 7
Hcartless Stone, 24
Hermits and hermitages, 132, 230
Hokou, see Nyahchukha
Holder, R. R., 240, 243, 244, 245
Hongkong, 5
Horbu, 178
Hor Gangsar, 232, 250
Hot Springs, 70,98,99,103,107,164, 171, 221,240
Houses (Tibetan ) ,231,234,257,258,260,261,263,264
H s i a o c l ~ a n 21
~,
Hualingping, 59, 60, 246
IIungya, 276, 277
Hupeh, 19
Hwangnipu, 55
Hwang Tuanchang, 141

I
Icllang, 13, 26
Idols, 285
Cllampa (Shnrnpa), (Jyampa) ,93,176,195,196,235,258
Cllcnrezig (God of Mercy), 178, 186, 209

,
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Dorje Lutru, 259
Drol~na(Drehma) , 188, 218
Guatanla Buddha, 178, 186, 209
Great Buddha at Kiating, 46, 281, 290
Jyampa, see Champa
Odpamed, 178
Padma Samhawa, 176, 178, 179,187
.
Paldan Lhamo, 232
'I'sepagmed, 177, 179, 180, 187
Tsong Khapa, 93, 110, 187, 232, 235
Tuti, 59
Ipin (Suifu), 35,36,37,43,44, 247,276, 300
Irawadi, 124

Jala (Chala), 65, 252
Jala, King of, 65, 252, 257, 258
J angkarkhoh, 80
Japoding, 139, 149, 152, 157
Jensen, J. C., 291
Jethoh (Chedo), 70, 71, 253, 256,267
Jiteen, 118
Jonee, Gordon, 35, 300
Jurmeh, 163
Jyangthang, 3,190 to 197, 208 to 215
Jyekundo, 64, 197, 198, 199, 200, 205, 214, 215, 217, 221, 223, 224,
228, 239, 243
J yong, 96
J yonggon, 218

Kahgyupa, 187, 206, 209, 218
Kahgyur, (Buddhiet Bible), 95, 179
Kanghei, 141, 148
Kham, 64, 115
Khamzhung, 175
Kharea, 218
Kharear, 233, 241

INDEX
Khawakarpo (Mountain of Silver Snow), 125,132
Khorlomdo, 186, 188
Kialing River, 26
Kiating, see Loshan
Kitchen, 259, 260, 269
Kiukiang, 12
Kongling Kocks, 14
Kongmingbai Rock, 17, 29
Kuanyinpu, 53
Kueifu, 20, 31
Kundee Dropuh, 134

L
Lamaism, 83, 89, 93, 94, 95, 99
Lamdah, 207, 208, 215
Land of Snow (Tibet), 47
Laokueichou, 15
Laws, 129
Lee, 34, 163
Lee Kuei Kuang, 164
Lelekhuthe, 259
Lengchi, 60
Lhandee, 122, 123, 124
Lhasa, 62, 64, 123, 142, 143, 148, 154, 221
Lliora Monastery, 127, 131
Li, 118, 119
Lingeear (see Gesar)
Lingkharsliee, (I,ingkhashi), 103, 164 to 172, 173
Lingtsang, 231
Lingtsang King, 187
Lingtsang Prince, 187, 188, 201, 221
Litan(: (Lithang), 71, 79,81, 85,86,91 to 96, 101,103, 107, 154, 163,
185
Litang Plain, 91, 92, 98 to 103
Liu Hsiang, 287, 289,293, 294, 296, 297, 299
L i u ~ h aRiver, 56, 57
Liu Tsan Ting, 142
IAiuWen Huei, 51,140,141,143,144, 150, 154, 287,289,297,299
Loba, 46
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Losllan (Kiating), 37, 43, 45, 46, 247, 273, 274, 279, 280, 281, 285,
287, 288,293
Lovegren, L. A., 45, 283, 290, 291
Lozllung, 233
Lozong, 240
1,ozong Pintso, 150
Lu, 123
Lucllow, 36
Lu 110, 142
L ~ t i n ~ c l l i a 60,
o , 61, 67, 239

M
;\.la Chen Lung, 142, 154, 155,156
MaLichang, 54
Mani Prayer Stone Piles, 193, 196,197, 198,223,244,265,269
Mantze Graves, 43
Ma P u Fang, 207
Maritime Signals on Yangtze, 21
Markham, 126
Medicines and Medical, 96, 97, 106, 132
Meje, 258
Mckong River, 120, 124, 125
Meliting, 106, 150
Menya, 72, 230, 237, 239, 262
Midizamha, 265, 270
Mijhi Castle, 237
Mili, 70
Milking, 83, 84, 85
Minerals,
Soda, 92
Sulphur, 92, 221
Min ( F u ) River, 36,38,39,43,45 to 49,60, 66,281, 282,287,289
Mieeione, 65, 160, 161
Molashe, 86
Monaeteriee (Lamaeeriee) (General), 79, 82, 83,89,93,99, 178, 180,
187,230
Monasteries (individual),
Bero, 231
Bumden. 206

INDEX
Chapoh, 236
Chungkl~or,188, 189, 202
Dangt1loh, 219
Darjyeh, 142, 231, 234
Dege, 179, 180, 182
Drahngo, 235
Drema Lhakang, 188, 189
Drijyuh, 208, 214, 224, 231
Dzohchen, 180, 222, 227
Dzonggoh, 187
Gangdzi, 232, 249
Gartliar, 237
Gohzer, 187, 201, 221
Guluh, 142, 231
Jelung, 238
Jhoru, (Jliowo) , 244
J yur, 190, 195
Katlioli, 177, 184
Kliamzhung, 175
Litang, 93, 94, 95, 99, 108, 109
Loll, 214
Namjyeli Ling, 188, 221
Nyara, 231
Nyeetsho, 235
Pehyee, 176
Ranyah, 206
Samar, 173, 174
Scrshee, 195, 203
'T'harlung, 215
Tranggoh, 215, 217, 225
Zllalcll, 234
Zhcwa, 196
Moore, Tcrris, 253, 292 to 300
Mosu, 262
Mountain of Silver Snow, 1, 117, 146, 170
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Nambanongtseh, 122, 123, 124
Namjyeh (Norje), 146,163,165,183,194,215,'246
Nanki, 36
Nanking, 12, 154
Neichang, 33
Ngen Druh, 158
Ngoloh, 78
Nitou, 57, 58
Nobility, 126
Nomads, 78,82 to 85,99,165 to 173,190 to 197,256
Nomad tents, 82 to 85, 89, 90, 170, 256
Nyachukha (N.E. of Lhasa), 199
Nyah (Yalung) River, Ses Yalung
Nyahchukha, (Hokou) , 75, 76,97
Nyahrong, (Nyarong) , 142, 154, 233,235, 242
Nyingmapa (Red Hats), 65,70,82,87,177,187,196,227,237
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Ogden, J. C., 62
Ogden, Minnie A., (Mra. J. C.), 62,69,157,158,164,246,302
Oolah (Forced tranaportation), 118, 124, 130, 133, 135, 181, 188,
189,195,217,218,220,221,246,256,264,266
Orphan's Island, 12
Orongzhee, 75
Otholl Prince, 84, 90

Pagodas, 13, 16, 276
Paiehih, 17
Pakhalo, 149
Pamothang, 121, 144
Yangda Plain, 125
Paper making, 180, 181
Paesea (La) ,
Aje, 267
Bongo, 81
Chungtsang, 167
Chutshuh, 189
Doee, 77
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Drepa (Mule Pass), 238
Jeri, 81
Jethoh, 71, 238, 253, 254, 265, 267
Karzhi, 74
Kharsa, 80
Khuyee, 117
Lachum, 77
Lagochume, 134
Lahtse, 79
Lamar, 173
La Neebar, 254, 255
Latse, 233
Latse K.ehring, 221
Man, 175
Manlung, 172, 173
Mijhi, 236, 237
Muri, 229, 243
Ngangpa, 196
Nguzo, 177
Pang. 122
Par, 207
Phu, 125
Rama, 77, 78
Shari, 103, 111, 112, 165, 166
Sherepetee, 125
Tama, 173
Thangbumdah, 205
Thra-o, 218
Tealeh, 146, 170
Teaeha, 86
Tehongpon ( T ~ h o n ~ p o n a l,105,106,112,113,155,165,166
e)
Zee, 186
Zhara, 237, 241, 246
Patee (Bamboo rafts), Chapter 14,284, 285
Patung, 16
Peaks,
Chungteang hlehya, 167, 182
Dam (Charaka), 106
Drangchen Lhari Dukar, 172
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Dzajangpo, 218
Dzochen, 227
Granite, 103, 227
Khawalaring, 232, 233, 242, 250
Machen Pomra (Oni Machen) , 193,194
Mekong Snow Peaks, 125
Nehmdah, (Dajola) , 104, 105, 165
Snow, 74, 75, 102, 166, 171, 172, 179, 180, 193, 194, 227,229, 232,
2 54
'rsirashi, (Tsirashee) , 103, 182
Pehchen, 218
Pehyee (Beyu), 176, 177, 178, 183
Peking, 247
Pempa, 61
Pereira, Gen. G., 167
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. R. A., 107
Porpoises, 6
Prayer, 221, 259, 260
Prayer Flags, 103, 106, 177, 207, 230
Prayer Wlleels, 75, 257, 260, 262
Printing, 94, 95
Proverbs, 262
Pumteh, 121

Rafts (bamboo), 44
Ranalama, 120, 122
Rapids of the Yangtze,
Below Gora, 121
Buddha's Face and Goddess of Mercy, 24
Buffalo Mouth Reach, 16
Chingtsopiao, 16
Chukentan, 41
Dismount, 18
Hsintan Rapide, 14, 28
Kueichou Reach, 15
Long Snake, 18
New Dragon, ( Hsinlongtan) , 21
Otter Rapid, 13

INDEX
Sheh Chu, 120
Tiger, 23
Tongyangtse, 20
Yehtan, 15
Yelotse (Wild mule), 26
Zigzag Reach, 13
Rathi, 166
Rawo, 207
Red Basin, 3, 33, 34, 52, 273
Religious ceremonies, 99, 128,129, 159, 176, 180
Retreh, 153
Rijnhart, Susie, 62
Rivers, (Chu) (minor rivers only),
Ba (of Jyekundo), 197, 198, 199, 217
Batang ( R a ) , 117, Chapter 8, 163, 165, 170, 171
Bu, 233,234
Chentse, 259
Do, 61
Dza, (Dsa), 215, 225
Dzin, 178
Dzong, 124, 125
Gatse, 174
Gumdah, 173
Hor, 79, 81, 82, 85, 88
Je, 63, 70
Lamaya, 166
I,i, 263, 264, 265, 268, 270
Litang, 91, 97 to 104, 124, 166, 167
Mal~rong,187
Ngee, 177
Nyoh, 187
Posheekhoh, (Deneh) , 173
Shari, 166
Slich, 120, 133
Ta, 63
Yee, 229, 230
Zee, 179, 185, 186
Zhohlu, 263
Roller Point, 15
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Romee, 122, 155
Rong, Chapter 13
Rongbahtsa, 230, 231, 242, 243, 245
Rongmi Drango (Tanpa), 235,236,237,239,240,241
S
Sajyasumdo, 206
Sakya, 179,196,198,205,206,207,215,224,231
Salt wells, 43, 44
Salween River, 124
Samar, 165, 173, 174, 175, 182
Sangenwa, 134
Saehe, 150
Scarf (Khatah), 83, 115,125
Schafer, Ernet, 163, 168, 171
Selfevolved imagee, (Rong Jon), 122,124,217,218
Serehee, 190, 195, 243
Serurong, 259
Shachiohping, 58
Shangchen (Chyah Trenwa), 64, 93, 94, 95, 97, 105, 129, 165, 258,
259, 264
Shanghai, 5, 9, 11, 12, 106, 247
Shanei, 62, 71
Shao Pin Sen, 117
Shaei, 12
Shelton, A. L., 62, 117, 165
Shihmen (Stone Gatee) , 16
Shihpaochai (Precioue Stone Caetle) ,23, 32
Shieonggong, 135
Shrube,
Acacia, 75, 193, 206
Barberry, 168
Buckthorn, 240
Daphne, 180
Dzachob, (Omaeu), 75, 264
Elderberry, 236
Gooeeberry, 73, 219
Heather, 101
Mimoea, 206

INDEX
Mock orange, 75, 236
Sagebrush, 193
Sandthorn, 173.
Shuitzepu, 54
Shurtleff, Carrie, 52
Sikang, (Hsikang), 51,141, 143, 155, 160
Sining, 195, 199, 205, 207, 208.
Sino-Tibetan boundary, 156
Smith, Fred N., 52, 246, 274
Snowline, 166, 232, 243
Sobu, 258
Song Chuen Shi, 149
Songtsan Gampo, 123, 237
Soreneon, T., 259
Springs (see hot) (General), 173
Stinking salt streams, 19, 31
Stone worship and ritual (white), 72,95,96, 193,220, 263
Stoves, 261
Sungpan, 62, 221
Superstitions, 94, 116, 122, 123, 128, 164, 178, 181,205, 215, 220,233,
244, 258, 261, 264
Szechwan, 37, 55, 141, 143, 144,195, 247,273

Tachienlu (Kangting), 1, 49 to 52, 61 to 65, 69, 70, 71, 97, 105, 142,
143, 158, 199, 200, 217, 221, 233, 238, 239, 240, 245, 246, 253,
263, 267, 273, 279, 292
Tahsiang Ling, 55, 56, 59
Tahsiang tributary, 55, 59
Taipingkan, 26
Tankhoh, 188, 189, 215, 220, 221, 230
Tea, 49 to 52, 69, 146
Tea carriers, 49 to 53, 66, 113
Teichman, Eric, 142
Temple of the Ethereal Bell of a Thousand Agee, 21,32
Teruh, 254
'rhompaon, Dr. H. G., 167
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Tibet and Tibetans, 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 33, 49, 62, 63, 64, 115, 123, 126,
129, 133, Chapter 8, 172, 189, 218, 220, 222, 228, 230, 246, 256,
300
Tibetan-Chinese Boundary Stone, 122, 137
Tibetan Plateau, 1, 3, 5, 49, 62, 71, 74, 158, 273
Tientseshan (Mount of Heaven), 24, 43
Tiji (Civil governor), 126, 127
Tohma (Dorma) offerings, 128
Tompkins, C. E., 36, 300
Towers (ancient), 72,237,262,263,265,266,270
Tracking (the Yangtze), 14, 15, 27, 39 to 43
Trees,
Apricot, 236
Ash, 240
Birch, 84, 263, 267
Cedar, 172, 173, 218, 230
Firs, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 95, 103, 104, 106, 111, 121, 125, 131, 132,
173, 175, 219, 220, 221, 229, 236, 240, 243, 263, 267
Hemlock, 175, 236
Juniper, 74,77,103,104,105,106,132,166,186,229,240,243,267
Larch, 70, 72, 259, 267
Maples, 76, 77, 175, 263, 267
Oak, 77, 175, 236, 259, 267
Pear, 235
Pine, '74, 77, 121, 259, 263
Poplar, 77, 218, 235, 267
Rhododendron, SO, 74, 103, 132,267
Spruce, 74, 75, 77, 111, 121, 125, 173, 175, 186, 219, 221, 229, 236,
240, 243, 259, 263, 267
Tamarack, 236, 241, 243
Tung oil, 60
Walnut, 267
Wild cherry, 73, 240, 267
Willow, 240
Tribee,
Achog, 195
Getaegongma, 193
Goloh (Golog), 100,101,190 to 197,205,208
Kemo, (Kema), 97, 165, 166, 168, 173
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Lingkashi, See Lingkliarsee
Menya, 262, 263
Ngoja, 189
Otlioli, 82, 84, 97, 100
Trangtlia, 1?2
Wanali, 1.93
Watlier, 196
Yonru, 85, 97, 100
Trindo, 207, 208
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